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slipping slowly away beneath you, you would suddenly know everything that there is to 
be known." 
Winnie-the-Pooh 
Abstract 
Sand and gravel transport through a rime-pool sequence 
This study focuses upon flow hydraulics, sediment transport and riffle-pool maintenance on the River 
Rede, Northumberland, UK.. Analysis of bed structure indicate pools to be coarser than riffles, 
suggesting these to be zones of maximum tractive force at high flow. Tractive force reversal can be 
demonstrated using a combination of velocity, shear stress and gravel tracer data, and is therefore 
advocated as a mechanism for maintaining the riffle-pool form. Three dimensional flow structures are 
likely to increase the likelihood of reversal in pools situated on bends, which may not always be 
detected using one-dimensional measures of flow hydraulics. 
Magnetic tracing and basket trapping techniques were used to provide an insight into rates of 
movement, accumulation, initial motion criteria and routing, of sand. Sand is transported selectively 
and is mobilised at between 11-22 Nm-2• Deposition of sub 2mm material is prevalent on 
morphological high points (bars / riffle margins), although greatest quantities were routed through 
morphological lows. Freeze core evidence shows limited intragravel storage. 
Gravel tracer movements showed evidence of size selective entrainment overall, however hiding 
effects were also found to be evident at two scales; 30-50mm and 110-140mm (for riffles) and 20-
90mm and 11O-140mm for pool. Slope exponents for log-log relations between scaled grain size 
(D/D50) versus dimensionless shear stress (8e) of =-0.9 suggest that hiding strongly influences 
sediment transport. Stream power estimates from pgQs demonstrate a higher threshold for motion for 
gravel in pools (132 Wm-2) compared with riffles (127 Wm-2). Differences in initial motion criteria 
(8e) between riffles and pools were found to be significant (p<0.05), indicating pool sediments to be 
less mobile than riffle, despite pool sediments being less compact. Reduced mobility of pool bedload 
sediment results from clasts being sheltered by immobile lag gravel found in the pool. It appears 
therefore that mobility differences between riffles and pools, related to bed structure, does not explain 
riffle-pool maintenance on the Rede. 
Scaled travel distance (L/L50s) for tracers in the reach as a whole showed a convex-up relationship 
with scaled grain size (D/D50s) , demonstrating that for tracer grains progressively coarser than the 
surrounding D50 surface grains, travel distance drops off rapidly, whereas grains progressively finer 
than the surrounding clasts, travel further but at a less rapid rate. Furthermore, virtual velocity (V*) of 
tracer grains showed a positive dependence upon D/Dsos. 
Gravel tracer movement provided important insights into riffle-pool maintenance. Transfer of material 
through the Rede riffle-pool sequence appeared to be influenced by flow magnitude and duration. For 
low magnitude high frequency flows below 25% bankfull, intra-unit movement was found to 
predominate. Medium magnitude and frequency flows (up to 50% bankfull) appeared capable of inter-
unit transport; scour from pool troughs and deposition on pool exit slopes I riffle heads, movement of 
material from riffles to bar edges and from bar to bar. For higher magnitude low frequency flows up to 
bankfull, there was less scour from pools, and a dominance of bar-to-bar sediment transfer. Limited 
evidence of sediment routing and deposition in pools suggest these to be scour I sediment source zones 
only, with supply originating from the bed and outer bank. These data demonstrate the importance of 
different flow magnitude and frequency in creating / maintaining different areas of the riffle-pool 
structure. 
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Chapter One 
Study aims and background to sediment transport and mobility 
through rime-pool morphology 
1.1 Introduction: significance of rime-pool morphology 
The importance of moderate slope gravel bed rivers characterised by riffle-pool 
bedforms is becoming increasingly apparent. Riffle-pool sequences have been shown 
to be of importance in maintaining the quasi-equilibrium of the stream system 
(Leopold et al., 1964; Dolling, 1968; Keller and Melhorn, 1978), by either minimising 
the potential energy loss per unit mass of water (Yang, 1971) or minimising total 
power expenditure (Cherkauer, 1973). The riffle-pool unit is the fundamental 
morphologic control on bed scour, sediment transfer and deposition (Carling, 1991), 
and may be a primary determinant in bank erosion and meander initiation (Leopold 
and Wolman, 1960; Langbein and Leopold, 1966; Richards, 1976a, 1978; Ashworth, 
1987), bar growth (Clifford, 1993a) and channel planform instability (Richards, 
1982). 
Riffles and pools have also been shown to provide a valuable ecological resource to 
aquatic systems. By creating a diverse range of hydraulic and morphological niches 
riffles and pools are critical in sustaining habitats (Greenwood and Richardot-Coulet, 
1996). It is now recognised that river engineering and rehabilitation projects should 
understand both the forniation and maintenance of these bedforms (Keller, 1978a; 
Brookes, 1990 and 1992; Newbury, 1995; Kondolf and Micheli, 1995). Riffles 
provide appropriate hydraulic conditions for spawning, particularly for salmonids, and 
also some cyprinid species (Burner, 1951; Stuart, 1953; Milan and Petts, 1998; Milan 
et al., 2000). Furthermore, pools provide important 'holding' habitat for adult fish 
(Bjornn et al., 1977). Riffles and pools provide a diverse range of macroinvertebrate 
fauna, which are utilised by fish as a food resource (Scullion, 1982; Minshall and 
Minshall, 1977). 
There is a growing need for research to focus upon inputs, storages and outputs of 
sediment within riffle-pool units, and their morphological response to changing 
sediment supply and hydrology - itself characteristic of climate change or 
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anthropogenic influences such as land-use change. An understanding of the buffering 
capacity of the riffle-pool sequence could be important in regulating the stability of 
the channel further downstream (Keller, 1978; Sear, 1994). Bearing in mind the 
importance of riffle-pool morphology it is disturbing that Fox (in press) has estimated 
that a total of 174,000 riffles have been lost as a result of engineering practices along 
25,500 kIn of channel in the UK. Significant advances have been made in England 
and Wales during the last decade to address river management issues such as the loss 
of riffle-pool morphology using geomorphological principles, for example the River 
Habitat Survey, and National Rivers Authority I Environment Agency research and 
development programmes (Newson et al., 2000). Moves towards environmentally 
sensitive river engineering and river restoration I rehabilitation, have generated a need 
for further information concerning flow and sediment dynamics through riffle-pool 
sequences. 
An improved understanding of sediment mobility through riffle pool sequences is also 
essential for a range of geomorphological, engineering, sediment transport, 
paleohydraulic and ecological problems (Andrews, 1983). For example information 
on flows required for maintaining good gravel quality for fish spawning and 
morphology for fish habitat is an important objective for river managers (e.g. 
Milhous, 1996). In particular data are required on the flows required to produce a 
shear stress for partial gravel movement (framework dilation) to flush out harmful 
accumulations of fines from interstitial voids, without scouring away too much gravel 
and destroying channel morphology. From a review of the literature, Milan et al. 
(2000) have demonstrated that concentrations of sub-lmm sediments in excess of 
14% result in increased mortality of fish embryos. Many lowland streams in Britain 
which support Brown Trout have concentrations well in excess this figure, which may 
reflect reduction in flushing capacity due to flow regulation, increased siltation due to 
changing land-use, and loss of riffle-pool morphology due to engineering practices 
(Milan and Petts, 1998). 
1.2 Study aims and thesis structure 
With these research needs in mind, the principle aim of this thesis is to investigate 
riffle-pool maintenance through field analysis of hydraulic character and associated 
sediment movement through an upland riffle-pool sequence. Analysis of coarse and 
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fine-grained sorting processes will lead to an improved understanding of the 
maintenance of these bedforms and initial motion criteria for both gravel and sand 
modes. In particular this thesis aims to; 
(i) Improve current understanding of sediment sorting mechanisms in upland 
gravel bed rivers displaying riffle-pool topography, through identification of grain 
size variability and sediment routing, 
(ii) Test the hydraulic and sediment transport models of Keller (1971) and Jackson 
and Beschta (1982), 
(iii) Examine the mobility and initial motion criterion of gravel and sand in riffles 
and pools, 
(iv) Consider the implications of flow hydraulics and sediment transport processes 
upon the maintenance of riffle-pool morphology. 
To fulfil these aims the thesis follows the pathway outlined in Figure 1.1. Chapter 
One will review the background literature to riffle pool maintenance, hydraulics, 
sediment transport, sorting and mobility. Chapter Two introduces the field site and the 
methods used throughout the investigation. Chapter Three focuses upon the 
sedimentology displayed through riffle-pool morphology at the study site, whilst 
Chapter Four identifies the spatial variation in stage-dependent hydraulics and 
discuses implications for sediment transport and riffle-pool maintenance, whilst 
testing Keller's reversal hypothesis (see section 1.3.4). Chapters Five and Six 
investigate the mobility of sand (Phase 1) and gravel bedload (Phase 2) respectively, 
whilst Chapters Seven and Eight examine the routing and sorting of fine and coarse 
bedload. Chapter Nine discusses the findings in the light of previous work, and 
highlights the major advances made by this investigation, and concludes by providing 
a summary of the main findings of the investigation commenting on how successfully 
the study has fulfilled the initial aims. 
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1.3.1 The rime-pool unit 
Clifford (1993a) refers to riffle-pool sequences as quasi-regular alterations of 
shallows and deeps which are characteristic of moderate slope gravel-bed rivers 
(below an upper limit of 1%). Riffles (topographic highs) and pools (intervening 
lows) are marked by stage-dependent contrasts in flow velocity, water surface slope, 
channel morphology and bed sedimentology. Over most of the flow range, riffles are 
shallower, faster zones, of steeper water surface, with coarser, better-sorted and more 
interlocked bed material than intervening pools. Riffles tend to be stable features, as 
shown by Dury's (1970) resurvey of the Hawkesbury River after 100 years. Pools on 
bends show less stability laterally, typically showing bank scour which is usually 
balanced by accretion on an inner point bar (Hooke, 1977). 
1.3.2 Quantitative identification of rimes and pools 
A range of different methods has been used to differentiate between riffles and pools. 
These include bed material size (Leopold et al., 1964, p. 206-208), water surface 
slope (Yang, 1971), and the index lId, where v and d are the mean velocity and mean 
depth of flow, respectively (Wolman, 1955). However, Richards (1976a) claims that 
these methods are of little value becawe their discriminating power changes with 
discharge and I or with the previous history of discharge events. Carling and Orr 
(2000) in a review of over 50 scientific articles found only three definitions to be 
precise and reliable. The three robust, objective methods were the control point 
method (Yang, 1971), the zero-crossing method (Dury, 1970; Nordin, 1971; Richards, 
1976a; Shen and Cheong, 1977; Sidorchuk, 1996), and power spectral analysis (Box 
and Jenkins, 1976; Bloomfield, 1976). This study utilises the zero-crossing method; 
details on the other two techniques are summarised in Carling and Orr (2000). The 
zero-crossing method provides an objective means of delimiting riffles and pools 
based purely on the undulations in bed topography. The technique involves survey of 
the long profile of the bed through a sequence of riffles and pools, and the fitting of a 
regression equation to the plot of bed elevation versus downstream distance. For short 
reaches, Richards (1976a) has claimed that linear regression is adequate, whereas with 
longer reaches second- or third-order polynomial regression might be necessary. 
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The technique has been criticised on two grounds by O'Neill and Abrahams (1984). 
Firstly, the technique was unable to handle smaller undulations in the long profile at a 
scale greater than or smaller than that of an individual pool-riffle unit. Secondly, 
small deviations in the bed profile may result in isolated, minor residuals of either 
sign. The first problem may be overcome by pre-processing the data (Carling and Orr, 
2000), whilst the second problem may be avoided by only including residuals of a 
given deviation from the regression line, also known as the 'bed form differencing 
technique' (O'Neill and Abrahams, 1984). 
Clifford (1990) suggests that the bed differencing technique cannot be entirely 
objective, because the cumulative elevation difference which determines the threshold 
value for bedform identification is based on the subjective choice of a fraction of the 
standard deviation of the elevation series. Secondly, he states that the technique may 
not be reproducible within the same series if a constant fraction of the standard 
deviation (T value) is used (O'Neill and Abrahams recommend using a T value of 
0.75), particularly with very short or long series where the standard deviation may be 
unstable as successive observations are added. Furthermore, Clifford (1990) claims 
that the zero-crossing technique is limited by its reliance on a single, one-dimensional 
measure of channel form. Slight differences may exist in the channel long profile 
depending upon planform line taken, for example, between the thalweg or the channel 
centre line. Although Clifford (1990; 1993a) states that there is no truly objective 
quantitative identification of riffle-pool sequences, autoregressive-modelling 
approaches, which have a physical basis, may overcome these problems. 
1.3.3 Theories of riftle-pool formation 
The most coherent hydraulically based theory of riffle-pool formation is that 
developed by Valin (1971; 1977; 1992) which was elaborated by Richards (1976a; 
1978; 1982) to provide the Valin-Richards hypothesis. These theoretical studies 
demonstrate that the regularity of riffle spacing is related to the path length of periodic 
macroturbulent eddies extending across the full width of flow (Yalin, 1971, 1977, 
1992). Turbulence generated at the boundary of a straight, uniform channel produces 
large-scale roller eddies associated with alternate acceleration and deceleration of 
flow. The scale of the eddies depends upon channel size, and the spacing between 
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successive fast or slow zones averages 2mv. It may also be possible that two counter-
rotating periodic macroturbulent eddies exist in straight channels rather than one, each 
occupying half the channel width (Hey, 1976). Richards (1976a) supports Yalin, 
claiming that the autocorrelated nature of macro-scale flow structure is the primary 
cause of riffle-pool bedforms, which subsequently lead to meandering. Richards 
(1976) further suggests that riffles and pools form as a response to alternating scour 
and fill associated with the theoretically determined correlation properties of large-
scale eddy motions in open channel flow. 
Other theories of riffle-pool formation provide however, a less comprehensive 
explanation of their geometry and initiation. Yang (1971) developed a theory that 
riffle-pool sequences occur because natural streams minimise their rate of potential 
energy expenditure; energy is dissipated less rapidly over a reach consisting of cells 
with different energy gradients, compared to a uniformly sloping reach. Rapid energy 
loss along a reach with a uniform gradient would result in scour and compensatory 
deposition which in tum would alter the form of the bed from uniform to undulating. 
According to Yang's (1971) law of least-time rate of energy expenditure the stream 
should form a riffle-pool sequence with a higher average velocity and a steeper water 
surface slope at the riffle compared to the pool. Yang claimed that the higher velocity 
gradient at the riffle would result in higher repulsive pressure in the riffle than in the 
pool, which would have the effect of depressing the bed surface of the pool and 
raising that of the riffle to form a concave-convex bed profile. This change in 
elevation continues, tending to increase the velocity gradient between the riffle and 
pool, until the shear stress at the riffle is so high that the bed material begins to shear. 
This shearing action in mixed sediments results in a coarsening of the riffle, and 
deposition of fines washed from the upstream riffle results in a finer grained pool. 
Langbein and Leopold (1968) suggest a kinematic wave model for gravel riffle and 
sand-dune forms, based on the mutual interference of particles during transport. In 
this model, gravel particles move in groups (riffles) that move slower than the 
individual particles, which may hop from the downstream end of one group to the 
upstream end of the other, so that the group appears to move upstream. This model 
shows some similarities to natural riffle-pool sequences. For example Jackson and 
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Beschta (1982) describe riffle to riffle leap-frogging of gravel, and Sear (1992) 
provides tracer data that demonstrate faster virtual velocities of pool sediments. 
However, it differs from a natural riffle-pool sequence in that the riffles appear 
mobile, not static. Furthermore the model does not explain sediment sorting or riffle-
pool wavelength (Richards, 1982). 
An alternative theory for the initiation of an undulating bed profile was developed for 
step-pool sequences by Whittaker and Jaeggi (1982). In their model it is envisaged 
that antidunes are formed in association with standing waves, where the waveform of 
the bed is in phase with the water surface. However it is difficult to envisage the flows 
necessary to produce standing waves of the scale required to produce the variations in 
bed surface elevation evident in most riffle-pool sequences. 
More recently Clifford (1990; 1993a) and Carling and Orr (2000) have attempted to 
obtain field data with which to validate and revise the Yalin-Richards hypothesis, 
which stress the importance of coherent turbulent flow structures in creating localised 
scour. Clifford (1993a) found that eddy sizes at the scale up to mv in dimension 
expected in the Yalin model do commonly occur, although these could not be clearly 
identified as dominant in any of the velocity series recorded on the River Quarme. 
Instead, the clearest indication of dominant eddy size was of 1-3 m, which appeared to 
scale to small multiples of grain size or small-scale bedforms. Carling and Orr (2000) 
who measured eddy lengths of I-2m supported these empirical observations, on the 
River Severn for in-bank flows. For bankfull flows in the River Severn numerical 
modelling estimates arrived at an eddy length scale of 14 m. Clifford (1993a) also 
identified a small number of larger flow structures 1-4 times the channel width, which 
correlated to the size of pools. However it was the smaller scale flow structures which 
predominated, leading Clifford to suggest a re-interpretation of the Yalin-Richards 
hypothesis that incorporated smaller and more variable flow structures and the 
associated morphological response I control. Clifford's revised model states that 
riffle-pool units are initiated by the generation of roller eddies upstream and 
downstream of a major flow obstacle such as a boulder. The obstacle persists for long 
enough to fix flow patterns and hence induce significant modification of channel 
form. However the obstacle is ultimately removed as part of the process of bed 
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modification via extension scour. Three distinct stages in the process are involved: (1) 
local scour of a single pool that creates (2) deposition downstream, which then (3) 
generates the next downstream flow irregularity. The riffle-pool sequence is thus 
created 'autogenetically' as the summation of a sequence of irregularities, each unit of 
which is formed and maintained only by flow dynamics operating at a local scale. 
Clifford also suggested that spatial variation in the near-bed turbulent velocity field 
triggered by incipient riffle-pool topography, leads to differences in bedload 
entrainment due to structural differences (e.g. Sear 1992; 1996), which further 
enhance and maintain the sequence in a form-process feedback loop. Thompson et al. 
(1996) attach a note of caution to Clifford's' model claiming it may have problems 
explaining channel formation when numerous coarse bed elements are present. 
Furthermore this model may not apply to streams where obstacles are unavailable. 
1.3.4 Rime-pool hydraulics and maintenance 
Theories surrounding the maintenance of riffle pool morphology may be separated 
from those responsible for their initial formation on a uniform bed. Hypotheses of 
riffle-pool maintenance have usually been centred on the interaction between water 
discharge, sediment transport, and channel morphology, slope and bed roughness 
elements. Gilbert (1914) was the first to introduce a model of riffle-pool maintenance 
based around observations that there may be a reversal in velocity between riffle and 
pool units as discharge increased. Keller (1971) advanced this model and combined 
observations with quantitative data to propose the 'velocity reversal hypothesis', 
which has since been used to explain the areal sorting of bed sediments and the 
maintenance of the riffle-pool form. Keller found that at low flow the near bed 
velocity of the pool was less than the adjacent riffles. As discharge increased the pool 
velocity increased at a faster rate than the riffle velocity. Although Keller did not 
record higher pool velocities, extrapolation of his data suggested a reversal in velocity 
towards bankfull. Changes in water surface slope (energy gradient) also occur 
between riffles and pools at different discharges. At low flow the water surface slopes 
are higher over riffles than pools, but increase at a faster rate over pools than riffles as 
discharge increases, until eventually the water-surface slopes converge (Thompson et 
al., 1996). The velocity reversal hypothesis has emerged as the principle area of 
debate concerning riffle-pool maintenance and sediment transport processes through 
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riffle-pool sequences (see Milan et ai, 2001). A review of the literature by Milan et al. 
(200 1) found six studies to support the hypothesis with actual measurements 
(Andrews, 1979; Lisle, 1979, Teisseyre, 1984; Petit, 1987, Ashworth, 1987 and Sear, 
1996). Some accept the hypothesis but were unable to prove it, whilst others strongly 
disagree (see Table 1, Milan et al., 2001). The main bone of contention surrounds the 
principle of mass continuity (Bhowmik and Demissie, 1982), where the velocity of 
the pool cannot be higher than that of the riffle unless the flow area at the pool is less 
than that of the riffle. For the flow area at the pool to be less than that at a riffle, it 
would require a smaller channel width at the pool than the riffle, since water depth at 
the riffle is always less than at the pool. A number of investigators have demonstrated 
that during most flows, pools have larger cross-sectional areas and should therefore 
have lower cross-sectionally averaged velocities than riffles (Richards, 1978; Carling, 
1991; Carling and Wood, 1994; Thompson et al., 1996; 1999). 
According to Thompson et al. (1998) the continuity problems associated with the 
velocity-reversal theory are a consequence of the traditional one-dimensional view of 
flow. By viewing flow in two-dimensions Thompson et al (1996) demonstrated that 
the formation of re-circulating eddies in pools was able to increase local velocities in 
the pool troughs. Bedrock protrusions, boulders and debris jams can form flow 
constrictions upstream from pools, creating large recirculating eddies downstream 
(Thompson et al., 1998). The constriction can cause ponding and a local increase in 
water surface slope at pool heads (Lisle, 1986; Miller, 1994; Thompson et al., 1998). 
Re-circulating eddies reduce the downstream area of flow in pools in a hydraulically 
constricted area known as a vena contracta (Thompson et al., 1998), caused by 
upstream flow driven by the eddy. This condition satisfies the continuity of mass 
principle, allowing higher velocities and scour of the pool trough. Thompson et al's 
model provides an important advance in the understanding of riffle-pool maintenance, 
however is limited to channels with physical constrictions. 
A reversal in mean section velocity in riffle-pool sequences without constrictions to 
flow in the pool is still theoretically possible. In streams with high sediment supply, 
Clifford and Richards (1992) suggest that if the pool fills substantially with gravel at 
high discharge the cross-sectional area may decrease sufficiently to allow a reversal in 
velocity. In a supply-limited situation however, a reversal would require systematic 
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changes in geometry or flow resistance differences, which may not be present 
between all riffle and pool sections (Clifford and Richards, 1992). 
Alternative mechanisms for riffle-pool maintenance 
Sear (1992; 1996), Clifford and Richards (1992) and Clifford (1993b) stress the 
importance of contrasts in bed structure in riffle-pool maintenance and claim this can 
explain maintenance without recourse to hydraulic theory. Riffle sediments have a 
tendency to be more tightly packed (Sear, 1992; 1996; Clifford, 1993b) and exhibit a 
variety of structures involving grain interlock, imbrication, or clustering (e.g. 
Brayshaw et al., 1983; Kirchener et al., 1990; Church et ai., 1998). Bed structure is 
enhanced by insitu gravel vibration caused by chaotic, turbulent flow, which dominate 
during low magnitude high frequency flows (Sear, 1996). This vibration may also 
allow fine grained sediments to infiltrate gravel voids (Schllchli, 1992; 1995), causing 
a cementation effect (Reid and Frostick, 1984). Locked and buried clasts tend to move 
shorter distances than free surface clasts (Hassan and Church, 1992), and have higher 
critical thresholds for motion (Be) than the loosely packed fines in pools (Sear, 1996). 
Thus the riffles are maintained as topographic highs, as they are more difficult to 
scour, and the pools are maintained as topographic lows, as they scour more easily. 
The importance of relative bed structural effects in streams which show coarse lag 
deposits in the pools is unknown, with the implication being that the lower 
compaction experienced in the pool sediments may be counteracted by its coarser 
grain size. 
Teisseyre (1984) provides a qualitative account of the role of three-dimensional flow 
structure in riffle-pool maintenance, suggesting that transverse secondary flows and 
longitudinal re-circulating eddies can be significant sediment transporters and sorters. 
Bathurst (1979) has also provided data that demonstrates the effects of secondary 
flows on increasing shear stresses, particularly at medium discharges. Thompson et al. 
(1999) suggest that re-circulating eddies triggered by obstructions such as boulders in 
pools can cause locally high shear stress as well as reducing the wetted cross-section 
area enough to induce velocity reversal. The role of three-dimensional flow is 
discussed further in Chapter Nine. 
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Wilkinson et al. (2000) argue that the tractive force reversal theory does not provide 
an adequate explanation of riffle-pool maintenance as it has only been confirmed in • 
some isolated riffle-pool sequences. Instead, Wilkinson et al. (2000) propose an 
alternative mechanism for riffle-pool maintenance based upon sediment continuity. 
Sediment continuity can be conceptualised as a mass balance over a small reach of 
channel. Where a positive sediment transport gradient exists, more sediment is 
removed from the downstream end of the reach than is supplied to the upstream end. 
This results in a decrease in bed elevation as the bed supplies sediment to make up the 
difference. With this model, scour and deposition are found to occur where there is a 
longitudinal gradient in the sediment transport rate and mean bed shear stress along 
the channel. Scour occurs in regions of the channel with a positive shear stress 
gradient and deposition in regions of the channel where there is a negative shear stress 
gradient. Aggradation at the riffle crest during a flood, requires a negative shear stress 
gradient, whereas pool scour requires a positive shear stress gradient along the length 
of the pool. This contrasts with Keller's reversal hypothesis, which requires a tractive 
force minimum over the riffle crest for it to aggrade and a tractive force maximum in 
the centre of the pool for it to scour. 
1.4 Gravel-bed sediment structure 
Before considering sediment transport and sorting through riffles and pools, it is first 
necessary to consider the sedimentological characteristics of upland temperate gravel 
beds similar to the Rede study site used in this investigation. The sediments deposited 
within the bed of a river display both vertical and lateral structural variability (Carling 
and Reader; 1982; Milan et al., 2000). The bed is composed of two interrelated 
components: a coarse surface layer and a finer sub-surface. The surface layer plays an 
important role in determining the form of sediment transport, regulates the availability 
of streambed sediment and controls the relationship between streamflow and bedload 
discharge (Milhous, 1973). The difference between the size characteristics of the 
surface and sub-surface sediments has important implications for mobility, as this 
effects the equal mobility criterion described later in section 1.5.2. A progressive 
increase in the difference between surface and subsurface sediments should result in a 
progressive decrease in entrainment threshold or critical Shields function( Be) 
(Clifford, 1990). If the ratio of surface to subsurface sediment sizes shows a 
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difference so that Be for the pool is less than Be for the riffle, then pools are likely to 
be scoured and riffles maintained for a given tractive force. 
1.4.1 Surface layer texture 
The coarse surface layer in gravel-bed rivers has been variously termed the 'armour' 
in the more recent literature, 'pavement' in the older literature (Gomez, 1984), and 
'censored' layer (Bray and Church, 1980; Carling, 1981). Armour and pavements are 
usually only one-grain thick, whereas censored layers comprise more than one grain. 
Both armours and pavements may be termed 'static' or 'mobile' depending upon their 
mobility. Static armours are found where there is no supply of gravel from upstream, 
e.g. below reservoirs (petts, 1984; Milan, 1994). In this case the bed surface is 
immobile at all flows below the historical maximum discharge (Sutherland, 1987; 
Parker and Sutherland, 1990). Mobile armours develop in gravel-bed streams where 
bed surface disruption is a more common feature. 
There has been considerable debate concerning the definition of the surface layer 
(Carling, 1981; Milhous, 1981; Parker, 1981), which led Bray and Church (1982) to 
conclude that it was not yet possible to make a definitive description of the 
mechanism of gravel-bed formation. Richards and Clifford (1991) suggest that much 
of the problem surrounding a genetic classification of the surface layer is that 
historically the term 'armour' has been used collectively regardless of the mode of 
formation. Gomez (1984) suggests that a genetic classification of the surface layer is 
not possible due to an incomplete understanding of the processes surrounding its 
formation. However, two general classifications of the surface layer appear to exist 
based upon its relative mobility. Bray and Church (1980) refer to the armour as a 
temporary protection frequently removed, whereas a pavement is a semi-permanent 
feature. This contradicts several other studies which suggest pavements experience 
regular mobilisation (e.g. several times a year) of most grain sizes (Livesey, 1965; 
Parker et al., 1982a and 1982b; Raudkivi and Ettema, 1982; Komar and Carling, 
1991). However, when the surface is so coarse that it seldom moves, it is called an 
armour layer. Richards and Clifford (1991) highlight four main explanations for the 
formation of coarse surface layers, which may occur in any combination. These are (i) 
lateral winnowing (Tanner, 1964), (ii) vertical winnowing (Parker and Klingeman, 
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1982), (iii) equal mobility (Parker et al., 1982a), (iv) traction clogging (Everts, 1973; 
Allen, 1983). As will be explained in more detail in section 1.5.1, a static armour 
results from selective transport processes of lateral winnowing (Sutherland, 1987; 
Parker and Sutherland, 1990), whilst section 1.5.3 shall demonstrate that mobile 
armours result from vertical winnowing (Parker and Klingeman, 1982). 
1.4.2 Variations in surface structure and implications for mobility 
A variety of structures involving imbrication, interlock or clustering may be found on 
a gravel-bed surface (Laronne and Carson, 1976; Brayshaw et al., 1983; Kirchner et 
ai., 1990; Buffington et ai., 1992; Church et ai., 1998) and may alter the mobility of 
different areas of the bed. More recently it has been recognised that the surface of 
poorly sorted, bimodal sediments found in gravel bed rivers is often organised into 
patches of finer and coarser (armoured) sediment. These sediment patches have been 
observed in flume studies (Wilcock and Southard, 1988; Kuhnle, 1993a; Paola et al., 
1992; Paola and Seal, 1995; Toro-Escobar et ai., 2000) and in the field (Laronne and 
Carson, 1976; Mosley and Tindale, 1985; Lisle and Hilton, 1999; Laronne et al., 
2000). The coarser patches tend to be better sorted than the reach on average and have 
the effect of reducing the mobility of the coarser material whilst increasing that of the 
fines (Paola and Seal, 1995; Laronne et al., 2000). 
1.4.3 Subsurface sediments 
This component comprises the bulk of the channel bed with grain sizes typically two 
to three times finer than the surface layer (e.g. Parker and Klingeman, 1982; 
Sutherland, 1987; Wilcock, 1989). Subsurface sediments usually have a greater range 
of grain sizes which can be divided into (i) a coarse gravel population >4mm 
(framework), the void spaces of which are interspersed with (ii) a finer matrix 
population (<2mm) of sands silts and clays. On a weight frequency basis these two 
components may be clearly distinguishable as peaks on a bimodal grain-size 
distribution, with a saddle frequency interval separating the two populations (Carling 
and Reader, 1982; Wolcott, 1988; Milan, 1994). Fluvial sediments are commonly 
deficient in the 2-4mm size range (Carling, 1989; Milan et al., 2000), although 
Wolcott (1988) suggests that the gap may occur anywhere between 1 and lOmm. 
Three hypotheses have been proposed to explain bi- or poly-modality in fluvial 
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sediments. The ftrst hypotheses negates the importance of fluvial action, the second 
includes it as a causal factor, whilst the third claims that a stream may preferentially 
entrain the 'gap' material, which is carried away due to its increased mobility (Blatt et 
ai., 1980; Russel, 1968, Sundborg, 1956). Subsurface sediments may be classified 
according to the concentration of matrix material present in the framework void 
spaces. Where the matrix is less than 32% and the framework particles are in 
tangential contact with one another, then the substrate is termed 'framework 
supported' (Carling and Glaister, 1987; Church et al., 1987). However, if the quantity 
of matrix exceeds this ftgure, the deposit is 'matrix dominated'. A framework gravel 
with open void spaces, which is free of fines may be termed 'openwork' (Cary, 1951). 
In order to further understand the role of sediment structure and sorting patterns in the 
maintenance of riffles and pools, it is useful to understand the factors governing the 
mobility of sediment in river channels and discuss the theories of selective transport 
and equal mobility. This background literature is pertinent to the research presented in 
Chapters Six and Seven. 
1.5 Incipient motion 
Most investigators use a standard or modifted form of the Shields (1936) entrainment 
function to define incipient motion of a grain size of interest, regardless of whether 
equal mobility or selective transport operates within the channel (Buffington and 
Montgomery, 1997). Shields ran a series of flume experiments with uniform material 
«3 mm in diameter) organised into planar beds, and related the tangential fluid stress 
at the boundary responsible for grain movement to the weight per unit area of the 
grains in its surface layer. Thus the Shields entrainment function, or dimensionless 
critical shear stress (Be), may be deftned as; 
(1.1) 
where 'l'c is the critical shear stress responsible for grain movement, Ps and Pw are 
sediment and fluid densities respectively, g is gravitational acceleration and Di is the 
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grain size of interest. In a plot of Be versus grain Reynolds 1 number (Re· c), Shields 
demonstrated that Be reached a constant value of about 0.06 under hydraulically rough 
bed conditions evident in natural streams (Re*=489), although considerable scatter 
was also evident (Buffington and Montgomery, 1997). From this it was deduced that 
critical shear stresses were directly proportional to grain size, which suggests that 
grain weight is the principal force restricting movement. Coarser grains are less 
mobile due to their greater inertia and therefore require greater shear stresses for 
mobilisation (Powell, 1998). Buffington and Montgomery (1997) indicate that there 
have been numerous revisions and updates to the Shields curve (e.g. Shields, 1936; 
Grass, 1970; Gessler, 1971; Paintal, 1971). Latterly it has been recognised that 
incipient motion of a particular grain size is inherently a statistical problem, which 
depends on probability functions of both turbulent shear stress at the bed and 
intergranular geometry (Le. friction angles) of the grains on the bed controlled by 
shape, sorting and packing (Miller and Byrne, 1966; Li and Komar, 1986; Kirchner et 
ai., 1990; Buffington et ai., 1992). 
Analysis of the threshold shear stress ('t'e) for initial movement has been used to 
demonstrate the mobility of mixed sized sediments by many workers (e.g. Andrews, 
1983, Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989). The values for the 't'e and b exponents have 
varied widely in the literature and can be partly explained by differences in the two 
methods used to determine Be: the largest-grain method and the reference-transport 
method (Johnston et al., 1998). The largest-grain method (e.g. Komar, 1989) assumes 
that the largest mobile grain size collected in a bed load sample is indicative of the 
initial motion conditions as long as larger grains are available for transport. The 
reference-transport method (e.g. Parker et al., 1982a; Wilcock and Southard, 1988; 
1989) involves measuring transport rates for individual size fractions for a number of 
different flows. The relation between shear stress and transport rate is then used to 
find a Be that produces a small reference transport rate for that size fraction. Wilcock 
(1988; 1992b) argues that the largest grain method produces a variation in Be with 
DP-5 (b =:: -0.5), whilst the reference transport method indicates little dependence of Be 
upon Di (b =:: -1). In principle, the two initial motion methods should give identical 
1 Re*c = u*c kjv, where u*c is the critical shear velocity for incipient motion (u*c -(Tip)""), k. is the 
boundary roughness length scale, and v is the kinematic viscosity; Shields (1936) set k. = D50• 
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results except when Be is independent of Dj • However, scaling and sampling problems 
make it very difficult to obtain representative and comparable estimates of Be for 
different size fractions (Wilcock, 1988; Dietrich and Whiting, 1989; Komar and Shih, 
1992). Selective entrainment may also vary with the degree of sorting and bimodality 
(Kuhlne, 1993a; 1993b; Wilcock, 1992a; 1993) and flow intensity (Parker et al., 
1982b; Diplas, 1987; Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989). 
1.5.1 Size -selective entrainment and static armouring 
Many investigators have demonstrated sediment sorting patterns which are consistent 
with preferential entrainment of certain grain-sizes. Ashworth and Ferguson (1989), 
working on the AlIt Dubhaig and River Feshie, Scotland, contend that although equal 
mobility may occur at very high shear stresses, size-selective entrainment has to be 
responsible for the rapid downstream fining observed in many streams. This is 
because equal mobility only allows fining to occur as a result of abrasion during 
transport or weathering. For thirteen different rivers in the USA, New Zealand and the 
UK, Lisle (1995) has also demonstrated that significant selective transport of finer 
bedload over a more stable substrate of coarser bed material can occur 
Surface layer coarsening or armouring may result from a combination of selective 
transport and sediment supply starvation (Dietrich et al., 1989; Buffington and 
Montgomery, 1999). This has been observed in the field below reservoirs, where 
regulated clear-water flows are competent enough to scavenge fines from the surface 
layer (Petts, 1984a; 1984b; Milan, 1994; 1996). The type of armour that develops is 
usually immobile at all flows up to the historical maximum (Powell, 1998), and is 
commonly termed static or stable (Sutherland, 1987; Parker and Sutherland, 1990). 
Static armours tend to have a wide range of 'ZOe for different sized particles. The 
armour surface is broken when the coarsest material is entrained which then allows 
the subsurface material to be transported. On the falling limb of the hydro graph the 
coarse clasts are preferentially deposited rapidly reforming the surface layer. Fines are 
then removed from the surface layer through lateral winnowing (Klingeman and 
Emmett, 1982; Gomez, 1989). 
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I.S.2 Relative mobility of grains in mixed-sized sediments 
Shields (1936) based his research on grains with unifonn size. Application of the 
Shields threshold curve to mixed sediments found in natural channels involves 
assumption of a characteristic size for the whole deposit such as the median grain size 
(V50). t'e for individual size fractions in mixed sediments differ markedly from those 
found for unifonn size sediment. A mixture of grain sizes influences the t'e for a grain 
size fraction in two ways. Firstly, small grains which sit among coarser grains have 
larger friction angles (resistance to movement) than larger grains sitting among 
relatively fine grains. Secondly, relatively fine grains have less relative protrusion as 
they are sheltered or hidden from the flow in the wakes created by adjacent coarser 
grains, thus reducing the fluid forces acting on the grain (Fenton and Abbott, 1977; 
Carling et al., 1992). Both factors lead to greater t'e for grains which are finer than the 
median grain size of the surface layer Vj and a smaller t'e for grains which are coarser 
thanVj. 
With this in mind Parker and Klingeman (1982) proposed an empirical equation of the 
type; 
(1.2) 
where a and b are e~pirical coefficients. a is equivalent to 8e50 the critical 
dimensionless shear stress when Vi = V50, and b is a hiding factor which quantifies the 
dependence of Be on relative grain size (b<O). Values for the b exponent are of 
particular significance; if b = 0 then sediment entrainment is dependent solely upon 
grain size. However an exponent of -1 would indicate that the absolute weight of a 
grain is completely compensated for by the relative size effects and that the t'e for 
different size fractions are independent of grain size. Estimates of b in (1.2) have 
ranged from -0.43 to almost -1.0 for flume and field studies (Day, 1980; Parker and 
Klingeman; 1982; Andrews, 1983; Hammond et al., 1984; Wilcock and Southard, 
1988; Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989; Petit, 1989; 1990; Carling et al., 1992; Sear, 
1996), suggesting significant differences in grain-to-grain interactions between 
sediment mixtures (Johnston et al., 1998). 
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1.5.3 Equal mobility hypothesis and mobile armouring 
Parker and Klingeman (1982), Parker et al. (1982a; 1982b), Andrews (1983), 
Andrews and Erman (1986) and Andrews and Parker (1987) suggest that hiding and 
protrusion effects can be strong enough that the Te required to entrain a particle 
increases only slightly, if at all, with its diameter. Parker et al. (1982a) conducted 
experiments on Oak Creek, Oregon USA, a small stream with a well-developed 
armour layer. Data derived from flows above the critical discharge for mobilisation of 
the armour and sub-surface sediments produced an entrainment function (b exponent) 
of -0.982. This suggested that once the critical shear stress was reached, exceeding 
the threshold value required to disturb the armour, mobility (for eqUilibrium transport 
conditions) was equal for all sizes encountered (exponent virtually -1). Furthermore 
the bedload grain size distribution was equivalent to that of the sub-surface bed 
material, where pi/fi == 1.0 for all i where pi is the proportion of the ith size in the bed 
load andfi is the proportion of that size in the sub-surface bed material (Andrews and 
Parker, 1987). This effect equalises the long-term mobility of small and large particles 
so that there is no progressive coarsening or fining of the bed at a point. It is 
suggested by Parker and co-workers that under equilibrium conditions the lesser 
mobility of coarser clasts is compensated for by their over-representation on the bed 
surface through a process of vertical winnowing of finer grains (Parker and 
Klingeman, 1982). Surface coarsening through vertical winnowing acts to equalise the 
mobility of different sizes by counterbalancing the intrinsic lesser mobility of 
relatively coarse particles (Parker et at., 1982b; Andrews and Parker, 1987). Estimates 
of 'l"e can therefore be estimated from the D50 and an appropriate value of Be (Gordon, 
et al., 1992; Wilcock, 1992a). Armour layers produced by vertical winnowing are 
termed mobile armours. A mobile armour requires the framework clasts to move and 
thus allow fines to infiltrate void spaces, whereas finer grain sizes are selectively 
transported around coarser immobile I less mobile clasts in the formation of a static 
armour. 
A large body of literature exists concerning sediment mobility, some of which 
supports equal mobility and others selective transport (e.g. Andrews and Parker, 1987; 
Richards, 1990; Church et al., 1991; Church and Hassan, 1992, Gomez, 1995; Lisle, 
1995; Wathen et al., 1995; Komar, 1996). The channel-averaged data of Parker et al. 
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(1982b), and Andrews and Parker (1987) appear to provide evidence of equal 
mobility, although considerable scatter is evident in the data. Some of the original 
data obtained by Parker and his colleagues, used to formulate the equal mobility 
hypothesis from Oak Creek, US, has since come under scrutiny. Komar (1987) 
reanalysed some of this data and claimed that there was no common threshold for 
motion of gravels. Ashworth and Ferguson however present strong evidence for size 
selective transport on the Alit Dubhaig, and Church et al. (1991) concede that for 
river reaches which do not show any strong downstream fining trends, the notion of 
equal mobility must hold in a general sense. In one of the most critical interrogations 
of the equal mobility hypothesis, Church et al. (1991) analysed fine bedload 
<2000J.1m and found 'near' equal mobility for washload material «21OJ.1m material), 
whereas bedload material 21OJ.1m-2000J.1m showed evidence of being selectively 
transported. The issue of mobility in the finer fractions, which has been considered 
much less in comparison to gravel, is considered in detail in Chapter Five. 
1.5.4 Mobility of sediments th~ough rimes and pools 
A number of workers have demonstrated (using tracers) greater transport distances of 
sediments located in pools in comparison to riffles (e.g Sear, 1992a; 1996; Ashworth 
1987; Keller unpublished (in Sear, 1996); Thome, unpublished (in Sear, 1996) 
reflecting greater tractive forces of pools during high flows. Sear (1996) was able to 
provide a slightly better spatial resolution and demonstrated that (i) pool head 
sediments could be transported further than pool trough sediments, (ii) pool trough 
sediments could be transported further than pool tail sediments, and (iii) pool tail 
sediments could be transported further than riffle sediments. Although transport 
distance for bedload clasts has been shown to reflect the spatial patterns of shear 
stress, Sear (1996) has also suggested that differences in bed structure may strongly 
influence mobility (see section 1.3.4). 
1.6 Sediment sorting in the rime-pool sequence 
The majority of workers suggest variations in sorting of the surface layer of sediments 
between pools and riffles, claiming that riffles are coarser and better sorted than pools 
implying the operation of selective transport processes (Table 1.1). There are a 
number of investigators, however, who claim that it is the pools which should be 
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Table 1.1 Summary of a range of studies documenting textural differences between 
the bed sediments of riffles and pools. 
Investigator River Riftle Pool 
Hack (1957) No difference No difference 
Leopold et al. (1964) Coarser Finer 
Yang (1971) Lab flume and Kaskaskia Coarser Finer 
River, Illinois, US 
Keller (1971; 1972) Dry Creek, US D50= 32mm D50= IOmm 
Church (1972) Coarser Finer 
Cherkauer (1973) Treia River, Italy Cobbles and boulders, Sand and fine gravel 
Ii ttle matrix 
Richards (1976a and b; River Fowey, Cornwall 45-60mm 37-52mm 
1978) UK 
Lisle (1979), Andrews East Fork River, Coarser at low flow, Finer at low flow, coarser 
(1984) Wyoming, US Finer at high flow at high flow 
Milne (1982) Kingledoors Burn, Dso =43mm D50= 36min 
Tweed, Scotland, 
Peebleshire, UK 
Bhowmik and Demissie Kaskaskia River, Illinois, Coarser Finer 
(1982) US Dmax =46mm Dmln= O.034mm 
Hirsch and Abrahams CattwaugusCreek, New Coarser and better sorted, Finer and less well sorted, 
(1984) York, US D,,=57mm D,,=28mm 
Ashworth (1987) AlIt Dubaig, Scotland, 
Reach A D50= 113mm D50= 125mm 
ReachB D50=87mm D50= 120mm 
ReachC D50=7Omm D50= 59 mm 
Reach D Dso =78mm D50=64mm 
Reach E D50=4Omm Dso=40mm 
River Feshie, Scotland, 
UK Dso =62mm Dso =7Omm 
Petit (1987) La Rulles, Ardenne, 15.2mm 50-100mm 
France 
Carling (1991) River Severn, Dso =25mm D50=43mm 
Shrewsbury, UK 
Clifford (l993b) River Quarme, Exmoor, Coarser Finer 
UK 
Sear (1996) River North Tyne, UK D50=6Omm Dso=43mm 
Robert (1997) Little Rouge River, Coarser Finer 
Ontario, Canada 
Thompson et al. (1996; North Saint Vrain Creek, Finer Coarser 
1999) Colorado, US x difference = 4.8mm 
max difference = 8.8mm 
Reach D50 = 95mm 
Wilkinson et al. (2000) Steavenson River, 76mm 50mm 
Marysville, Victoria. 
Australia 
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coarser than the riffles (e.g. Bhowmik and Demissie, 1982, Thompson et ai., 1999). 
The pattern of surface sediment grain size may be linked to the reversal mechanism 
(Keller, 1971) by which riffle-pool morphology can be maintained. In streams which 
show a competence reversal, pool troughs represent zones of maximum tractive force 
during peak flood events above the reversal threshold. Keller (1971) suggests that at 
flows below the reversal threshold only relatively fine material is selectively 
transported. The bottom velocity of the pool is less than that of the riffle; hence the 
largest material which can be transported by the riffle is trapped in the downstream 
pool. When the bottom velocity is equal in both the pool and in the riffle then material 
which can be transported through a riffle is also transported through the next pool. As 
discharge rises, the pool bottom velocity eventually exceeds that of the riffles. As the 
threshold for the transport of coarse material on the riffles is exceeded, bed particles 
will be transported down to the next pool, whereupon they are rapidly transported 
down to the next riffle by the greater tractive force of the pool. During peak flood 
flows above the reversal, pools may transport any bedload particle that moves into the 
pool. At high flow, the only stable areas for coarse material are on bars and riffles, 
where there is less tractive force. On the falling limb of the hydrograph, the coarse 
material is stranded on the riffles. Consequently, the largest clasts are found on riffles, 
and relatively finer material is found in pools. Jackson and Beschta's (1982) two-
phase sediment transport model employs Keller's (1971) velocity reversal hypothesis, 
suggesting that gravel transport (Phase 2) is initiated when tractive force of the pools 
exceeds that of the adjacent riffles, whereupon the surface armour is disrupted on the 
riffles and coarse bedload is transported downstream. As pool tractive forces tend to 
exceed those of the riffles, sediments are not deposited in the pools. Instead the pools 
are scoured and sediments are deposited on the downstream riffle if the competence is 
low enough. Phase 2 bedload transport may therefore be conceptualised as a 'leap 
fragging' of bed material downstream from riffle to riffle (Jackson and Beschta, 
1982). Below the reversal threshold and for most of the flow range, Phase 1 transport 
(sand) dominates. 
On the other hand, Bhowmik and Demissie (1982) and Thompson et al. (1999) 
contend that the coarsest bed material should be found in the pool troughs as pools 
represent zones of maximum competence. Bowman's (1977) model also predicted 
that bed sediments became coarser with depth, thus reflecting high flow hydraulics. 
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Any fines found in pools were thought to result of deposition during the waning limb 
of the flood hydrograph These ideas are logical if the high flow sorting pattern is 
considered alone. However grain size is most commonly observed at low flow, and 
hence the grain-size patterns recorded by most investigators are most likely to reflect 
a range of flow and sediment supply scenarios. Some studies have highlighted the 
difficulty in gaining reliable grain size data particularly for pools (Richards, 1976a; 
Carling, 1991), and some of the published data may include information on low flow 
deposits or an unrepresentative mixture of high and low flow materials. Several 
studies have reported coarse sediments in pools (e.g. Gilbert, 1914; Ashworth, 1987), 
most of which suggest that these are lag deposits derived from erosion of bank 
material or scour into till deposits (Keller. 1982). This has also been suggested by 
Leopold et al. (1964) to explain some of Hack's (1957) data. 
The role of fine sediment supply in determining the observed low flow grain size has 
been shown to be significant (e.g. Lisle and Hilton, 1992; 1999). In streams with a 
high supply of fines, material deposited on riffles during high flow is selectively 
winnowed into the less competent pools on the falling limb of the hydro graph where it 
is stored until the next high flow event. In supply-limited streams the quantity of fines 
stored in pools is considerably reduced. hence the high flow sorting patterns are easier 
to observe and are not disguised by low flow deposits. Bhowmik and Demissie (1982) 
claim low flow winnowing to be a primary factor responsible for the reported sorting 
differences between riffles and pools, rather than high flow velocity reversal as 
suggested by Keller (1971). Thus the existence of finer pools may be considered to be 
dependent upon sufficient fine sediment supply. Carling (1991) however states that 
although winnowing may explain small sedimentological differences shown in some 
streams (e.g. Wolman, 1954; Hack, 1957), it does not explain the cases where riffle 
sediments are much coarser (Church, 1972; Hirsch and Abrahams, 1981). 
Furthermore winnowing of fines cannot explain the maintenance of the riffle-pool 
form; rather it is the re-distribution of gravel that must occur before morphological 
change can take place (Carling, 1991). 
1.6.1 Routing of gravel (Phase 2 bedload) through the rit11e-pool sequence 
Data are limited concerning the detailed spatial deposition and routing patterns of the 
full grain size distribution transported as bedload through river channels. Attention 
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has generally been focused towards scour location and distance of movement rather 
than deposition location and dynamics (e.g. Ashworth, 1987; Sear, 1992; 1996). For 
gravel, it is generally accepted that clasts are exchanged between morphological highs 
(riffles and bars) at high flow and they do not settle in pools due to the greater forces 
(Keller, 1971; Parker and Peterson, 1980; Jackson and Beschta, 1982). Smaller-scale 
re-distribution of gravel may also occur at intermediate flows where redeposition of 
clasts on pool-heads may occur (Lisle, 1982). Movement of pool trough sediments 
and those located on the stoss slope of riffles has received very little attention 
(Carling, 1991). There is a clear research need for a morphologically-based account of 
tracer movements for different flow stages. Sear (1992b; 1996) provides an improved 
spatial resolution showing size selective sorting through the riffle-pool sequence with 
a downstream fining shown for tracer material deposited in pools. Coarse gravel 
(>20mm) appeared to be stored at the pool head (supporting Lisle, 1982) and riffle 
(supporting Jackson and Beschta, 1982), material between 2 and 16mm was stored in 
the pool trough and tail, whilst sand was distributed throughout the riffle-pool 
sequence as infiltrated fines and wake deposits. Thompson et al. (1996) was able to 
demonstrate a more detailed spatial account of deposition using painted pebbles 
showing the coarsest clasts Dx = 1l0mm to be deposited in pool troughs, with 
progressively finer material being deposited on pool exit slopes (Dx = 94mm) , runs 
(Dx = 78mm), steps (Dx = 72mm), and riffles (Dx = 57mm) respectively. However 
from their paper, it is unspecified whether coarser material had moved into the pools 
or if the observed sorting had resulted from preferential scour of finer tracers from 
pools, leading to formation of a lag layer (see section 1.6). Data from Thompson et al. 
(1996) supported a number of Sear's (1996) results, demonstrating that pool exit 
slopes act as important depositional sites limiting the downstream movement of 
coarser clasts. 
1.6.2 Routing and sorting of fines (pbase 1 bedload) 
Compared to Phase 2 bedload there is much less literature concerning the lateral 
movement of fine sediments. Fine sediment trapping work which has been conducted 
appears to suggest that fractions <250,um may be transported in suspension (Acornley 
and Sear, 1999), whilst coarser sediments (250-4000,um) may be transported 
predominantly as bedload (Church et al., 1991; Acomley and Sear, 1999). In upland 
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streams sand transported as the saltation component of the bedload can be responsible 
for the majority of matrices found in the subsurface (e.g. Lisle, 1989). 
In addition to the literature on winnowing of fines and sorting through the riffle-pool 
sequence, some work has been conducted upon spatial patterns of fine sediment 
accumulation and grain-size. Much of the information available however is restricted 
to riffles (with the exception of Carling and McCahon, 1987, and Lisle and Hilton, 
1999), the common focus of the research being siltation of salmonid spawning 
grounds, or heavy mineral I placer studies. Carling and McCahon's (1987) 
experiments on the upland Great Eggleshope Beck, UK, demonstrated that the 
accumulation rate of fines increased linearly from the outside of a river bend toward 
the inside. Similar variation was identified across a riffle-pool sequence; for a 10% 
increment in stream width, the accumulation rate increased by 119g m-2 week-l in the 
pool and l04g m-2 week-lover the riffle. The velocity pattern appeared to influence 
bedload fractions more than finer material, which was usually transported in 
suspension. The 2-4mm fraction was found to show enhanced accumulation rates (and 
inferred transport rates) in high velocity zones in the pool and a number of other high 
velocity threads across shallower areas. Welton (1980) also shows spatial variation in 
his measurements for Tadnoll Brook, UK, a lowland chalk stream, with 5 kg m-2 day"l 
deposited along the thalweg and up to 70 kg m-2 day-l deposited along the channel 
margins. Fines deposited in this low energy stream were probably dominated by 
grades transported in suspension rather than bedload, which show enhanced 
deposition along the channel margins due to the lower velocities found in these areas. 
Frostick et ai. (1984) identify maximum infiltration rates in zones of high velocity, 
whereas Carling and McCahon (1987) identify slack-water areas as areas of 
maximum deposition. In general it appears that bedload material correlates most 
successfully with local hydraulics, whereas suspended material tends to be more 
equally dispersed, possibly due to the effects of secondary flows and turbulence. Lisle 
and Hilton (1999) used the similarity shown in the grain-size distribution of fine 
sediment drapes, found in the pools of eleven out of sixteen streams situated in 
California and southern Oregon, US, and sub-surface riffle matrix to show that fines 
had been routed from upstream riffles via winnowing. 
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1.6.3 Size sorting 
Thoms (1987) was able to demonstrate down- and cross-riffle variation in both the 
quantity and grain-size of accumulating sediments. In his work on the lowland Black 
Brook, UK, maximum accumulation and coarser-grained material were found to 
infiltrate traps situated at riffle heads. In contrast lower accumulation rates and finer 
material infiltrated riffle tail traps, where the size differences were attributed to 
winnowing out of finer grades from the riffle head. Traps located in the channel 
centre also collected greater quantities and coarser fines in comparison with the 
channel margins. These patterns of infiltration appeared to be related to the 
interrelationships between sediment supply and near-bed hydraulics. 
More recent flume work by Allan and Frostick (1999), demonstrates that the spatial 
variation in quantity of fine sediment accumulation and grain size can depend upon 
whether fine bedload is transported over a stable gravel bed or one which is mobilised 
fully or partly (jiggled) during a flood. Over a stable bed where shear stresses are not 
capable of moving the framework gravels, fines may be winnowed across the surface 
and may infiltrate near-surface void'spaces forming sand seals (e.g. Beschta and 
Jackson, 1979); surface fine bedload was shown to fine downstream in this situation. 
When shear stresses are great enough to jiggle the gravel, framework dilation occurs 
just prior to entrainment causing fines which are being winnowed across the surface 
to be sucked into deeper void spaces (Venturi effect). Higher shear stresses appear to 
result in greater path lengths for the coarser I heavier grains, possibly due to inertial 
effects resulting in downstream coarsening. This would suggest that the down-riffle 
fining in matrices shown by Thoms (1987) was purely a reflection of winnowing 
processes of a stable gravel bed, and that no gravel disturbance had occurred. 
1.7 Vertical sorting mechanisms 
As was noted in section 1.5.2, the mixture of a coarse gravel framework and a finer 
matrix of fines found in gravel bed rivers (Carling and Reader, 1982; Milan et al., 
2000) may result in reduced mobility for finer material deposited in the wake of 
coarser clasts (Einstein, 1968; Fenton and Abbot, 1977). Fines may also infiltrate 
interstitial voids between gravel framework clasts where they are completely 
protected from the flow until the gravel is disturbed. Vertical sorting of the stream bed 
as a result of vertical winnowing of fines over both a stable and mobile gravel bed has 
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been demonstrated by a wide range of laboratory (Einstein, 1968; Beschta and 
Jackson, 1979; Carling, 1984; Schachli, 1992; 1995; Allan and Frostick, 1999) and 
field studies (e.g. Frostick et ai., 1984). Two different styles of infiltration appear to 
exist which are related to the size of the infiltrating fines and the size and shape of the 
receiving gravel framework void spaces (Frostick et ai., 1984) and hydraulic 
conditions (Beschta and Jackson, 1979; Allan and Frostick, 1999) respectively. Over 
stable framework beds it appears that finer grades (e.g. silts) infiltrate deeper and 
often fill the voids of an openwork gravel from the base upwards (Einstein, 1968). 
Conversely, coarser grades (sands and fine gravel) may form near-surface seals, 
bridging the framework voids and preventing further ingress. 
The role of hydraulics has also been demonstrated as being influential (e.g. Beschta 
and Jackson, 1979; Schalchli, 1992; 1995; Allan and Frostick, 1999). Over stable 
beds, Beschta and Jackson (1979) found greater depths of fine sediment intrusion at 
higher 't', although this has been disputed by Carling (1984). At 't' great enough to 
disrupt the gravel framework however, framework dilation can occur which can open 
up previously blocked void spaces. Dilation causes a change in pressure differentials 
between the void spaces and induces a sucking effect (Venturi effect) that can 
encourage deeper penetration of fines (Allan and Frostick, 1999; Schachli, 
1992; 1995). At even greater 't', total flushing or desiltation of interstitial framework 
voids may occur (Schachli 1992; 1995). 
1.8 Study objectives, experimental design and controlling variables 
This thesis seeks to provide an improved explanation of maintenance of the riffle-pool 
form through the investigation of hydraulic character, sediment sorting mechanisms 
and channel morphology. Although not measured directly some thought must also be 
given toward potential models of formation, as these may condition I control 
subsequent models of maintenance. The critical evaluation of the various models of 
riffle-pool formation and maintenance presented in Chapter One has permitted several 
objectives to be developed. These are to; 
a) Evaluate the tractive force reversal hypothesis of (Keller, 1971) and examine 
its success at explaining riffle-pool maintenance, 
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b) Examine the significance of bed structure contrasts between riffles and pools 
in altering sediment mobility and thus maintaining the riffle-pool sequence, 
particularly exploring the role of fine sediments (Reid and Frostick, 1984; 
Clifford and Richards, 1992; Sear, 1992; 1996; Clifford, 1993b), 
c) Test whether sediment transport and sorting processes through a riffle-pool 
sequence support the occurrence of tractive force reversal (e.g. Jackson and 
Beschta, 1982), 
d) Explore the role of hydrograph character (magnitUde, frequency, peakedness) 
in riffle-pool maintenance (e.g. Sear, 1992a and b), 
e) Determine the role of site character in riffle-pool formation and maintenance, 
t) Evaluate other factors that may explain riffle-pool maintenance; i) significance 
of three dimensional flow, ii) importance of obstacles (Clifford, 1993a; 
Thompson et ai., 1999), iii) sediment continuity (Wilkinson et ai., 2000) 
The experimental design used to tackle these objectives and the various controlling 
variables at the Rede study site is presented in Table 1.2. 
Tractive force reversal 
Further data are required regarding stage-dependent variation in tractive force 
throughout riffle-pool sequences, that address the following issues (that have led to 
the controversial nature of Keller's (1971) reversal hypothesis); 
a) poor spatial and temporal resolution of hydraulic measures. There is a 
particular need for; (i) data at bankfull discharge, (ii) more data points 
throughout riffle-pool units, and for (iii) sequences of riffles and pools to be 
monitored rather than comparisons made between discrete units situated large 
distances away from one another, 
b) lack of standardisation in the hydraulic measures used in different studies. For 
example l' (from velocity profiles, from PwgRs, point and section average 
measures), stream power (.0), v (section average from QlA), bed and profile 
average from current meter readings, 
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Study objectives Experimental design Controlling variables in Rede reach 
1) Evaluate the tractive force reversal • Spatial and temporal hydraulic survey (point • Q regime I hydrograph character 
hypothesis of (Keller, 1971) and examine and cross-section average) • Channel form; variation in cross-sectional wetted area (degree of expansion and contraction), 
its success at explaining riffle-pool • v depth average and bed estimated from depth I hydraulic radius, slope (bed, valley) (-r=pgds) 
maintenance current meter survey and mean from A / Q • Pool geometry (Thompson et ai., 1998) 
• t'from velocity profiles and pgds • 3D flow structure 
• .Q • Channel obstacles; e.g. bank collapse in pools reducing cross-sectional area 
• Sequence of 3 riffles and 4 pools • Sediment supply 
• Up to 530 points measured in reach • Type of extrinsic sediment supply; fluvio-glaciall alluvium, re-working of non-fluvial 
sediment; alluvium and fluvio-glacial outwash 
• Grain roughness; coarser pools increase chance of reversal (CarlinI.! and Wood, 1994) 
2) Examine the significance of bed • Spatial compaction survey using a cone • Sediment supply 
structure contrasts between riffles and penetrometer • Turbulent flow at riffles during low discharges 
pools in altering sediment mobility and • Surface and subsurface grain size • Hydrograph character; duration and competence of lower discharges 
thus maintaining the riffle-pool sequence characteristics; % sub 2 mm • Large clasts extending into flow, induce turbulent flow structures (e.g. Buffin-Belanger and (Sear, 1992; 1996; Clifford, 1993b) 
• Gravel tracer survey to determine difference Roy, 1998). 
in 8e between riffles and pools • Comparatively greater 't at riffles during low flows 
• Fine sediment infiltration, cementation durinl!: low flows (e.l!:. Reid and Frostick, 1984) 
3) Test whether sediment transport I sorting • Surface grain size character of riffle pool • Sediment supply 
processes through a riffle-pool sequence units, and sub-units • Hydrograph shape 
support the occurrence of tractive force • Sediment tracing; gravel and sand • Spatial and temporal variation in tractive force 
reversal (e.g. Iackson and Beschta, 1982) • Spatial and temporal basket trapping of phase • Existing grain and form roughness (e.g. angle of pool exit slope) 
~ 1 bedload • Turbulent flow 
4) Explore the role of hydrograph character • Discharge measurement. • Climate; precipitation magnitude and frequency 
(magnitude, frequency, peakedness) in • Clast tracer surveys • Flow regulation 
riffle-pool maintenance (e.g. Sear, 1992) • Re-survey of riffle-pool morphology • Land-use 
• Geology 
5) Determine the role of site character in • Review of the published literature, and 
riffle-pool formation and maintenance assessment of Rede site 
6) Evaluate other factors that may explain • QuaIitative observation and literature review 
riffle-pool maintenance 
a) Significance of turbulent flow structures • Literature review, qualitative observation in • Form and grain roughness 
the field • Discharge character 
• Channel mornboloirY ! 
b) Importance of obstacles (Clifford, • Assessment of coarse clasts I occurrence of • Availability of obstacles, e.g. reworking of glacial deposits with occasional large clasts, trees, I 
1993a; Thompson etal., 1999) obstacles in pools and stage of pool bedrock outpops etc. 
development in Clifford's (1993a) model • Relative grain roughness, projection into flow. • 
• Hy<irograpb; duration of flow stages able to submerge obstacle and allow turbulent flow 
structures to develop; lonl!:er duration more scour induced bv turbulent eddies 
c) Sediment continuity (Wilkinson et al. , • Analysis of literature • Longitudinal tractive force gradient 
2(00) • Bed slope 
• Sediment suoDiv; Low sU[)Dlv - scour, hil!h su[)plv -less scour I scour and fill 
---_ .. _-----
--
----
Table 1.2 Study objectives, experimental design and controlling variables on the Rede study reach 
c) differences in controlling site variables e.g. sediment supply and source, 
hydrograph character, past history of valley and floodplain, lack of distinction 
between processes in straight and sinuous reaches. 
This investigation will address these issues by utilising a range of tractive force 
measures over the full discharge range, whilst utilising a high density spatial coverage 
through a sequence of three riffles and four pools. There is a wide range of variables 
listed in Table 1.2 that may influence or even control whether tractive force reversal 
occurs. For reversal to occur floods must be of sufficient magnitude (usually around 
bankfull), and must occur frequently enough to scour and maintain pools, whilst at the 
same time deposit and transfer sediments onto and between the riffles. Channel 
morphology may also control whether reversal occurs. Firstly, flow contraction into 
pools and expansion onto riffles, forced by morphology, promotes greater tractive 
force in the pools at high flow. Secondly, reversal in cross-section average velocity 
may only occur if the pool cross-section wetted area remains below that of the pool at 
high flow, according to the continuity of mass principle. Thompson et al. (1998) also 
indicate that an increase in pool length during a flood will act to increase pool centre 
velocities. Hydraulic radius and channel slope also influence shear stress and stream 
power, the former controlled by discharge and sediment supply, and the later by 
valley gradient. Three-dimensional flow structure in the form of transverse secondary 
flows and longitudinal roller eddies, may further influence tractive force (Bathurst, 
1979; Teisseyre, 1984; Thompson, 1986). However, due to equipment restrictions, 
this study is limited to a one-dimensional analysis of flow. Qualitative observations 
concerning three-dimensional flow are however made. Both cross-section average 
velocity and three-dimensional flow structure are influenced by the presence of 
obstructions in the pool cross-section (e.g. Thompson et al., 1999), which requires an 
assessment of any influence of obstructions upon pools at the study site used in this 
investigation, and those reported in the literature. 
Sediment supply can also influence tractive force reversal; if pool competence 
exceeds supply, cross-section areas change little or enlarge during a flood decreasing 
the chance of reversal. Conversely in high supply conditions, the pool cross-section 
areas may reduce sufficiently to raise velocity, effectively increasing the chance of 
reversal (Clifford and Richards, 1992). As was described in section 1.6, supply also 
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influences sorting contrasts between riffles and pools. The mechanism by which 
sediment is supplied to the channel may also influence hydraulic and sediment 
transport behaviour of the riffle-pool sequence. In self-formed alluvial channels, every 
grain comprising the channel boundary may be mobilised. However a stream that is 
re-working valley fill deposits, composed of relict Pleistocene deposits such as 
boulder clay for example, may not be able to mobilise the coarser clasts. Mobility is 
further reduced as the fine sediment component is more cohesive due to the greater 
clay content, in comparison to a fluvial deposit. In supply-limited streams, this 
situation could lead to coarser pools in comparison to the riffles, increasing grain 
roughness and the stability of the pool bed, although increasing the likelihood of 
tractive force reversal (Carling and Wood, 1994). An assessment of sediment supply 
and sources will be made at the study site on the River Rede, and the literature is 
summarised in Chapter Nine to identify its significance to riffle-pool maintenance. 
Bed structure contrasts 
The literature review presented in Chapter One clearly highlights the possibility of 
alternative mechanisms being responsible for riffle-pool maintenance. One example is 
that of bed structure contrasts between riffles and pools, proposed by Sear (1992~ 
1996), Clifford and Richards (1992) and Clifford (1993b) (see section 1.5.4), which 
claims that riffle-pool morphology can be explained without recourse to a hydraulic 
theory of maintenance. These workers mainly discuss the significance of the 
arrangement of coarse particles in influencing the force required for transport, i.e. the 
less structured and softer the bed sediment is, the easier it is to mobilise. However the 
role of interstitial fine sediments has largely been ignored, even though it has been 
suggested that fines can cement framework clasts together and inhibit transport (Reid 
and Frostick, 1984). Information on the fine sediments in riffles and pools will be 
obtained from freeze-cores (Milan et al., 2(00). This will provide data on the grain 
size of the fines (percentage clay, silt and sand) and information on bed structure / 
clast arrangement. Temporal information on the sizes of fines infiltrating gravel 
interstices may be assessed using an array of traps situated throughout the riffle-pool 
sequence (e.g. Thoms, 1987; Sear, 1992). Sediment structure variation may also be 
assessed using a penetrometer device (Sangerlat, 1979), across a network of points 
(182 are used throughout the Rede study reach in this investigation). The spatial 
network of compaction data will allow relationships to be drawn between the degree 
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of mobility, flow and morphology. Spatial variation in the threshold for motion (Be) of 
pool and riffle gravel may be assessed from hydraulic and tracer transport data, which 
may be used to support the penetrometer findings. 
A variety of factors may influence sediment structure at the study site (Table 1.2). For 
example, high sediment supply will prevent armouring and lead to a looser bed 
structure (Dietrich et al., 1989). Winnowing of fines into pools downstream and 
infiltration of clays and silts into gravel interstitial spaces is likely to develop bed 
structure and increase the compaction of riffles. Turbulent flow and greater t' at riffles 
during low discharge is also thought to be important in the development of bed 
structure (Sear, 1996), which may be further influenced by the presence of coarse 
protruding clasts or pebble clusters (Buffin-Belanger and Roy, 1998). Hence the 
duration of flows below that capable of disturbing gravel, particularly the surface 
layer, is a further significant factor to take into consideration. 
Sediment transport / sorting 
As discussed in section 1.6, grain size differences between riffles and pools can 
provide information about tractive force. However there is considerable discrepancy 
in the literature (i.e. both finer grained and coarser grained pools, in comparison to the 
riffles, could both indicate tractive force reversal) which is likely to reflect sediment 
supply, hydrograph character, and whether or not the channel is truly self-formed and 
transporting its own sediments or re-working glacial, or alluvial material. In streams 
with a high supply and a smooth response hydrograph, pools may be finer than riffles 
at low flow, however streams with a low sediment supply and a flashy hydrograph 
may show coarser pools at low flow. Once an assessment of sediment supply and 
sources has been made at the study site used in the present investigation, low flow 
grain size character may then be used to interpret tractive force patterns. 
The routing of gravel and sand may also provide information on tractive force 
patterns, which may be investigated using tracing techniques (Table 1.2). If tractive 
force reversal is evident, gravel should be transferred from riffles through the pool 
downstream to the next riffle (e.g. Jackson and Beschta, 1982). If tractive force 
reversal does not occur, then some gravel would be expected to be deposited in the 
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pool (e.g. Haschenburger and Church, 1998). Fine grained sediments should be 
deposited in areas of low shear stress; such as the pool tail (Lisle and Hilton, 1992; 
1999). A number of factors could effect sediment routing such as flood magnitude and 
duration (Sear, 1992), grain and form roughness. The later could influence sediment 
deposition loci; high grain roughness increases the number of sites for deposition of 
finer grained material, e.g. on the lee of coarser clasts, whereas steep exit slopes of 
pools (high form roughness) could limit the number of grains that leave the pool 
(Thompson et ai., 1999). There is also some evidence to suggest three dimensional 
flow structure can influence sediment sorting patterns (e.g. Teisseyre, 1984), which 
will be assessed qualitatively in this investigation. 
Hydrograph character 
Riffle-pool morphology is adjusted to the hydrograph character as this determines the 
magnitude and frequency of sediment transport events and tractive force reversals. 
Sear (1992) has indicated that reduction of hydrograph peaks and an increase in the 
frequency of medium flows can alter scour and deposition loci of gravel clasts in a 
riffle-pool sequence, which may have an impact the stability of riffle-pool 
morphology, as it would encourage aggradation of pool tails and scouring of riffles 
and pool heads. Bathurst (1979) further indicates that transverse secondary flow 
structures are most well developed during the middle range of discharges, which also 
could have an effect on sediment transport and morphology. Further analysis of scour 
and deposition loci of gravel in relation to riffle-pool topography are required for a 
range of flood magnitudes and durations. A gravel tracer study in conjunction with 
morphological re-survey and analysis of discharge data will be used to examine this 
further. 
Site character 
The literature review presented in Chapter One, highlighted the difficulty in 
designating a general model of both formation and maintenance of riffle-pool 
morphology in different river reaches. The mode of maintenance e.g. tractive force 
reversal (Keller, 1971) could be site-specific, related to channel morphology (e.g. 
sinuosity, channel width differences between riffles and pools), form and grain 
roughness differences, sediment supply and hydrograph character. These 
characteristics may in tum be influenced by pre-existing landscape. For example. a 
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river channel may be confined in its valley (possibly glacial origin), and may be re-
working non-fluvial sediments. By grouping reach-scale characteristics of riffle-pool 
sequences from the published literature, it may be possible to link common models of 
formation and I or maintenance. The significance of straight and sinuous riffle-pool 
sequences is also summarised after further consideration of the literature presented in 
Chapter Nine. 
Other factors 
It is clear that three-dimensional macro-scale turbulent flow structures (e.g. roller 
eddies) are important in the formation of riffles and pools (Yalin, 1971; Richards, 
1976). Although less intensively researched, they are also significant in maintenance 
of the riffle-pool form (Bathurst, 1979; Teisseyre, 1984; Thompson, 1986; Thompson 
et al., 1998; 1999). Smaller-scale flow structures during periods of low flow have also 
been considered important at riffle locations, encouraging infiltration of fines and 
increased compaction and bed structuring (Sear, 1996), which could explain riffle-
pool maintenance in some instances. A qualitative assessment concerning the 
significance of three-dimensional flow structure is made in the field and through 
analysis of the literature. 
Obstructions to flow within channels have been shown to alter three dimensional flow 
structure and initiate pool-riffle morphology (Clifford, 1993a). Thompson et al. 
(1999) has also demonstrated their significance in the maintenance of the riffle-pool 
sequence, by encouraging velocity reversal. The significance of obstacles in riffle-
pool formation and maintenance is assessed through the analysis of past literature, and 
an assessment of the occurrence coarse clasts at the Rede field site. 
Although not included in the initial experimental design of this investigation, the 
applicability of the sediment continuity model (Wilkinson et al., 2000) to riffle-pool 
formation and maintenance should be taken into account and will be assessed through 
analysis of the published literature. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Chapter Two 
Study site and methodology 
This chapter will describe the characteristics of the study reach and catchment and 
introduce the sampling methodologies used throughout the investigation. To fulfil the 
thesis objectives (section 1.8), a comprehensive spatial and temporal set of data taken 
from a riffle-pool sequence was required concerning; (i) riffle-pool hydraulics, (ii) 
discharge character, (iii) sediment sorting, (iv) routing of gravel and sand bedload (v) 
grain size, (vi) sediment mobility, (vii) fine sediment infiltration, (viii) bed structure 
and (ix) morphology. Riffle-pool formation and maintenance is related to the 
complex interaction of these variables (Figure 2.1), and it is therefore essential to 
assess them fully to improve understanding of the riffle-pool form. It is important to 
highlight the influence of sediment supply upon the outcome of a number of the 
processes shown in Figure 2.1. For example although there is a tendency for most 
pools to show high~r tractive force than riffles at high flow (e.g. Keller, 1971), the 
potential for the bed to scour and maintain the pool can be counteracted in conditions 
of very high sediment supply. It is feasible to get a situation during a flood event 
where, although the pool is competent to transport every grain size fed into the pool, 
it is not competent to transport the quantity of sediment fed into it. In this situation 
the pool acts as a bottleneck and may fill with sediment (Lisle pers comm, 1998). 
Although noCdiscussed in models of formation (section 1.3.3), sediment supply is 
likely to be an important factor. In high supply scenarios riffle pool morphology is 
less likely to form, which partly explains (along with hydrograph shape) the low 
relief bed topography exhibited in semi arid ephemeral alluvial streams (e.g. Powell, 
1988). Surface grain size variability between riffles and pools, and hence grain 
roughness, which is usually observed at low flow, can also be strongly influenced by 
sediment supply. The grain size patterns may reflect high flow competence when 
sediment supply is low (e.g. Bowman, 1977), however in high supply scenarios the 
high flow tractive force pattern may be masked (e.g. Lisle and Hilton, 1982). 
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0\ 
Formation 
Zones of higher tractive force spaced at 2nw, associated with macro-scale flow 
structures (roller eddies), on a plain bed of mobile sediments will cause scour and 
subsequent deposition. 
Duration of flows most effective at producing macro-scale turbulent eddies. 
Secondary flow strongest at medium Q (Bathurst, 1979) 
On plain bed, sediment is scoured from high shear stress zones, and then 
deposited in low shear stress zone downstream. Finer material then winnowed 
into pool downstream. Hence finer pools and coarser riffles. 
Hh:h sediment supply; pools more likely to fills, hence not so likely to be 
formed 
Low sediment supply; increased likelihood of pool formation 
I' 
Spatial variation in mobility related to size and packing could influence riffle-
pool formation with smaller less tightly packed sediments having greater 
potential for scour. 
Coarse clasts could initiate pool formation due to roller eddy formation 
Figure 2.1 Roles of processes investigated in the formation 
and maintenance of riffle-pool sequences 
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Maintenance 
Tractive force reversal: higher r in pools at high flow : pools scour and transport 
any bed material fed into the pool from upstream, maintaining topographic lows 
Sediments deposited on riffles and bars 
• Sediment supply effects: scour not so effective in conditions of high supply, pools 
r-- may fill with sediments if supply exceeds competence, less of an undulating 
profile. Low supply; pools scour more effectively. 
High flow macro-turbulent flow structures may assist in maintenance. 
Low flow micro-turbulent flow structures at riffles assist in bed structuring 
In perrenial temperate streams the falling limb of the hydrograph and the low flow 
~ in between floods is important for increasing structural contrasts between riffles , and pools which may assist maintenance (Clifford, 1993a; Sear, 1996); through 
r-- turbulence on riffles and infiltration of fines. 
Very flashy hydrographs and no or limited period of low flow in between flood 
peaks lead to less bed structure contrasts spatial ly, and prevents bedforms such as 
riffles and pools forming, e.g. in semi arid alluvial streams such as the Nahal Yatir 
(Powell , 1998) 
Riffle-riffle I pool to riffles routing of gravel maintains low and high points at high 
~ flow (Jackson and Beschta, 1982) Fines routed from riffle to pools during lower discharges, if sediment avai lable, 
maintains sorting contrasts between riffles and pools 
• Coarse more well structured clasts on riffles, hence require greater t from 
I 
entrainment. Pools therefore easier to scour and riffles tend to be maintained as 
• high points along the bed profile . 
) 
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Coarser, rougher pools increase likelihood of velocity reversal (Carling and Wood, 
1994). Higher grain roughness may induce turbulent flow structures. 
High sediment supplv pools may fill with fines winnowed from the upstream 
1- riffle, and drapes of fines behind coarse riffle clasts may appear (Lisle and Hilton, 
.... 
1982) 
, Low sediment supplv - pools may be coarser (depending upon underlying 
material). No flfles supplied to pool during waning limb of the hydrograph. 
Vari.ation in form roughness may influence macro-scale flow structures. Controls I .... low flow characteristics, causing ponding in pools. May influence spatial pattern of 
I , scour and deposition. Pool cross-section area and length can influence pool 
velocity (Thompson el al., 1998) 
2.2 Background to the Rede study area 
The River Rede a small upland gravel-bed river, which has a total length of 58km and 
catchment area of 340 km2, was chosen as the field site. The Rede is a sub-catchment 
of the River North Tyne with its source area situated in the Cheviots in north-western 
Northumberland, UK, at an altitude of 490m AOD (Figure 2.2). Land-use within the 
catchment comprises a mixture of moorland, grazed by sheep, and conifer plantations 
which were established over much of the north-western part of the catchment during 
the late 19th century, an area known as Redesdale Forest. Most of the open moorland 
on the northern flank of the catchment falls within the Redesdale and Otterburn 
military training areas. 
2.2.1 Catchment lithology 
The catchment is overlain by a layer of blanket peat up to several metres thick in 
places, which covers glacial till (Stunell and Younger, 1995). Younger (1991) lists 
the major lithostratigraphic subdivisions within the Rede catchment, which may be 
seen in Table 2.1. The oldest rocks within the catchment are Silurian greywackes and 
shales which originate from deep marine deposits obducted from the bed of the 
Iapetus Ocean as it closed during the Caledonian Orogeny. This formed an 
'accretionary prism' of marine rocks on the ancient American continental crust 
(Rayner, 1981; Younger, 1991). Devonian andesite lavas, part of a major igneous 
complex of the Cheviot hills, stretch for over 40 km along the Northumbrian -
Scottish border, and overlay the Silurian sediments. The catchment is predominantly 
underlain by Fell sandstone with some volcanics, possibly Cottonshope Basalts 
(Miller, 1887; Stunell and Younger, 1995). 
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Figure 2.2 The Rede study catchment; (a) catchment map, (b) study reach location 
showing the position of the stage recorder (SR). The arrow Indicates the perspective at 
which all other maps of the study reach are graphically presented throughout the thesis, 
looking upstream from the survey position. 
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Table 2.1 Major stratigraphic sub-divisions in the Rede catchment (after Younger, 
1991). 
Age 
Quaternary 
Lower Carboniferous 
Devonian 
Silurian 
Younger (1991) 
Peat, Till, Alluvium 
Middle limestone 
Group 
Lower limestone group 
Scemerston Coal 
Group 
Fell Sandstone Group 
Cement stones Group 
Cheviot Volcanics 
Lumsdon Greywackes 
Miller (1887) Frost and Holliday 
____ (!?80L _______________ _ 
Peat, Boulder Clay, 
Alluvium 
Upper Calcareous 
Division 
Lower Calcareous 
Division 
Carbonaceous Division 
Fell Sandstones 
Cement stones 
Cheviot Lavas 
Wenlock Beds 
Pleistocene and Recent 
Upper Liddlesdale 
Group 
lower Liddesdale 
Group 
Upper Border Group 
Middle Border Group 
Lower Border Group 
The next sequence that overlies the andesite lavas, is the result of the Stublick 
Ninety-Fathom Fault System, which was active during the Lower Carboniferous. This 
lies to the south of the Cheviot igneous massif, a major structural control of the 
Carboniferous Northumberland Basin (Younger, 1991). This fault system is 
responsible for the extreme diversity of the rocks either side. The thickness of this 
material in the Rede catchment reaches 4500m (Fordham, 1989), and is 
predominantly clastic. The mixed geology of the catchment is evident when 
considering bed sediments of the Rede, with sandstones, shales and lavas being 
observed in its channel. 
2.2.2 The study reach background and character 
A study reach of c.150 metres in length was selected for the present study in the 
headwaters of the Rede catchment (Figure 2.2b and Figure 2.3). The site (Grid ref.: 
NT 721 043) is situated 4.5 km from the source, is unregulated, experiences a flashy 
hydrological regime, and has a Strahler order of 4 (Strahler, 1952). The catchment 
area above the reach is 18.63 km2• 
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Figure 2.3 Study reach details, (a) position of cross-sections, (b) position of basket 
traps and cell-based sUNey shown by squares, (c) contour map of riffle-pool 
morphology 
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2.2.3 Channel morphology 
Channel morphology was surveyed on two occasions; June 1996 and June 1997, 
using a Sokkia level at 30 monumented cross-sections situated throughout the study 
reach (Figure 2.3b, Appendix 2.1). Additional surveys of channel planform and 
individual gravel tracer positions were undertaken using a Sokkia SF Total Station. 
The study reach comprised a sequence of four pools, four riffles and three point bars 
which are defined in the contour plot shown in Figure 2.3c. 
2.2.4 Catchment climate and hydrology 
Monthly rainfall has been recorded at Catcleugh Nursery, approximately 2km form 
the study site, since 1963 (Figure 2.4a). The mean monthly rainfall for this period is 
91.2 mm, and the wettest month occurred in November 1984 when a total of 264.7 
mm of rain was recorded. Conversely, June 1992 is the driest month on record, when 
only 7.1 mm of rain fell. The rainfall characteristics during the current study period (1 
January 1995 to 1 May 1998) are indicated in Figure 2.4b. The climate during this 
period was drier than average with a mean monthly rainfall of 83.3 mm. However the 
study period demonstrated extremes which were similar to those shown for the full 
length of the record with a peak of 263.6 mm for February 1997 and a minimum of 
8.9 mm for August 1995. 
Flow within the River Rede downstream of the study site has been regulated since the 
construction of the 40 km2 Catcleugh Reservoir in 1905, used for public water supply. 
Regulated flows comprise a compensation flow which is officially set at 0.158 m3s-1, 
with occasional floods which overtop a spill-weir. The longest record of flows for the 
Rede may be found downstream of Catcleugh at Rede Bridge (Grid ref.: NY 868 
832), where flows have been recorded since 1968. The peak flow recorded at this 
station was 282.7 m3s-1, on 19 February 1970. Flow within the Rede, certainly in the 
unregulated part of the catchment, responds rapidly to rainfall inputs due to the 
impermeable nature of the underlying geology, which is demonstrated by a low 
baseflow index of 0.33 (Institute of Hydrology, 1998). 
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Figure 2.4 Mean monthly rainfall.characteristics at Catcleugh Nursery, (a) full 
record for 1 Feb 1963 to 1 May 1998, (b) rainfall characteristics for the 
study period 1 January 1995 to 1st May 1998 (source: Northumbrian 
Water pIc). 
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2.3 Calculation of discharge 
A continuous stage recorder was installed at the upstream end of the study site 
(Figure 2.2b). Stage (E) was calibrated against discharge (Q) at eight different flows 
between 0.18 m3s"1 and 3.47 m3s"1. Log-log regression shown in Figure 2.5a and 
equation 2.1 was found to fit the relationship (r2=0.99, p<O.OOI), however this over-
estimated discharge at flows over 3.2 m3s"1 (approximately half bankfull and above). 
A linear regression (r2=0.95, p<O.OOI) was used to estimate flows greater than this 
(Figure 2.5b, equation 2.2). Conversely, linear regression was found to underestimate 
base flow conditions «0.5 m3s"I). 
Q = 21.204£2.73 
(2.1) 
Q = 9.3378E-1.7487 
(2.2) 
2.4 Sediment tracing 
To provide quantitative information upon the routing and sorting of sand and gravel 
(Phase 1 and Phase 2 bedload) through the Rede riffle-pool sequence it was decided 
to employ tracing methodologies, in conjunction with a detailed temporal and spatial 
sediment sampling programme. Tracers may be used to measure entrainment rates 
and grain displacement lengths and provide an alternative to direct sampling of 
bedload, thus providing information on mobility and sediment routing / sorting. 
Tracer research has been focused towards three main areas since the 1960's; 
1) initiation of motion (Hey, 1975; Carling, 1983a; Petit, 1990; Ferguson and 
Wathen, 1998), 
2) path length in relation to hydraulic variables (Butler, 1977; Ashworth and 
Ferguson, 1989; Carling, 1987; Hassan and Church, 1992), and 
3) studies of the structural and morphological controls on transport (Keller, 1970; 
Larrone and Carson, 1976; Thome and Lewin, 1979; Brayshaw, 1985; Petit, 
1987; Ashworth, 1987; Hassan, and Church, 1992; Sear, 1996, Thompson et ai., 
1996) 
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Figure 2.5 Stage discharge relationship for the River Rede study site, a) log-log 
regression, b) linear regression. 
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Although the use of tracers is not as common as direct sampling techniques, it offers 
a number of advantages. Tracers provide more insight into the stochastic and spatially 
variable nature of bedload transport because the size, shape and density of mobile and 
immobile material is predetermined, which is an unknown factor in direct sampling 
(Wilcock, 1989). Tracers also provid6 logistical and safety advantages since they can 
be installed and monitored at low flow, thus avoiding direct sampling during a flood 
episode. Small transport rates are likely to be more accurate than estimates derived 
from direct sampling of bedload, where errors may exceed measured rates (Wilcock, 
1997). 
2.4.2 Tracing gravel (Phase 2 bedload) 
There has been a wide range of techniques employed to trace sediments in fluvial 
systems which have experienced variable success. To optimise success, tracers must 
be; 
1) stable against premature loss of tagging, 
2) reasonably inexpensive, 
3) detectable at low concentrations, 
4) non-toxic to aquatic or human life, 
5) allow repeated experiments within a reach either by the decay of the original 
tracers or through readily identifiable characteristics, and finally 
6) be able to accurately mimic the size, density and shape of the natural sediments 
(Arkell, 1985). 
Techniques that have been used to monitor gravel (Phase 2) bedload may be divided 
into six categories; 
1) painted particles (e.g. Ashworth 1987, Thompson et ai., 1996), 
2) magnetics (Arkell, 1985, Sear, 1996); 
3) radio transmitters (Emmett et al., 1992), 
4) exotics, such as limestone (Mosely, 1978); 
5) fluorescence (Rathburn and Kennedy, 1978); and 
6) radioactivity (Crickmore, 1967). 
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Several limitations are evident with some of these methods. Painted particles are 
cheap, however impractical below 8-11 mm due to poor visibility. Recovery rates are 
moderate due to burial during bedload transport events (see Table 8.1 in Hassan and 
Church, 1992). The use of magnetics overcomes this drawback to a degree as buried 
particles can still be detected using a search coil. Radio transmitters may also 
improve recovery rates, however these are restricted to coarser grain sizes and are 
expensive. Fluorescence and radioactivity are useful for finer grain sizes, however the 
later may cause harm to aquatic life. 
Due to financial restrictions, and the short time-span of this investigation (in 
comparison to Ferguson and co-workers investigation on the Alit Dubaig for 
example) a painted clast tracer study was undertaken. This was deemed adequate to 
provide information concerning the sorting and routing of gravel though the Rede 
riffle-pool sequence and information on the hydraulic conditions for initial 
entrainment. Prior to the gravel tracer survey, cross-profile re-survey had suggested 
only minor areas of scour and fill on riffles, which suggested that burial depths would 
be negligible and therefore recovery rates would be reasonable. Transport paths of 
individual clasts of coarse-grained material were traced using 288 measured and 
weighed painted clasts, placed throughout the study reach (Figure 2.6). For each clast 
the a, b, and c axis were recorded in order to provide information concerning size and 
shape of the material, and a colour coding system was used to aid interpretation 
(Table 2.2). The overall size information and individual size distributions of tracers 
emplaced in each riffle and pool are shown in Figure 2.7 and Table 2.2. The shape 
classification of Zingg (1935) was used to classify the tracer clasts. This information 
is demonstrated for the overall sample and for each riffle and pool emplacement unit 
(Table 2.2). The tracer shape distribution mimicked that of the natural bed sediments 
which were dominated by discs (Milan et al., 1999). After a period of competent flow 
to allow tracer clasts to be incorporated into the bed fabric (Hassan and Church, 
1992), all tracer pebbles were surveyed using a Sokkia set 5F Total Station (Figure 
2.6). Recovery of tracers was restricted to those found on the bed surface. A glass-
bottomed bucket was used to identify submerged clasts, and where found. each tracer 
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was re-surveyed after five flow events with hydrograph peaks ranging from 2.43 to 
9.92m3s-1 (over bankfull). These surveys took place between tracer emplacement on 
the 21 January 1998 to the final re-survey on 28 February 1999. 
Table 2.2 Summary of size and shape characteristics of tracer clasts. Colour codes; R-
Red, W -white, Y -~ellow, B-blue. 
Code No D5I (mm) % Blades % Rods % Discs %S~heres 
RW-RImeO 38 46 27 16 38 19 
W-Pooll 46 46 17 20 48 15 
YW-RIme 1 38 46 32 16 32 19 
RWB-PooI2 40 66 26 13 46 15 
BW-RIme2 38 51 20 20 29 31 
RWY-PooI3 41 60 29 29 37 5 
BWY-Rime3 47 60 22 20 43 15 
TOTAL 288 60 25 19 40 17 
2.4.3 Tracing sand (Phase 1 bedload) 
Attempts at monitoring fine sediment movement have usually involved the use of 
exotics such as limestone (Mosely, 1978), heavy minerals such as cassiterite (Hughes, 
1992) or magnetite (Carling et al., unpublished), fluorescence (Nordin and Kelly, 
1978; Crickmore, 1967), and radioactivity (Crickmore, 1967; Stelczer, 1981). 
However there are inherent proble'ms with these methods. Firstly. for the purposes of 
this study it was important that the introduced tracer to mimic as closely as possible 
the size, shape, density of the naturally occurring fluvial fine bedload. The use of 
exotics and heavy minerals may therefore be ruled out. The magnetite which Carling 
et al. (unpublished) used in their study had a ps=5200 kg m-3, twice that of quartz 
(equivalent to fine sand bedload of the Rede). and is therefore likely to show 
preferential infiltration in comparison to naturally transported sands. Secondly, the 
use of radioactive and fluorescent material was not acceptable due to potential 
ecological and water quality impacts. Magnetically enhanced iron-stained sands 
where the iron oxide coatings have been converted into magnetite (retaining the 
original density of the sand) was chosen to monitor the development of fine bedload. 
The technique appeared to be a suitable option bearing in mind the optimum tracer 
attributes listed in section 2.4.2. 
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2.4.4 Magnetic Tracing of fluvial sediments 
Previous studies which have applied magnetics to gravel bed rivers have usually 
focussed upon a wider range of grain sizes (e.g. Arkell, 1985; Sear, 1992a). Magnetic 
tracing of fluvial material may be divided into two categories. Firstly, there have been 
investigations which have traced clasts with magnets or some form of metal plug/tag 
inserted into them (e.g. Butler, 1977; Ergenzinger and Conrady, 1982; Reid et aI., 
1984). Another common technique id to trace material which either has (i) a naturally 
high magnetic susceptibility (e.g. Gottesfeld, 1997) or (ii) which has had its 
magnetism artificially enhanced in some way (environmental magnetism). As 
magnets cannot be inserted into sand grains, the latter option (ii) appeared more 
appropriate.· In this investigation it was decided to introduce magnetically enhanced 
sand into the Rede channel. 
Much of the pioneering work in environmental magnetism has been conducted by 
Thompson and Oldfield (1986), whilst Arkell (1985) Arkell et al. (1983) and 
Rummery et ai. (1979) have demonstrated the application of artificially enhanced 
iron rich bedload to sediment tracing through fluvial systems. This technique has 
largely been restricted to coarse bedload in fluvial systems. However, van der Post et 
al. (1994) have recently demonstrated the application of artificially magnetically-
enhanced sand for detecting tidal induced movement of beach sands. This is the 
technique which is employed in the current investigation. The magnetic signature of 
this material may be detected using a range of measures. 
2.4.5 Magnetic measures and detection 
There are three commonly used magnetic measurements; Magnetic Susceptibility (K 
and X), Isothermal Remnant Magnetisation (IRM), and Anhysteretic Remnant 
Magnetisation (ARM). One type of magnetic measure (Magnetic Susceptibility) was 
deemed suitable for use in the present investigation. Susceptibility measurements 
have proved the most useful in determining the direction of tracer movement and 
spatial and temporal changes in tracer concentration within fluvial environments (e.g. 
Arkell, 1985). Magnetic Susceptibility may be used as an indicator of the ease of 
which a sample can be magnetised, and may be defined as K=MIH where H is the 
applied field and M is the volume magnetisation induced in a material of 
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susceptibility K. Susceptibility values give a general indication of the concentration 
of ferrimagnetic minerals such as magnetite and maghaematite. 
Susceptibility may either be measured directly in the field using a portable meter or 
measured in the laboratory using sensors designed to scan cores of sediment or 10 ml 
subsamples. For example, Arkell (1985) detected tracer movement in fluvial 
environments, by using a combination of a Bartington loop field search probe (rather 
like a metal detector), and a hand-held ferrite probe - which permitted detailed 
searching for buried particles after sections of bar sediment had been excavated. Finer 
sediments were recovered after sieving sub-samples and were analysed for 
volumetric susceptibility (m3kg- l ) which can be calibrated with sediment weight 
(Arkell, 1985). These latter measurements permit a mass-specific assessment by 
drying the sample and dividing the K reading by the mass to give units in m3kg- 1, 
denoted by the symbol x. 
In the present investigation, relative changes in tracer concentration through the 
riffle-pool sequence over time were mapped by measuring volume magnetic 
susceptibility (K), using two approaches. Firstly a submersible Bartington MS 1 
susceptibility meter and a 20cm diameter search coil was used to take readings at 1 m 
intervals along each of 30 cross-sections throughout the study reach and at randomly 
surveyed positions further downstream (Figure 2.3a). The instrument shows many 
similarities to a metal detector, and responds to changes in magnetic flux around the 
coil sensor as a result of changes in the volume of magnetic material present. As the 
loop is open (therefore measuring variable volumes) the readings taken are 
dimensionless and provide a semi-quantitative assessment of the presence and 
volume of tracer at a point. Whether this technique is suitable for taking surface 
readings, effective detection declines with distance from the loop following the 
inverse square law. The maximum depth detection for all but the strongest (and 
largest) magnetic sources, will be approximately the diameter of the loop (20cm). 
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Although volumetric susceptibility (K) is a function of the size and shape of grains, 
Arkell et ai. (1983), Currie and Bornhold (1983) and Rao and Kshirasagar (1991) 
have demonstrated that for a given grain-size distribution of magnetic material, K 
increases linearly with tracer concentration, as long as the background host sediment 
has a low magnetic susceptibility. Arkell (1985) showed that finer clasts have a much 
more uniform enhancement and enable accurate calibration curves to be drawn of X 
versus percentage concentration of tracer material. A calibration curve for the tracer 
used in this study is shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 Calibration curve for estimating the percentage by weight 
tracer material within a sample of a given magnetic 
susceptibility. 
The concentration, size and position of the magnetic material in relation to the search 
loop also affect the readings obtained by the search loop. The instrument does not 
provide any distinction between particle sizes (Arkell, 1983). This is easily overcome 
when measuring coarse clasts (> lOmm) which can be picked up and measured in the 
field. It is not possible however to measure the volume or mass of fines «2mm) in a 
given area in the same way, although trapping and freeze-coring the material may 
partly overcome this problem. The samples obtained in this manner may be measured 
for their magnetic signature in the laboratory much more accurately after sieving 
drying and weighing. However the instrument is useful for rapid reconnaissance of 
tracer movement after floods. 
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Susceptibility measurements of <2mm material were conducted upon subsamples of 
sand collected in basket traps (discussed in Chapter Five), and channel storage areas 
(e.g. bar tops). To examine infiltration of tracer into the subsurface sediment voids, 
freeze-cores were taken on two occasions after tracer movement (July 1996 and 
March 1997). Cores were sectioned at 15 cm intervals, dried and sieved, and the sub 
2mm fraction retained for magnetic analyses. Magnetic susceptibility measurements 
on 10 ml sub-samples of this matrix material were then made in the laboratory using 
a magnetic susceptibility meter developed at the Department of Physics University of 
Newcastle upon Tyne. These readings could then be made mass specific by dividing 
the K reading by the mass to give units in m3kg"· denoted by the symbol X. 
2.4.6 Magnetic tracer manufacture 
The manufacture of the tracer used by van der Post et al. (1994)is a modification of 
the technique of Arkell (1985), Oldfield et al. (1981), Arkell et al. (1982) and 
Rummery et al. (1979). By heating iron rich sediments the 'apparent field reversible 
in-phase magnetic susceptibility' (X) is reversed. The enhancement process is 
dependent upon the degree to which the red coloured iron-oxide coatings on the 
outside of the material being used (in this study on the silica sand grains) can be 
converted into magnetite (black) Imaghaemite (pink). The enhancement procedure is 
as follows; firstly an iron-stained (red) sand must be obtained. Suitable locations in 
the UK include glacial outwash deposits derived from Triassic rocks in North Wales, 
Cheshire and Shropshire, and from the Cretaceous Greensand quarries in 
Bedfordshire. The process of magnetic enhancement, as recommended by van der 
Post et al. (1994), involves toasting the sand at high temperatures (- 70(tC) for two 
hours in a reducing atmosphere (achieved by mixing flour into the sand), followed by 
rapid cooling in air. 
To investigate these conditions further, a series of laboratory experiments were 
conducted on a small scale (lOg samples) to identify 1) degree of enhancement of 
four different sands, and 2) the optimum conditions for enhancement for the chosen 
sand. Figure 2.9 illustrates the degree of enhancement in a range of different sands, 
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suggesting Greensand to be a suitable materi al in agreement with van der Post el al. 
(1994) . Based upon these findings and van der Post's recommendations it was 
decided to use Greensand (code; NTS3), obtained fro m Potton, Bedfordshire, as the 
tracer material in the current investigation. The variables cho en for the second group 
of tests were; temperature, atmosphere (i.e. organic flour concentration ), and period 
of heating. The results are demonstrated in Figures 2. 10 a-c where it can be seen that 
the optimum temperature is between 600 and 700 °C which further agrees with van 
der Post et ai. (1994). The concentration of organic materi al used to control 
atmosphere did not appear too critical, and low concentrations ( I part in 40 to 1 part 
in 5) appeared slightly more favourable. The duration of hea ting also did not appear 
to be a critical factor. It is important to note that although these experiments provide 
some useful information which may be used to design an optimum enhancement 
model, realistically they provide only a rough guideline, due to the differences in 
scale. It is not possible to simulate laboratory conditions exactly when dealing with 
large samples (the six tonnes used in thi s research project), in large kilns. Large kilns 
take 
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longer to heat up, and larger samples would mean that different parts of the samples 
would be enhanced at different rates. Furthermore, it was impossible to cool very 
large samples as rapidly as in the laboratory, as recommended by van der Post et al. 
(1994). It was likely that during a single firing, the net result would be a bulk sample 
with a wide range of enhancement, from optimum through to over-enhanced. In the 
current investigations six tonnes of Bedfordshire Greensand were mixed with one 
tonne of flour (reducing agent), and toasted in a 'specials' kiln, which permitted 
greater control over temperature and heating duration in comparison to a 
conventional brick kiln. 
2.4.7 Effects of grain size 
Magnetic susceptibility is known to vary with grain size (Thompson and Oldfield, 
1986). Important further considerations in this experiment were therefore the 
variability in X between grain sizes, the initial grain size of the unenhanced sand, and 
any changes in grain size during heating. Grain-size is dominated by the O.25-0.5mm 
fraction. Heating the material at 700°C for 15mins was not found to have a significant 
effect upon the size distribution, as may be seen in Figure 2.11a. The results in Figure 
2.11 b, indicate a bimodal distribution with the coarse sand (O.25-0.5mm) having the 
highest magnetic susceptibility, with a secondary fraction in the coarse sand range (1-
2mm). The contribution of each particle size to the overall magnetic susceptibility 
signal was also calculated (Figure 2.11c), which indicates the O.25-0.5mm range as 
being the dominant fraction. 
2.4.8 Background magnetic signature 
Before any magnetic tracing study can commence it is necessary to account for the 
natural background magnetic mineral assemblages. Heavy minerals or fine sediment 
runoff from areas of moorland which had recently been burned may result in 
magnetically enhanced bed sediment, the latter of which may induce temporal 
variability. Background field susceptibility measurements of sub 2 mm were taken 
prior to tracer emplacement from freeze-cores to give a three-dimensional picture of 
variability in X. Samples of fines were also take at regular intervals throughout the' 
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study to test for any seasonal variation in X. However, this was found to be negligible. 
The sub 2 mm fines sieved from each core section were analysed for X. The degree of 
variability in background magnetic susceptibility is indicated in Figure 2.12. Typical 
X values for magnetically enhanced sand were of the order 800 x 10.8 m3kg·1• These 
values are much higher than the background X for matrix sediments which had mean 
and maximum values of 3.96 and 11.1 x 10.8 m3kg·1 respectively (Figure 12.12), with 
a standard deviation of 1.73 and a coefficient of variation of 0.43. Hence the 
magnetic enhancement was in the order of 180 times that of the background material. 
Spatial variability in the natural background magnetic signature for different 
morphological units is displayed in the bar charts in Figure 2.13, where it can be seen 
that there is a progressive increase in X towards the right bank (thalweg), and for 
riffle heads and tails to have slightly higher X than crests. No major differences are 
evident in X between riffles and pools. 
2.4.9 Seeding of magnetic tracer 
The quantity of tracer required is likely to vary significantly depending upon the size 
of the channel and flow regime. A large channel with a flashy regime would require 
more tracer than a small slow response channel, for example. The magnitude and 
frequency of flow is also likely to influence the distance of transport and the 
recurrence interval of transport episodes. Using coarse tracer studies as an analogue, 
Reid et al. (1984) used <100 particles in a stream 3m wide, whereas Hassan and 
Church (1992; 1994) estimated that over 1000 particles were required in larger 
streams. To the author's knowledge, nobody had worked with sand tracer in a gravel-
bed river before, and therefore it was difficult to estimate how much material would 
be required. Due to the flashy regime of the Rede catchment it was decided to 
introduce 2316 kg (dry weight) to the Rede channel. The rest of the magnetically 
enhanced sand was used in a separate experiment, not discussed in this thesis. The 
material was seeded, during low flow conditions (0.23 m3s·l ) on 20 April 1996, across 
the tail end of pool 1 and head of the upstream riffle A in order to simulate the 
commonly reported zone of fine sediment deposition and storage (Lisle and Hilton, 
1982; 1999) (Figure 2.14). This area was divided into 15 cells and the material was 
deposited by hand and distributed evenly across the streambed using rakes (Plate 2.1). 
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2.5 Sediment sampling methods 
Information on both the surface and sub-surface sediments were required in order to 
provide information for competence I entrainment calculations in Chapter Five and 
Six and to provide information on the sediment sorting mechanisms operating 
through the Rede riffle-pool sequence. 
2.5.1 Surface sediments 
Surface sediments are retrieved using grid or transect techniques (Wolman, 1954; 
Wolcott and Church, 1991; Wohl et al., 1996). Wolman's (1954) paper provides the 
benchmark methodology for sampling the surface layer of sediments in a gravel bed 
river. The technique involves the measurement of the intermediate axis of 100 clasts 
sampled from a grid, with the grid size determined by the size of the sampling unit 
(riffle, bar etc). According to Wolman this sample size is sufficient to represent the 
areal distribution of surface sediment, and to overcome between sample and operator 
differences. Other workers such as Brush (1961) have advocated the use of smaller 
samples (60 clasts), whereas Rice and Church (1996) recommend a much larger 
sample size of 400 clasts. The required sample size may vary as a function of the 
desired precision or site conditions (Hey and Thorne, 1983; Church et al., 1987; 
Wolcott and Church, 1991), or grain shape and sorting (Milan et ai., 1999). Most 
investigations into the size of the surface layer still utilise Wolman's 100 clast count 
and therefore it was used for this study. 
Surface sediments in this investigation were sampled using a modified grid-by-
number technique (Wolman, 1954) whereby sediments were sampled from cells 
within morphological units (Figure 2.3). Riffles were split into nine cells to permit 
longitudinal variation to be assessed between riffle heads, crests and tails, and to 
allow any cross-riffle variation between right-bank, mid-channel and left-banks to be 
assessed. Due to their small area, pools were not split into cells, whereas bars were 
split into three cells; head middle, and tail. A total of 2200 particles were taken from 
the reach whilst walking randomly in each cell with eyes diverted from the 
streambed; 50 clasts per cell, 450 per riffle, 100 per pool, 150 per bar. All three axes 
were measured in order to provide information on both grain size and shape. A 
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problem with surface sampling is that the finer sizes (2-8 mm) are often under-
represented, and as a consequence the size distribution was truncated at 8 mm. 
2.5.2 Subsurface sediments and the application of freeze-coring techniques 
Information on the sub-surface sediments was required for competence / entrainment 
estimations, to assess mobility i.e. where pilfi == 1.0 grains are equally mobile (see 
section 1.5.3), and also to measure the concentrations of infiltrated magnetic fine 
bedload tracer. Information was required on the full particle size distribution of 
submerged sub-surface sediments, including fine matrix sediments. Although a 
variety of different sampling methodologies have been used to retrieve volumetric 
sediment samples from gravel bed rivers (for reviews see Kellerhals and Bray, 1971; 
Klingeman and Emmett, 1982), few have managed to retain all sizes present without 
disrupting the structural arrangement of the sediment fabric. Early methods such as 
grab (spade excavation), pipe scoop, surber and cookie cutter, under-represent the 
fine sediment population due to wash-out (elutriation) under flowing water (Thoms, 
1992; Petts and Thoms, 1986). For example, Thoms (1992) found these methods to 
under-represent the fine sediment population (sub 2 mm) by up to 400%. 
Furthermore, these methods can be biased towards the collection of surface 
sediments. The most widely employed devices have been 'bulk core' samplers (e.g. 
McNeil and Ahnell, 1960). This sampler, although capable of retrieving a large 
sample size, does not permit either vertical stratification of grain size, or accurate 
information on fine-grained sediments. 
A common technique, shown in Figure 2.l5a, which fulfils these criteria is freeze-
coring (e.g. Carling and Reader, 1981; Rood and Church, 1994). By taking frozen 
cores in situ it is possible to assess the full grain-size distribution and the 
concentrations of fine-grained particles commonly washed out when using other 
methods. Information on the vertical variation in grain-size parameters may also be 
obtained by splitting cores into sections. Furthermore information may be obtained 
concerning the depth of substrate (Milan et al., 2(00). Freeze-coring techniques have 
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most commonly been used for sampling in shallow water (usually riffles), in flows up 
to 1 ms- I (Carling and Reader, 1981; Milan et ai., 2000). Although freeze-coring is 
perhaps the most useful technique in this instance, there are a number of limitations 
which the operator should be aware of. Firstly, the major weakness is that the sample 
volume is indeterminate, the size of individual cores (typically 10-20 kg) is 
commonly too small to prevent significant variability between samples (in terms of 
grain-size) even from the same geomorphic unit (e.g. riffle, pool, bar head etc.). 
Secondly, bias may be created by an irregular sample boundary Cragged-edge') which 
is dominated by large particles (Lisle and Eads, 1991). This produces bias towards 
coarser particles and leads to an under-estimation of the concentration of fines in the 
core (Klingeman, 1987). This has been overcome to an extent by using a hybrid 
sampler (Rood and Church, 1994); or by taking larger cores e.g. the tri-tube method 
(Lotspeich and Reid, 1980). Thirdly, insertion of pipes into the channel-bed may 
disrupt stratification of fine-sediments. A fourth source of difficulty is the natural 
variability in the distribution of different particle-size fractions within the substratum 
of gravel bed rivers at the scale of (i) individual cores (usually having a diameter of 
30 - 40 em), (ii) bedform, and (iii) reach. Fracturing of fragile particles upon retrieval 
of the core from the river bed, particularly sandstones and mudstones, can be 
responsible for introducing error to grain size distribution estimates, thus introducing 
a fifth problem. As a consequence of these problems, several workers have developed 
sampling recommendations (Table 2.3). Some studies have drawn conclusions from 
single core data, however the studies listed since 1986, have demonstrated the 
importance of retrieving representative samples. Petts et al., 1989; Thoms, 1992, 
Hughes et al. (1995), and Milan et al. (2000) have all advocated the use of a 5 core 
20 kg composite sample, to represent median grain size and sub 2 mm concentrations 
of riffles in British streams. Rood and Church (1994), however, appear to advocate 
the use of a larger sample size. These may be attained by pooling freeze-core samples 
(similar to Petts et al., 1989; Milan et al., 2000) in order to represent the grain-size 
distribution to a given size at a given level of accuracy (Church et al., 1987, Milan et 
al., 1999). Sample sizes which are required to represent the fine matrix fractions 
«2mm) in isolation from the framework are generally much smaller, hence the 
spatial variability of magnetic tracer (X signal) material could be assessed from single 
cores (Church et al., 1987; Milan et al. 1999). 
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Table 2.3 Sampling guidelines previously recommended when using fre~ze-coring 
techniques. 
Study and site Equipment specifications ,_~l!l~!~~om!!le!!c:I~~~!!~ ________________ _ 
Rood and Church Hybrid McNeil-type and 
(1994). Nechako freeze-core sampler. AHoy 
River, B.C., steel pipe Scm 0, liquid 
Klondike, nitrogen. 
McQueston and 
Mayo Rivers, 
Yukon Territory, 
Canada. 
Thoms (1992) 
Hughes (1992) 
Hughes et al. 
(199S) 
Petts et aI., (1989) 
Petts and Thoms 
(1986), Petts 
(1987) 
Milan et al., in 
2000 
Carling and Reader 
(1981) 
Lotspeich and Reid 
(1980) 
Copper standpipe 2.S cm 0, 
liquid carbon dioxide 
Copper standpipe 2.5 cm 0, 
liquid carbon dioxide 
Copper standpipe 2.5 cm 0, 
liquid carbon dioxide 
Copper standpipe 2.5 cm 0, 
liquid carbon dioxide 
Tri-tube freeze-corer, liquid 
carbon dioxide 
Thirty to fifty 13.Skg cores pooled to represent 
sub 2mm concentrations to within a precision 
of 10% 
Five 4kg cores required to characterise median 
grain size allowing for a 5% error at the 0.05 
confidence level. 
Five cores and a pooled weight of 20kg to 
provide reproducible results aHowing for ± 3% 
on estimates of sub 1 mm concentrations. 
Five 4kg cores pooled 20kg to provide 
reproducible results allowing for ± 3% on 
estimates of sub 1 mm concentrations. 
Single cores analysed 
Single large cores 
The sampling strategy used in this study was different to those listed in Table 2.3, as 
a high spatial resolution was required to pick up tracer routing patterns. A cell-based 
sampling strategy was designed (Figure 2.3b), whereby a single 60 cm freeze-core 
was taken from each of the riffle cells, and a bulk 5-core sample from each pool. For 
the initial background survey in July 1995 two cores were take from each cell, 
whereas subsequent surveys in July 1996 and March 1997, a single core was taken 
from each cell. Cores were bulked to provide information for morphological units as 
a whole, thus meeting the sample-size criteria discussed by Church et al. (1987) and 
Milan et al. (1999). 
2.5.3 Fine bedload transport and trapping 
Fine bedload traps or baskets have been used widely to assess both siltation of gravel 
bed rivers (e.g. Thbms, 1992; Carling and McCahon, 1987, Davey et al., 1987, Sear. 
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1993 and Lisle and Eads, 1992) and fine bedload mobility (Church et al., 1991). In 
the present investigation the traps employed had two purposes; firstly to assess the 
accumulation rates and mobility of fine bedload (Chapter Five), and secondly to 
monitor the routing of a magnetic tracer through the study reach (Chapter Seven). 
The baskets employed in this study were similar to the design of Sear (1993), in as 
much as each basket was 0.15 m deep with a surface area of 314 cm2 (Figure 2.15b). 
Each basket was constructed from 10 mm wire mesh and permitted intragravel 
movement of fines, which can contribute significant quantities of fines (Carling, 
1984; Sear, 1993). 
Thirty-one traps were positioned along transects in the study reach at the centre of 
each sampling cell (Figure 2.3b). To assist efficient retrieval of trapped fines, a 
compressed plastic bag was folded and placed at the base of the basket sensu Lisle 
and Eads (1992). Cables attached to the wire rim of the bag lead to the water surface. 
The baskets were then filled with a representative substrate framework which was 
truncated at 2 mm, obtained from freeze-cores (acquired from within a 2 m radius of 
the final position of the basket within the channel bed). A representative armour layer 
comprising grains obtained in the vicinity of each trap was constructed over each 
basket once it had been set within the streambed. Each armour layer particle was 
painted in order to assist identification of trap position and to provide a visual 
estimate of any gravel transport which had occurred post flood event. On sampling, 
the surface layer was removed and the compressed bag was then pulled upwards via 
the cables in order to minimise loss of fines under flowing water. On removal from 
the bed, the framework and accumulated fines mixture retained within the bag were 
wet sieved through a 2 mm sieve in the field and the organics floated off in a bucket. 
The bag was then returned to the basket and compressed, and the framework material 
retained within the sieve was returned to the basket on top of the compressed bag. 
Further analysis then concentrated on the inorganic fraction. The fines mixture was 
then passed through a 125 J.lffi sieve, sealed in plastic bags, and taken back for size 
and dry weight analysis in the laboratory. Although a sub-sample of the < 125 )Jm was 
retained, it was not included in the analysis as it was considered to be washload 
(Church et al., 1991) rather than bedload. In upland gravel-bed rivers the majority of 
fines transported tends to be sands transported as bedload. For example. Lisle (1989) 
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noted that as little as 20% of the fines which entered his traps were derived form 
suspended load. Analysis of suspended sediment data on the Rede (Appendix 2.2) 
indicated maximum concentrations of only 50 mg r1, which are low in comparison to 
other British rivers (Walling and Webb, 1987). Concentrations of suspended 
sediments were generally too low to conduct grain-size analysis, however visual 
inspection of filter papers revealed that the suspended load was generally dominated 
by silt- (4-63 mm), however some fine sand grains were visible for flows >2 m3s·1• It 
would appear reasonable to assume therefore that the majority of fine sediments 
infiltrating traps would be derived from saltated bedload sources rather than 
suspended load. 
2.5.4 Strategy to detect fine-tracer development 
A combination of freeze-coring and trapping of sediments was used to assess the 
spatial and temporal development of fine tracer material through the Rede riffle-pool 
sequence. Freeze-coring was undertaken twice after tracer emplacement, firstly 
following the first major flood after emplacement (July 1996), and secondly the 
following spring (March 1997). It was not possible to conduct a flood-by-flood 
survey due to the labour effort required. A finer temporal resolution of tracer 
development was obtained by sampling basket traps on a flood-by-flood basis. 
2.5.5 Laboratory procedures and grain-size analysis 
Sedimentological analysis followed the steps outlined in Milan (1994). Freeze-core 
sediment samples are air dried at 50°C and then passed through a series of nested 
sieves. The adopted sieve sizes follow an existing methodological protocol, in order 
that direct comparison could be made with freeze-core sediment sampling over a 
range of UK streams (Milan et al., 2000). Sediments were sieved through 63, 37.5, 
20, 6.3 and 2 mm mesh sizes. Matrix sediments from freeze-cores, and fine bedload 
sediments from traps, that passed through the 2 mm sieve were wet sieved through 1, 
0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 mm sieves. The grain-size distribution of the sub 0.125 mm 
material was determined by laser diffraction (Agrawal et al., 1993). Fine bedload 
(sand fraction) obtained from the basket traps were also dried at 50°C in a fan oven 
and weighed, and then a 200g sub-sample was wet sieved through 2 mm, 1 mm, 500 
J,lm, 250 J,lm, 125 J,lm aperture sieves. 
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2.6 Approaches to estimating hydraulics through a rime-pool sequence 
It is extremely problematic to obtain a detailed spatial and temporal data set 
concerning flow hydraulics over the full discharge range within a natural river 
channel. It is useful therefore to assess past methodological approaches, rank their 
relative success and highlight any limitations before selecting appropriate procedures 
for the River Rede. 
2.6.1 Past approaches and associated problems 
Discharge range 
The majority of observations of tractive force variability through riffle-pool 
sequences have been taken at low discharge, with very few studies presenting data at 
bankfull and over. Even in Keller's (1971) original study, where he proposed the 
velocity reversal hypothesis, he was only able to postulate an equalisation in velocity 
(as he was unable to take measurements at the bankfull discharge). Furthermore the 
frequency of observations of tractive force over the discharge range is extremely 
limited. For example, Robert (1997) only took three measurements between baseflow 
and two-thirds bankfull, again missing out vital data which needs to be obtained at 
and over bankfull discharge. Data that was obtained at around bankfull by Carling 
(1991) indicate significant non-linearity in logarithmic plots between flow geometry 
variables and discharge. However, Clifford and Richards (1992) point out that log-log 
plots must be interpreted with care, as convergent plots may mask absolute increases 
in the difference between two quantities plotted in this way. 
Range of parameters 
A wide range of parameters has been used to quantify hydraulic variations through 
riffles and pools (Table 2.4). Of these studies, only Clifford and Richards (1992), 
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Table 2.4 Range of parameters used to quantify riffle-pool hydraulics 
Author 
Clifford and Richards (1992) 
Keller (1971) 
Andrews (1979), Teisseyre (1984) 
Lisle (1979) 
Carling (1991) 
0' Conner el al. (1986) 
Jackson and Beschta (1981), Ashworth (1987), 
Petit (1987) 
Bhowmik and Dernissie (1982) 
Thompson el al. (1999) 
Parameter 
Profile averaged and bed velocity, section 
averaged velocity, mean section averaged shear 
stress (Du Boys), Local shear stress from velocity 
profiles 
Mean bottom velocity 
Mean section velocity 
Mean boundary shear stress 
Section average shear velocity 
Stream power 
Point measures of shear stress and velocity 
Froude number 
Water surface slopes 
Teisseyre (1984) and Carling (1991) use more than one parameter in their study, 
although Teisseyre's study is restricted to three observations, while Carling's study is 
limited to section-averaged data. Clifford and Richards (1992) point out that patterns 
in the behaviour of section-averaged and point measurements at riffles and pools are 
not necessarily equivalent as measures of flow competence may be suspect, and only 
valid where flow is strictly uniform. Clifford and Richards (1992) provide the 
greatest range of parameters for a single reach, although their study was also 
problematic. Firstly they fail to measure the full discharge range and secondly there 
were severe problems with estimating shear stress from what is currently the most 
utilised and accepted method of calculating point boundary shear stress in natural 
channels; namely velocity profiling or 'the law of the wall'. Using this technique, 
shear stress for a fully rough turbulent boundary layer is given by; 
(2.3) 
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where UJ and U2 are point mean velocities, YJ and Y2 are depths from the bed at which 
Uj and U2 were measured, 1( is the von Karman constant, usually taken as being equal 
to 0.41, and p" is the fluid density, which for water is taken as being equal to 1000 
kgm3• Clifford and Richards (1992) demonstrated that sinuous shallow streams with 
large grain roughness elements; introduced a high degree of scatter to the velocity 
profile, so much so that interpretations regarding riffle-pool hydraulics were 
meaningless. 
Inferring sediment transport from hydraulics 
Prediction of sediment transport pathways are only reliable in transport-limited 
conditions (Clifford and Richards, 1992; Lisle pers comm., 1998). For a reversal in 
mean velocity to occur at high discharge, the pool would have to fill with gravel to 
reduce the cross-sectional area sufficiently to satisfy the continuity-of-mass principle. 
In a supply-limited situation however, a reversal would require systematic changes in 
geometry or flow resistance differences, which may not be present between all riffle 
and pool sections (Clifford and Richards, 1992). The implication of this is that scour 
at the pool and fill at the riffle may not always occur. The use of mean boundary 
shear stress as an index of sediment transport may have low success as undulating 
bed topography may result in the near-bed (grain) component of total stress being out 
of balance with the downstream propulsive force (Clifford and Richards, 1992). 
Furthermore, bed structure may vary spatially between and within riffle-pool units 
(Sear, 1996), leading to a reduction in the critical shear stress for entrainment for 
clasts situated in loosely packed arrangements. 
Spatial integrity of measurement 
There has been little standardisation 10 terms of spatial integrity of hydraulic 
measurements in the field. For example, Carling (1991), working on the River 
Severn, had to rigorously analyse his velocity profiles from adjacent verticals to 
ensure uniformity between verticals in order to obtain a meaningful cross-section 
average. Some conclusions regarding velocity reversal between a riffle and a pool 
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have been made using riffles and pools which have been up to lkm apart (e.g. Lisle, 
1979; Andrews, 1979; Jackson and Beschta, 1981). There is a lack of studies which 
have concentrated on sinuous reaches and relatively few studies support the 
occurrence of velocity reversal in meandering reaches (Clifford and Richards, 1992, 
Keller and Floresheim, 1993). The issue of site specificity shall be revisited in 
Chapter Nine. 
In my thesis, I decided to use a range of measures to assess tractive force through the 
Rede riffle-pool sequence; (i) cross-section average velocity. (ii) near bed velocity, 
(iii) profile-averaged velocity, (iv) point 'f from velocity profiles, (v) mean 'f, 
estimated using the Du Boys formula, and (vi) point 'f, estimated using the Du Boys 
Formula. 
2.6.2 Determination of velocity 
This parameter was used in an effort to ascertain whether velocity reversal hypothesis 
could be applied in the case of the River Rede. A number of velocity parameters were 
measured; 
1) Cross-sectionally averaged velocity was estimated from stage data obtained at 
seven cross-sections situated at the crest of the riffles and in the troughs of the 
pools. Continuous discharge was measured at a permanent gauging station 
situated 50 metres upstream of the riffle-pool sequence under study. Velocities 
were obtained by dividing the discharge peaks for twenty-one flood hydrographs 
by the wetted area derived from each of the cross-sections. 
2) Bed velocity was measured using an electromagnetic current meter O.Olm from 
the bed, at nine points on three riffles and three points in the pools for three 
different flows from baseflow to about half bank full; 0.3, 1.0 and 3.6 m3 S-I. 
3) Profile averaged velocity was measured at 0.6 depth in conjunction with bed 
velocity, using the same spatial and temporal resolution as bed velocity. A third 
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velocity measurement was taken at 0.8 depth to enable point boundary shear 
stress to be calculated using equation 2.3 above. 
2.6.3 Determination of boundary shear stresses 
Three measures of boundary shear stress were used; 
1) Point boundary shear stress estimated from velocity profiles 
2) Mean boundary shear stress estimated from the Du Boys equation 
3) Point boundary shear stress estimated from a modified Du Boys equation (using 
depth instead of hydraulic radius) 
It was initially planned that through use of velocity profiling and equation 2.3, a high 
resolution point boundary shear stress survey through the Rede riffle-pool sequence 
would be undertaken. This was done for up to thirty-six points throughout the Rede 
riffle pool sequence for three different discharges; 0.3, 1.0 and 3.6 m3 S·I. The Rede 
data for the velocity profile survey is more spatially detailed than Robert (1997) and 
covers a similar flow range. Obtaining the same detail of measurements throughout 
the Rede riffle-pool sequence at higher discharges proved extremely problematic. 
Firstly, there was the problem of being on-site during a bankfull flows or those close 
to bankfull. Secondly, the duration of bankfull flow tended to be relatively short 
(around 1 hour) compared to the duration required to take up to 36 point velocity 
profiles (up to 3 hours). Hence the shear stresses measured at the start of a survey 
would be taken at different discharges and at a different stages on the flood 
hydrograph compared to those taken at the start of the survey. Thirdly, there is the 
problem of taking velocity measurements in deep fast flowing water. This requires 
bridges or platforms across the channel, which were not available for my study. 
Finally, there is the problem caused by taking velocity profiles where there are large 
grain roughness elements. Such elements can result in negative velocity profiles 
(Clifford and Richards, 1992), a feature seen in the Rede at low flows. As a result it 
was decided to employ estimates of boundary shear stress derived from the slope 
depth product or the Du Boys formulae for flows greater than 4 m3s· l . 
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2.6.4 Mean and point boundary shear stress 
Water surface profiles were surveyed on five occasions (Figure 2.16), using a 
combination of water surface and strand-line measurements, for stages ranging from 
summer base flow to approximately bankfull discharge. Additional slope information 
was obtained for 21 separate flows by obtaining stage-board readings above and 
below each riffle. These slopes typically ranged between 0.03 and 2%. Cross-stream 
depth distributions were recorded at each of the cross-sections by subtracting water 
surface from bed surface elevation. As it was impossible to observe the bed at the 
higher stages, the coarseness of the bed material introduces some imprecision in the 
measurement of bed elevations. The thickness of the line indicating the bed in Figure 
2.15 was scaled to represent the likely error margin (±Dso). 
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Figure 2.16 Bed long profile of the Rede riffle pool sequence and water surface 
profiles surveyed over five flows of varying magnitude. Line thickness for bed 
profile approximates to the reach Dso. 
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The survey data were then entered into the Du Boys equation to calculate local bed 
shear stresses ('f.). assuming that the flow was approximately uniform and that the 
energy slope could be approximated by the local water surface slope. 
'fo =p.gRS (2.4) 
Where, R is the hydraulic radius, g is acceleration due to gravity, p .. is the density of 
water, and S is the energy slope which is approximated as being equal to the water 
surface slope. Point boundary shear stress was estimated by substituting R with point 
depth (d), this is a commonly accepted procedure (e.g. Ferguson and Wathen, 1998). 
Strictly, equation 2.2 should only be applied to uniform flow (Bathurst, 1982) and 
where super-elevation effects encountered at bends are minimal. This is because 
riffle-pool morphology introduces flow convergence and divergence, acceleration and 
deceleration, the magnitude of which is related to the degree of change in cross-
sectional wetted area with distance downstream between sections. Milan et ai. (200 1) 
demonstrate however that these non-uniform and super-elevation effects were 
minimal for the flows under scrutiny in the Rede study reach. 
2.7 Spatial analysis 
Both the sediment and hydraulic sampling strategies used throughout this 
investigation provided a high spatial resolution which enabled the use of a contouring 
package 'Surfer' (Surfer Mapping System, Golden Software Incorporated), to aid 
interpretation of the data. The Surfer program produces surfaces from spatially 
referenced data. Interpolation of x, y, z is necessary particularly in areas were data are 
sparse. To prevent inaccurate inferences from areas where data are limited, it is 
advantageous to use an interpolation method such as Kriging, which provides error 
estimates on the interpolated values. Kriging is a form of weighted local averaging 
based on the theory of regionalise variables (Matheron, 1971; Olea, 1975). Mather 
(1993) suggests that Kriging is an optimal interpolator in the sense that each 
interpolated value is unbiased and its estimated variance is a minimum. 
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2.8 Summary and conclusions 
This chapter has introduced the characteristics of the study sites and considered the 
sampling methodologies used in the present investigation, highlighting some of the 
limitations which must be realised before interpreting any of the data. The following 
chapter details the sedimentology of the Rede riffle-pool sequence, presenting data 
obtained from the Wolman grid and freeze-core sampling exercise. 
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Chapter Three 
Sedimentology of the Rede rime-pool sequence 
3.1 Introduction 
As reported in Chapter One (section 1.6), riffle-pool sequences are usually reported as 
displaying distinct spatial variation in the grain-size of the surface sediments, where 
riffle sediments are coarser (Leopold et ai., 1964; Keller, 1971; Yang, 1971; 
Cherkauer, 1971; Bhowmik and Demissie, 1982; Teisseyre, 1984, Lisle and Hilton, 
1982; 1999), and in some instances better sorted (Hirsch and Abrahams, 1984; 
Carling, 1991) than pool sediments. This spatial pattern of surface sediment sorting 
undermines riffle-pool maintenance theory, in particular Keller's (1971) velocity 
reversal hypothesis and Jackson and Beschta's (1982) two-phase bedload transport 
model. Fine gravel and sand (Phase 1 bedload) is winnowed from riffles into pools 
over most of the flow range during which period the riffles are more competent than 
pools. At flows approaching bankfull, the tractive force of the pool exceeds that of the 
adjacent riffles, and any gravel (Phase 2 bedload) scoured from riffles passes through 
the pools and gets deposited on riffles further downstream (Keller, 1971; Jackson and 
Beschta, 1982). On the falling limb of the hydrograph sand and fine gravel is 
winnowed from the riffles and deposited in the pools, thus leading to pools becoming 
finer than the riffles. 
Recent studies suggest that fundamental sedimentological differences between pools 
and riffles may explain some of the observations of sediment transport behaviour 
(Clifford and Richards, 1992; Sear, 1992a; 1996; Clifford, 1993b). In section 1.5 it 
was demonstrated from the Shields curve that 'fc was directly proportional to D" 
suggesting that grain weight was the principle force restricting movement. Dx 
variability in a riffle-pool sequence should therefore show differences in fc required to 
scour different areas of the bed. However, as was shown in section 1.5.3 and 1.5.4, 
differences in grain size (e.g. Shields, 1936), shape (e.g. Schmidt and Ergenzinger, 
1992), and packing (e.g. Sear, 1996) between riffles and pools result in differential 
critical entrainment thresholds for bed sediment clasts. The objective of this chapter is 
to identify the extent and pattern of sedimentological variability, including vertical 
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and lateral variability in grain size, shape, structure and strength for the Rede study 
site. Although it is clear from section 1.6 that attention needs to be given to accurate 
measurement of high flow grain size in streams which have a high supply of fine 
bedload, the study of supply-limited streams (such as the Rede) may provide further 
insight into high flow sorting processes. These data will be used in conjunction with 
hydraulic data (Chapter Four) and sediment tracer data (Chapters Five-Eight) to 
provide a detailed insight into sediment transport dynamics in an upland gravel-bed 
river. 
3.2 Sampling strategy 
The study reach was divided into cells (Figure 3.1). This cell-based sampling strategy 
allowed an examination of variation in sediment character throughout morphological 
sub-units. Three riffles, four pools and three point bars were sampled on an intensive 
basis and three further riffles and one pool was sampled less intensively. The three 
main riffles (A, B and C) were each divided into 9 cells. This system allowed 
comparisons to be made between morphological sub-units. For example by combining 
the data from riffle heads (cells 1, 2 and 3), a comparison could be made with riffle 
crests (cells 4, 5 and 6) or tails (cells, 7, 8 and 9). Likewise the right-bank sediments 
(cells 1, 6 and 7) could be compared with mid-channel (cells 4, 5 and 6) or left-bank 
sediments (cells 3, 4 and 9). Pools were not subdivided due to their smaller size, 
however bars were split into a bar head, bar mid-point and bar tail zones. 
3.2.1 Sediment sampling 
Surface - Wolman grid sampling 
In each of the riffle and bar cells, a, b and c-axes of 50 particles were recorded; a total 
of 450 particles per riffle, and 150 particles per bar. For the pools, 100 particles were 
taken (see section 2.5.1). 
Sub-surface: Freeze-core sampling 
Two freeze-cores were taken from each cell at riffles A, B and C, whereas composite 
samples of 5 cores were retrieved from each of the pools and the other riffles 
following a standardised protocol (Petts et al ., 1989; Milan et al ., 2000). Sediments 
were sampled to a maximum depth of 60 cm, although this was sometimes limited by 
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the depth of available gravel. Upon retrieval each frozen core was sectioned into 15 
cm intervals using a hammer and chisel, after which they were returned to the 
laboratory to be analysed for their grain size characteristics (see section 2.5.2 and 
2.5.5). 
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Figure 3.1 Cell-based sediment sampling scheme. A-riffle A, B-riffle B, 
C-riffle C, B-bars. h-head, m-mid-point, t-tail. Monumented 
cross-section pegs are indicated. Refer to Figure 2.2a for peg 
numbers. 
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Bed compaction 
The spatial variability in bed strength was examined by conducting a cone 
penetrometer survey (Sear, 1992a, 1992c). This technique involves the application of 
a known force on a standard penetration point. The number of blows taken to advance 
the point a given distance is recorded (Sangerlat, 1979). The distance used on the 
Rede was 0.1 m which approximated to the DJO of the surface gravels. The values 
recorded in this way reflect the composite effect of the weight of the surrounding 
grains, packing density and degree of grain interlock (Sear, 1992a). Bed strength was 
tested along each of the thirty cross sections and random points, giving a total of 182 
points throughout the Rede riffle-pool sequence. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Surface layer: general characteristics 
The surface layer of the Rede channel comprised occasional large immobile cobbles 
and boulders surrounded by patches of coarse and medium gravel (Plate 3.1). The 
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Plate 3.1 Bed surface of the 
Rede channel 
demonstrating the 
patchy surface 
structure. 
coarse particles tended to be moss-covered, indicative of low frequency transport. 
However, surface layer mobilisation, probably of the gravel patches, did appear to 
take place, a fact which was further substantiated by the gravel tracer movement 
discussed in Chapters Six and Eight. Consequently it was difficult to categorise the 
surface layer based upon previous typologies suggested in the literature (e.g. Gomez, 
1984). The gravel patches appear to display armoured characteristics, however it is 
unlikely that 'whole bed' mobilisation ever takes place due to the presence of the 
large clasts in the bed. These appeared to be larger patch features in comparison to 
those discussed by Larronne et al . (2000). 
3.3.2 Surface layer: grain-size characteristics 
Table 3.1 demonstrates the grain-size characteristics of the surface layer in riffles, 
pools and bars.' A multiple comparisons analysis of variance (F ratio test) indicates 
Table 3.1 Summary surface layer characteristics of individual geomorphic units 
Site D" D,. DII. Sorting 
IYmu 
Control 33 70 125 0.96 
A 41 75 133 0.85 
B 44 84 150 0.89 
C 56 96 150 0.71 
D 55 90 170 0.81 
E 60 100 155 0.69 
F 51 90 133 0.69 
G 34 70 133 0.98 
Mean 4S 85 145 0.84 
llm 
1 18 39 73 1.00 
2 33 64 116 0.91 
Mean 23 50 100 1.01 
~ 
1 82 120 190 0.61 
2 72 120 195 0.49 
3 86 115 170 0.74 
4 43 82 120 0.74 
5 83 123 194 0.61 
Mean 6S 110 171 0.70 
The sorting index used is the Graphic Standard Deviation (00) (Folk, 1974), which measures the deviation of the 
16th and 84th percentiles (¢84-1/>16)12, where fn is the particle size in I/> units at which n% by mass is finer. 
pools to be significantly coarser than riffles and both riffles and pools to be 
significantly coarser than bar sediments (p<O.OOI). This is interesting as pools are 
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usually reported as being finer than riffles (e.g. Sear, 1992a). Pools are slightly better 
sorted on average than riffles, with the poorest sorting shown on bar surfaces. A 
summary of grain size variability for pennanently submerged morphological sub-
units is demonstrated in the box and whisker plots shown in Figure 3.2, while more 
detailed cell-based infonnation is shown in Figure 3.3 and contour plots (Figure 3.4). 
The coarse nature of pools and the finer nature of the riffles and point bars, which 
appear to act as storage zones (with poorer sorting) are noticeable. The coarsest cell 
appears at the tail of Riffle e along the left-bank, whereas the finest cell appears at 
the crest of Riffle A on the right-bank (excluding bar data). Whilst a general 
downstream pattern across riffles did not appear to exist, some riffles tended to be 
coarser at the head. An example was Riffle A, (right hand bank, channel centre), 
whereas others were either coarsest at their crest. or tail (e.g. Riffle e). 
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Figure 3.2 Variation in median grain-size for surface (armour) layer sediments for 
morphological sub-units. RH - riffle head, Re - riffle crest, RT - riffle tail, P - pool, 
LB - left bank, Me - mid-channel, RB - right bank. 
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Figure 3.3 Downstream pattern in surface grain size from cell-based data; (a) right-bank, (b) mid-channel, 
(c) left-bank. A-riffle A, B-riffle B, C-riffle C, h-head, c-crest, Hail, P-pool. Each box for the 
riffle sub-units represents the statistics for a 50 stone sample, and the pools for a 100 stone sample. 
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Figure 3.4 Lateral variability of armour layer sediments. The sorting index used is the 
Graphic Standard Deviation (cro) (Folk, 1974), which measures the deviation 
of the 16th and 84th percentiles (tj>84-tj>16)/2, where tj>n is the particle size in tj> 
units at which n% by mass is finer. 
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The significance of down- and cross-stream variation for riffles and pools at both 
reaches was assessed using a multiple comparisons Analysis of Variance. Riffle 
heads, crests, tails and bar heads were all significantly coarser than bar tails 
(p<O.OOI). Riffle crests were significantly coarser than bar heads and mid-points 
(p<O.OO 1), riffle tails were significantly coarser than bar mid-points and tails 
(p<O.OOl). This may suggest that these are preferential areas for coarse sediment 
deposition at high flow, and/or areas of enhanced winnowing during low flow. Pools 
were significantly coarser than riffle heads and tails, bar heads, centres and tails 
(p<O.OOI). Coarser pools would either imply that coarse clasts are preferentially 
deposited in pools and I or fines are preferentially flushed from pools leaving behind 
the coarse material as a lag deposit. Sorting mechanisms operating in the Rede 
channel are discussed more fully in Chapters Eight and Nine. No significant cross-
riffle differences were found. 
3.3.3 Surface layer: grain shape characteristics 
Particle shape was described for the Rede surface sediments using a scheme devised 
by Zingg (1935) (see Milan et al., 1999, p90 for details). Overall, the Rede sediments 
were dominated by discs (40%), while equants and rods both accounted for 22% and 
blades for 16% (see Figure 5, Milan et al., 1999). Differences in the grain shape for 
different morphological sub-units were negligible, with the dominant shape remaining 
as discs throughout. It is therefore unlikely that shape influences sediment sorting 
through the Rede riffle-pool sequence. Tracer data support this supposition (see 
section 6.3.3). 
3.3.4 The Substrate: characteristics of freeze cores 
Information regarding the dimensions of the freeze-cores obtained in this study is 
summarised in Milan et al . (1999, Table 2). Taking into account the study Riffles A, 
B and C, core length was usually between 50 and 60 cm, although gravel depth was 
probably considerably deeper than this at these locations. Shorter cores were retrieved 
from riffle C due to shallow gravel (5-1Ocm in places), which was found to overlie 
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boulder clay. The gravel clay boundary was clearly identifiable in freeze cores. 
Shorter cores were retrieved from the other study riffles and some of the pools. Cores 
tended to be heavier when compared with previous studies (Milan, 1994; Milan et ai., 
2000), partly due to coarse cobbles embedded within the substrate sticking to the 
outside of the core. The average core weight was 16 kg and the average volume of a 
core was 6354 ml. In some instances a single clast would exceed the weight of the 
rest of the core sample (Plate 3.2), a factor which could skew the grain-size 
distribution and drastically alter grain-size indices and the percentage by weight 
concentration of fines. Although full baseline grain-size data are presented here as 
combined (bulked) freeze-core samples, it is recognised that truncation of the grain-
size distribution is necessary to ensure that each grain-size class included is 
represented in their true proportions. The background literature to this issue and 
application of truncation recommendations to the Rede data is discussed in Milan et 
al. (1999). 
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Plate 3.2 Freeze-core demonstrating 
large clast in the upper 0-15cm 
of substrate 
3.3.5 Sub-surface grain-size characteristics 
The full grain-size distribution for the bulked freeze-core data-set (80 cores) and 
range for all freeze cores taken from riffles are presented in Figure 3.5. The presence 
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Figure 3.5 Grain-size distribution for sub-surface sediments obtained 
using freeze-coring. Curves represent data obtained from 80 cores. 
of a dominant framework and sub-dominant matrix population resulted in a weakly 
bimodal grain-size distribution, and a framework-supported structure. Grain size 
statistics taken from these curves are summarised in Table 3.2. The sub-surface 
appeared considerably finer than the surface layer in riffles and pools, due to the 
presence of a matrix mode with between 7 and 19% (by weight). For example, the 
overall sub-surface D .. for riffles was 48mm in comparison to an armour DJI) of 85mm. 
Sub-surface sediments tended to be more poorly sorted in comparison with the 
surface layer material, reflecting the presence of matrix material held in the 
framework voids (Milan et al ., 1999, Figure 7). 
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Table 3.2 Summ!!!! substrate 8!:ain-size characteristics 
Site Dl6 DlO. DIM. Sorting Matrix (%) 
Riffles 
Control 3 34 116 2.64 15.2 
A 3 37 137 2.76 15.6 
B 4 49 134 2.53 11.9 
C 4 50 153 2.63 12.3 
D 16 49 134 1.53 7.7 
E 4 93 141 2.57 12.3 
F 6 60 142 2.28 10.2 
G 2 34 110 2.89 19.3 
Mean 4 48 133 2.29 12.8 
Pools 
1 2 32 108 2.88 16.5 
2 17 87 150 1.57 8.7 
3 5 59 141 2.41 11.8 
4 11 72 145 1.86 9.0 
5 6 68 144 2.29 10.9 
Mean 6 67 144 2.S3 10.7 
The sorting index used is the Graphic Standard Deviation (O'Q) (Folk, 1974), which measures the deviation of the 
16th and 84th percentiles (¢84-1{>16)/2, where 4n is the particle size in I{> units at which n% by mass is finer. 
Variability in sub-surface D", for different morphological sub-units is demonstrated in 
the box and whisker plots in Figure 3.6. The grain size data given is for core sections; 
0-15cm (A), 15-30cm (B), 30-45cm (C) and 45-6Ocm (0). Little difference in grain 
size is apparent when comparing riffle sub-units, however the distinctly coarser nature 
of the pool sub-surface sediments is a notable feature throughout the sample depth. A 
multiple comparisons Analysis of Variance test revealed highly significant 
differences (p<O.OOl) between pools and all riffle sub-units at every depth sampled, 
whereas no significant differences were found between the median grain size of riffle 
sub-units. 
3.3.6 The matrix 
The matrix (sub 2 mm) generally accounted for between 7 and 19% (by weight) of the 
bulked core samples. Little overall difference was evident between the concentrations 
of fines in riffles or pools, however some differences were apparent when 
consideration was given to matrix concentrations within morphological sub-units at 
different depths within the bed (Figure 3.7). Pools consistently recorded lower 
concentrations of matrix in comparison to the riffle sub-units. Multiple comparisons 
analysis of variance revealed significant downstream differences between pools and 
riffle heads, crests and tails at 15-3Ocm (p<O.OOl), and riffle heads and tails at 45-
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Figure 3.6 Variation in median grain size of sub-surface sediments for morphological sub-un its 
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60cm (p<O.OOI). Cross-channel differences were also significant between pools and 
each cross channel sub-unit for the surface 0-15cm and 45-6Ocm (p<O.OOl), and for 
the left-and right-bank for 15-30cm. No significant differences were evident between 
the concentration of matrix sediments when comparing cross-channel riffle sub-units 
alone. Riffle crests and the right-bank tended, however, to contain slightly lower 
concentrations of fines, possibly reflecting hydraulic character in this region (see 
Chapter Four). 
Table 3.3 presents the percent weight of sediment in each size fraction. Matrix 
sediments were dominated by sand-sized material with 79.9% on average (matrix in 
isolation). Silt and clay account for 17.1 % and 3.0% respectively, with the dominant 
Table 3.3 Summary of matrix size distribution of individual geomorphic units 
Site 2-1 0.5-1 0.25-0.5 0.063-0.25 0.004-0.063 <0.004 
Rimes 
Control 1.44 2.51 5.48 2.82 2.57 0.38 
A 2.31 2.82 5.12 2.26 2.60 0.47 
B 2.07 2.17 3.50 1.73 2.03 0.37 
C 2.36 2.36 3.63 1.71 1.90 0.33 
D 1.48 1.59 2.34 1.05 1.07 0.17 
E 2.35 2.52 3.70 1.68 1.75 0.29 
F 1.94 2.06 3.00 1.42 1.56 0.27 
G 3.71 3.99 5.85 2.63 2.71 0.44 
Mean 2.71 2.39 3.96 1.85 2.09 0.37 
Pools 
1 1.88 1.93 4.21 4.48 3.51 0.49 
2 1.17 1.00 2.41 1.71 2.05 0.40 
3 1.53 1.54 3.16 2.18 2.77 0.57 
4 1.13 1.36 3.20 1.70 1.43 0.22 
5 1.31 1.55 3.59 2.12 1.97 0.32 
Mean 1.36 1.35 2.99 2.12 2.34 0.44 
size fraction in the 0.25-0.5 nun class. Overall the matrix sediments of riffles contain 
slightly greater proportions of material between 0.25 and 2.0 nun than the pools. 
Grain-size statistics for the matrix in isolation are presented in Table 3.4, where it 
appears that the median grain size of the matrix sediments (DJOm ) of the pools are 
slightly coarser (DJOm of 0.22 nun on average) than the riffles (D.~ of 0.17 mm). The 
matrix sediments appear to be extremely poorly sorted for riffles, whereas pools are 
very poorly sorted. Variation in D$Om for morphological sub-units is demonstrated in 
Figure 3.8, where the coarser nature of the pools in comparison to the riffle sub-units 
is a feature found at every depth sampled within the bed. A further general feature is a 
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Table 3.4 Structure of matrix sediments in isolation 
Site Dl6 D!IJ. DIJI. Sort.,. 
Rimes 
Control 0.03 0.18 0.60 2.2 
A 0.01 0.16 0.60 3.0 
B 0.00 0.15 0.61 4.6 
C 0.00 0.13 0.56 4.6 
D 0.00 0.12 0.55 4.6 
E 0.00 0.13 0.50 4.5 
F 0.00 0.14 0.56 4.6 
G 0.03 0.13 0.50 4.1 
Mean 0.00 0.17 0.60 4.6 
Pools 
1 
2 0.02 0.24 0.76 2.6 
3 0.02 0.22 0.73 2.6 
4 0.02 0.19 0.62 2.5 
5 0.02 0.20 0.64 2.5 
Mean 0.02 0.22 0.77 2.6 
The sorting index used is the Graphic Standard Deviation (Go) (Folk. 1974). which measures the deviation of the 
16th and 84th percentiles (¢84-I/H6)12. where 4n is the particle size in ,units at which n% by mass is finer. 
down riffle coarsening in matrix size and for the right-bank to have a coarser matrix 
for the surface 15cm. Multiple comparisons Analysis of Variance reveal however that 
differences between riffle sub-units and pools were not significant at the 0.001 level. 
However the matrix sediments found in riffle tails was found to be significantly 
coarser than riffle heads and crests (p<O.OOl). 
3.3.7 Ritlle-pool scale vertical variability 
Vertical variability in grain-size distribution for riffles and pools is demonstrated in 
Figure 3.9. The greatest difference in grain size characteristics appears to be between 
the surface sediments and the top 0-15 cm of substrate, which is evident for both 
riffles and pools. Surface coarsening (armouring) appears to be a feature in pools as 
well as riffles. Vertical grain-size characteristics (D .. and percentage matrix) for riffle 
sub-units and pools are demonstrated in more detail in the box and whisker plots 
(Figure 3.10 & 11), where the general pattern shown throughout the reach is for the 
surface 0-15 cm of substrate to be relatively coarse and have the lowest concentration 
of fine sediments, regardless of geomorphic sub-unit. The differences in median grain 
size between sub-surface sediment layers was not significant at the 99% level of 
confidence, however the coarse nature of the pool sub-surface sediments in 
comparison to the riffles is again evident (see Figure 3.1Od). Differences in grain-size 
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characteristics between the riffle sub-units alone were not significant, with the 
exception of riffle tails (Figure 3.10c), where the near-surface O-I5cm of substrate of 
all other sub-units appeared to be coarser and had lower concentrations of matrix 
material in comparison to the 15-3Ocm layer. Beyond the I5-3Ocm layer, there 
appeared to be general coarsening, with the 45-6Ocm core sections recording similar 
D .. and matrix values to the near-surface sediments. 
3.3.8 Bed compaction I strength 
Variation in bed strength for morphological sub-units is summarised for the whole 
reach in the box and whisker plots (Figure 3.12). It may be seen that riffle crests and 
tails have the greatest overall compaction, whilst bar tails appear to accumulate the 
softest sediment fabric. Low compaction reflects the fine grain size and poor sorting 
of sediments found at bar tails. Also noticeable is that pools tend to have lower 
compaction than riffles, although application of a multiple comparisons Analysis of 
Variance did not reveal this difference to be significant at the 
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99% level. In contrast, riffle heads, crests and bar midpoints were found to be 
significantly more compact than bar tails (p<O.OOI). 
Variation in bed structure may be observed in more detail with reference to the 
contour plots in Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 which demonstrate the spatial variability 
in bed structure (obtained from the cone penetrometer readings) throughout the Rede 
study riffle-pool sequence. Overall it is the upstream part of the reach that displays 
the lowest compaction compared to readings obtained from the lower part of the study 
reach. Figure 3.13 demonstrates bed compaction for the upstream end of study reach, 
incorporating Pool 1, Riffle B and Pool 2, Point Bar 1 and Point Bar 2. Apart from a 
small area of bank collapse on the outer bank of the meander bend at Pool 1, the two 
least compact bed surfaces are found on exposed bar surfaces, where fine gravels and 
sands dominated sediments. Considering the permanently submerged zones, the most 
compact area appears towards the head of the riffle (A) and Pool 2, whilst the softest 
area is located at the tail of the riffle, with the crest being of intermediate compaction. 
Moving further downstream, the most compact area of Riffle 2 may be found around 
the crest area (Figure 3.14), whereas the head, tail, and Pool 3 seem to be slightly less 
compact. The most compact section of the whole reach is found on Riffle C (Figure 
3.15), which is probably a reflection of the higher energy gradient in this area 
promoting armouring (see Figure 2.16). As freeze-core evidence suggests, gravel was 
very thin in places «15cm) across Riffle C, overlying boulder clay. The bed strength 
properties in this zone therefore could reflect the influence of the underlying boulder 
clay rather than fluvial sediment. The head and tail of Riffle C exhibit slightly lower 
compaction in comparison to the crest, similar to that shown for Riffle B. Cross 
channel variability in compaction at Riffle C was also evident with the channel centre 
showing greater compaction in comparison to the channel margins. Pool 4 displays 
lower compaction. 
3.4 Discussion and conclusions 
The objective of this part of the research project was to identify the extent and pattern 
of sedimentological variability within the study reaches in order to provide baseline 
information on sediment sorting patterns through a riffle-pool sequence. Sediment 
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sorting patterns provide an insight into hydraulic variability throughout the reach and 
throws some insight into sediment transport and supply processes. This data will be 
used in conjunction with hydraulic and sediment tracer data (Chapter Four, Five and 
Six). Surface (Di ) and subsurface (Dj ) sediment data will be used in Chapters Six and 
Nine when consideration is given to tracer velocities and initiation of movement. As 
was shown in section l.5.2 and l.5.3, initial motion is largely dependent upon the 
ratio D;lDj , which provides an index of the degree of hiding or protrusion. 
Sediment patchiness 
As was noted in section l.4.2, grain-size patchiness can alter the relative mobility of 
surface sediments (Paola and Seal, 1995; Larronne et al., 2000). Sediment patches 
were evident on riffle surfaces on the Rede, although they were different to those 
reported by Paola and Seal (1995) and Larronne et al (2000). The Rede sediment 
patches were larger in scale and were composed of coarse-medium gravel, 
interspersed with immobile cobbles and boulders. It is likely that this structural 
arrangement will influence bedload transport. While the sediment sampling strategy 
used was not designed to monitor grain-size character of these patches, it is 
recognised that this is a potentially important avenue for further research. Tracer 
transport distance in relation to hiding factors may provide further insight into the 
influence of sediment patch structure (see section 6.4.1). 
Surface sediment variability and sorting 
Down- and cross-stream variation in grain size character highlighted in the surface 
layer of riffles may be linked to local hydraulic conditions. The contour maps (Figure 
3.4) demonstrated the coarsest sediments follow the line of the thalweg; the deeper 
the water the coarser the sediment (similar to Bowman, 1977). It appears that the low 
flow spatial grain size pattern mirrors the high flow spatial hydraulic pattern (which 
shall be demonstrated in Chapter Four). The cell-based sampling strategy used in this 
investigation failed to identify any significant variations in grain size for the surface 
sediment within-riffles, however strong differences were found between pools and 
riffles. Pools appeared coarser than riffles in the surface and sub-surface layer, a 
feature less commonly reported in the literature. Coarse immobile lag deposits have 
been reported in several early studies (e.g. Gilbert, 1914, Hack, 1957) which have 
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been later explained by Leopold et al. (1964) to result from the erosion of bank 
materials. Keller (1982) suggests that in streams with a very low supply of fine bed 
material, pool troughs may scour into basal till or expose bed rock. A similar 
explanation was also used in a later study by Ashworth (1987). An alternative 
explanation would be that coarse clasts are transported into the pool, as implied by 
Thompson et al . (1996) in a tracer study. Tracer data presented in Chapter Eight 
should elucidate the sorting mechanisms operating in the Rede channel and whether 
clasts are deposited in pools. Without tracer information, observations on the Rede 
suggest that relict deposits become exposed as a result of erosion on the outer bank of 
a meander bend (Plate 3.3). Some of this material may be too coarse for contemporary 
flows to transport, or may be transported only very occasionally, whereas the finer 
gravel is flushed onto the downstream riffle at high flow. Coarse pool sediments also 
provide an indication of the sediment supply dynamics within the Rede. Lisle and 
Hilton (1992; 1999) have demonstrated that sand drapes develop on pool exit slopes 
where the supply of this material is high, whereas drape development is poor in 
supply limited situations. This would suggest therefore that that fine bedload is 
strictly supply-limited in the Rede channel. Instead of pools acting as low flow 
storage zones, fine gravel and sand appears to accumulate on bar surfaces as found by 
Laronne and Duncan (1992) and Mosely and Tindale (1995) in their studies. 
Plate 3.3 Lag deposits in Pool 1, river Rede. Coarse clasts 
drop into pool 
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Hydraulic character 
The observed low-flow grain-size character can also provide some insight into the 
hydraulic character of the Rede riffle-pool sequence. Some workers contend that if 
the pools are zones of maximum competence at peak discharge - following Keller's 
(1971) model, then they should display the coarsest surface sediments (e.g. Bhowmik 
and Demmissie, 1982a; Thompson et al., 1999). It may be postulated therefore that 
the finer grain sizes usually reported for pools (see Table 1.1) are a result of finer 
deposits winnowed from the upstream riffle during lower discharges in streams with a 
high sand supply. This calls in to question the issue of sediment sampling time in 
relation to the flood hydro graph. In order to measure the grain size that reflects 
maximum competence in a stream with a high sediment supply, sampling would have 
to be conducted during high flow. 
Vertical variability 
Vertical variability in bed structure is a common feature in gravel-bed rivers (see 
sections 1.4 and 1.7), with the surface layer usually displaying coarser characteristics 
in comparison to the sub-surface (Gomez, 1984). Considerable vertical variability was 
found in grain size and matrix concentrations, especially between the surface and sub-
surface sediments, and a coarsening upward sequence was usually evident in the 45-
Ocm zone in the sub-surface sediments. Greatest concentrations of fine sediments are 
usually found at a depth >15 cm below the bed surface. The 0-15 cm layer of sub-
surface sediment is relatively free of fine matrix in both riffles and pools, although 
pools contain the lowest concentrations. Significant within-riffle variation was 
evident for the 0-15cm layer's matrix sediments, where riffle tails were found to be 
significantly coarser than riffle heads. Low flow modification in the form of lateral 
and vertical winnowing may play a significant role in determining the observed 
spatial pattern in grain size, where the matrix (particularly the finest grades: clay and 
silt) are preferentially flushed from gravel voids (Dietrich et al., 1989; Parker and 
Klingeman, 1982). Armouring is enhanced when sediment supply is low; however 
armouring is reduced when sediment supply is increased (Dietrich et al., 1989). 
Armouring has implications for sediment mobility; under eqUilibrium transport 
conditions, surface coarsening through vertical winnowing may equalise the mobility 
of different sizes by counterbalancing the intrinsic lesser mobility of relatively coarse 
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particles (Parker et al., 1982b; Andrews and Parker,' 1987). Fine sediment 
development is described in Chapter Seven and will provide further insight into fine 
sediment sorting mechanisms and the winnowing process. 
Grain shape 
Clifford (1993) has suggested that sorting via grain shape may be more important 
than size sorting. Teisseyre (1984) has also highlighted shape sorting in response to 
three-dimensional flow. Ashworth and Ferguson (1989) and Li and Komar (1986) 
have found that sphericity has a significant positive influence on travel distance, 
whereas Schmidt and Ergenzinger (1992) have suggested particle elongation to be 
important with greater travel distances for rod-shaped clasts. The Rede data and some 
other studies have failed to demonstrate significant shape differences between riffles 
and pools (e.g. Sear, 1992). It is unlikely therefore that grain shape sorting is a very 
important process on the Rede. This supposition is tested with tracer data in section 
6.3.3. 
Bed structure 
Sear (1996) suggests that differences in bed structure may be a significant factor in 
determining differential mobility between riffle and pool sediments. Differences in 
bed structure between morphological sub-units on the Rede were identified, with 
riffles being the zones of maximum bed strength, and bar tails zones of least bed 
strength. Pools were found to have lower bed strength in comparison with riffles. This 
finding is similar to that of Sear (1996) who demonstrated that riffle sediments were 
more tightly packed and exhibited a higher frequency of stable sediment structures, 
whereas pool sediments were loosely packed and relatively low in structure. This 
spatial pattern in sediment structure may be explained through sorting processes. 
During high frequency low and intermediate discharges, the riffle areas experience 
chaotic, turbulent flows that develop structure through in situ particle vibration and 
sporadic particle motion (Sear, 1996). During low flow, vertical and lateral 
winnowing of fines from the surface gravel may occur. Fines which infiltrate 
intragravel voids can act to cement gravel framework clasts together (Reid and 
Frostick., 1984; Frostick et al ., 1984). This along with the increased coarseness of the 
surface layer results in greater compaction. Bar tails appear to act as accumulation 
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zones for winnowed fines on the waning limb of the hydrograph (Laronne and 
Duncan, 1992). The sediments in this sub-unit are poorly structured and loosely 
arranged. Pool surface particles were not cemented together with matrix or lodged in 
a tight I imbricated structure like the riffle sediments. Low pool shear stresses at low 
flow and fine sediment starvation from the upstream riffle may reduce the likelihood 
of infiltration of fines and cementation of coarse particles in pools, and may further 
explain the low compaction readings obtained in the cone penetrometer survey. Sear 
(1996) further suggests that the poorly developed bed structure in pools may reflect 
(i) lack of turbulent flow at low discharges, and (ii) the relatively narrow shear stress 
fields required to entrain pool material. Consequently clasts located on riffles are 
likely to exhibit higher entrainment thresholds (8) which act to maintain these units 
as topographic highs, whilst sediments in pools tend to be mobilised at discharges 
below those necessary to mobilise riffle sediments. Although Sear's (1996) model is 
significant in the maintenance of some riffle-pool sequences, it is unlikely that 
differences in bed structure between riffles and pools is the only mechanism 
responsible. In situations where the pool sediments are coarser than the riffles, as 
found on the River Rede, the grain size could potentially counteract the reduced 
compaction effect. Furthermore, variability in pool morphology, particularly the angle 
of the pool exit slope, is known to influence the size of material leaving the pool 
(Thompson et al., 1998). Even though the pool bed may be less compact compared to 
the riffle, a higher shear stress may still be required to transport the coarse pool grains 
over the positive gradient of the exit slope, compared to the shear stress required to 
move a similar sized grain the same distance on a riffle. Attention must also be given 
therefore to hydraulic and sediment routing models, however further attention to 
Sear's (1996) hypothesis is given in Chapter Six. 
Boulders and pool initiation 
Some boulders are evident in the bed sediments of the Rede which are probably 
derived from glacial processes. These could have the potential of initiating pools in 
the manner described by Clifford (1993a). However this is unlikely as coarse boulders 
tended not to be observed in the region of pools found at the Rede site. 
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3.5 Summary 
1) Riffles on the River Rede are composed of patches of medium-coarse gravel 
which are separated by occasional coarse immobile boulders. Pools are 
covered by coarse lag gravel, and bars appear to store the full mobile grain-
size range, including sand; 
2) Pools are significantly coarser (D .. = 11Omm) (p<O.OOl) than riffles (D", = 
85mm) in the Rede channel, and bars display the finest characteristics (DOl = 
50); 
3) In comparison with riffles and bars the surface sediments of pools were 
slightly better sorted on average; 
4) Pool matrix sediments are also coarser and better sorted (D", = 0.22mm) than 
riffle matrix sediments (D", = 0.17mm), although this is not statistically 
significant; 
5) Riffle tails were significantly coarser than riffle heads (p<O.OOl), and there 
was a tendency for the right-bank sub-surface sediments to contain coarser 
matrix material in comparison to the left bank and mid-channel, however this 
was not found to be statistically significant; 
6) The sub-surface sediments were much finer (18mm compared with 85mm) 
than the surface as they contained both a significant proportion (17-26%) of 
matrix material; 
7) Riffle heads, crests and bar midpoints were found to be significantly more 
compact in comparison to bar tails (p<O.OOl). 
Chapter Four discusses the stage-dependent hydraulic character of the Rede riffle-
pool sequence and discusses the implications of this upon the observed sediment 
sorting pattern shown in Chapter Three. In particular, Keller's reversal hypothesis is 
tested as a mechanism for maintaining riffle-pool morphology. 
lOS 
Chapter Four 
Hydraulic characteristics of the Rede rime-pool sequence 
4.1 Introduction 
The hydraulic character of the riffle-pool sequence has been used to explain sediment 
sorting and maintenance of the unit (Carling, 1991; Bhowmik and Demissie, 1982; 
Clifford and Richards, 1992). As was described in section 1.3.4, Keller (1971) 
proposed a velocity reversal hypothesis which has remained the key theory as to the 
maintenance of the riffle-pool form. However, as highlighted by Milan et al. (2001), 
and in section 1.3.4, the theory has been the subject of considerable debate. This 
Chapter will contribute to this debate by providing high-resolution data concerning 
the spatial variation in velocity and boundary shear stress (tractive force) with stage. 
Here, cross-section average velocity data is presented for 21 discharges, ranging from 
baseflow to over bankfull and is used to test Keller's hypothesis for the Rede. Greater 
spatial resolution is then provided concerning tractive force variability over the 
discharge range by using boundary shear stress for five flows (including one at 
bankfull). Hydraulic data of this nature will help to explain the observed sediment 
sorting patterns discussed in Chapter Three, and tracer movements which are 
presented in Chapters Seven and Eight. The data are then used to predict trap-specific 
and clast specific hydraulics to provide information on grain mobility in Chapters 
Five and Six. 
4.2 Methods and extent of the Rede hydraulic data set 
A variety of measures was used to quantify the spatial variability in hydraulics with 
stage, namely (i) cross-section averaged velocity, (ii) near bed velocity, (iii) profile-
averaged velocity, (iv) point 'r (from velocity profiles), (v) mean r (from the Du Boys 
equation, substituting d for R), and (vi) point 'r (estimated from the Du Boys 
equation). The methods used to obtain data for these various measures of flow 
hydraulics have been described in section 2.6. The measurements taken for the Rede 
provide a comprehensive data set concerning stage dependent hydraulics through 
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riffle-pool sequences, with data obtained across the full flow range from baseflow (0.1 
m3 s·') shown in Plate 4.1a, to over bankfull. (10 m3 s·') shown in Plate 4.1b. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Cross-section averaged velocity 
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the relationship between cross-sectionally averaged velocity 
data and discharge for six riffle-pool units throughout the study reach. Velocity-
discharge relationships for the other twenty-four cross-sections situated throughout 
the Rede riffle-pool sequences are presented in Appendix 4.1. Marginal shear stress 
reversals are evident for four out of the six riffle-pool units (Figures 4.1c-t). In the 
middle of the reach reversal in velocity occurs when flows exceed around one-third 
bankfull at 2-3 m3s·' (Figure 4.1 c and d), whereas further down the reach a reversal 
occurs at bankfull discharge at 7-9 m3s·' (Figure 4.1e and f). A reversal is not evident 
at the upstream-most part of the reach between Pool I-Riffle A and Riffle A-Pool 2, 
however there is a velocity equalisation at around bankfull. Log-log regressions of the 
form v = ad', presented on Figure 4.1 consistently indicate steeper slope exponents 
(b) for the pool data, suggesting that pool velocities increase at a faster rate as 
discharge rises in comparison to the riffles. It is evident that deviation from the log-
log relationship is evident particularly at the highest three flows measured. Although 
the velocity data provides useful information, limitations are encountered due to its 
cross-section averaged nature. For example, close to bankfull there appears to be a 
slight reduction in the rate at which velocity increases as discharge progressively 
rises, which may possibly reflect over-spill on to bar surfaces or on to the floodplain. 
Furthermore, the increase in wetted cross-sectional area as bar surfaces are drowned 
may prevent cross-section average velocity reversal occurring at some pool-riffle 
units (e.g. Pool I-Riffle A), even though the central core of velocity within the pool 
trough may exceed that of the adjacent riffles. The boundary shear stress data 
overcomes these drawbacks to an extent by providing a finer resolution, taking into 
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a) 
b) 
Plate 4.1 The Rede riffle-pool sequence at a) low flow (:::::O.lm3s·1) August 1995, (b) high flow 
(:::::5m3s·1) May 1996 
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account some 530 points through the study reach, as well as allowing an assessment 
of sediment transport potential. 
4.3.2 Bed and profile-averaged velocity 
The spatial distribution of point velocity at the bed and at 0.6 depth is shown in the 
contour plots for a range of discharges (Figure 4.2), and summarised in the box and 
whisker plots in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The spatial interpolation technique used for all 
the contour plots in this chapter is Kriging (see section 2.7). As may be expected there 
is a general rise in velocity overall with increasing discharge. Bed velocity tended to 
be between 52 and 74.per cent lower than profile averaged velocity (0.6 depth), with 
the difference being more marked at higher discharges. Both bed and profile-averaged 
velocity of the pools is less than that of the riffles at the lowest flow (0.3 m3s-\ 
However, at 1 m3s-l the velocity of the pools is very close to that of the riffles and 
some point velocities of the pools are found to exceed those recorded on riffles (see 
90th percentiles Figures 4.3 and 4.4). The region of highest velocity, evident at the bed 
and at 0.6 depth, through the reach at low flow (0.3 m3s· l) appears along the thalweg. 
High velocities are found on the head and crest of Riffle A between the centre of the 
channel and the left-hand bank (Figure 4.2), and channel centre on Figure 4.3 and 4.4. 
There is also a high velocity recorded in Pool 2, which although morphologically 
classified as a pool (i.e. negative residual sensu Richards, 1976a), appears to have 
high velocities even at low flow. With a further slight increase in discharge to Im3s- I , 
Pool 2 appears to show the greatest velocities measured through the study reach, with 
a point velocity of 1.94 ms- I being recorded at 0.6 depth. The velocity in the upstream 
pool (1) has increased and exceeds those recorded at the head of Riffle A. A point 
value of 1.18 ms- I was recorded on the right hand bank of Pool 1 compared with a 
maximum point values at the head of riffle A of 0.95 m3 sol. Riffles Band estill 
exceed the velocities shown in Pools 3 and 4 at this stage. While data are lacking for 
Pool 1 for the next increment in discharge (3.6 m3s-I), the zone of highest velocity 
appears to extend from the tail of Riffle A through Pool 2 towards Riffle B. Although 
near-bed velocity shows a down-riffle decrease comparable to that shown for the 
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previous two lower flows, profile averaged velocity is found to be highest at riffle 
crest and lowest at the tail. Near-bed velocity is also highest in the channel centre at 
3.6 m3s- l , similar to the lower two flows. However profile-averaged velocity shows a 
steady increase from the shallower right bank towards the deeper left-bank (thalweg). 
4.3.3 Boundary shear stress distribution 
Point boundary shear stresses measured from velocity profiles 
Spatial variability in boundary shear stress distribution calculated from velocity 
profiles is demonstrated for a range of discharges (Figure 4.5), and summarised in 
Figure 4.6). As may be expected there is a general increase in shear stress with 
increasing discharge. This is a reflection of the vertical velocity differences, as was 
mentioned in section 4.3.2, where at the highest flow recorded there was a 74% 
difference between bed and 0.6 depth at 3.6 m3s- l • At low flow, shear stresses for the 
pools are generally less than 10 Nm-2, whereas shear stresses for the riffles are 
generally greater with a maximum of 67 Nm-2 being recorded on the crest of riffle A 
(Figure 4.5). At this flow (0.3 m3s- I), all riffle sub-units have lower T than the pools. 
There is little difference between the average T down-riffle, however channel centres 
(Me) show greater T than the margins. With further increase in discharge, there is a 
noticeable difference in the pattern of point boundary shear stress in comparison to 
both bed and profile-averaged velocity. The reversal in velocity shown for Pool 2 and 
Pool 1 at around I m3 S-I is not evident in the shear stress data (Figure 4.5a). The 
highest shear stress at this flow was found at the head of Riffle B towards the right 
bank where a shear stress of 230 N m-2 was recorded. The highest shear stress for a 
pool is shown in Pool 4 with 34 Nm-2• Pool T are still below those recorded in all riffle 
sub-units. There is some change in the distribution of T over riffles however, with 
greatest T being shown at riffle heads and least at tails. Furthermore there is a gradual 
increase in T from the right to left bank towards the thalweg location, a similar pattern 
to that shown in the velocity data at 3.6 m3s- l . Again at the highest flow. data are 
lacking for the pools. T at riffle heads are reduced (possibly suggesting that these 
areas may transport sediments less rapidly and may result in deposition), however Tat 
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riffle crests and tails remain similar to the previous discharge. The right bank shows 
slightly higher 'C on average compared to the left bank and mid-channel zones, 
contrasting with the velocity data for this flow. However it is evident that peak shear 
stresses are located towards the tail of Riffle A where the maximum point value 
recorded was 334 Nm-2 in the centre of the channel. Shear stresses over Riffle C 
appear show a substantial decrease compared to the previous two discharges where 
values are in the order of only 1 Nm-2, and a maximum value of 4 Nm-2 is found 
towards the tail of this riffle. Although point boundary shear stress data obtained from 
velocity profiles are not available for the pools above and below Riffle C for this 
discharge, it is highly likely that shear stresses are greater in the pools (i.e. > 1 Nm-2). 
Velocity profiling has provided a useful data set regarding boundary shear stress at 
discharges up to around half bankfull, but no evidence was found for a reversal in 
shear stress at these discharges even though this was evident when considering point 
velocity. Spatial patterns in shear stress data are now presented for flows greater than 
half bankfull estimated using the depth slope product. Data for lower flows are also 
included to aid interpretation and for comparative purposes. 
Cross-section average shear stress using Du Boys 
Contour plots shown in Figures 4.7 demonstrate the spatial variations in cross-section 
average boundary shear stress. Water surface slopes used to calculate 'Cusing equation 
2.3, are given in Figure 2.16. Cross-section averaged shear stresses are lower than 
some of the point values, particularly those recorded in the trough of pools at high 
flow recorded due to their cross-sectionally averaged nature. A general increase in 
shear stress is evident with an increase in discharge, however more complex spatial 
patterns also exist. At the lowest discharge (O.lm3s-1) there are similarities in the 
spatial distribution of shear stress to that shown at O.3m3s-1 measured using velocity 
profiling (compare Fig 4.7a with 4.5a), with peaks of 24Nm-2 shown at the tail of riffle 
A, towards the left hand bank. With a further increase in discharge to 2 m3 S-l, 
similarities are again demonstrated between the velocity profile data obtained at 
3.6m3s·1, with high shear stresses being located at the tail of Riffle A 
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with 62 Nm-2 on average. With a further rise in discharge to 5.4m3s- 1, peak shear 
stresses are located in the centre of the reach over Pool 2 and Riffle B (Figure 4.7c). 
There is also a zone of high shear stress at the tail of Riffle ClPool 4. At this 
intermediate flow peak shear stresses are found in Pool 2IRiffle B due to steeper water 
surface slopes in this area (Figure 2.16), which are greater than those recorded at any 
other flow. Also at this flow Riffles A and C appear to have lower shear stresses in 
comparison to the adjacent pools. With a further increment in discharge to 7.26 m3s-1, 
the water surface slopes over Pool 2 and Riffle B in the central part of the reach are 
reduced sufficiently enough to reduce the shear stress. At this flow Pool 3 appears to 
have the highest shear stress with 78 Nm-2, exceeding that of the upstream and 
downstream riffles. Boundary shear stress in Pool 1 and Pool 4 also appear to exceed 
that recorded for the adjacent riffles. At the highest flow where detailed energy 
gradients were recorded (8.52 m3s-1), the zone of lowest shear stress appears towards 
the tail of Riffle A in contrast to that recorded at lower flows (see 2 m3s-1). The 
greatest shear stresses are found at the tail of Pool 1 at this flow with 79 Nm-2• 
Notably there is less spatial variability at this bankfull flow, possibly due to the 
levelling out of water surface slope and the reduction in relative depth differences 
between cross-sections. 
Point boundary shear stress using Du Boys 
Point boundary shear stress variation is presented in the contour plots (Figures 4.8) 
and summarised in the box and whisker plots in Figure 4.9. Much greater spatial 
resolution is provided using point shear stress data with 530 points throughout the 
study reach. Boundary 'r ranging from the lowest to the highest flow (0.07 m3s-1 and 
8.52 m3s-1 respectively) are shown in Figure 4.8a-e. The overall pattern is similar to 
that shown for cross-section averaged 'r (Figure 4.7); however some differences are 
apparent notably at high flow on Riffle C where point 'r values are higher than cross-
sectionally averaged values. This is due to depth data being used as opposed to 
hydraulic radius data. At 0.1 m3s-1 there appears to be little difference in 'r throughout 
the reach (Figure 4.8a). The box and whisker plots summarise 'r variation for different 
morphological units. At the lowest flow of 0.07 m3s-1, there appears to be very little 
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differentiation between sub-units, although surprisingly pools record marginally 
higher 'r. This is possibly due to the influence of Pool 2 which occasionally appeared 
to exhibit high low-flow water surface slopes at the head of the pool due to the effects 
of slumped bank material which acted as a constriction to flow. Conversely, riffle 
heads record the lowest T (Figure 4.9a). With a slight increase in discharge to 2 m3s-1, 
'r are generally higher, however there is little difference in T between morphological 
units, when consideration is given to averaged data (Figure 4.9b). Pools are still 
showing slightly higher 'r in comparison to riffles, and there appears to be a down-
riffle increase in 'r, with riffle tails showing the highest T. Considering point T 
distribution, the highest 'r zones are situated on the head of Riffle A on the left-hand 
bank, on the head of Pool 2 and the tail of Riffle C/head of Pool 4 (Table 4.1). Pool 1 
and Pool 3 have very gentle water surface slopes (0.03-0.4%) and experience very 
low 'r (Figure 2.13). Conversely, the steepest slope recorded at low flow is found on 
Riffle 1 with 1.8%. Notably, some point boundary Tin Pool 2, Pool 3 and Pool 4 were 
greater than on the adjacent riffles. This was a feature also evident when considering 
point velocities as a unit of tractive force (see section 4.4.2). 
At higher discharges, water surface topography is smoother and, particularly at the 
two highest flows, flow is gradually varied and may be considered (as a first 
approximation) to be uniform (Milan et ai., 2001) (see Figure 2.16). Pools and riffle 
tails are high T zones, with pools showing the highest T values. Riffle heads and crests 
tend to be zones of relatively low 'r at this flow (Figure 4.9c). High shear stresses are 
particularly evident in the middle and downstream portions of the reach, where mean 
values of 120 Nm-2 and 101 Nm-2 were found in Pool 2 and Pool 4 respectively 
(Figure 4.8b). At 5.44 m3s-1 the boundary shear stress in Pool 1 exceeds that of the 
downstream riffle (Riffle A), conflicting with the velocity data which suggested an 
equalisation rather than a reversal (Figure 4.1a). However, it should be noted that the 
high pool 'r values are only located in the deeper part of the pool, areas of the bar 
which begin to be submerged at this stage actually have lower shear stress in 
comparison to the riffle downstream. The cross-section average velocity data takes 
into account the submerged area over the bar surface, which results in lower average 
velocities than those likely to be encountered in the deep part of the pool. At this 
same discharge Riffle A and Riffle A all show slight T increases, while Riffle Band 
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PI PI-RI RI RI-P2 P2 P2-R2 R2 R2-P3 P3 P3-R3 R3 R3-P4 P4 
Slope range 0'()003- Reversal at 0.0028- Reversal at 0.0028- Pool shows 0.0022- Reversal at 0.0021- Pool has 0.0023- Two 0.0045-
0.0094 7.26 m3s·1 0.0184 3.9 m3s·1 0.0184 greater slope 0.0203 7.26m3s·1 0.0123 greater 0.0128 reversals at 0.0124 
and 8.52 at low flow slope at 5.44 and 
m3s·1 low flow 8.52 m3s·1 
Channel 3.5 -18.4 6.7 -19.0 3.0-15.0 5.0-14.7 3.5 -9.3 6.0-11.9 3.0-10.0 
wetted width 
range (m) 
-
Shear stress 0.03-176.9 Reversal at 1.9-94.18 Reversal at 4.96- Reversal at 0.06- Reversal 7.98- Reversal at 0.7-72.49 Reversal at 0.05-
N 
range (Nm·2) 5.44m3s·1 5.44m3s·1 116.32 7.26m3s·1 207.39 at 3.9 m3s·1 123.14 3.9 m3s·1 5.44m\·1 350.35 ~ 
and 8.52 and 8.52 and 8.52 
m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 
Grain DaF193 DaF132 DsFl90 DaF152 D84=I64 DaF173 DsF120 
roughness D.so=120 D.so=79 D5IF120 D.so=85 D5IF 11 2 Dso= 10 1 Dso=82 
(mm) D1F83 DJr-43 D1F73 DJr-45 D16=86 DJ.r66 DJr-42 
Entrainment Q>5.44 Q>7.27 Q>7.27 Q>7.27 Q>3.90 Q>3.90 Q>5.44 Q>5.44 Q>7.26 Q>7.26 Q>8.52 Q>5.44 Q>5.44 
potential m\·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 m3s·1 3 ·1 ms 
Table 4.1 Summary of changes in boundary shear stress with increasing discharge. Also included are the factors which influence riffle-pool 
hydraulics. 
Riffle C still displays higher 'C' values than Pool 3. The reversal noted in the cross-
sectionally averaged velocity data between Pool 2-Riffle B is also evident in the 
boundary 'C'data at this flow. Boundary 'C' peaks are now located at the bead and centre 
of Pool 2, and throughout Riffle C and Pool 4. 
At 7.26 m3s-!, just below bankfull flow, pool troughs appear to be showing lower 'C'in 
comparison to riffles (Figure 4.9d). Riffle tails (the lower part of which could also be 
considered as pool heads) are zones of highest 1'. Little difference is evident between 
the 'C' shown at riffle heads and crests. When consideration is given to individual 
morphological units, however, there is evidence for pool 'C'to exceed that of riffles at 
this flow. Boundary 1'in Pool 1 reaches its maximum with the tail of Pool I showing a 
slight increase in shear stress. However, the head of Riffle A shows a reduction in 
shear stress and downstream of Pool I there is a general decline in stresses compared 
to those under the previous discharge of 5.44 m3s-! (Figure 4.8c). Shear stress 
reversals are in evidence between Pool I-Riffle A, Riffle B-Pool 3 and Pool 3-Riffle 
C where pool shear stress exceeds riffle. Mean boundary shear stresses in Pool 1 and 
Pool 4 remain higher than those on Riffle A and Riffle C respectively. Other notable 
changes are that the high shear stress zone on the crest of Riffle A near the left-hand 
bank re-emerges. The region of high shear found in Pool 2 at the previous flow shows 
a slight reduction, and the peak stress is found further downstream towards the 'tail of 
Pool 2 and the head of Riffle B. The tail of Riffle B and Pool 3 show low shear 
stresses whereas Riffle C and Pool 4 both show a further increase. 
At bankfull discharge (8.52 m3s-!) there is a general reduction and little difference in 
water surface slope between morphological units (Figure 2.l6). Considering 
morphological sub-units there appear to be little overall difference on average with 'C' 
generally around 50 Nm-2• Peaks are found again in pools and riffle tails, the latter 
showing the greatest range in 'C' (Figure 4.ge), compared to the narrower range of 
values found at riffle heads and crests. A maximum boundary l' of 225 N m -2 is found 
in Pool 4 at this flow. This area shows differences in the cross-sectionally averaged 
data, which suggests this zone has a much lower 't'. The upstream bar surface adjacent 
to Pool 1 is fully drowned, and an increase in boundary 't' may be observed on the 
shallow water over the bar surface (Figure 4.8d). Most of the pool-riffle units, with 
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the exception of Riffle C-Pool 4, show a trend towards equalisation; however the pool 
shear stresses still generally exceed those on the riffles. Overall the boundary shear 
stress data support the cross-sectionally velocity data, with the exception of Pool 1-
Riffle A and Riffle A-Pool 2. 
4.3.4 Prediction of boundary shear stress 
To draw relationships between tractive force and sediment transport within the Rede 
study reach it was important to obtain an estimate of T for each flood analysed during 
basket sampling and sediment tracing. However, it was impossible to physically 
measure T in the field for each flood event for specific points on the bed (e.g. clast 
location). By using the hydraulic data (d, sand Q), tacheometric survey data and 
spatial interpolation techniques it was possible to obtain an estimate of maximum T 
for specific points on the bed. Water slope was measured by surveying the waters 
edge for the lowest flow (0.1 m3s-1) and trash lines for four other flood flows up to 
bankfull. (Figure 2.16). Lower resolution water slope data was also obtained from 
stage-board readings which were positioned at the head and tail of riffles, allowing a 
mean slope for each riffle and pool to be calculated. As each stage board had its level 
surveyed relative to the cross-section datum, by plotting water surface slope against 
distance downstream, it was possible to read off water elevations at each cross-section 
position. It was then possible to construct stage-discharge relationships for each of 30 
cross-sections throughout the study reach. Using linear regression it was then possible 
to predict water elevation for each point across each cross-section for a given Q 
(Appendix 4.2). This provided 530 point values of d which could then be contoured in 
Surfer, using Kriging as the interpolation method. An estimate of the T responsible 
for initiating the movement of a clast for a particular point on the bed surface for a 
given Q. could then be derived by subtracting the bed elevation (z ) at the pre-flood 
clasts position (x, y) from the same point on the interpolated water elevation surface. T 
could then be calculated by entering the d value into pgds, using s predicted for 
individual riffles and pools (Appendix 4.3). 
There are of course a number of assumptions and limitations to this technique. For 
example the method assumes; 
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1) a relatively stable bed surface with little scour and fill occurring at each cross-
section, 
2) that super-elevation effects are minimal, 
3) the maximum point 't' for a given flood was responsible for initiating motion, 
when movement may have occurred before the flood peak 
Scour and fill occurs throughout the study reach and is most pronounced on the pool 
cross-sections, however riffles appear relatively stable (Appendix 2.1). More 
confidence may therefore be expressed in 't' predicted from riffle data. Super-elevation 
effects are thought to be minimal throughout the Rede study reach (see Milan et al., 
2001). Even though problems exist, this technique provides a useful tool for 
estimating point specific hydraulics in situations where it is impossible to take 
physical measurements. 
A verage estimates of 't' were required for the reach as a whole and for riffle and pools 
separately. Average 't' was estimated using the 75th percentile depth for riffles, pools 
and reach, and a mean water surface slope of 0.00728. The choice of 75th percentile 
depth follows a similar procedure conducted by Ferguson and Wathen (1998, p2033), 
who chose a depth "midway between the mean and the maximum from the section". 
The rationale behind this procedure is that gravel transport tends to be concentrated 
near the thalweg, hence 't'would be underestimated by using mean depth in what were 
generally non-trapezoidal cross-sections (Appendix 2.1). 't' calculated in this manner 
reflects changes in depth rather than slope, and shows a strong dependence upon 
discharge as demonstrated by the following regression equations; 
Reach 
't'= 1O.141Q + 16.178 n=5, 1=0.959 p=<O.Ol SE=7.99 
(4.1) 
Rit11e 
-
't'= 9.9536Q + 4.5223 n=5, 1=0.968 p=<O.OI SE=6.92 
(4.2) 
Pool 
-
't'= 9.9316Q + 19.352 n=5, 1=0.946 p=<O.01 SE=8.99 
(4.3) 
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4.4 Discussion and conclusions 
4.4.1 Tractive force variation through pools and rimes 
The results for the River Rede show some support for Keller's (1971) velocity reversal 
hypothesis, however considerable spatial complexity is involved. A reversal was 
found for cross-sectionally average velocity data for four out of the six riffle-pool 
units along the study reach. The remaining two riffle-pool units showed an 
equalisation in velocity at around bankfull. When consideration is given to profile 
averaged velocity at-a-point it is possible to find higher velocities in the pools at flows 
much lower than bankfull (1m3s-1). Shear stress data estimated from velocity profiling 
did not reveal a reversal, possibly due to the limited range of flows considered. 
However when consideration was given to section-averaged and point shear stress 
calculated from the Du Boys equation, reversals were evident for individual riffle-
pool units. As reversals tended not to be synchronous between riffle-pool units at 
particular discharges, they were masked when data from each pool and riffle-sub-unit 
were combined (Figure 4.9). 
A summary of the variability in key variables at each riffle-pool is shown in Table 4.1 
(from Milan et al., 2001), which also demonstrates the change in energy slope and 
grain and form roughness between units. It may be seen that shear stress reversal 
tends to be accompanied by an equalisation or a reversal in energy slope, and 
sometimes reversals can occur at different stages on the hydrograph. The study reach 
on the Rede should favour the phenomenon of tractive force reversal for two reasons. 
Firstly, its pool sediments are coarser than those on the riffles, increasing the grain 
roughness of the pools. Secondly, pool channel widths are much narrower than those 
of riffles. Carling and Wood (1994) have demonstrated, using computer simulation, 
the increased potential for velocity reversal where the pools have a higher grain 
roughness and where riffles are in excess of 50 per cent wider than the pools. This 
relates to one of the key issues surrounding the velocity reversal debate, namely the 
continuity of mass principle. Many workers contend that pool cross-sectionally 
averaged velocity can only exceed that of the riffle if the pool cross-sectional area is 
less than the adjacent riffle (Bhowmik and Demissie, 1982, and section l.3.4). Some 
investigators have demonstrated larger cross-sectional areas for pools at high flow 
(e.g. Richards, 1978; Carling, 1991; Carling and Wood, 1994; Thompson etal., 1996; 
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1999). For the Rede (Figure 4.10), it can be seen that pools have larger cross-sectional 
areas than riffles at low flow (up to 5.44 m3s· I). After approximately two-thirds 
bankfull, Pool 3 and Pool 4 have lower cross-section areas than the adjacent riffles, 
and at 7.26 m3s·1 and 8.52 m3s·1 Pool 2, Pool 3 and Pool 4 have lower cross-section 
areas in comparison to adjacent riffles. The area of Pool 1 however is always larger 
than the adjacent riffles (this is a particularly deep pool). Although the cross-section 
areas of some pools is only marginally lower than the adjacent riffles, this is sufficient 
to satisfy the continuity of mass principle and thus allow marginal velocity reversal to 
occur on the Rede. 
4.4.2 Problems with cross-sectional measures 
Deviation from the log-log relationship between mean section velocity and discharge 
was demonstrated for the Rede data at flows approaching bankfull. However log-log 
regression fitted reasonably well. This was also highlighted by Carling's (1991) data 
for the River Severn where he utilised a polynomial function for his data, and is also 
an issue raised by Clifford and Richards (1992). The deviation from the log-log 
relationship may be a result of overspilling onto some areas of the floodplain where 
areas of the bank are lower or damaged. Overspilling in the middle of the reach was 
observed on several occasions at around bankfull. This may explain the lack of 
reversal for Pools 1 and 2. 
4.4.3 Problems with velocity proming 
Although recent studies such as Robert (1997) and Carling (1991) have used velocity 
profiling to assess flow hydraulics in natural channels, problems may be encountered 
if large roughness elements are present. Bray (1980) has shown that the technique is 
particularly problematic where the depth to grain size ratio is less than ca.3. 
Furthermore, Clifford and Richards (1992) have confirmed these problems with 
velocity profile data obtained from the River Quarme, where negative velocity 
gradients were occasionally obtained. It is possible that this feature may be induced 
by turbulent flow structures such as the strong sweeping events found in the vicinity 
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of pebble clusters, reported by Buffin-Belanger and Roy (1998). The depth to grain-
size ratio on the River Rede is quite high at low flow (Table 4.2), suggesting that 
velocity profiling is unsuitable. Negative velocity profiles were occasionally found for 
the Rede data. However repeat measurements usually overcame this problem, 
permitting a thorough spatial data set of shear stress variability over three flows. 
Flow <lIlls·l) k, 
0.1 3.7 
(0.15-138.8) 
0.2 
2 1.37 
(0.1-87.5) 
4.8 
5.44 0.97 
(0.12·32.79) 
7.26 0.95 
(0.1-47.21) 
8.52 0.49 
(0.08·36.76) 
12.5 
Table 4.2 Mean changes in relative k, grain roughness (Ds"!d) for the Rede with discharge 
(range is shown in brackets). 
4.4.4 Problems with Du Boys 
The problems with using the Du Boys formulae in a non-uniform flow environment 
were addressed in Milan et al. (2001). This equation is not applicable where non-
uniform effects are pronounced, which is the case in riffle-pool environments at low 
flow. However, with an increase in stage, non-uniform effects of the morphology are 
drowned out. 
An additional assumption was that the cross-sectional form remained approximately 
constant (±D50) over the discharge range discussed, as there was no significant cross-
sectional change over the duration of the study. However it is quite feasible that 
sufficient sediment was moving through the Rede riffle-pool sequence which would 
have the effect of altering hydraulic radius and water depth. A sediment 'slug' moving 
through the system may also be responsible for altering cross-section area and bed 
slope. Cross-sectional change and sediment budgeting through the Rede riffle-pool 
sequence is the subject of further investigation by the author and co-workers. 
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4.5 Summary 
1) Marginal velocity reversal was found to occur for four out of six riffle-pool units, 
when considering cross-section average measures; 
2) The wetted cross-section area of pools is less than that of riffles at high flow, 
satisfying the continuity of mass principle; 
3) Point velocity measured using a current meter was able to demonstrate higher 
velocities in pools at flows as low as 1 m3s·1; 
4) l' calculated from velocity profiles did not show a reversal, although this could 
only be measured up to around one-third bankfull; 
5) l' calculated from pgds demonstrated reversals when considering point data, 
however these effects appeared to be masked when point data are averaged for 
individual riffle or pool units (as in the box and whisker plots); 
6) Riffle tails / pool heads appear to be zones of high l' at bankfull, exceeding that of 
riffle crests and heads (low l' zones); 
7) Zones of high l' and velocity were found in some pools at low flow, which was 
found to exceed some of the measurements in the riffles. This demonstrates the 
spatial complexity of tractive force through pools, and that negative residuals of 
the longitudinal bed profile are not necessarily the lowest velocity areas at low 
discharge. 
Using the techniques described in section 4.3.4, hydraulic conditions may be 
predicted for a variety of discharge scenarios. This is put to use in the next four 
Chapters, which will focus on sediment transport. The next chapter specifically 
focuses upon finer grades (sand), where local hydraulics in the vicinity of traps are 
predicted using the data from this chapter to provide information on the mobility of 
this fraction. 
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Chapter Five 
Mobility of bed sediments through a rime-pool sequence 1: Fine 
bedload 
S.llntroductioD 
The rationale behind this Chapter and Chapter Six builds on the arguments presented 
in section 1.3.4, 1.5, where it was suggested that differences in Oc for the same flow, 
such that Oc (pool) < Oc (riffle) may result in pool scour and riffle maintenance. Sear 
(1992; 1996) and Clifford (1993b) have documented the importance of bed structure 
in the maintenance of riffle-pool morphology and have assessed structure by 
describing the arrangement of the surface fabric (limited to gravel) or by using a 
penetrometer device (Sangerlat, 1979). Attention has yet to be given towards the role 
of fine sediments in bed structure contrasts and riffle-pool maintenance. Infiltration of 
fine, particularly cohesive, sediments into the void spaces between framework gravels 
is known to create a powerful cementation effect (Reid and Frostick, 1984; Reid et 
ai., 1984), which may increase Oc for entrainment. The quantity and grain size of fine 
sediments accumulating in framework gravel void spaces is likely to change the 
mobility of bed sediments on both a temporal and spatial basis. This Chapter therefore 
focuses upon the interaction of sand (Phase 1 bedload) with a gravel bed, and will 
document its both lateral and vertical development in relation to discharge and T. The 
grain sizes considered are those between 125,um and 2000,um which are 
predominantly transported as the saltation load component of the bedload, i.e. the 
material tends to bounce along the bed, or move indirectly by the impact of bouncing 
particles (Garde and Ranga Raju, 1977). This is in contrast to gravel material which 
may spend more time in contact with the bed, and move via rolling or sliding. 
Material finer than 125J..lm is assumed to be transported predominantly in suspension, 
and is not considered in any great detail here (Acornley and Sear, 1999). An 
examination of the mobility of sand-size sediments through the Rede riffle-pool 
sequence is also presented, however due to difficulti~s in obtaining enough basket 
trap data from pools, the analysis is restricted to data obtained from riffles. This 
information should improve understanding of Phase 1 transport processes, particularly 
winnowing, which will help explain sediment sorting patterns through Rede riffle-
pool sequence. 
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S.2 Experimental design - trapping 
Sampling both the quantity and grain size of fines deposited within a natural channel 
presents a number of problems, most notably the potential loss of finer grades under 
flowing water. Sampling may be carried out by using a fixed trap structure set within 
the bed, or alternatively by using some form of portable sampler (e.g. Helley-Smith). 
However, these methods present many problems. Installing traps within the bed 
creates disturbance to the bed structure, whilst sampling with a portable sampler 
makes it difficult to obtain good spatial coverage at high flow over the same sample 
duration. Two main approaches have been used in the past to collect fine bedload. 
Firstly, Church et al. (1991) used a bed-load trap made out of a concrete pipe 
(impermeable to intragravel flow) with a bucket inside. The entrance to the trap is 
covered with a wire mesh to prevent entry of coarser gravels. It was decided not to 
employ this type of trap as it did not allow intragravel migration of fines, nor did it 
simulate accumulation in a natural gravel bed. The approach used herein was to 
sample an array of fixed traps filled with a matrix-free gravel, similar to those used by 
Sear (1993) and Thoms (1987), removed on a post-flood basis. The mean capacity of 
the traps (volume of void space) was 2814 mI and ranged from 1700 to 4500 mi. To 
monitor the mobility of fine bedload (sand), two approaches were used; magnetic 
tracing and trapping of fine bedload which are described in Chapter Two. Although 
31 traps were initially installed throughout the study reach, only 27 (riffle traps only) 
are included in the analysis in this chapter. Data for pool traps was limited due to 
damage and burial. The limited data available for pool traps concerning accumulation 
rates is discussed in Chapter Seven. 
The approach used in this Chapter to analyse the mobility of finer grains is that of 
Church et al. (1991). By plotting rating relations between Q and accumulation rate (A) 
for different grain size fractions, Church et al. (1991) were able to estimate thresholds 
for motion. Using the l' prediction technique in section 4.3.4 it is possible to present 
rating relations of A against 1', and to estimate the critical thresholds for motion ('fc). 
In the present investigation, the use of maximum local l' for the abscissa variate in the 
rating relations generally provided better correlations than using mean or maximum 
Q, or mean local T. This technique requires (1) r data which are presented for flood 
peaks using the prediction method described in section 4.3.4., (2) accumulation of fine 
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bedload data for traps, (3) grain-size data for bedload entering each trap, and (4) Q, d, 
and s data for predicting t', see section 4.3.4. 
Examination of rating relations 
In order to analyse the relationship between shear stress and accumulation rates, 
rating relations of the form A = at, where A is accumulation rate (kg m2 day"I), a and b 
are regression coefficients, t'is boundary shear stress (Nmo2), are developed. Sediment 
transport rate versus flow data often show a non-linear relationship (e.g. Church et al., 
1991), however when both variables are loglo transformed the non-linear relationship 
is transformed into a linear relationship. The least squares regression line fitted to the 
loglo transformed data yields a regression in the form: 
10gIO Y = a+b 10glOx 
(5.1) 
Where y is the dependent variable, x is the independent variable, and a and b are 
regression coefficients. By taking the antilogarithms of both sides of the equation it is 
possible to obtain an equation for predicting y from x: 
'1 b Y = anti oglcwX 
(5.2) 
Expressing this equation in terms of the dependent variable sediment accumulation 
rate in kg m2 day" I (A) and the independent variable shear stress in Nmo2 (t') gives the 
power function: 
A= t tI 
(5.3) 
Log-log regression provides an appropriate means of measuring the dependence of 
accumulation upon shear stress. Further information on fine sediment mobility may 
also be obtained by analysing the movement of a tracer which mimics natural 
bedload. 
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Transport distance of tracer 
In order to examine the relationship between flow and transport distance for sand, a 
tracer experiment was conducted; the details of which were discussed in Chapter 
Two. It is impossible to track individual sand particles due to their fine size, therefore 
the concentration of the tracer cloud in terms of its mass magnetic susceptibility (X) is 
used (Sear, 1996). X measurements were made on trapped basket samples and grab 
samples in order to determine the longitudinal position of the tracer after sequential 
floods. A mathematical expression of tracer movement based upon a spatial 
integration technique (Crickmore, 1967; Arkell, 1985; Sear, 1996) may be made, 
assuming that the tracer has been well mixed with the bed sediment upon movement. 
This technique allows the point at which the concentration of magnetic tracer is equal 
upstream and downstream, or centroid, to be calculated for successive flows. These 
workers argue that the position of the centroid reflects the subtleties of tracer release 
and dispersion. The centroid position (P,), at time t, may be calculated by the formula: 
(5.4) 
Where Xi is the distance downstream of the emplacement site at which a given tracer 
concentration Si is found. 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Hydrograph character and sampUng periods 
The hydrograph for the period where basket traps were sampled is shown in Figure 
5.1. The traps were sampled on fourteen occasions between 15th March 1996 and 11th 
March 1997, covering the end of the 1995-96 winter season, the 1996 summer low 
flow period, and the whole of the 1996-1997 winter. Tracer movement was monitored 
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Figure 5.1 How hydrograph for the study period 15th March 1996-U th March 1997. The dotted lines represent the 
accumulation time between sampling. 
on twelve occasions subsequent to emplacement on 20 April 1996. The sampling 
intervals, indicated on Figure 5.1, were variable usually being sampled after each 
flood event. Hydrographs tended to be flashy in nature, although some floods 
reflected snowmelt and were of a longer-term character. An example of a snowmelt 
hydrograph was the one prior to the first basket sample (15 th March 1996). The peak 
recorded flow during the period of basket sampling was 8.62 m3s·1• 
5.3.2 Transport distance 
Figure 5.2 demonstrates the relationship between centroid position and a mobilisation 
index (Qt) for twelve events between 20th April 1996 - 11th March 1997 inclusive, 
with hydrograph peaks ranging from 0.54-8.62 m3s·1• The flow parameter (dependent 
variable) was calculated from the peak Q, multiplied by the duration of competent 
flow in hours (t). Qt was used in favour to stream power due to its stronger 
relationship with centroid transport distance. The lowest Q where any accumulation 
was found in the traps was found to be 0.35 m3s·1 (reach average l' using Eq 4.1 >20 
Nm·2) hence the mobilisation duration was taken to be the period over which this 
discharge was exceeded. For the first five flow events (solid symbols), which were all 
below 5.44 m3s·1, prior to November 17th 1996, there appears to be a linear pattern 
between Qt and transport distance. The maximum tracer distance (L) was in the order 
of 80m following the first flood of 3.2m3s·1, shortly after seeding of the material onto 
the river bed (Table 5.1). Some caution must be expressed here, as it is possible that 
the tracer material may have been 'overloose', and not in a structurally stable or 
natural position. Hence the material may have been transported further than would 
have naturally have been the case. Alternatively it could be argued that overloose 
surficial drapes of sand are a natural feature on pool exit slopes, in streams with a 
high sediment supply (Lisle and Hilton, 1992; 1999). Movement for the next four 
floods show a linear pattern for Qmax. However after the first large winter flood, which 
peaked at 7.l2m3s·1, the centroid appeared to move upstream by 6m (Table 5.1). 
There are two possible explanations for this. Firstly, tracer which had infiltrated the 
armour layer and sub-surface framework voids, close to the seeded zone, would have 
been sheltered from the flow until a large flood capable of disrupting the armour. On 
disruption of the armour, formerly infiltrated tracer would be re-exposed, which 
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Centroid position 
downstream of 
emplacement site (m) 
84.8 
96.3 
101.8 
111.1 
152.2 
146.2 
149.8 
178.5 
199.2 
178.9 
155.1 
201.4 
Movement L (m) 
84.8 
1 1.5 
5.5 
9.3 
41.1 
-6.0 
3.6 
28.7 
20.7 
-20.3 
-23.9 
46.3 
3.2 
0.54 
2.08 
3.39 
5.44 
7.12 
4.13 
4.09 
1.23 
3.81 
3.99 
8.62 
A flood-by-flood account of tracer position though the Rede riffle-pool 
sequence 
would result in an apparent negative movement of the centroid. A second possibility 
could be that non-uniform hydraulic nature of the reach, most evident at low 
discharges, could lead to non-uniform transport of tracer material. For example, 
excess transport and dilution of the leading edge of the tracer cloud in areas of high 'r, 
and limited movement of the previous tracer centroid in areas of lower 'r, could lead to 
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a perceived upstream movement. The first of these explanations has also been 
suggested by Sear (1996), and is pursued further here. The suitability of the tracer 
centroid for monitoring downstream dispersion in a natural channel displaying non-
uniform flow and morphology is questionable, due to the 'lumpy' variation in 
concentration which occurs with distance downstream after flow events. It is 
recommended that future investigations identify more appropriate methods of 
monitoring tracer dispersion that take into account the natural variation in hydraulics 
and morphology found with river channels. 
floods that follow the first large flood peak of the winter tend not to move the tracer 
as far (with the exception of two flows which are circled on Figure 5.2), and two 
further surveys reveal tracer recession of around 20m. There appears to be a second 
linear relationship between flow and transport distance which plots below the first one 
(open symbols), when taking into account all the floods following the first large flood 
of the winter (Figure 5.2). The dependence of transport of tracer material upon both 
competent flow duration and maximum discharge may be described by the following 
multiple regression relations; 
AU data 
L = 7.999 - 5.148Q+ O.l32t n=12, p=O.2, 
Before armour disruption 
L = -5.309 - 1.024Q + 0.228t n=7, p=<0.05, 
Post armour disruption 
L = -53.634 + 5.252Q + 0.081t n=5, p=O.15, 
1=0.544. 
1=0.920. 
1=0.922, 
SE=28.28 
(5.5) 
SE= 13.22 
(5.6) 
SE=15.48 
(5.7) 
Where L is distance travelled, Q is peak discharge, and t is duration of competent 
flow. It should be noted that these equations are different for those presented on 
Figure 5.2, which are for Qt versus L which describe the log-log regression curves in 
the plots. These equations represent a means of predicting the rate of dispersion of 
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sand-sized material through a small coarse-grained upland channel, over a stable 
armour, and after armour disruption. The movement of the tracer centroid shown in 
Table 5.1 is discussed in more detail in relation to sorting processes through riffle-
pool morphology in Chapter Seven. Further information on sediment mobility may be 
obtained by analysing the grain-size characteristics of material entering traps. 
5.3.3 Grain size characteristics of sand entering traps 
A summary of the grain size characteristics for fine bedload (l25J.1.m-2ooo,um) 
entering each trap throughout the study reach is presented in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3. 
Size data for each trap are presented in Appendix 5.1. The dominant size fraction is 
fine-medium sand (250-500,urn), with a mean of 41 percent by weight, whilst the fine 
sands (l25-250,um) only have a mean of 14 percent by weight. Some variation 
between the size of infiltrating fines between and within riffles is evident. For 
example, Riffles A and C tend to have low concentrations of coarse sand (1000-
2000,um) in the order of 18 percent by weight, in comparison to Riffle B which has a 
mean of 25 percent by weight. This may relate to sorting processes and local 
hydraulics which are discussed further in Chapter Seven. Riffle B is a higher energy 
riffle in comparison with Riffle A (see Chapter Four), and the fines accumulating in 
traps here tended to be coarser. 
The time series of the variation in the size of fine bedload using average data from all 
27 traps over the study period shown in Figure 5.3 indicates some subtle seasonal 
variation in mean concentration of different size classes being transported with flow. 
The 125-250,um size class appears to be the most sensitive to variations in flow. 
Concentrations of this size class found in bedload traps appear to be enhanced during 
periods of low flow, whereas during periods of higher winter flow, concentrations of 
this size-class appear to be diluted. Conversely, the coarser size fractions (500-1000 
,urn, l000-2000,um) appear to show higher concentrations during periods of high flow 
and lower concentrations during periods of low flow. The finest fraction (125-250,um) 
does not appear to be as sensitive to flow as the 250-500,urn size class, but does show 
some dilution effects at higher discharges. 
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The next section considers the behaviour of each size fraction and uses rating 
relations to estimate thresholds for motion for each grain size fraction. 
Table 5.2 Percentage by weight composition of sediments entering basket traps. 
A MEAN 
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5.3.4 Mobility 
Trap variability 
Accumulation rate at each trap showed a similar pattern, which is indicated by the 
high correlations among sequences of weights recovered from the traps, given in 
Appendices 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. Notable exceptions are the correlation coefficients 
for traps from Riffles B and C, particularly for the looo-2ooof.Lm size fraction. The 
general consistency of between-trap accumulation rate indicates that the traps with 
high correlation coefficients do not have any significant individual biases for different 
sand size fractions. However there were some traps where significant bias is apparent, 
these were trap AS (for 500-1oooJ.lm), B2 (for <2oooJ.lm, lOOO-2000J.lm, 500-
looo,um, 250-500,um, 125-250J.lm), 83 (for looo-2oooJ.lm), B4 (for <2000J.lm, 1000-
2000,um, 500-100,um, 250-500,um). 
Rating curve for sub2mm 
The overall relationship between A «2oooJ.lm) and local r for riffles A, B, and C, 
calculated from pgds for each basket location, is indicated in Figures 5.4a-c. 
Accumulation rates for individual traps ranged from 0.0013 to 1.527 kg m-2 day-I. 
Traps all tend to show an increase in sub-2oooJ.lm loadings with an increase in shear 
stress, although there is considerable scatter which may be the result of a number of 
factors. Firstly, variable local hydraulic conditions in the vicinity of each trap could 
result in local variation in sediment transport. Secondly, variation in local sedimentary 
structure within and between riffles may also be responsible for limiting supply and 
may alter local hydraulic conditions (e.g. shelter effects and increased turbulence). 
Thirdly, the open nature of the traps (Le. wire baskets as opposed to impermeable 
walls like those used by Church et al. (1991) may have allowed some post-
depositional modification of material before it was sampled. The range of r which 
mobilised fine bedload is wider for Riffle A and C traps in comparison to those 
situated on Riffle B. The range of r which mobilised fine bedload tended to be much 
narrower for Riffle B, 
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1000 
Trap number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
RHIIeA 
A = 0.00021:1.468 
,; =0.8025* 
A = 0.00061:1.2109 
,; = 0.4487t 
A = 0.00011:1.82.5 
,; = 0.7052* 
A = 0.00031:1.4884 
,; =0.8408* 
A = 0.00011:1.6985 
,;= 0.5458* 
A = 0.00021:1.5133 
,;= 0.668* 
A = 2E_051:1.847 
,; =0.7902* 
A = 1 E-06r'606S 
,; =0.5282* 
A = 8E_08r·9087 
,; =0.7187t 
RHIIe B 
A = 5E_09-t4.8361 
,;= 0.9491* 
A = 1 E_09-t4.8727 
,; = 0.8369* 
A = 7E_12r·9869 
,; = 0.6281 t 
A = 4E_151:7.8585 
,; = 0.7217t 
A = 8E_09-t4.5129 
,;= 0.8102* 
A = 5E_071:3.6187 
,; = 0.4689t 
A = 3E_081:3.8931 
,; = 0.9533* 
A = lE_05r·8077 
,; = 0.8921t 
A = 3E_081:4.1351 
,; = 0.6114t 
RHIIeC 
A = 3E_06't3.2023 
,; = 0.6578t 
A = 0.0011:1.6989 
,; = 0.6036t 
A = 6E_051:2.0928 
,; =0.08NS 
A = 0.001.,;1.0651 
,; = 0.4736NS 
A = 0.00081:1.7545 
,;= 0.5802t 
A = 0.00311:1.258 
,; = 0.374NS 
A = 0.00171:1.163 
,;= 0.S224t 
A = 3E_OSr·5287 
,; = 0.397NS 
A = 9E_OS1:1.656 
,; = 0.0441NS 
Table 5.3 Log-log regressions for accumulation rate versus shear stress for 
<2000,um material. *p<0.01, tp<0.05. 
in the range 20-70 Nm-2 in comparison to traps on the other two riffles. Accumulation 
of fine bedload in Riffle A traps appear to show the strongest dependence upon t' 
(r=O.57), whereas the dependence of A upon r is not as strong for Riffle Band C. The 
poor relationship shown for Riffle C data is partly a reflection of small accumulations 
of fine bedload below 10 Nm-2, which is not a feature shown at traps on the other 
riffles. It is difficult from Figure 5.4 to ascertain any distinct threshold for motion 
from the rating relation due to lack of sensitivity in the analysis, although generally it 
appears that no deposition was evident in the traps below 10 Nm-2 for Riffles A and 
B. 
Variation in accumulation at individual traps 
Rating relations for individual traps for <2000,um material are shown in Table 5.3 and 
Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. The relations are of the conventional log-log format A = ai'. 
Less scatter is evident for individual traps, however the degree of confidence is 
reduced due to the reduced amount of data under consideration: for each curve 
presented there is a maximum of 14 data points (one for each flood event). For the 
traps situated at the head of Riffle A (Figure 5.5a) low rates of infiltration are found at 
boundary t' below 50 Nm-2, whereas much greater rates are 
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found for higher 1". At the riffle head, trap A3 has a tendency to collect higher 
concentrations of fines for a given 1". This could be due to its proximity to the left 
bank (see Figure 2.3), immediately below a point bar, (in the Rede bars appear to act 
as sources of fines sediment rather than pools, which are clean of fines at base-flow). 
Data for the crest of Riffle A are shown in Figure 5.5b, where highest accumulation 
rates are found at shear stresses >60 Nmo2, and rating relations are all very similar. 
The channel centre trap A5 tends to show the greatest accumulation especially at 
higher shear stresses. Data for the tail of Riffle A, shown in Figure 5.5c, demonstrate 
that most transport is triggered at slightly greater shear stresses than those experienced 
further up-riffle, at around 100 Nmo2. The highest infiltration rates for a given 1" tend to 
be located at trap AS located in the channel centre. Conversely trap A9 records the 
lowest rates of accumulation for a given 1". Trap A9 is situated in an area of high r in 
the order of 90 Nm-2• It is possible that some of the finest fractions, which had been 
deposited in the trap, may have been subsequently flushed out by lower magnitude 
flows before the trap was sampled. 
The data-set for individual traps are less complete for Riffles B and C, however some 
inferences regarding r and other causal factors influencing accumulation may be 
made. The cross-channel data for the Riffle B traps are shown in Figures 5.6a-c, 
where statistically significant relationships (p<O.05) were found for all traps. The 
general threshold for motion for sub-2000 J.lffi material appears to be slightly lower in 
comparison to Riffle A, at around 40 Nmo2, rather than 60 Nmo2. Trap Bl situated on 
the higher elevation right hand bank shows much greater rates of accumulation for a 
given shear stress in comparison to the other two traps. This is different to the general 
trend of greater accumulation in the lower elevation zones. B2 shows lower rates of 
accumulation than BI, however greater rates than B3. Rating relations for the next 
three traps indicate a similar pattern with the right bank traps collecting the most 
fines. (Figure 5.6b). Differences are, however, again evident at the tail of Riffle B. 
where right hand bank and left hand bank traps B7 and B9 both show lower rates of 
infiltration, in comparison to the central trap AS. 
Rating relations for traps located on Riffle C are much poorer than those found for the 
other two riffles (Table 5.3). Only four traps (CI, 2, 5 and 7) show statistically 
significant relationships (p<O.05). Cross-channel data for Riffle C traps (Figures 5.7a-
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c) indicate the general threshold for motion for sub-2mm material to be about half that 
found for Riffle A, at around 30 Nm"z. Some of the poor relationships displayed 
between accumulation rate and f may partly be a result of supply limitation, increased 
flushing efficiency or suspension of fines rather than transportation via bedload. The 
right hand bank trap at the riffle head (Cl) shows the strongest relationship with shear 
stress (i=O.7, p<0.05). Accumulation rates at trap C3 on the left-hand bank did not 
show a significant relationship with r, low accumulation rates are again located in a 
zone of higher elevation. The traps situated in the crest of the riffle (Figure 5.7b) 
show a similar pattern. Only the central trap (C5) shows a significant relationship 
between accumulation rate and shear stress, with accumulation rates also tending to 
be greater in this zone of lower elevation. Lowest infiltration rates are found at the 
left-hand bank trap C4 in a zone of higher elevation on the channel margin. Only trap 
C7 located at the tail of the riffle showed significant relationships between 
accumulation rate and f. 
My data demonstrates that, for most traps, there is a strong relationship between f and 
accumulation of fines. However some traps, particularly those located on Riffle C, do 
not display a strong relationship between these two variables. Accumulation in the 
traps must therefore show more dependence upon other variables, such as re-
suspension of material through small-scale turbulent pulses, similar to that observed 
by Carling (1984). In many of the traps, particularly those situated on Riffle C, 
siltation appeared to be prevented near to the surface of the trap, suggesting that 
permanent deposition only occurs below a zero velocity plane. Porous walls and top 
of the traps allow post-depositional exchange of fine sediment between the interstial 
spaces and the channel above, further influencing A. Fine bedload sheets (waves) 
passing through the reach may also account for variable accumulation rates (Carling 
pers com, 200 1), which may be supply dependent and seasonal. Macro-scale turbulent 
flow structures in the form of high-speed fluid wedges interconnected by low-speed 
regions (Buffin-Belanger et al. 2(00), may also influence accumulation of fines in 
traps, particularly if associated with the passage of a fine bedload sheet. High speed 
wedges may result in locally high sand transport rates, whereas the fine bedload 
waves may move more slowly. Flow structures may be induced by the coarse 
protruding clasts, particularly evident on Riffle C, which could explain accumulations 
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recorded below 10 Nm-2• This explanation is rather speculative and would require 
testing in the field. 
Accumulation tended to be greatest in low elevation zones - where competence is 
greatest at peak flow (see Chapter Four). This would suggest that post-flood washout 
of fines in these high shear stress zones was negligible. If washout of material was 
significant then these traps would contain fewer sediments. High concentrations of 
fine bedload are likely to reflect the greater rate of delivery. 
Multiple regression analysis of A versus 1" 
To further interrogate trap effects the relationship between 1" and accumulation rate, 
multiple regression was conducted to test the following model; 
A ht tsi = atrsi 1=0.92, SE=0.53 
(5.8) 
where sediment accumulation (A) is dependent on shear stress (1") regardless of grain 
size, a and b are regression exponents, t is trap, s is size, i is an individual observation. 
The statistics for these data are shown in Table 5.4. There appears to be a good fit 
between the two variables demonstrating a strong dependence of sediment 
accumulation upon shear stress, and that the trap effect (local position) is important. It 
is important to note that this equation does not take into account the influence of grain 
size, which will be demonstrated in the following section. 
5.3.5 Size etTects 
All traps 
Subtle differences are apparent for the plots of 1" versus A, when grain size is taken 
into account (Figure 5.8 a-d). These plots demonstrate data from all traps sampled for 
each grain size after each flood event. The near vertical convergences shown in the 
data in Figure 5.8, suggest a dominant shear stress range on riffles of between 20 and 
lSI 
Trap 8t Standard h. Standard ? 
error al error bl 
Al 4.40453E-05 2.8695 1.4978 0.2519 0.65 
A2 7.83791E-05 2.9861 1.2977 0.2716 0.34 
A3 1.77664E-05 2.8379 1.8894 0.2562 0.63 
A4 5.69246E-05 2.7208 1.4994 0.2247 0.67 
AS 1.98838E-05 3.4017 1.7471 0.2938 0.46 
A6 4.4792E-05 2.5345 1.5496 0.2293 0.58 
A7 3.32966E-06 3.5892 1.9264 0.2604 0.67 
A8 1.35425E-07 7.7678 2.7749 0.4409 0.43 
A9 1.890 17E-08 11.3553 2.8768 0.5117 0.59 
DI 1.0792E-09 16.7649 4.8382 0.7845 0.75 
D2 1.22885E-I0 59.5525 5.0846 1.1316 0.63 
D3 1.32434E-12 261.6978 5.9975 1.4633 0.42 
D4 7.46793E-16 1183.0420 7.8657 1.8506 0.50 
DS 1.20587E-09 15.0730 4.5721 0.7302 0.62 
D6 1.l5878E-07 11.1815 3.5527 0.6688 0.37 
D7 1. 18304E-08 19.1029 3.6222 0.7575 0.46 
D8 1.82348E-06 57.1479 2.8639 1.1413 0.38t 
D9 4.83504E-09 17.5106 4.2039 0.8018 0.51 
CI 2. 16073E-07 6.5781 3.4956 0.5639 0.56 
C2 0.000138166 2.6467 1.8291 0.3124 0.52 
C3 7.36038E-06 27.7460 2.2481 1.0187 0.07NS 
C4 0.000395913 2.7479 0.6907 0.3317 0.31t 
CS 0.000185823 2.2090 1.679 0.2569 0.51 
C6 0.000635331 2.2289 1.2785 0.2798 0.33 
C7 0.000316811 1.8151 1.1544 0.1858 0.40 
C8 4.31023E-06 4.5867 2.5766 0.4558 0.35 
C9 0.000103753 33.4349 1.2026 0.9571 0.03NS 
Table 5.4 Trap rating relations of the form A=ati'/ for material <2000J.Lm. Here, A 
is the mean rate of sediment accumulation (kg m2 day·') and 'r is the maximum 
trap shear stress recorded prior to sampling. All ? values are significant at 
p<O.OOl, t p<O.OI, unless otherwise indicated 
60 Nm-2, reflecting a small but dominant range of water surface slope and depths 
found at riffles. The large degree of scatter evident in this shear stress band, when 
data from all traps are grouped together, suggests low dependence of accumulation 
upon shear stress that is probably due to the localised trap effects discussed earlier. As 
will be shown in Chapter Six, accumulation rate is influenced by relative form and 
grain roughness. Traps situated in low elevation areas of the bed (high 'r zones during 
a flood) tend to accumulate greater concentrations of fines due to the greater rate of 
delivery. Progressively lower rates of accumulation are also found in traps with a 
progressively coarser (rougher) surface layer, which could reflect greater turbulent re-
suspension of fines. This would appear to be supported by (Buffin-Belanger and Roy, 
1998) who have demonstrated that coarse clasts and pebble clusters projecting into the 
flow can induce turbulence. The spatial variability in turbulent flow across riffle 
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Figure 5.8 Size-specific rating relations for different grain size fractions for all traps, a) 
lOOO-2000,um, b) 500-1000,um, c) 250-500,um and d) 125-250,um. 
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surfaces may explain the highly variable accumulation rates. Furthermore, Carling 
(1984) has shown that turbulent pulses can not only be responsible for introducing 
sand into void spaces from suspension, but be responsible for removal of fines from 
near-surface interstitial spaces via re-suspension, a feature thought to be particularly 
evident for the traps located on Riffle C. Variability in sediment supply may also 
explain spatial differences in accumulation rates, and the wide range of accumulation 
rates for approximately the same 'r (Figure 5.8). Intermittent sediment sheets, which 
may be triggered by release of fine sediment to the channel from one of the hillslope-
channel coupling zones a short distance upstream of the study reach, may result in 
very high accumulation rates in traps situated in areas free from turbulent re-
suspension and with a high 'r. However those traps located in zones of turbulence are 
likely to experience re-suspension of fines and therefore exhibit lower accumulation 
rates. 
Slight differences in the b and a exponents are apparent for the curves (see Table 5.5, 
5.6 and 5.7 'all traps'). Concentrating on the b exponents; the 500-l000,um fraction 
has the steepest curve indicating that this fraction is more sensitive to a progressive 
increase in 'r. This is followed by1be lOOO-2000,um, l25-250,um and finally the 250-
500,um fractions, which has the lowest value for b. These results may suggest that the 
500-1000,um fraction is (i) more easily transported, (ii) more abundant in comparison 
to the other size fractions or (iii) least susceptible to the effects of turbulent re-
suspension. The lack of a consistent trend like that reported by Church et al. (1991), 
suggests options (ii) and (iii) are more likely than (i). 
Individual traps 
Much stronger relationships between accumulation rate and local shear stress are 
found when consideration is given to individual traps. The statistics for the size-
specific rating relations for each of 27 traps throughout the study reach are indicated 
in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7, where 1 values generally indicate good relationships 
between shear stress and accumulation for individual size classes (p=O.05, unless 
otherwise specified). Notable exceptions are the traps located on riffle C (C4, C6, C7 
and C8). 
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Size 81 Standard error .. .,. Standard error .,. Ri 
Trap A 1; N .. 9; t 0,011.7 II 2.37 
1·2mm 1.42 x 10-5 2.76E+01 1.11· 0.4793 0.50 
500-1C1OOJ.UD 1.87 x 10-' 2.76E+01 1.67 0.4793 0.83 
25O-5OOj.Lm 9.14 x 10-' 2.76E+01 1.51 0.4793 0.85 
12S·250j.LID 1.55 x 10-5 2.76E+01 1.70 0.4793 0.71 
Trap A2; N.11; t Q.OI,I • 2.28 
1·2mm 2.11 x 10-5 3.21E+01 1.44 0.5168 0.64 
500-1 CIOOJ.UD 8.94 x 10-' 3.21E+01 1.31 0.5168 0.46 
250-5OOj.LID 4.26 x 10'" 3.21E+01 1.12 0.5168 0.40 
125·2S0j.LID 4.69 x 10-' 3.21E+01 1.33 0.5168 0.31t 
Trap A3; N.10; t 0.01,1.2.23 
1·2mm 1.76 x 10-' 2.64E+01 1.80 0.4874 0.61 
500-1000j.LID 9.87 x 10-6 2.64E+01 2.10· 0.4874 0.73 
250-5OOj.LID 4.89 x 10-5 2.64E+01 1.79 0.4874 0.76 
125·250j.LID 1.17 x 10-' 2.64E+01 1.68 0.4874 0.63 
Trap M; N.11; t Q.OI,I • 2.20 
1·2mm 9.33 x 10-' 2.25E+01 1.37 0.4274 0.81 
500-1C1OOJ.UD 4.35 x 10-5 2.25E+01 1.62 0.4274 0.87 
250-5OOj.LID 1.03 x 10'" 2.25E+01 1.49 0.4274 0.80 
125-25Oj.LID 2.51 x 10-' 2.25E+01 1.51 0.4274 0.60 
Trap AS; N.11; t 0.01,1 • 2.28 
1·2mm 1.68 x 10-' 5.27E+01 1.78 0.559 0.48 
5OO-1000j.LID 2.62 x 10-5 5.27E+01 1.73 0.559 0.55 
lS6-S00j.LID 5.79 x 10-' 5.27E+01 1.62 0.559 0.52 
125-25Oj.LID 6.21 x 10-6 5.27E+01 1.86 0.559 0.47 
Trap M; N.10; t 0.01,1 • 2.31 
1·2mm 6.29 x 10-' 1.72E+01 1.35 0.4383 0.49 
SOO-I000j.LID 3.58 x 10-' 1.72E+01 1.60 0.4363 0.70 
256-SOOj.LID 8.25 x 10-' 1.72E+01 1.58 0.4363 0.72 
125-250j.LID 2.17 x 10-' 1.72E+01 1.67 0.4363 0.61 
Trap A7; N.12; t G.OI,10 • 2.23 
1·2mm 2.59 x 10-7 6.47E+01 2.38· 0.4954 0.78 
SOO-I000j.UD 4.92 x 10-6 6.47E+01 1.89 0.4954 0.64 
250-5OOj.LID 1 .78 )( 10-'· 6.47E+01 1.70 0.4954 0.82 
125-25Oj.UD 5.37 x 10-6 6.47E+01 1.73 0.4954 0.72 
Trap A8; N.12; t G.OI,10 • 2.23 
1-2mm 8.55 x 10-7 1.22E+03 2.45 0.8387 0.48 
5OO.1000j.UD 2.34 x 10-7 1.22E+03 2.76 0.8387 0.48 
l5O-5OOj.LID 2.17 x 10-7 1.22E+03 2.76 0.8387 0.60 
125-25Oj.UD 7.72 x 10-9 1.22E+03 3.13 0.8387 0.55 
Trap AI; N.7; t 0.01,1 • 2.57 
1·2mm 7.95 x 10-1 5.17E+03 2.91 0.9734 0.72 
500-1000j.LID 4.57 x 10-7• 5.17E+03 2.12 0.9734 0.52t 
l5O-SOOj.UD 1.17 x 10-9 5.17E+03 3.51 0.9734 0.79 
125-25Oj.un 2.59)( 10-1 5.17E+03 2.97 0.9734 o.n 
ALL TRAPS RIFFLE A; N .. 3; t 0.01,11 • 1.11 
1.2mm 2.96 )( 10-' 1.53 0.50 
500-1000j.LID 2.68 x 10-' 1.64 0.57 
l5O-SOOj.UD 1.21 x 10'" 1.41 0.57 
125-l5OJ,&m 0.438 1.14 0.94 
Table 5.5 Size-specific rating relations of the form Ai = ai'tbi for individual traps 
and material < 2000 pm, for riffle A. 
In the table, A is the mean rate of sediment accumulation in the trap (kg m2 day-I), and T is the peak shear stress 
(Nm-2) estimated using techniques in Chapter 4. The power functions are adjusted to eliminate bias introduced in 
the linearised (logarithmic) calculations (cf. Ferguson, 1986). All R2 values are significant at C1 = O.OS; t is 
Student'S t at a = O.OS with indicated degrees of freedom. used to form the confidence ranges of the parameters. t 
Value only significant at a = 0.1. NS = not significant. 
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Size al Standard error lit ~ Standard error ~ Ri 
Trap B1; N.a; t o.GI,7 - 2.37 
1-2mm 1.22 x 10-9 2_28E+04 4.81 1.4924 0.90 
500-1000JLll1 4.837 x 10-10 2.28E+04 5.19* 1.4924 0.96 
250-500JLll1 4.728 x 10-9 2.28E+04 4.58 1.4924 0.94 
125-250JLII1 4.83 x 10-10 2.28E+04 4_77 1.4924 0.83 
Trap B2; N-7; t 0.01,1 - 2.S7 
1-2mm 9.334 x 10-10 2.83E+06 4.64 2.1527 o.n 
500-1000JLll1 6.77 x 10-11 2.83E+06 5.19 2.1527 0.82 
150-500JLll1 1.245 x 10-9 2.83E+06 4.57 2.1527 0.75 
1l5-150JLII1 2_895 x 10-12 2.83E+06 5_93* 2.1527 0_65 
Trap B3; N-t; t 0.01,7 - 2.37 
1-2mm 7.66 x 10-11 * 7.91E+08 4_84 2.7837 0.51t 
500-1000JLll1 3.55 x 10-13 7.91E+08 6.18 2.7837 0_60 
250-500JLII1 1.727 x 10-11 7.91E+08 5.56 2.7837 0.75 
125-250JLII1 6_548 x 10-15 7.91E+08 7.42 2.7837 0.63 
Trap B4; N.a; t 0.111,4 - 2.78 
1-2mm 2.08 x 10-13 2.46E+11 6.37 3.5206 0.37t 
500-1000JLll1 1.4 x 10-16 2.46E+11 8.12 3.5206 0.60t 
250-500JLII1 1.12· 2.46E+11 0_75* 3.5206 0.82 
125-250JLII1 2.46 x 10-11 2.46E+11 9.37 3.5206 0.65 
Trap BS; N.10; t 0.01,1.2.31 
1-2mm 3.57 x 10-9 1_52E+04 4.44 1.3891 0.72 
5OO-IOOOJLll1 1.65 x 10-10 1.52E+04 5.19* 1.3891 0.84 
250-500JLll1 4_09 x 10-9 1.52E+04 4_31 1.3891 0_81 
125-250JLII1 8.73 x 10-10 1.52E+04 4.36 1.3891 0.71 
Trap B8; N-10; t 0.111,1 - 2.31 
1-2mm 1.32 x 10-6* 4.BBE+03 2.66* 1.2723 0.42 
511O-IOOOJLll1 7.25 x 10-8 4_BBE+03 3_82 1_2723 0.47 
250-500JLII1 2.45 x 10-7 4.88E+03 3.59 1_2723 0.45 
1l5-250JLII1 7.64 x 10-
9 4.BBE+03 4.15 1.2723 0.47 
Trap B7; N.a; t 0.01,1 - 2.45 
1-2mm 8.02 x 10-7• 3.74E+04 2.16* 1.4412 0.35t 
500-IOOOJLll1 1.51 x 10-9 3.74E+04 4.15 1.4412 0.88 
250-500JLll1 1.20 x 10-8 3.74E+04 3.94 1.4412 0.97 
125-l5OJLD1 1.33 x 10-
9 3.74E+04 4.24 1.4412 O.BB 
Trap 88; N-S; t G.OI,I- 3.18 
1-2mm 1.26 x 10-5 2.42E+06 2.49 2.1711 0.78 
500-IOOOJLll1 5.68 x 10-
7 2.42E+06 3.35 2.1711 0.87 
250-500JLII1 2.29 x 10-
5 2.42E+06 2.19 2.1711 0.75t 
125-250JLII1 6.72 x 10-8 2.42E+06 3.44 2.1711 0.59t 
Trap B8; N.8; t 0.01,7 • 2.37 
1-2mm 3.92 x 10-9 2.69E+04 4.40 1.5254 0.57 
500-IOOOJLll1 5.68 x 10-
11 2.69E+04 5.37 1.5254 0.69 
250-5OOJLII1 7.92 x 10-
1 2.69E+04 3.52 1.5254 0.56 
125-l5OJLD1 3_09 x 10-
1 2.69E+04 3.53 1.5254 0.42t 
ALL TRAPS RIFFLE B; N-72; t 0.111,70 - 1.88 
1-2mm 1.89 x 10-5* 1.87* 0.11 
500-1000JLD1 3.69 x 10-7 2.96 0.21 
250-5OOJLII1 4_16 x 10-7 3.10 0.40 
1l5-25OJAm 1.14 x 10-8 3.76 0.47 
Table 5.6 Size-specific rating relations of the form AI = aitbi for individual traps 
and material < 2000 J.lfIl, for riffle B. 
In the table, A is the mean rate of sediment accumulation in the trap (kg m2 day-I), and or is the peak shear stress 
(Nm·2) estimated using techniques in Chapter 4. The power functions are adjusted to eliminate bias introduced in 
the linearised (logarithmic) calculations (cf. Ferguson, 1986). All R2 values are significant at (J = 0.05; t is 
Student's t at a = 0.05 with indicated degrees of freedom, used to form the confidence ranges of the parameters. t 
Value only significant at a= 0.1, NS = not significant. 
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Trap lit Standard bl Standard R2 
error a, error bl 
Al 4.40453E-05 2.869459 1.4978 0.2519 0.65 
A2 7.83791E-05 2.98607 1.2977 0.2716 0.34 
A3 1.77664E-05 2.837919 1.8894 0.2562 0.63 
A4 5.69246E-05 2.720821 1.4994 0.2247 0.67 
AS 1.98838E-05 3.401731 1.7471 0.2938 0.46 
A6 4.4792E-05 2.534545 1.5496 0.2293 0.58 
A7 3.32966E-06 3.589219 1.9264 0.2604 0.67 
A8 1.35425E-07 7.767835 2.7749 0.4409 0.43 
A9 1.890 17E-08 11.35534 2.8768 0.5117 0.59 
Bl 1.0792E-09 16.76486 4.8382 0.7845 0.75 
B2 1.2288SE-I0 59.5525 5.0846 1.1316 0.63 
B3 1.32434E-12 261.6978 5.9975 1.4633 0.42 
B4 7.46793E-16 1183.042 7.8657 1.8506 0.50 
BS 1.20587E-09 15.07301 4.5721 0.7302 0.62 
B6 1. 15878E-07 11.1815 3.5527 0.6688 0.37 
B7 1.18304E-08 19.10293 3.6222 0.7575 0.46 
B8 1.82348E-06 57.14786 2.8639 1.1413 0.38t 
B9 4.83504E-09 17.51056 4.2039 0.8018 0.51 
Cl 2. 16073E-07 6.578093 3.4956 0.5639 0.56 
C2 0.000138166 2.646671 1.8291 0.3124 0.52 
C3 7.36038E-06 27.74598 2.2481 1.0187 0.07NS 
C4 0.000395913 2.747894 0.6907 0.3317 0.31t 
CS 0.000185823 2.209022 1.679 0.2569 0.51 
C6 0.000635331 2.228948 1.2785 0.2798 0.33 
C7 0.000316811 1.815098 1.1544 0.1858 0.40 
C8 4.31023E-06 4.586696 2.5766 0.4558 0.35 
C9 0.000103753 33.4349 1.2026 0.9571 0.03NS 
Table 5.7 Size-specific rating relations of the form Ai = Ut'tbi for individual traps 
and material < 2000 p,m, for riffle C. 
In the table, A is the mean rate of sediment accumulation in the trap (kg m2 day·I), and l' is the peak shear stress 
(Nm-2) estimated using techniques in Chapter 4. The power functions are adjusted to eliminate bias introduced in 
the linearised (logarithmic) calculations (cf. Ferguson, 1986). All R2 values are significant at a = 0.05: t is 
Student's t at a = 0.05 with indicated degrees of freedom, used to form the confidence ranges of the parameters. t 
Value only significant at a = 0.1, NS = not significant. 
Differences between a and b exponents are apparent for different grain sizes. and the 
same pattern appears to hold for most of the traps sampled. The values for the 
intercept (a) tend to be higher for the 250-500p,m fraction than for other size fractions 
with a maximum of 1.12 found at trap B4. The 250-500p,m fraction also tends to have 
the lowest slope (b) with a value of 0.75. This suggests that this fraction is the least 
sensitive to progressive increases in 't in comparison to the other size fractions. Slope 
values (b-exponent) tend not to differ dramatically between size fractions for each 
trap on Riffles A and C, however there are large variations found for traps situated on 
Riffle B. particularly at traps B3 and B4. Steepest curves tend to be found for 125-
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250j.lm or 500-1000j.lm on Riffle A and B. For Riffle C however, it is the 1000-
2000j.lm size fraction which is the most sensitive to progressive increases in 't, which 
is reflected in the high b-exponents. 
These data appear to suggest some spatial variability in values for the a and b 
exponents. Generally Riffles A and B conflict with Church et al. (1991) who found 
that the coarser sand fractions tended to be the most sensitive to an increase in flow 
strength. Riffles A and B suggest that 125-250,um material is not available at very low 
'f, but is more abundant at higher 'f (hence the curves have high b-exponents). 
However, data for traps located on Riffle C are more supportive of Church et aI's 
findings, in that the lOOO-2000,um fraction appears to be the most sensitive grain 
fraction as shear stress progressively increases. Riffle C is a higher energy riffle (see 
Chapter Four), and it is possible that some finer fractions may be more likely to be 
intermittently suspended or saltated over the riffle due to turbulence and therefore are 
less likely to accumulate in traps, resulting in lower b and higher a exponents. 
Alternatively, some traps on this riffle may be susceptible to post flood flushing of the 
finest sand fractions through the gravel interstices. 
Detecting a threshold for motion in the sand size classes 
To investigate the threshold for motion of different sand size grades the lower portion 
of the rating curves for each size fraction for Riffle A was plotted (Figure 5.9). Riffle 
A data was used here as the results of the correlation in Appendices 5.2-5.5 confirmed 
the greatest between-trap similarity in the sequences of weights recovered for each 
size class. Regression through data from 'all traps' on Riffle A yielded better I values 
(see Table 5.5), and as a consequence more confidence can be expressed in the data 
obtained from Riffle A, rather than the reach as a whole, which exhibits a high degree 
of scatter and lower I values. 
At a practical detection limit of 0.003 kg m2 day-l threshold estimates are found to be 
almost identical for the 125-500#10, 500-1000#10 and 1000-2000#10 size fractions, 
with a range of between 11 and 22 Nm-2• The 250-500#10 fraction has a slightly lower 
threshold for motion in comparison to the other sizes with a value of 11 Nm-2• It is 
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clear from Figure 5.9 that very low shear stresses are required for initial movement of 
sand-sized material. This graph appears to demonstrate equal mobility for three out of 
the four fractions considered. However this analysis is not very critical as problems 
are encountered when extrapolating the data beyond the measured range and the 
possibility of variable slope estimates propagating error in the intercept estimate 
(Church et ai., 1991). 
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Figure 5.9 Log-log graph representation of size-specific rating relations based on all 9 traps located on 
riffle A. The fitted relations are the regression equations in Table 5.6 for 'All data' riffle A. 
By taking into consideration size effects at each trap and repeating the multiple 
regression analysis between A and 't'the relation is improved; 
A bts tsi = ats'rtsi ? = 0.94, SE=0.507 
(5.9) 
This equation takes into account the range of a and b values for different sizes of 
sediments at each trap, shown in Table 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. ? values indicate a slight 
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improvement on Equation 5.8, suggesting that the dependence of A upon 't' is 
influenced by the grain size as well as the trap. 
Equal mobility in the sand-sized material 
According to Andrews and Parker (1983) for grains in transport to be equally mobile, 
the ratio of Pi I J; == 1.0 for all i, where Pi is the proportion of the ith size in the bed 
load and f; is the proportion of that size in the subsurface bed material (see section 
1.5.3). The variation in this ratio over the study period may be considered for the 
Rede data using values for fi for the near surface (0-15cm) layer of subsurface bed 
material. Sub-surface data for fi are known with some confidence as these values were 
obtained from the high intensity freeze-core survey (see Milan et ai., 1999 and section 
2.5.2). A time series of this ratio for the four individual sand fractions taken from 
traps situated on Riffle A is plotted in Figure 5.10. Deviation from 1.0 is found to 
vary seasonally and between grain size fractions. The ratio is only close to 1.0 
temporarily, which suggests that on a short term basis selective transport is in 
operation. Material in the 1000-2000 /Jffi size class is being transported in lower 
proportions in comparison to the bed material for most of the study period, whereas 
the 125-250,um size class is being transported in greater quantities in comparison to 
that held within the bed material. Seasonal variation is also apparent with material 
>500,um being enriched during high flow periods, and being less available during 
summer low flows. This material may be scarce during the lower flows, as reduced 
competence is only being capable of transporting the finer grades. In contrast the finer 
sands <500,um behave in antiphase, tending to be enriched during the lower flow 
periods and scarce during the winter high flows. High flows appear to dilute the finer 
grades and may result in suspension of this material. This plot appears to suggest size 
selectivity over the shorter timescale (season to season), however, when deviation 
from 1.0 is averaged out over the whole study period, the condition is closer to equal 
mobility. A seasonal change in sediment source within the catchment may also 
explain the change in grain size of sediments accumulating in traps. The main sources 
of fines on the Rede are from erosion scars I bluffs in slope-channel coupling zones, 
in-channel supply, and run-off from surrounding moorland. Low and intermediate 
events are likely to be responsible for re-work in-channel sources (such as those 
deposited on bar surfaces, or on the lee of large clasts) and introducing finer 
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Figure 5.10 Behaviour of pili over the thirteen month study period for the weighted average load 
for all traps located on riffle A. Departure from 1.0 indicates size-selective transport. 
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grades from run-off into the channel. Larger events are more likely to introduce 
coarser fines derived from slope-channel coupling zones. During the winter months 
these areas become much more active as erosion bluffs become saturated with 
rainwater, and experience the effects of freeze-thaw action. A more detailed analysis 
of the grain size distributions and mineralogy of sediments derived from these 
different sources and a comparison to those of the sediments captured in the traps, 
would be required to confirm this. 
A more stringent test of equal mobility may be achieved by testing the difference 
between the two multiple regression models (equations 5.8 which does not consider 
size and 5.9 which does consider size effects), using an F-test. The results of this test 
are shown in Table 5.8, where the F value of 1.59 is found to be highly significant 
(p<O.OOl). This indicates that the effect of grain size upon the relationship between A 
and l' is highly significant and it may be concluded that size selective transport 
operates within the sand fraction of the Rede bedload sediments. 
Table 5.8 Anova table demonstrating the significance of grain size effects upon 
the relationship between sediment accumulation and shear stress. 
Source of Variation 
Basic model (No grain 
size) 
Effect of Grain Size 
Residual 
SS 
256.5 
66.3 
190.2 
5.4 Discussion and conclusions 
DF 
902 
162 
740 
MS 
0.284 
0.409 
0.257 
F 
1.59 
p 
<0.001 
This chapter has examined the mobility of sand size material (125-2000,um) through a 
gravel-bed riffle pool sequence. Log-log regressions between sediment accumulation 
and shear stress using data for all baskets situated on separate riffles yielded poor 
relationships with a high degree of scatter; a feature which has previously been noted 
by Frostick et al. (1985), Carling and McCahon (1987) and Sear (1993). Streamflow 
and sediment availability can vary over timescales of minutes to hours in flashy 
streams such as the Rede. Due to the temporal sampling framework which utilised 
intervals of days to weeks, it was difficult to relate temporally-integrated results from 
sampling over a whole hydrograph, or series of hydrographs, to detailed instantaneous 
hydraulic data which assumed uniform flow, when flow may be non-uniform and 
unsteady (Carling and McCahon, 1987). Although Carling's (1984) work 
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demonstrated local hydraulics play only a minor role in fine sediment infiltration, data 
for individual traps demonstrated strong relationships between A and local T. In 
general there was a positive relationship between T and A, although the relation was 
not always significant. High T may result in enhanced delivery of fine material to the 
trap, however they may also result in flush-out of material, as the traps used in this 
study had porous sidewalls. Turbulent flow is likely to play an important role in both 
accumulation and re-suspension of fine sediments in framework gravels (Carling, 
1984), and may partly explain some of the scatter in the relationships shown by some 
traps particularly those on Riffle C. Sediment supply will also have a strong influence 
upon some of the spatial and temporal accumulation patterns shown. Sediment waves 
or pulses, related to release from storage areas (e.g. slope-channel coupling zones, 
point bars), may also be responsible for elevating accumulation rates. In Church et 
al.'s (1991) study of fine bedload accumulation over a nival flood, very strong 
relationships were found between accumulation and discharge. This may reflect the 
solid-walled traps which he was using, which did not allow for post depositional 
development. Furthermore, the wire screen I mesh placed over the top of his traps is 
likely to have prevented turbulent resuspension of fines which had already settled 
within them. The traps used in this study, however, provide a closer analogue to the 
development of fines within natural gravels. 
Observations of the sub-2000 Jml fraction as a whole suggested this material was 
equally mobile, with little or no accumulation in traps found below a threshold T of 10 
Nm-2 (see Figure 5.4). Extrapolation of the lower portion of the rating relations for 
different size fractions taken from Riffle A supported this observation and 
demonstrated 'near equal mobility' for three out of the four size fractions considered, 
the exception being the 250-500,um fraction which required a lower threshold 't (5 
Nm-2) for entrainment. Further examination of rating relations revealed that grain size 
fraction responded differently to progressive increases in T. Slope exponents for 
Riffles A and B tended to be steepest for the 125-1250Jml or the 500-1000,um 
fraction, whereas for Riffle C steepest b exponents were found for the lOOO-2000Jml 
fraction. This finding would favour the occurrence of selective transport. Information 
on the mobility of sand was also obtained from the magnetic tracer survey. 
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Magnetic tracer survey 
Movement of tracer sands was found to occur at flows as little as 0.5m3s·1 where the 
centroid was transported a further 11.5m downstream. The lowest flow recorded 
where fine bedload had accumulated in traps was 0.35m3s·1, before the tracer 
experiment was conducted, which equated to a reach 1'= 20 Nm·2 (supporting the 
basket trap data). Transport of sand was found to show a strong dependence upon 
both maximum Q and the duration of competent flow (t), as demonstrated by Figure 
5.2 and equations 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7. Observations of tracer sand at flows as low as 0.5 
m3s·1 suggested that sand is selectively transported over the surface of a stable gravel 
bed until 't is capable of mobilising surface gravel particles. The plot of Qt versus L 
shown in Figure 5.2 demonstrated two linear relationships, which may be explained 
by selective transport processes. The pattern shown is indicative of two phase 
transport processes (sensu Jackson and Beschta, 1982): solid symbols represent 
transport of tracer over a stable armour bed (stabilised after a long period of summer 
low flows), whereas open symbols represent movement of tracer after break of the 
armour layer and bed structure. Tracer may have been stored in the subsurface gravel 
interstices after penetration of the surface voids (sensu Beschta and Jackson, 1979). 
Following the first major flood of the winter (7.12m3s·1), it is feasible that the surface 
layer was disrupted and mobilised in the vicinity of the seeded zone. This would have 
resulted in exposure of formerly infiltrated material and higher magnetic susceptibility 
values close to the original seeded zone. Coarse tracer data show mobilisation of 
coarse surface (D50) tracers in the seeded zone at or near this discharge (see Chapter 
Six and Eight). 
Flow regime and equal mobility 
Substantial variations occurred in the proportions of materi~ which accumulated in 
traps at during different flow regimes (Figure 5.10). Deviation from equal mobility 
appears to occur for all grain size classes when consideration is given to seasonal 
variations. However when the full study period is taken into consideration Pi I Ji == 1.0 
for some grain size fractions. This finding is similar to that of Church et al., (1991), 
who also found substantial variations in the proportions of material trapped at varying 
flows, and were able to statistically demonstrate 'near equal mobility' for the 
<210mm fraction. 
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Multiple regression analysis demonstrated a strong dependence of A upon T, equation 
5.8 takes into account any trap effect which may occur as a result of local variations 
in local hydraulics or sedimentary environment, and Equation 5.9 allows for any size 
effects, which improved the ,; value. The difference between these two models was 
found to be highly significant (p<O.OOl), which means that effect of grain size upon 
the relationship between 'r and A is significant, and that size selective transport is in 
operation for the sand fraction on the Rede. 
Role of fine sediments in riffle-pool maintenance 
Data presented in this Chapter indicate that Phase 1 bedload transport appears to be 
initiated at flows of about 4% bankfull (0.35 m3s· I). Tracer centroid movement 
appeared to indicate winnowing of fines across a relatively stable gravel bed until the 
first large winter of 84% bankfull (7.12 m3s·I). This would suggest that riffle gravel 
was relatively stable until this large flood, even though pebble tracer data presented in 
Chapter Seven will show gravel movement is possible at lower flows (30% bankfull). 
One possible reason for this is the effect of bed structure upon gravel transport. After 
long durations of relatively low flows, capable of Phase 1 transport only, riffle 
sediments can become more compact due to the lateral and vertical redistribution of 
sands, silts and clays (Reid and Frostick, 1984; Reid et al., 1984). Temporal 
variability in both the quantity and grain size of sediments accumulating in gravel 
framework voids is clearly demonstrated in Figure 5.10, and could have a strong 
influence on gravel mobility. During periods of high flow and regular flooding in the 
winter months, the grain size of material deposited in gravel interstices tends to be in 
the coarse sand range (500-2000 Jlffl). However, during the intervening summer 
months where long periods of low flow predominate, material <250 mm more likely 
to accumulate in gravel interstices. Transport of coarser sands may reflect disruption 
of the gravel surface and release of interstitial fines, and extrinsic inputs to the 
channel. Re-deposition of this material may result in a relatively loose bed structure. 
Accumulation of finer material «250 mm) during the summer, reflects redistribution 
of previously deposited fines on the riffles. This finer material is more likely to 
promote compaction, and reduce the mobility of the bed. 
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The interaction of fine sediments with the gravel may be of key importance to the 
maintenance of riffle-pool morphology due to the influence upon mobility of the bed 
(Clifford, 1993b; Sear, 1996). If mobility of bed sediments are influenced by the 
quantity and grain size of accumulating fine sediments then it would appear that bed 
sediment mobility may change over time depending upon flood frequency and 
magnitude and sediment supply. The binding action of fine sediments needs to be 
researched further, along with temporal variation in compaction and accumulation. 
5.5 Summary 
1) The lowest discharge where sand accumulated in basket traps was 0.35 m3s-1, 
which equated to a reach average 't'of20 Nm-2; 
2) More detailed analysis for initial motion for individual sand-size fractions was 
found to fall in the range 11-22 Nm-2; 
3) A high degree of scatter is evident when A was plotted against 't' from all traps 
throughout the study reach. This may be due to spatial patterns of turbulent flow 
and sediment supply. This needs to be researched further; 
4) Tracing experiments indicate that sand movement is not only influenced by flow 
but also by the interaction with the gravel population. Transport distance (L) 
showed initially a linear relationship with Qt. However after the first large flood 
capable of transporting gravel, L deviated and showed negative movement in 
some instances. This could either be attributed to (i) re-exposure of infiltrated; 
5) Tracer near to the seeded zone, as a result of removal of surface gravel, or (ii) or 
net erosion of the downstream mass of tracer after initial movement; 
6) Statistical analyses of size data indicate that selective transport is in operation for 
sand-sized sediments on the Rede; 
7) Deviation from equal mobility shows a seasonal pattern which also varies with 
size. However there is a suggestion that seasonal variations cancel themselves out 
over the period of a year, indicating that equal mobility may apply in the longer 
term. This would be logical, as no strong downstream fining is evident in the Rede 
reach. 
Chapter Six examines the mobility of gravel (Phase 2 bedload) through the Rede 
riffle-pool sequence, whilst Chapter Seven will describe the routing of fine-bedload 
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through the Rede riffle-pool sequence and discuss implications of sediment supply 
upon accumulation rates. 
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Chapter Six 
Mobility of bed sediments through a rime-pool sequence 2: Coarse 
bedload 
6.1 Introduction 
Information concerning initial motion criteria for bed-sediments in gravel bed rivers is 
crucial to a range of geomorphological and ecological problems. Studies of channel 
morphological change, bedload transport, palaeohydraulic reconstruction, and 
flushing flow estimations for fish spawning grounds all require information on the 
relationship between initial movement of different grain sizes and flow strength. As 
was highlighted in Chapter One (section 1.5.3), the principle area of debate relating to 
this issue in mixed size gravels is the concept of sediment 'equal mobility' 
(Klingeman, 1982; Parker et al., 1982a and b; and Andrews and Parker, 1987). It is 
also recognised that the mobility of sediment can vary through the riffle-pool 
sequence and play an important in its maintenance (Clifford, 1990; Clifford, 1993a; 
Sear, 1996). If the equal mobility hypothesis (Eq 1.2) applies for both riffles and 
pools, and if the ratio of surface to subsurface grain sizes is different resulting in Be 
(pool) < Be (riffle), then pool scour and riffle maintenance will result. 
Lower Be for poOl sediments in comparison to riffles should result in increased 
transport distances and grain velocities for pool sediments (e.g. Ashworth, 1987; Sear, 
1992a; 1996, although greater pool tractive force may also have the same effect. 
Grain size and -rare known to affect grain velocity (Drake et al., 1988; Wilcock, 
1997) as (i) the displacement length of a tracer clast is known to increase absolutely 
and relatively for a given particle size for a given flow (Ferguson and Wathen, 1998), 
and (ii) displacement length and frequency increase with -r and n. This Chapter 
examines the mobility of gravel through the Rede study reach and assesses the 
implications for riffle-pool maintenance. Data are presented on travel distance and 
tracer velocity for a range of tracer size fractions seeded in pools and riffles monitored 
on five occasions over a thirteen-month period. These data are used to demonstrate 
the mobility of different grain sizes and the relationships between transport distance 
and flow, and tracer velocity and flow. 
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6.2 Experimental design 
Studies which have addressed the problem of sediment mobility have traditionally 
used bedload samplers (Andrews, 1983) and flumes (Wilcock, 1997). However, more 
recently, field-based tracer studies have provided some informative data sets (Church 
and Hassan, 1992; Ferguson and Wathen, 1998). This latter approach was employed 
on the Rede where transport distances of individual clasts of coarse-grained material 
were measured directly by tracking 288 measured and weighed and painted clasts, 
placed throughout the study reach as described in Chapter Two. The flood 
hydrographs for the periods between tracer surveys are indicated in Figure 6.1, where 
it can be seen that hydrograph peaks ranged from 2.17 to 9.92m3s·1 (over bankfull), 
between tracer emplacement on the 21 January 1998 to the final re-survey on 28 
February 1999. 
Stream power pgQs, was used initially to relate gross sediment movement to flow, 
using the peak discharge of each flood recorded. In order to provide a greater 
resolution to the analyses, clast-specific hydraulics were estimated using Pwgds. Depth 
(d) for each cross-section and reach average slope (s) data were estimated using Eq 
4.1, which allowed a shear stress surface to be generated in Surfer using Kriging (see 
Chapter Two and section 4.3.4). The 75th percentile depth for the reach was used as 
gravel transport tends to be located near the thalweg, and the stress here would be 
underestimated by using mean depth (Ferguson and Wathen, 1998, section 4.3.4) in 
what were generally non-trapezoidal sections. By entering the co-ordinates for each 
clast before each transport event into Surfer it is possible to estimate a point specific 
shear stress for that clast. 
6.2.1 Virtual velocity 
To obtain further information on gravel mobility it is useful to gain an insight into the 
rate of movement of different tracer size fractions. The concept of 'virtual velocity' 
(Hassan et al., 1992) rather than travel distance provides an appropriate tool here. 
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Figure 6.1 Discharge hydrographs for periods in between tracer re-surveys, a) 21101198-22/03/98, b) 22/03/98-08104/98, c) 08/04198-
08/06/98, d) 08/06/98-05/11198, e) 05/11198-28102199. 
Virtual velocity is calculated as distance travelled divided by the duration of 
competent flow, rather than calendar time which comprises mainly of inactive periods 
whose percentage flow duration may differ between rivers. Ferguson and Wathen 
(1998) have used this method on the AlIt Dubhaig. but did not take into account 
differences in duration of competent flow relative to grain size. hence the duration is 
defined as equal for all grain sizes present. This is a little surprising. as this paper 
discusses size selective transport, implying that the duration of competent flow should 
be different for different sizes of gravel. In the present study. a size-specific 
competent flow duration was calculated for each size fraction for the full hydrograph 
record over the thirteen-month study period. 
Mean grain velocity Vi of size fraction i depends upon tracer diameter D1• the average 
size Dj of surrounding particles, the average shear stress 'f, acceleration due to gravity 
g and fluid densities Pw and Ps (e.g. Hassan et al., 1992; Ferguson and Wathen, 1998). 
Dj is taken to be the size of the surface material rather than the subsurface (e.g. 
Church and Hassan. 1992). This is an important consideration as surface material 
introduces hiding and protrusion effects; the Dso of the surface material is used for 
pools and riffles in this analysis. 
According to Ferguson and Wathen (1998), four dimensionless groups characterise 
the dependence of Vi on these variables, when Dj is taken to be a repeating variable, 
these are; 
(i) submerged specific gravity (p, - Pw)1 P w. 
(ii) relative grain size D* = DI / Dj , 
(iii) Shields stress 8c = 't I (p, - Pw)gD. For the Rede data 8c was calculated using 'f 
estimated from the 75th percentile depth for riffles, pools and reach, and in this 
instance a mean water surface slope of 0.00728. In this analysis variations in s 
between riffles and pools and at different flows are not accounted for. 
'f calculated in this manner therefore reflects stage changes in d rather than s, 
and shows a strong dependence upon stage as demonstrated by the regression 
equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. This method allowed 'fto be estimated for the flows 
monitored during tracer pebble movement. In addition to this, surface grain 
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size for pools, riffles, and the reach, and tracer grain size D/ were required to 
calculate a Shields stress defined at (iii). 
(iv) dimensionless velocity V* = Vi / ygD; was calculated using tracer diameters D; 
because velocities of individual size classes were required. 
6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Recovery rate 
An obvious weakness with the painted tracer approach is the loss of clasts due to 
burial (e.g. Hassan et al. (1984). To overcome this problem, the magnetic tracing 
work for fine bedload on the Rede channel coupled with annual re-survey of fixed 
cross-sections indicated only minor bed turnover which suggested burial may not be a 
major problem on the Rede. This fact led to painted clasts being used. Figure 6.2 
demonstrates the percentage recovery rates for pools and riffles and shows a slightly 
greater recovery rate on the riffles and enhanced loss of finer fractions. Recovery rates 
were reasonable after three events (70-80%), however fell to 30-40% by the fourth re-
survey. 
6.3.2 Transport distance 
The total distance transported for different grain-size classes over the 13 month period 
is shown in Figure 6.3. It is difficult to distinguish any pattern in the relationship 
between grain size and transport distance from these data. It is evident that some 
pebbles moved long distances whereas others, of a similar size, moved only short 
distances. If the mean distances travelled over the whole study period are taken into 
account (riffles = 8.35m, pools=8.97m), there is little difference between travel 
distance for riffles and pools. However if the maximum distance is considered, pools 
are found to transport clasts further (72.61m) in comparison to riffles (59.7m), 
reflecting the greater high flow competence of some pools (see Chapter Four). A 
closer examination of the data is needed to provide an insight into downstream sorting 
processes operating in the Rede. 
By calculating the sum of the mean distances over each of the five flow events studied 
for individual size classes of tracer particles, a pattern is revealed (Figure 6.4). The 
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curves in Figure 6.4 show a bimodal pattern for both pools and riffles, with two grain 
size peaks in transport distance. For the riffles it appears to be the 50-60mm fraction 
that travels the furthest, with a secondary transport peak shown for the 140-1S0mm 
fraction. For the pool data, the 90-100mm fraction travels the furthest, with a 
secondary peak found for the 140-150mm fraction. There is a steady increase in 
transport distance up until the primary peaks for both riffles and pools. However there 
appears to be a steady decline in transport distance for both riffles and pools after this 
primary peak until the 1l0-12Omm size fraction (which approximates to the D50 for 
the surface material), which only travels approximately 5m for both riffles and pools. 
Transport lengths begin to increase once more after this grain size until the secondary 
peaks are reached after which there is a further decline in travel distance once more. 
Evidence for both selective transport and for hiding effects I equal mobility to varying 
degrees can be demonstrated. A decrease in mean distance with progressively 
increasing size (falling limb) indicates selective transport, whereas an increase in 
travel distance with progressively increasing grain size (rising limb) indicates hiding 
effects. Overall it appears that finer grains are transported further in comparison to 
coarser material for riffles, however this relationship is not expressed as clearly for 
the pool data. Hiding effects appear to be a feature for both small and medium size 
fractions; between 30-50 mm for the riffles and for 20-90 mm for the pools, and for 
size classes just above the D50 for the surface layer; 110-140 mm for both riffles and 
pools. Hiding effects may be more prevalent in the pools due to the coarser size of the 
surface sediments in comparison to the adjacent riffles (see Chapter Three). 
6.3.3 Shape factors 
It has previously been noted by Schmidt and Ergenzinger (1992) that rod-shaped 
clasts may travel further than other shapes due to their increased exposure to flow. It 
is therefore necessary to examine the significance of any shape effects upon transport 
distance. Table 6.1 presents travel distance data for the River Rede channel for pools 
and riffles, for the thirteen-month monitoring period. Although there is a tendency for 
rod shaped material to move further, results from an F - test indicate no statistically 
significant differences for travel distances between different shaped clasts. This 
analysis suggests that shape factors may be discounted, and that further analysis of the 
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relationship between flow and sediment movement may concentrate on size effects. 
The following sections concentrate upon the flow upon sediment movement, and 
tackle the issues of critical flows for initiation of movement and the equal mobility 
hypothesis. 
Table 6.1 Anova table for distance of travel of different clast shapes, a) Pools, b) 
Riffles 
Anova: Single Factor 
tIl..E22Ii 
SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average VananCt! 
Blades 103 418.7663 4.065693 55.84978 
Rods 104 505.9244 4.864657 137.7017 
Discs 222 823.051 3.707437 87.5683 
Spheres 58 193.469 3.335672 38.70477 
ANOVA 
Source of SS df MS F P-value Fcrit 
Variation (p.O.OOJ) 
Between 122.7025 3 40.90084 0.476731 0.698622 5.508809 
Groups 
Within 41438.71 483 85.79444 
Groups 
Total 41561.42 486 
Anova: Single Factor 
OzlRlftles 
SUMMARY 
Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Blades 169 709.9532 4.200907 103.0327 
Rods 118 657.007 5.567856 160.8 
Discs 247 1006.602 4.075311 67.87112 
Spheres 150 557.0084 3.713389 58.93169 
ANOVA 
Source of SS df MS F P-value Fcrit 
Variation (p.O.OOJ) 
Between 255.261 3 85.08702 0.939269 0.421192 5.483344 
Groups 
Within 61600.21 680 90.58855 
Groups 
Total 61855.47 683 
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6.3.4 Tracer movement and stream power 
Before concentrating upon the effects of local hydraulics upon sediment movement it 
is informative to analyse the relationship between a gross flow parameter such as peak 
discharge and travel distance. However, in order to allow relations to be applied to 
other streams, it is more useful to evaluate maximum stream power (.0) for the Rede 
study site from pgQs, for each flood studied (using mean bed slope of 0.0062). The 
plot of mean transport distance for different grain size classes of tracer against 
maximum stream power is shown in Figure 6.S, and the log-log relation details in 
Table 6.2. In this plot the tracer data have been divided up into four grain size 
categories, rather than using individual clast size. Although information is limited to 
five events, there appears to be a fairly narrow range of flows for initial motion. 
Taking the detectable motion to be movement of O.Sm or more, the threshold total .0 
for mobilisation appears to lie between 127 and 187 Wm-2, which equated to a unit 
stream power (00) of IS.3 and 22.6 Wm-2 respectively, recorded at discharges of 
between 2 and 3 m3s-1 (23- 3S% bankfull) in the Rede channel. This compares well 
with other studies. For example Webber (1971) suggests a stream power of 16 Wm-2 
is required to mobilise fine gravel, whereas Brookes (1990) suggests a threshold value 
of 3S Wm-2• There appears to be an almost identical .0 required to mobilise grain sizes 
between 20 and 120 mm for the riffle tracer data, with the exception of material 
> 120mm which requires greater .0. Data for pools 
Size 
Riffles 
> 120mrn 
SO-120mrn 
40-S0mm 
20-40mm 
Mean 
Pools 
> 120mrn 
SO-I20mm 
4Q-SOmm 
20-40mm 
Mean 
IE-OS 
0.0004 
4E-OS 
8E-06 
4E-OS 
6E-OS 
3E-OS 
6E-OS 
5E-07 
2E-OS 
2.0694 
1.4731 
1.91S1 
2.2S38 
1.9286 
1.8012 
1.9388 
1.8S13 
2.7111 
2.0609 
0.78* 
0.S6* 
O.77t 
0.87* 
0.70 
0.S9* 
0.S9* 
O.SSt 
0.92t 
0.71 
187 
127 
137 
135 
134 
151 
151 
132 
164 
137 
Table 6.2 Size-specific rating relations of the form L = ad , where L is the mean 
distance of transport for tracer data taken from riffles and pools, .0 is stream 
power and a and b are regression coefficients .... ~ significant at CI = O.OS, t (J 
= 0.1. 
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Figure 6.5 Log-log rating curves for size-specific mean transport distance versus stream power (pgQs) for a) Riffles and b) Pools. 
The size specific rating relations are presented in Table 6.2. 
indicate that the D required to mobilise the finest fraction (20-40mm) in the pools 
appear to require greater powers than coarser material, which may be indicative of 
hiding. At first sight these data appear to be suggestive of equal mobility. 
Differences are evident between the slopes of the curves; which results in the finer 
material plotting slightly higher on the graph, with progressively increasing D, than 
the coarser. This is indicative of progressively finer sizes having greater sensitivity to 
increasing flow strength, in comparison to progressively coarser size grades. The 
increased steepness of the curves for the finest class (20-40mm) is demonstrated by 
the high bi exponents for the log-log relations shown in Table 6.2, reflecting their 
smaller, lighter, more easily transportable nature. Coarser size classes generally have 
lower bi exponents than finer sizes, however a higher value is also found for > 120mm 
tracers on riffles. This would suggest that a threshold may be reached whereby the 
effects of increased protrusion into the flow counteract size and density effects. The 
middle size classes may be more susceptible to hiding effects, although it is difficult 
to be sure from this limited data set. These data provide evidence of both size 
selectivity and protrusion effects. 
From these data it may be reasonable to assume that some bed surface disruption and 
bedload transport begins to occur in the Rede channel at stream powers of 132 Wm-2 
in the pools and 127 Wm-2 on the riffles (Q = 2_3m3s-1, approximately 23-35% 
bankfull). This is slightly lower than the value suggested for gravel bed disturbance 
shown earlier in Figure 5.2. Stream power allows a broad assessment of sediment 
mobility at the reach scale. A closer examination may be achieved by focusing on 
clast specific movement and hydraulics. 
6.3.5 Thresholds for transport for tracer grains in rift1es and pools 
In this study, the threshold shear stress Tc for individual tracer grains mobilised >O.5m 
was calculated using point specific d and s obtained from a kriged surface for each 
flow peak (see section 4.3.4). The dimensionless Shields entrainment function for 
each clast was then calculated using Eq 1.1. Values of Be were then plotted against the 
ratio of Di I Dj (D*), where Dj is the median size of the surrounding particles. Dj is 
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relevant through hiding and protrusion effects and should therefore refer to the surface 
layer not the subsurface (Ashworth and Ferguson, 1989). 
The resultant curves, given in Figure 6.6, produced for riffle and pool data both 
demonstrate the higher entrainment thresholds required for particles which arc finer 
0.00 +-----~--~--~~~~~------~--~~--~~~~ 
0.10 1.00 
DJDso 
10.00 
• 
Figure 6.6 Decrease in critical dimensionless shear stress for entrainment with increasing 
grain size relative to the bed, as inferred from individual tracer clast movement 
(>0.5m), transported at different shear stresses in riffles and pools. Slope (b-exponent) 
would be 0 for simple Shields-type size-selective entrainment and - 1.0 for equal 
mobility of all grain sizes. 
than the surface layer. The curves demonstrate a negative dependence of 8c upon 
relative grain size (D/D50). The equations for the log-log curves shown in Figure 6.6 
are: 
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Reach 
Be = 0.031 DilDio,829 n=618, 1 = 0.485, SE = 0.187 
(6.1) 
Rimes 
Be = 0.032 DilDio,924 n=371, 1 = 0.461, SE= 0.203 
(6.2) 
Pools 
Be = 0.027 DilDj...(),889 n=247, 1 = 0.585, SE = 0.147 
(6.3) 
Progressively coarser grains require progressively lower 8e for initial motion, which 
may be explained through hiding effects. Riffle data tend to plot above pool data 
indicating a higher Be for a given DIDso. At first glance this would suggest that pool 
sediments are more mobile than riffles sediments, as the intercept exponent (a) is 
larger for the riffle in comparison to the pool. However differences in DIDso between 
riffles and pools are such that the pool lag surface sediments have a tendency to be 
coarser than the riffle surface and the bedload fed out of the pools, which means that 
much of the pool bedload is sheltered behind coarse lag clasts. The net consequence 
of this is that riffle bedload sediments require a lower Shields stress for entrainment in 
comparison to pool sediments; 8e = 0.049 for riffles, and 8e = 0.055 for pools, 
compared with a mean Be = 0.051 for the whole Rede channel. The data show some 
overlap; however results from an F-test presented in Table 6.3 suggest the values for 
8e for riffles and pools are significantly different (p = 0.05). Values for 't'e obtained 
using 8e predicted using the regression equations 6.2 and 6.3 for surface sediments in 
the grain size range 1O-120mm are; 37.5-45.3 Nm-2 on riffles, compared with 39.5-
52.1 Nm-2 in pools. Again, higher 't'c are required in pools due to the coarse nature of 
the lag deposit which surrounds the bedload. If pools were assumed to have the same 
surface grain size as the riffles, then 't'c would be lower than the riffles ranging 
between 28.8-37.9 Nm-2• 
The slope terms in the equations (b - exponents) are close to the -1.0 required for 
equal mobility to dominate the transport process (Parker and Klingeman, 1982), 
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which would suggest the degree of size selectivity is significantly reduced, in favour 
of equal mobility. 
Table 6.3 Anova table, comparing Shields dimensionless entrainment function data for 
riffles and pools. 
Anova: Single Factor 
SUMMARY 
Groups 
Riffles 
Pools 
ANOVA 
Source of 
Variation 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
Count 
371.000 
247.000 
SS 
0.005 
0.574 
Sum 
18.189 
13.610 
df 
1.000 
616.000 
Total 0.579 617.000 
Average Variance 
0.049 0.001 
0.055 0.001 
MS F P·value Fcrit 
(p= O. 05) 
0.005 5.880 0.016 3.857 
0.001 
6.3.6 Mobility and size selectivity for rimes and pools and a comparison with 
other published data 
Further analyses of mobility and size selectivity require non-dimensional scaling of 
travel distance and grain size in order to compare travel distance between floods and 
other streams. Church and Hassan (1992) applied this scaling technique for single 
events on a range of rivers to demonstrate the relationship between geometric mean 
grain size fractions (Di), with mean travel distance (L1). The best-fit curve for through 
all of this data was; 
Log Li* = 0.232 + 1.35 log (1 - log Di*) 
(6.4) 
Where Li* is Li scaled by the mean distance Lsos for the fraction containing the median 
surface grain size and Di* is Di scaled by the median subsurface grain size Dsos. 
Tracer size data from the Rede was split into lOmm fractions and analysed in the 
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same manner as by Church and Hassan. The results for the Rede reach as a whole 
over five events follow a similar convex-up shape, and only deviate slightly from 
Church and Hassan's curve, plotting slightly above (Figure 6.7). The curve suggests 
that for tracer grain sizes progressively coarser than the D 50 of the surrounding 
particles, that travel distance drops off rapidly, whereas tracer grains which were 
progressively finer than the surrounding surface material, travel distance increases but 
at a less rapid rate. 
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Figure 6.7 Relative travel distance of each size fraction for the Rede reach as a 
whole, and riffles and pools separately. The curve labelled CH92 is the 
function fitted by Church and Hassan (1992) to single-event data from 
previous studies (equation 6.4 in the text). 
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When riffle and pool data are considered independently there is considerable 
deviation shown for the riffle data, particularly evident when grain sizes smaller than 
the size of the surrounding bed material are considered. Travel distance appears to 
increase more rapidly for grain sizes progressively finer than the surrounding material 
for riffles in comparison to the pools, grouped Rede data, and Church and Hassan's 
data. This possibly reflects the lower 8e values obtained for riffle data (Figure 6.6). 
This demonstrates that gravel which is finer than the D50 of the surrounding grains is 
more mobile on the riffles in comparison to the pools. Some of the coarser riffle size 
fractions are found to plot slightly below the pool data, suggesting that these are more 
mobile than in the pools. 
The equations for the Rede data shown in Figure 6.7 are demonstrated below; 
Reach 
Log L;* = -0.137 D;* + 0.399 n= 17,p<0.OOI, ,; = 0.602, SE=0.152 
(6.5) 
Rimes 
Log L;* = -0.381 D;* + 1.411 n = 14, p<O.OOI, ,; = 0.632, SE=0.297 
(6.6) 
~ 
Log L;* = -0.172 D;* + 0.343 n = 16, p<0.01, ,; = 0.419, SE= 0.273 
(6.7) 
The negative constants in the equations above demonstrate an inverse dependence of 
travel distance upon grain-size fractions, a feature which is not shown when 
considering individual tracer grains. These data would appear to support the 
occurrence of size selectivity on the Rede. The following section will look more 
closely at the controls on grain movement, and will demonstrate the dependence of 
sediment movement (Virtual velocity) upon relative grain size and shear stress. 
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6.3.7 Virtual velocity of tracers - dependence upon scaled tracer size and 
dimensionless shields entrainment function. 
Dependence ofV* upon D* 
Virtual velocities of individual tracer size classes varied from 0.86 m day-I (20 mm) 
to 186 m day-I (130 mm) for pools and 3.98 m dail (30 mm) to 404 m dai l (130 
mm) for riffles. The mean virtual velocity for the reach as a whole and for riffles was 
76.0 m day-I whereas for pools it was 41.3 m day-I. This is not what was expected as 
pools tend to show higher 't' at high flow (see Chapter 4). The relationship between v* 
(virtual velocity) and D* (relative grain size) is demonstrated in Figure 6.8, where 
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Figure 6.8 Nondimensional 
velocity V* of each tracer 
size fraction of relative 
grain size D* for the 
reach as a whole, riffles 
and pools. 
there appears to be a strong positive log-log relationship. The regression equations for 
the reach, riffles and pools, are as follows; 
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Reach 
V* = 94.818 D*2.021 n=23, 1=0.77, p<O.OOl, SE=0.258 
(6.8) 
Rime 
V* = 109.27 D*1.793 n=ll, 1=0.70, p<O.Ol, SE=0.253 
(6.9) 
Pool 
V* = 77.569 D*2.075 n=12, 1=0.85, p<O.OOl, SE=0.231 
(6.10) 
This relationship demonstrates that progressively coarser grains relative to the 
surrounding surface material have progressively higher virtual velocities. Although 
smaller grains moved further than coarser grains over the thirteen month period (see 
Figure 6.4), finer grains are mobile for longer periods, and consequently their V'" is 
much lower than coarser grains. Furthermore, coarser grains tend to be transported 
further during single large events due to enhanced inertial effects. In Figure 6.8 pool 
data tend to plot below the riffle data indicating the lower y* for tracers located in 
pools within the measured range. However the slope (b) exponent in equation 6.10 of 
the rating indicates a steeper slope for the pools curve, suggesting that V* increases at 
a faster rate with a progressive increase in D*, in comparison to the riffle tracers. 
Extrapolation of the two curves beyond the measured data would suggest convergence 
at D* = 3.36. This situation would be unlikely but not impossible in the Rede channel, 
and would require extreme flows competent to mobilise boulders Dg=350mm, which 
are present in the Rede channel. The implication for the Rede data is that although 
size selective transport can be demonstrated for the distance of travel for riffle tracers, 
significant hiding effects must be in operation reducing V* for finer size fractions. 
Dependence of y* upon Be 
An alternative approach of predicting y* is from the grain Shields entrainment 
function Be since this involves the three likely controlling variables DI, Dj , and 1j. 
These data are plotted in Figure 6.9, where y* appears to show a strong negative 
dependence upon Be. This may at first seem paradoxical, as the greater the ratio of 
propulsive to resistive forces would imply greater transport potential hence greater 
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V*. However, as was noted in Figure 6.6, hiding effects result in a negative 
relationship between 8e and D*, so that grain sizes finer than the surrounding surface 
D50 require a greater 8e for mobilisation compared to grains coarser than the 
surrounding bed surface material which protrude into the flow. Furthermore, as was 
established in Figure 6.8, progressively finer tracer grains have lower v* due to the 
much longer duration of competent flow relative to path length compared to coarser 
clasts. Hence in Figure 6.9, progressively higher 8e values predict progressively lower 
V* as it is the finer grains which are being selected. 
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Figure 6.9 Alternative plot of nondimensional velocity V* as a function of 
Shields stress 8e. The curve is the excess-stress power law of equations 
6.11,6.12 and 6.13. 
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The log-log regression equations for the curves in Figure 6.9 are show below; 
Reach 
V* = 0.04568e·2.1326 n=23, 1=0.73, p<O.OOl, SE =0.277 
(6.11) 
Rime 
V* = 0.29828e -1.5836 n=ll, 1=0.52, p<0.05, SE=O.323 
(6.12) 
Pools 
V* = 0.01688e·2.4253 n=12, 1=0.88, p<O.OOI, SE=0.207 
(6.13) 
At 8e greater than 0.0328, the pool data tend to plot below that of the riffles, whereas 
at Be below this figure, pool data plot above that of the riffles. This is also reflected in 
the gradient of the log-log regression lines, where the pool data shows a steeper 
negative gradient (b - exponent) in comparison to the riffle data. This implies that V* 
decreases at a faster rate for tracer clasts situated in pools (as Be progressively 
increases) than is the case for tracer situated on riffles. 
Improved prediction o!V* using 8e and D* 
V* is known to depend upon 8e as well as D* (Ferguson and Wathen, 1998), and it is 
therefore useful to analyse this relationship more closely. Multiple regression 
provides an appropriate tool for analysis and the following equations; 
Reach 
log V* = 1.571 + 0.690D* - 9.903Be 
!Y!1k 
log V* = 0.248 + 1.731D* + 5.3688e 
:e2!!! 
log V* = 1.44 + 0.732D* - 9.4738e 
n=23, p<0.ool,1=O.90, 
n=ll, p<0.01,1=O.85, 
n=12, p<0.01,1=0.85, 
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SE=O.24 
(6.14) 
SE=O.26 
(6.15) 
SE=O.26 
(6.16) 
These equations tend to improve the prediction of V* (? >0.85, p<O.Ol). This is best 
illustrated by plotting the observed and predicted values of V*, shown in Figure 6.10 
where points fall very close to the 1: 1 line. 
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Figure 6.10 Comparison of observed nondimensional velocities V* for different 
size fractions for riffles and pools with values predicted from relative grain 
size D* and Shields stress Be using equations 6.14. 6.15 and 6.16. 
6.4 Discussion and conclusions 
This chapter has investigated gravel mobility (Be. clast travel distance. and velocity in 
relation to size and shear stress / stream power) through a gravel bed river displaying 
riffle-pool morphology. 
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6.4.1 Size selectivity and travel distance 
When consideration was given to the total travel distance of individual tracer grains 
over the study period there was no clear pattern exhibited between grain size and 
travel distance. This lack of a relationship has been found in a number of other 
streams such as Harris Creek (Hassan and Church, 1992), Alit Dubhaig (Ashworth, 
1987) and the semi-arid Nahal Hebron (Hassan, 1988), which all produce a similar 
plot (Figure 6.3a) to the Rede (see Hassan and Church, 1992). The Rede data and all 
these previous findings appear to support an early flume study by Einstein (1937), 
which clearly demonstrated the stochastic nature of entrainment and movement of 
individual particles in gravel-bed rivers. 
When the mean travel distance for individual size fractions was plotted against grain 
size, a downstream pattern was evident but was more distinctive for the riffle data. 
The downstream patterns exhibited by pools and riffles demonstrate the influence of 
hiding factors and also show some evidence of size selectivity. The bimodal pattern 
expressed between grain size and travel distance; with a primary peak in the fine-
medium sizes and a coarser peak at 140mm, may indicate that the hiding concept is 
more complex than has previously been reported. The observed pattern may reflect 
the bed structure through the Rede riffle-pool sequence. Riffles are composed of 
patches of finer gravel interspersed by large cobbles and occasional immobile 
boulders, which extend some distance into the subsurface, and above the water 
surface at low flow (Plate 3.1). The travel distance characteristics displayed for the 
riffle tracers between IOmm and 110mm may display transport operating through the 
gravel patches, where a finer Dso surface layer has some control on mobility up until 
50mm (tracers finer are subject to hiding factors). Tracers coarser than this controlling 
grain size operate on a size selective basis. The smaller lighter material is transported 
furthest whereas the larger heavier material is transported the least until protrusion 
effects begin to playa role. Tracer clasts coarser than the surface Dso (120mm) begin 
to be transported further due to the increased protrusion into the flow. These effects 
reach a maximum at 140mm (roughly the Dso of the coarser control clasts). 
Eventually protrusion effects appear to be counteracted by size and weight of the 
material, resulting in reduced transport distance for grains coarser than 140mm. In the 
pools, size selectivity only appears to operate for the lOO-llOmm and >140mm tracer 
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clasts. Transport distance for tracer clasts shows a progressive increase between 20 
and 90mm, and 1l0-140mm, reflecting the increased exposure to flow. 
There was little difference in the mean transport distance for tracer clasts situated in 
riffles and pools, although riffle clasts below 80mm riffles tended to be transported 
further than those same sizes in the pools. This may reflect the lower Be values 
obtained for riffle sediments (see section 6.4.2). There was some evidence however 
that sizes between 80 and 120mm were transported further in the pools, reflecting the 
higher maximum (Chapter Four). The frequency and duration of critical flows also is 
likely to play role in determining which size fractions are transported the furthest. 
When travel distance Li* is scaled by mean distance Lsos containing the median 
surface grain size and Di* is Di scaled by the median subsurface grain size Dsos, the 
pattern for the reach as a whole resemble the findings of Church and Hassan (1992) 
and Ferguson and Wathen (1998) very closely. According to Ferguson and Wathen, 
this provides evidence of size-selectivity. For tracer grains progressively finer than the 
subsurface material, travel distance increases slowly, whereas the decrease in travel 
distance is much more rapid with grains progressively coarser than the surface layer. 
This pattern may be explained by the different dominant controls of entrainment on 
different size fractions. Smaller fractions are influenced by hiding factors; hence the 
slow decline in travel distance. In this instance the general bed texture is important. 
Transport distance for clasts coarser than the subsurface D50 are influenced by inertial 
effects, so that individual grain size is critical. Similar patterns of enhanced size 
selectivity for coarser clasts has also been observed by Wilcock and McArdell (1993) 
who studied fractional bedload fluxes in their flume experiments. 
When the data for riffles and pools are considered separately, considerable deviation 
from Church and Hassan's data is evident for the riffles. Riffle data tend to plot above 
Church and Hassan's data and show a much steeper decline in travel distance with a 
progressive increase in relative grain size. Conversely pool data plot very close to 
Church and Hassan's data, producing a similar shaped curve. This would suggest that 
travel distance of tracers situated on riffles is much more sensitive to relative grain 
size in comparison to those situated in the pools. Furthermore, there is no distinctive 
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change in slope in the relationship for tracer grain sizes below the subsurface Dso, 
which suggests hiding factors are not as important in comparison to pools. 
6.4.2 Grain mobility 
Grain mobility was investigated initially on a gross basis by plotting the mean travel 
distance of grain size fractions against reach stream power. The data suggested that 
the threshold for the 20-120mm tracers was almost identical for the riffles, whereas 
for the pools, it was the 80-120mm size class which had a lower threshold for motion, 
and the 20-40mm size fraction required higher stream powers for mobilisation. 
Although these data are limited to observations over five events, it does appear to 
suggest that hiding factors significantly influence threshold conditions for 
mobilisation of bed material, however also indicate that some size selectivity operates 
in conjunction. 
Differences between riffles and pools 
A more critical analysis of mobility was conducted by plotting the dimensionless 9c 
against D*. The values obtained from the Rede tracer data fall close to those 
traditionally assumed for poorly sorted gravels, with a mean 8e = 0.051 for the whole 
Rede channel, 8e = 0.049 for riffles, and 8e = 0.055 for pools. Values customarily 
assumed for 8e are 0.06 for well-sorted sediments and 0.047 for poorly sorted 
sediments (Miller et al., 1977), although Buffington and Montgomery (1997) have 
highlighted that values may range from 0.052 to 0.086 for reference-based studies and 
0.030 to 0.073 for visually-based studies. 
8e values for pools were found to be significantly higher than those for riffles, 
suggesting that riffle sediments are more easily entrained in comparison to pools. This 
difference was evident even though riffle data tended to plot above pool data (Figure 
6.6). High 8e values for pools may be explained by the coarser nature of the 
surrounding lag sediments which shelter bedload material. If the pool surface grain 
size was equal to or finer than the surface layer of the riffles, then 8e values for pools 
would be lower than those found on the riffles. This is opposite to that found by Sear 
(1996) for the North Tyne, who attributed his findings to bed structure condition. 
Riffles tend to be more highly structured, armoured and compact, whereas the 
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sediment in pools tended to be loosely packed and more mobile. The information 
regarding bed structure for the Rede obtained from a penetrometer survey (data 
presented in section 3.3.6), did provide some evidence for pools and bars containing 
less compact material in comparison to riffles. However it appears that hiding effects 
caused by coarse lag deposits in the pools may be more influential. The ratio of 
surface to subsurface material is greater for pools in comparison to riffles. hence Be 
derived from Eq 1.2 are higher. Travel distance data for pool tracers suggest that 
transport of sizes below the Dso of the pool are strongly influenced by hiding effects. 
However protrusion effects become more important at sizes at or above the pool Dso. 
as demonstrated by greater transport distances for 80-120mm grains. 
Equal mobility hypothesis 
Log-log regression plotted through the data indicated an appreciable dependence of Be 
upon D*. The slope exponent of the rating relation provides information on the mode 
of transport. It has been suggested by Parker and co-workers that a b exponent equal 
to -1.0 signifies equal mobility for all grain size present on the bed. whereas a b 
exponent equal to 0 indicates selective transport for all grain sizes. Parker et al. 
(1982) working on Oak Creek in Oregon found; 
Be = 0.0876 DiiDlo.982 
(6.17) 
and regarded the b-exponent as effectively -I, indicating equal mobility of all size 
classes of material. Both riffle and pool b-exponents for the Rede are very close to 
equal mobility, suggesting that hiding factors may significantly influence the 
sediment transport regime even though other evidence shows some size selectivity. 
The b-exponent found for the majority of other rivers tends to be lower, indicating 
slight size selectivity. For example Ashworth and Ferguson (1989) for the AlIt 
Dubhaig and the Feshie concluded; 
8e = 0.072 DiiDlo.6s (AlIt Dubhaig) 
(6.18) 
8e = 0.054 DilDjo.67 (Feshie) 
(6.19) 
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while Sear (1996) found lower b-exponents (indicating stronger size selectivity) for 
the North Tyne; 
Be = 0.034 DilDfo.535 (pools) 
(6.20) 
B = 0.072 DilDj-O·595 (riffles) 
(6.21) 
The findings of Ashworth and Ferguson (1989) for the Lyngsdalva in Norway, 
however are closer to the equal mobility condition presented by Andrews (1983) for 
the East Fork, Snake and the Clearwater Rivers in Idaho; 
Be = 0.087 DilDj-O·92 (Lyngsdalva) 
(6.22) 
6.4.3 Virtual velocity, shear stress and grain size 
The data obtained from painted pebble transport measurements on the Rede permitted 
predictive relations to be drawn between the velocity of tracer clasts and (i) grain size, 
and (ii) shear stress. Dimensionless variables were employed for generality and 
transferability. Three main variables are known to influence virtual velocity Vj; (i) Dj 
of the individual tracer pebble, which determines its inertia, (ii) Dj of the surrounding 
surface particles, which control hiding and protrusion effects, and (iii) 'fj the typical 
bankfull shear stress which drives mobilisation (Ferguson and Wathen, 1998). The 
best predictor was given by multiple regression of Be and D* on to V*. The resulting 
equations 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16, predict v* very successfully. Coarser material appears 
to travel faster than finer material even though finer material travelled further over the 
thirteen-month study period. Furthermore there is a negative relationship between Be 
and V*, suggesting that particles which require a higher Be for mobilisation, travel 
slower than grains which require a lower Be. This is likely to be a reflection of relative 
grain size hiding effects. Tracer grains with a lower v* reflect shielded finer material 
which requires a higher Be for mobilisation. Conversely, the faster tracer grains reflect 
coarser material which protrudes into the flow and requires a lower Be for 
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mobilisation. It is important to note that this is opposite to the findings of Ferguson 
and Wathen (1998) for the AlIt Dubhaig, who concluded that faster grain velocities 
for finer size fraction reflected size-selective transport. The reason for this difference 
is that Ferguson and Wathen assumed an identical competence time regardless of 
grain size, whereas the analyses used here for the Rede uses competence times for 
different grain sizes. It should be noted if calendar time were used instead of 
mobilisation time, progressively finer material would have higher velocities 
(travelling further) in comparison to progressively coarser material (travelling shorter 
distances). 
6.S Summary 
1) Tracer movement was successfully monitored over five flows; an 80% recovery 
rate was found for the first three flows, however by the final re-survey thirteen 
months after seeding, the recovery rate had fallen to only 20%. This highlights the 
limitations of using painted clasts in tracer experiments; 
2) Although rods were transported further than other shapes this difference was not 
statistically significant, suggesting that travel distance was independent of shape. 
3) A bimodal distribution in size versus distance was evident suggesting the 
existence of both hiding and selective transport which appears to be controlled by 
t~ grain sizes; 
4) The grain size which travels the least approximates to the Dso for the reach, this 
may be considered the 'equilibrium' grain size; 
5) Evidence of both size selectivity and hiding effects (which drive equal mobility) 
may be found from plots of size fra~tion versus travel distance. No relationship 
was evident between event-based single clast travel distance and b-axis size; 
6) Transport distance increases with increasing ,Q at faster rates for finer sizes of 
sediments which suggests some selective transport is operating. However initial ,Q 
suggested very similar ,Q or slightly lower ,Q for progressively coarser fractions, 
suggesting near-equal mobility; 
7) 8e decreases with increasing D*. 8e is significantly higher for pools in comparison 
to riffles (p<O.05) which suggests that pool sediments less more mobile. This may 
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be explained by the ratio of surface to sub-surface sediments which is greater in 
pools due to the existence of a coarse lag deposit (see Chapter Three); 
8) b-exponents are very close to Parker and Klingeman' s (1982) equal-mobility 
value of -1.0, suggesting the occurrence of only minor size selectivity in the Rede 
channel; 
9) Scaled travel distance ULdsoss for the reach as a whole showed a very similar 
relationship with scaled grain size D* to that of Church and Hassan (1992) and 
Ferguson and Wathen (1998). Riffle data however showed considerable deviation, 
particularly for grains <.Dsos; 
10) V* shows a strong positive dependence upon D*, reflecting increased mobility 
with increasing protrusion into the flow; 
11) V* shows a strong negative dependence upon Be reflecting the higher velocities 
and lower 8c required to mobilise progressively coarser grains; 
12) Multiple regression demonstrates a strong dependence of v* upon two controlling 
variables; Be and D* (If>0.85, p>O.OI). 
Chapters Five and Six have considered the mobility and transport of gravel and sand 
and through riffle-pool topography. The existence of coarser pools in comparison to 
the riffles on the Rede (see Chapter Three) suggests that a variation to the traditional 
sediment sorting models discussed in Chapter One may exist. The following two 
chapters consider the routing and sorting of gravel and sand through the Rede riffle-
pool sequence. 
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Chapter Seven 
Phase 1 sediment routing through a rime-pool sequence 
7.1 Introduction 
During the majority of the flow range, riffles have greater tractive force in comparison 
to the pools. During these periods flows tend only to be competent enough to mobilise 
sand and fine gravel. It is generally accepted that during these flows any excess fine 
bedload, which was deposited on the riffle at high flow. is routed over the static riffle 
armour and transferred into zones of lower tractive force such as pool tails (Jackson 
and Beschta, 1982; Lisle and Hilton, 1992, 1999). Fines are stored in pools until the 
next high flow event where they are scoured and eventually transferred into pools 
situated further downstream (Wahl et al., 1993; Clifford, 1993b). A number of 
workers (Sawada et ai., 1985; Lisle and Hilton, 1992; 1999; Lisle and Madej, 1992; 
Wiele et al., 1996) describe the importance of supply dependency and winnowing 
processes upon storage of fines. Fine bedload is highly mobile and 'supply-
dependent' insofar as the net transport over a given period is more dependent upon the 
fines stored on the bed or supplied to the channel from extrinsic sources (e.g. eroding 
bluffs on hillslopes adjacent to the channel), than on the duration and magnitude of 
the stream flow. As the supply of fine bed material increases, the void spaces between 
framework particles in the riffle substrate become filled, resulting in greater volumes 
of exposed fines on the bed surface which may be subject to winnowing. This chapter 
examines spatial patterns of fine bedload routing (accumulation), storage, and grain 
size, through the Rede riffle-pool sequence to test this traditional model of sorting. 
The ecological significance of fine sediment accumulation in river gravels should also 
be raised. Data presented in this Chapter may also be of use to fisheries ecologists 
interested in siltation rates. Of particular use is the close attention to spatial variation 
in accumulation rates. which Acornley and Sear (1999) claim can be highly variable 
and linked to local hydraulic conditions. 
7.2 Approach 
To analyse the routing and sorting of sand (the major constituent of Phase 1 bedload). 
a combination of basket trap sampling and sediment tracing was employed (see 
Chapter Two for methodological details). The mass of fine sediment entering the traps 
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was recorded and converted into an accumulation rate (kg m2 day"l) using the 
calendar time between sampling and the area of the trap 0.05m2• The accumulation 
rates for each trap position gives an indicating of preferential Phase 1 sediment 
routing zones at high flow, and are not low flow storage areas. High accumulation 
rates in traps indicate high rates of sediment delivery. Grain size analysis was also 
conducted on basket samples to provide further information on size sorting across 
riffle surfaces (see Chapter Five, Appendix S.l). 
A tracing technique previously developed for monitoring movement of beach sands 
(van der Post et al., 1994) was chosen to provide further information about sorting of 
sand (particularly storage areas) through the Rede riffle-pool sequence. The details of 
the tracer manufacture process and tracer deployment are described in Chapter Two 
(see sections 2.4.6 and 2.4.9), whilst tracer detection in the field and laboratory is 
described in section 2.4.S. 
7.3 Results I: Basket traps - temporal and spatial variability in accumulation 
and grain size 
7.3.1 Temporal variation in accumulation rate 
i) Overall pattern 
The time series for overall accumulation rates are demonstrated in Figure 7.1, 
alongside the discharge information for the same period (lSlh March 1996 to llih 
March 1997). Overall individual basket accumulation rates (for riffles) ranged 
between 0.0013 and 1.527 kgm·2day·'. The limited data for pools suggested a much 
lower accumulation rate on average in comparison to riffles, with the exception of 
Pool 3. The highest rate of accumulation was found in traps at Riffle B after a flow of 
7.12 m3s·'. The mean temporal rate of accumulation showed a similar pattern between 
riffles however slight variations were encountered. During the first half of the 
investigation «8000 hrs) traps at Riffle B appeared to collect greater concentrations 
of fines coinciding with floods of a lower magnitude «Sm3s·') than those recorded 
later on in the study. During the later period it is the traps located at Riffle C which 
appear to collect slightly more fines than the other two riffles, a factor particularly 
evident after discharges greater than Sm3s·'. In the early part of the study when flows 
recorded were <Sm3s·' «8000hrs) these traps had collected the lowest concentrations 
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of fines. Concentrations of fines collected in the traps during the later part of the study 
(>80oohrs) are generally greater than those during the earlier part, which appears to 
be a response to the higher flows experienced during the same period. 
ii) Cross riffle variation 
The cross-riffle data showed a similar temporal pattern to that shown for the between-
riffle data (Figure 7.lc), with low rates generally below 0.1 kgm2day"l, in the early 
part of the study, with peaks of up to 0.5 kgm2day"\ shown later. Traps located on the 
right hand side of the channel consistently showed a similar pattern to the traps 
located in the centre of the channel. This was particularly evident between 9000 and 
10000 hrs, although traps located on the right hand side of the channel collected 
slightly lower concentrations of fines, seemingly after lower magnitude events «8000 
hrs). Traps located towards the left-hand side of the channel consistently recorded the 
lowest concentrations of fines. This indicated that this area was not to be a major zone 
for fine bedload routing. 
iii) Down riffle variation 
The time-series for down-riffle variation (mean for the three riffles) is demonstrated 
in Figure 7.1d. Again the low rates of accumulation in the early part of the study are 
highlighted. Peak rates appear to occur during the series of floods between 8000 and 
9000 hrs, with the peak occurring after a flood of 7.12 m3s·l. Spatial patterns are 
evident; during the early part of the study «8000 hrs) the head and crest of the riffles 
appear to collect similar amounts of fines. The tail of the riffles however appears to 
consistently collect greater concentrations, possibly reflecting increased delivery at 
low flow in this area of relatively high shear stress at low flow (see Chapter Four). 
This pattern appears to be lost after higher magnitude flows between 8000 and 9000 
hrs, only to re-appear once more after two lower flows (9000 and 10000 hrs). It is the 
traps located at the crest of the riffle, which appear to collect greater concentrations of 
fines after larger floods, whereas the head of the riffle has a tendency to record the 
lowest rates of accumulation at this flow. Intermediate and low discharges however 
appear to encourage high accumulations at the tail of a riffle. 
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iv) Pool-riffle variation 
Pools 2 and 4 (see Figure 2.3 c) consistently showed lower accumulations of fines in 
comparison to the riffles above and below. Pool 2 tended to collect the lowest 
concentrations, whilst Pool 3 collected the greatest. On two occasions this pool 
collected more fines than the adjacent riffles. Notably, Pool 3 is not as deep as the 
other two pools which were sampled, is on a straight section of channel and is not as 
susceptible to scour as the other two. Pool 3 has characteristics closer to a glide 
(Padmore, 1998). Fines have to be fed through this pool as it lies on a straight section 
of channel, whereas on meandering sections, fines can be fed over bar surfaces 
instead of through the pool trough. 
7.3.2 Temporal variation in the grain-size of accumulating sediments 
i) Down riffle size variation 
For each riffle, Figure 7.2 shows the down-riffle variation in grain size of sand (63-
2000~m) infiltrating traps. Coarser sediments were found to infiltrate traps in 
response to the higher magnitude flood events experienced in the later half of the 
study. There is a tendency for either the tail (and less frequently the crest) of riffles to 
collect coarser sediments, with the head of the riffle collecting the finest sediments. 
Riffle C demonstrates an increase in grain size and less fluctuation in comparison to 
Riffles A and B in the later part of the study, which is possibly related to the 
occurrence of higher magnitude floods. 
ii) Cross riffle size variation 
The variation in median grain size characteristics for accumulating sand (63-2000~m) 
across each riffle is shown in Figure 7.3. For each riffle it appears that there is a trend 
for coarser material to have been retrieved during the later part of the study 
(>8000hrs), which appears to reflect the higher magnitude flows experienced during 
this period. Also evident is the coarser nature of the fines accumulating in traps 
located in the centre of the channel. The pattern (shown most strongly for Riffles A 
and B was for traps located on the left hand side of the channel to collect slightly finer 
sediments than the middle of the channel, and for the right hand bank to collect the 
finest sediments. From these results, clear spatial patterns of fine sediment 
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accumulation are evident, which may reflect local hydraulics, sediment supply and 
local morphology. The next section attempts to quantify the relationship between the 
non-uniform bed profile of the riffle-pool sequences and fine bedload accumulation. 
Furthermore, consideration is also given towards the influence of local grain 
roughness (which also varies spatially though the riffle-pool sequence) upon 
accumulation. 
7.3.3 Influence of relative form (morphology) and surface grain size 
The influence of the non-uniform projection of the bed into the flow may be 
expressed at two scales. Firstly, form roughness (Kf) is the degree to which the 
morphology of the bed projects into the flow, and second is grain roughness (Kg) 
which is the degree to which a surface grain projects into the flow. The height of these 
two scales of roughness element is assumed to remain constant over the period of a 
single flood event, however the relative roughness effects are taken into account i.e. 
changes in the projection of roughness elements into the flow with changing flow 
depth with discharge. This is an important consideration because flow resistance is 
known to be greater at low flows compared with high flows (Sargent, 1979). Relative 
form roughness was calculated by fitting a line parallel to the regression line fitted to 
the long profile of bed (taken along the thalweg) (Figure 2.16), which passed through 
the lowest points in every pool in the study reach. The height of the bed above the line 
at the position of each trap was then divided by flow depth estimated for each flow 
(using the methods described in section 4.3.4). Relative grain roughness was 
calculated by dividing the D84 of the armour layer placed on top of each trap by the 
flow depth. 
Form roughness and routing offines 
Riffle heads, margins and bar tops have higher form resistance than riffle tails and 
pools. It is the areas of low form roughness which are likely to be the preferred zones 
of sediment routing as these areas are competent for longer and experience greater 
tractive force compared to zones of high relative form roughness. Therefore it may be 
expected that bars, riffle heads and margins would tend to have lower accumulation 
rates in comparison riffle centres and tails. The plot of relative form roughness versus 
accumulation in Figure 7.4 provides the expected pattern, with a negative exponential 
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relationship between form roughness and accumulation; with least accumulation in 
traps situated on the higher form roughness elements, and highest accumulation on the 
low roughness areas. The higher rates of accumulation in these areas reflect enhanced 
delivery of material; greater length of time where flows are competent enough to 
transport material to the trap, and may also possibly reflect enhanced downward 
hydraulic forces. The bed surface in lower elevation areas always appeared clear of 
fines at low flow, indicating the efficient flushing of material on the falling limb of 
the hydrograph. This flush-out of fines however does not appear to influence the 
quantity of material stored in the traps, although there is a suggestion that it may 
influence its grain size. Surface deposits of fines are found on the higher 
. elevation/roughness areas; bar tops and riffle margins (particularly evident in the 
tracer study). These surface deposits are effectively stranded as a result of rapid 
recession on the flood hydrograph. 
Grain roughness and accumulation offines 
A similar negative exponential relationship may be found between relative grain 
roughness and accumulations of fines (Figure 7.5). Low relative grain roughness 
appears to improve the delivery of fines over the bed surface to traps. This suggests 
that gravel protrusion into the flow (high grain roughness) reduces sediment delivery 
to the traps, possibly because fines are sheltered behind the coarse clasts. 
Alternatively, higher grain roughness may induce turbulent flows which prevent fines 
from settling into traps situated in the lee of coarse particles. 
7.4 Results II: Magnetics - routing and sorting 
7.4.1 Dimensionless surface susceptibility 
Magnetic tracing provides further detail regarding routing and sorting of fines through 
the Rede riffle-pool sequence. Surface susceptibility data obtained using the 
Bartington loop sensor was obtained on three occasions; (i) before tracer 
emplacement, (ii) 1 week after tracer emplacement during low flow, and (iii) after the 
first flood event post tracer emplacement (Figure 7.6a-c). The pre-emplacement 
survey demonstrates the natural background susceptibility. Background surface 
susceptibility (Figure 7.6a) was in the ranges 10-192 x 10-8 m3kg· '. The two 
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subsequent plots may be compared against this background plot. Figure 7.6b 
demonstrates spatial patterns one week after emplacement of tracer. The highest 
values are found in the top pool 1 indicating the location and extent of the seeded 
zone. A small amount of redistribution has taken place under low flow conditions 
«O.5m3s·1), where occasional high X values (in comparison to background levels) 
may be observed on Riffle A further downstream, possibly reflecting small-scale 
transport (winnowing) from the tail of the pool onto the riffle during low flows. Much 
greater re-distribution is demonstrated after the survey taken on the 22 May 1996, 
which followed a flood peak of 3.2 m3s·1 (Figure 7.6c). Partial exhaustion of the 
source (seeded) area was observed, although in the field observations suggested that 
all the magnetic sand which was stored surficially in the seeded zone appeared to have 
been flushed from the bed surface. High readings here may therefore be attributed to 
buried material. The contour diagram (Fig. 7.6c) coupled with field observation, 
indicated that most of the fine tracer had been deposited on bar surfaces and on riffle 
margins. Patches of the black coloured tracer were clearly observed on bar surfaces 
and wake deposits behind coarse clasts (Plate 7.1). Instead of pool tails acting as 
zones of deposition for fine material (sensu Lisle and Hilton, 1999), all the pools 
throughout the reach appeared clean of fines on the surface of the bed. Greatest 
concentrations of tracer appeared to be deposited on a point bar located 90m 
downstream of the seeded area (Figure 7.6c). Downstream of this area concentrations 
of tracer decline once more. 
Although the seeded area registered the highest values, there were also occasional 
peaks located further downstream. This was found to be due to some of the coarser 
clasts (Cheviot volcanics) exhibiting a high magnetic susceptibility. These odd 
spurious values have been deleted, a procedure conducted by Carling et al. 
(unpublished) when scrap iron was found in bar sediments. This did, however, call 
into question the validity of using the Bartington loop as a detection device. On the 
basis of these first reconnaissance surveys, it was decided to restrict further analyses 
of magnetics to basket trap samples and freeze-cores 
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Plate 7.1 Deposition of 
magnetic sand on bar 
surfaces, indicated by 
the arrows 
7.4.2 Mass susceptibility of sand in basket traps <X) 
Accumulation of tracer material in basket traps is summarised in Figure 7.7. These 
plots provide an indication of movement and dilution through time and space, 
however are not as spatially detailed as the Bartington loop survey results, as the data 
tend to be restricted to the wetted channel and occasional grab samples taken from 
storage sites beyond the basket trap range. Riffles A and C recorded the highest 
values for X before the first large winter floods «8000hrs), whereas Lower X was 
found at Riffle B possibly reflects greater r in this area (shown in Chapter Four), 
which may act to flush out tracer material from the bed surface and gravel interstices. 
The left side of the channel appears to have the lowest values of X which suggests 
either that tracer was not being routed through this area of the channel or that it was 
flushed out of baskets after being deposited. The right bank and mid channel appear to 
be favourable sites for accumulation of tracer. Greater concentrations of tracer 
appeared to be found on the right bank which lies at a higher elevation. Fine sediment 
which accumulated in riffle head traps also appeared to contain greater concentrations 
of tracer material, even though these same areas collected the least loadings of fines 
overall (section 7.3.1), which may suggest post depositional wash-out is not as 
effective here compared to the crest and tail traps. 
Tracer movement may be assessed further by tracking the centroid (section 5.2 and 
5.3.2), by describing its movement in relation to channel morphology. The centroid 
may be calculated using equation 5.1 (Crickmore, 1967). Table 5.1 demonstrates the 
sequential positions of the centroid after a range of flows. Description of the 
longitudinal movement of tracer is further assisted with reference to the spatial and 
temporal patterns of magnetic susceptibility recorded from basket trap samples, which 
has been contoured in Appendix 7.1 a-m. 
(i) Centroid movement 
Data for the first flood (22.5.96) of 3.2 m3s·1 demonstrate little spatial variability in 
susceptibility values for tracer material caught in traps. Basket trap values coupled 
with grab samples taken further downstream and surface susceptibility data obtained 
using the Bartington Loop indicate that tracer material had been transported beyond 
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the last basket trap longitudinally within the reach. Tracer material was detected up to 
148m downstream of the emplacement location. The position of the centroid had 
moved 85m downstream. This large transport distance is partly a reflection of the 
over-loose nature of fine material in the emplacement zone which was mainly stored 
surficially i.e. was not stored in the wake or interstices of coarse clasts. However this 
is often the case for streams that exhibit fine sediment drapes on pool tails (Lisle and 
Hilton, 1999). Uniformly high X values of around 350 x 10-8 m3kg-1 were obtained 
throughout the reach. Further redistribution of tracer is evident after a smaller summer 
flood (6.6.96) of 0.54m3s-l , where more spatial variability is shown, with 'hot' spots 
found on the left-hand bank of Riffle A and the right-hand bank of Riffle C 
(Appendix 7.1c). Riffle B and Pool 3 appear to show low tracer concentrations, and 
the tracer centroid had migrated a further 11.5m downstream. After the next flood that 
occurred in the early autumn (10.9.96) of 2.1 m3s-1, a similar spatial pattern was found 
to that obtained three months earlier. The highest concentrations of tracer were found 
on Riffles A and C, whereas grab samples obtained from the pools and the basket 
traps located on Riffle B in the centre of the reach all recorded much lower X values. 
This may reflect high boundary shear stresses found in this zone at flows between 2-
6m3s-1 (see Chapter Four). The centroid only shows a small movement downstream of 
5.5m, suggesting that the tracer is being held in stable positions on the bed surface. 
Substantial dilution of tracer from the source area and throughout the study reach 
appears to occur by the fourth post-flood survey (14.10.96) which followed a flood 
peak of 3.4 m3s- l • Again it is the middle of the reach (Pool 2, Riffle B and Pool 3) 
which shows the lowest concentrations of tracer material. Highest values again appear 
on Riffle A and C, however this time appear to be located towards the right hand 
bank. The centroid has moved a further 9m downstream and is now situated some 
111m from the original seeded area. Most of the tracer source appears to have been 
depleted by this date. However some tracer material is still evident after the first large 
flood (5.44 m3s-1) of the 1996 winter on 2.11.96, where a trap situated on Riffle B on 
the right hand bank immediately below Bar 2 appears to have collected relatively high 
concentrations of tracer (Appendix 7.1 f). This was the first occasion that a Riffle B 
trap had shown the highest concentrations, and may have been the result of a change 
in hydraulic environment in the vicinity of the trap at this higher flow. The trap is 
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located on the lee side of Bar 2 and away from the highest shear stresses which are 
found on the right hand bank in this area. A still-water zone was observed in this area 
at high flows which may have allowed settling out of fines winnowed from the bar 
surface upstream. There is a much greater movement in the position of the centroid in 
comparison to the previous three flood events, which possibly reflects disruption of 
coarse particles in the surface layer resulting in release of interstitial stored fines, 
wake deposits, or mobilisation of previous tracer deposits on morphological highs. 
After a further flow of 84% bankfull (7.12 m3s· l ) on 17.11.96 tracer concentrations 
are generally approaching background levels. However tracer is still detectable, with 
highest concentrations being found unexpectedly at the head of Riffle A. Again this is 
likely to be due to disruption of the armour layer, which from coarser tracer evidence 
appears to occur between 35% and 47% bankfull (see section 6.3.4). This surface 
disrupted has resulted in the release of buried/infiltrated material, which results in the 
position of the centroid appearing to move backwards by 6m (Table 6.1). 
Following the next two flows in December 1996, which were both of the same order 
of magnitude (4m3s·1), a slightly elevated magnetic signal is still a feature at the 
head/crest of Riffle A, whilst the rest of the reach is barely above background levels 
(Appendix 7.1). Over this period the tracer centroid has progressed another 32m 
downstream. After the next flood event (1.23m3s·1), tracer material is barely 
detectable within the reach once more, however when data from both basket traps and 
grab samples were combined it was apparent that the tracer centroid had migrated a 
further 21m downstream. The next two floods in late January and early February were 
around half-bankfull discharge and appear to indicate a subtle release of fines stored 
beneath the surface layer in the zone of tracer emplacement. Although susceptibility 
readings we~ not as high as earlier in the investigation, increases in comparison to 
the previous flow were evident. Again these higher levels appear towards the head of 
riffle A suggesting capture from a local source i.e. the emplacement zone. Although 
these two flows of just below 4m3s·1 may not have been capable of mobilising the 
surface D50, patchy localised scour is still possible. The re-emergence of tracer 
material close to the seeded zone again has the effect of moving the centroid back 
upstream on both occasions by around 20m (Table 5.1), a feature noted also on the 
North Tyne by Sear (1996). The last samples were taken in March 1997 after the 
largest flood (over the period of tracer monitoring) of 8.6m3s· l • By this stage of the 
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investigation it is virtually impossible to separate tracer material within the study 
reach from background levels. However, computation of equation 5.1 suggests a 
. further centroid migration of 46m. 
7.4.3 Vertical sorting of tracer (Phase 1 material) 
To examine any interstitial storage and vertical sorting of tracer, freeze-core samples 
were examined on two occasions after emplacement (July 1996 and March 1997). 
Variations in background X in the matrix sediments with depth obtained from freeze-
cores are indicated in Appendix 7.2, where there appears to be a general increase with 
depth. The range of values for the lower core sections (45-60cm) also tend to be 
widest whereas the near-surface 0-15cm has the narrowest range, as indicated by the 
95% bars. Only limited infiltration of tracer appears to have occurred and was not a 
general feature. This is due to the void spaces between gravel framework particles 
already containing high concentrations of matrix, and the first flood wave (3.2m3s·1) 
being of insufficient magnitude to rattle the armour layer to allow tracer to penetrate 
deeper void spaces. Infiltration was evident on the margins and tail of Riffle A, but 
was restricted to the surface 0-15cm. Cores A3, A4, A6, A7, AS and A9 showed 
evidence of infiltration into the near surface 0-15cm of substrate, although closer 
visual inspection revealed a dark layer of tracer often only in the surface 5cm of 
substrate. In this investigation it was not possible to split cores to a vertical resolution 
finer than 15 cm due to coarse framework clasts straddling the boundary between 
layers. The presence of tracer was not as evident in the substrate of Riffle B, 
supporting basket trap and Bartington loop observations, which further suggests this 
to be a high energy riffle. Cores taken from the head of the Riffle B 1, B2 and B3 
recorded the highest susceptibility values for the near surface O-15cm, which is also 
supported by basket trap data, whereas presence of tracer was marginal in cores B4 
and B7 and non-existent in the other cores. This may reflect surface flushing due to 
higher shear stresses in this area. Tracer material does not appear to have infiltrated 
the substrate of Riffle C, with the exception of the near-surface 0-15 cm of core C7. 
Tracer was clearly detected in the surface O-15cm of substrate of Pool 2, however, 
presence of tracer was marginal in Pool 3. A further freeze-core survey in March 1997 
revealed that magnetic susceptibility had returned to background levels within the 
substrate matrix, and that no further vertical development had occurred. 
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7.5 Discussion and conclusions 
A combination of basket trapping and magnetic tracing techniques may be used to 
describe Phase 1 sediment sorting and routing patterns in the Rede riffle-pool and 
shed light upon the observed low flow sedimentology shown in Chapter Three. The 
approach used here was to trap fine bedload in basket traps and to measure the 
movement of a magnetic tracer. It is useful to compare the fine sediment 
accumulation rates with other published research before concentrating on within-site 
spatial and temporal patterns. 
7.5.1 Accumulation of tines within traps 
Table 7.1 documents a selection of field studies which have monitored accumulation 
rates of fine sediments within traps similar to those used in the present investigation. 
Most of the studies in this Table were designed to monitor siltation rates in salmonid 
spawning grounds. The infiltration rates measured for the River Rede are comparable 
to those measured close to the Rede catchment in the adjacent North Tyne. 
Accumulation rates tend to be higher than some studies on chalk streams (e.g. 
Acornley and Sear, 1999; Welton, 1980), and other lowland streams (Thoms, 1987). It 
should be noted however that a much greater proportion of the fines collected in the 
traps situated in the lowland streams is derived from suspended sediments rather than 
bedload (Acornley and Sear, 1999; Thoms, 1987). 
7.5.2 Fine bedload routing 
Data concerning accumulation rates of fine bedload in basket traps set within the river 
bed provided information concerning routing of fines through the permanently wetted 
area of the channel. Strong spatial patterns of accumulation were evident, both down 
riffle, cross riffle and between riffles and pools. Highest accumulations tended to 
occur on the traps situated on areas of low form and grain roughness on the riffles, 
although one pool I glide situated on a straight section of channel registered higher 
values occasionally. As was shown in Chapter Four, low elevation areas exhibit the 
highest tractive force during periods of high flow, hence the high accumulation 
reflects the high rates of delivery to the traps. Grain roughness also appears to 
influence accumulation rates possibly due to sheltering I hiding effects. This 
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River Reference Dso (Framework) Rate of Discharge 
(mm) accumulation Kg conditions 
m·l day-I) 
RedeUK This study 53 0.0013·1.527 Variable 
Wallop Brook. UK Acornley & Sear 36.5 0.0428·0.4071 Variable 
(1999) 
River Test. UK Acomley & Sear 21.6 0.0143-1.0 Variable 
(1999) 
River Piddle, UK Walling and Amos 22.6 0.0143-0.6429 Variable 
(1994) 
North Tyne UK Sear (1992) 54 0.005-0.086 Compensation 
0.004-0.064 Hydropower 
0.013-1.574 Flood 
Caspar, Jacoby. & Lisle (1989) 21-25 9-133 Flood 
Prairie Creeks, US 
Black Brook UK Thoms (1987) 13 0.614 Variab~ 
0.26-2.49 
River Blythe UK Thoms (1987) 15 0.644 Variable 
0.312-0.861 
River Tame UK Thoms (1987) 22 0.399 Variable 
0.008-0.779 
Turkey Brook UK Frostick et al. 27 0.24 Baseflow 
(1984) 4.43 Flood 
Tadnoll Brook UK Welton (1980) 22 0.37-0.93 Baseflow 
5.00-/0.00 Flood 
Great Eggleshope Carling and 20 0.008 Baseflow 
Beck UK McCahon (1987) 0.29-2.5 Flood 
Harris Creek Church et al. (1991) 20 0.03 Baseflow 
Canada 25.9 Nival Flood 
River Sanno Japan Ebise et al. (1983) 0.401 Variable 
0.03-1.469 
Thompson River Davey et al. (1987) <45 0.056-0.307 Upstream dam 
Australia 0.073-0.506 Downstream dam 
Strawberry Creek Reiser et al. (1985) 1.20 Variable 
California 0.876-4.56 
East Creek Alaska Meehan and 0.497 Variable 
Swanston (1977) 0.320-0.670 
Centennial Creek Slaney et al. (1977) 45 25.0 Flood 
Table 7.1 Documented field studies describing accumulation rates of fines in gravel-
bed rivers. 
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information may be of significance to spawning fish such as salmonids, as the 
location of the redd in relation to surrounding grain and form roughness may have a 
control upon siltation of the redd. 
Cross riffle variation 
The cross-riffle variation in accumulation rate is likely to be due to the location of the 
thalweg, which is strongly influenced by point bar morphology. The cross-riffle 
difference shown in this study again show some difference to the results of Thoms 
(1987), who found maximum infiltration to occur in the centre of the channel and 
almost equal minima on either channel margin. Maximum concentrations tended to be 
found in the channel centre along the line of the thalweg. supporting the findings of 
Frostick et ai. (1984) who found maximum accumulation in high velocity zones. 
There were substantial differences in the amount of fine bedload which accumulated 
in the channel margin traps; the right bank sometimes showed greatest accumulations 
and left bank consistently showed the lowest accumulations. 
Downstream variation 
A surprising finding was that the lowest rates of accumulation were found at the head 
of the riffles, and for a gradual increase towards the tail of the riffles. opposite to that 
found by Thoms (1987). The larger accumulations at the riffle tails may be explained 
by a combination of factors, such as stage-dependent variation in hydraulics and 
sediment supply over the riffle. Deposition of fines occurs on the riffle at high stage 
where traps will begin to fill gravel voids. As the flood recedes, shear stresses on the 
riffle head are reduced whereas the riffle tail experiences the highest shear stresses 
allowing any available fines to be winnowed into the tail traps. 
Although pool data was limited, the information obtained appeared to suggest that 
fines avoided settling in pools situated on channel bends (Pools 2 and 4). In contrast 
Pool 3, which was situated on a straight section of channel recorded greater 
accumulations in comparison to the adjacent riffles, indicating that fines were routed 
through this pool. 
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Fine bedload sorting 
Down-riffle size sorting was also different to that of Thoms (1987) who found coarser 
fines at the head of riffles and finest accumulations at the riffle tail. On the Rede it is 
the riffle tails that collect the coarsest fine bedload material. The coarser sediments 
also tended to accumulate along the traps positioned along the channel centre. This 
may reflect local variations in both magnitude and duration of stream competence 
which may influence grain size and the quantity of accumulated fines in two ways. 
Firstly, greater shear stresses at riffle tails and centres may transport coarser grades of 
sand for longer than other areas of the riffle. Secondly, post depositional modification 
of infiltrated fines may occur in zones of high shear stress in the form of winnowing-
out of silt and fine sand from near-surface interstitial spaces within traps (before 
sampling). This sorting pattern was also picked up in the fine matrix. obtained from 
freeze-cores (see Figure 3.8, section 3.3.6). 
7.5.3 Movement and storage of tracer 
The basket trap survey provided information on the principal routing zones. A more 
detailed account of storage zones however was provided by the results from the tracer 
survey. Movement of the tracer centroid indicated that sub-2mm material was 
transported through the Rede riffle-pool sequence at a rate of 0.62 m day·l between 
20th April 1996 and 11 th March 1997, when taking into consideration calendar time. 
The virtual rate of travel, which takes into consideration only the period when sub 
2mm material was mobile (flows> 0.35 m3s·1), equated to a velocity of 2.28 m day"l 
which is faster than 20-30mm gravel in pools, however slower than gravel on riffles 
(section 6.3.7). From magnetic measurements of surface sediments, infiltrated basket 
fines and freeze-cores, it is possible to present a morphologically-based summary of 
fine sediment storage sites (Figure 7.8) based on the percentage of tracer material 
deposited. The patterns displayed by the magnetic bedload tracer are different to those 
reported for other channels. Very little or no tracer was deposited in pools, with only a 
tiny fraction recorded in sub-surface sediments. Instead the greatest concentrations 
were found along riffle margins (particularly on the margins of the riffle crest), and 
bar tops where most of the material was located (44%). Winnowing of fines from 
riffles into pools at flows below the tractive force reversal threshold (Lisle and Hilton, 
1992; 1999), does not appear to happen in the Rede channel. Pools do not operate as 
fine sediment storage zones, instead the morphological high points appear to act as 
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stores (e.g. Mosely and Tindale, 1985; Larronne and Duncan, 1992). Fine sediment 
transport is analogous to that of gravel with transport from riffle to riffle, rather than 
pool to pool which has been described for some rivers at high discharge (e.g. Wohl et 
a/., 1993; Clifford, 1993). Limited ingress of fine material into the subsurface void 
spaces suggests that the subsurface gravel and matrix which fills the voids remains 
stable. Sediment transport, in the range of flows studied in this investigation appears 
to be limited to movement of bedload over a stable bed. 
Deposition reflects the spatial pattern of high flow competence, with the lowest shear 
stress areas (bars) collecting the greatest amounts of material. Notably, bar tops 
collect the most fines, and riffle heads collect the greatest concentrations in the 
permanently submerged part of the channel. Pools remain clean of fines which 
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reflects the dominance of a high velocity jet and high shear stresses over supply into 
the pool (Lisle and Hilton, 1982). Furthermore, three dimensional flow may be 
important in directing any fines fed into the pool transversely towards bar edges. 
When pool competence is reduced on the falling limb of the hydrograph, although the 
riffles are competent to transport fine bedload, supply to the pools is limited due fines 
either being stranded on point bars, situated in zero velocity zones on the lee side of 
coarse riffle clasts, or filling near-surface void spaces between the riffle armour 
particles. This prevents any major winnowing of fines into the pools. 
Fine sediments have an indirect influence upon morphology of the riffle-pool 
sequence, as they are important in determining bed strength. Surface accumulations of 
fines in the sand size range tend to be associated with less compact areas with greater 
mobility (bar tails), whereas armoured surfaces with fines held in the subsurface 
gravels tend to be more compact and less mobile. As bars are not subjected to long 
durations of low clear water flow, bed structuring effects are minimised, hence the 
bed is loosely packed and easily mobilised by the next high flow event. This is likely 
to promote quasi-equilibrium in the riffle-pool sequence as it would prevent the bar 
elevation from increasing, which would otherwise have to be compensated for via a 
morphological response elsewhere in the system. Low surface accumulations and 
greatest ingress of fines occurs at the riffle tails, which reflects greater hydraulic 
energy in this zone, particularly during lower flows. This is likely to promote 
armouring and increase bed strength in this area, thus promoting riffle tail stability, 
preventing head ward scour. Greater surface accumulations at the riffle head, are likely 
to be a temporary phenomenon, flushed rapidly by the next high flow event. 
Infiltration appears limited, hence bed structural effects are likely to be negligible. 
7.5.4 Fine sediment storage in gravel interstices 
Less storage of fine bedload in interstitial void spaces of channel bed occurred than 
had been expected at the outset of the study. Limiting factors controlling infiltration 
include (i) the existing vertical sediment structure; the size, shape and arrangement of 
coarse framework particles which influence the size and shape of void spaces 
(Meehan and Swanston, 1977; Frostick, et ai., 1984), (ii) size of the infiltrating fines 
in relation to the void size (Einstein, 1968, Beschta and Jackson, 1979, Carling, 
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1984), (iii) hydraulic jiggling of framework clasts (Schlllchli, 1995), and (iv) near-bed 
hydraulics (Beschta and Jackson, 1979). 
In light of the data obtained from the River Rede, it is thought that the controlling 
factor involved lack of void spaces and limited disruption of the armour layer and 
subsurface. As was shown in Section 3.3.5., the matrix concentration in near surface 
voids is consistently lower than that found beyond 15cm depth, with a mean of 12%. 
The sediment found between 30 and 45cm depth tends to have the greatest 
concentrations of matrix material with between 15 and 19% by weight. A reduction in 
the concentration of fines was again evident at the base of the freeze-cores. Visual 
inspection of freeze-cores also demonstrated that void spaces between gravel 
framework deeper than 15 cm depth, were full of matrix material (Plate 3.2 and 3.3). 
This vertical sediment structure suggests little bed disturbance over the study riffles 
during floods, a suggestion which was also corroborated with morphometric re-survey 
information over a 3 year period (Appendix 2.1). 
7.6 Summary 
1) Traps located in zones of low relative form roughness such as the riffle centre 
and tail appeared to acts as preferential sediment routing zones and also tended 
to collect coarser material in comparison to traps located on higher elevation 
areas. Zones of low relative form roughness are (i) competent to transport 
fines for longer periods (greater time for flushing out of silt and fine sand), 
and (ii) zones of greater shear stress which are capable of mobilising coarser 
grades of sand, 
2) The limited data obtained from pools situated on channel bends suggested 
lower rates of accumulation in comparison to riffles. However a pool/glide 
situated on a straight section occasionally tended to accumulate more fines 
than the riffles, 
3) Areas of low relative grain (armour) roughness appeared to improve the 
delivery of fine bedload, resulting in greater accumulations in traps, 
4) Tracer data indicate morphological high points; bars and riffle margins to act 
as fine sediment stores. Pools do not store fines. This is related mainly to 
sediment supply and the hydraulic character of the pool-riffle sequence, 
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5) Tracer data suggest that fine bedload moved trough the riffle-pool sequence at 
a rate of 0.62 m day·l over the study period. The virtual velocity of tracer, 
using mobilisation time only, equated to 2.28 m day-I. .Downstream 
movement is hindered by burial of material and subsequent re-exposure after 
disruption of the surface armour, 
6) Fine bedload tends to be stored on dry bar surfaces rather than in the 
subsurface sediments. Infiltration was limited due to the lack of void space 
available beyond 5cm and by the stability of the armour layer. Some limited 
infiltration was found in Riffle A, close to the seeded zone in freeze-cores, 
supporting the possibility of burial! infiltration and subsequent re-exposure. 
The next Chapter considers the routing and sorting of gravel (Phase 2 bedload) 
through the Rede riffle-pool sequence. 
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Chapter Eight 
Phase 2 sediment sorting and routing through a rime-pool sequence 
8.1 Introduction 
The existence of coarser pool sediments in comparison to the riffles on the Rede, 
demonstrated in Chapter Three, is contrary to the majority of published studies 
(Leopold et al., 1964, Keller, 1971, Yang, 1971, Cherkauer, 1973, Bhowmik and 
Demissie, 1982, Teisseyre, 1984, Sear, 1996). The pattern of surface sediment grain 
size has been linked to the mechanism by which riffle-pool morphology is 
maintained; the reversal hypothesis (Keller, 1971); this however, has usually been 
used to explain why pools become finer than riffles, not coarser. However, some 
contend that pools should be coarser than the riffles if they represent zones of 
maximum tractive force (Gilbert, 1914; Bhowmik and Demissie, 1982, Thompson et 
al., 1999). This view is supported by those studies which report coarser sediments in 
pools (Table 1.1). In situations where coarse pools exist it has often been unclear 
whether the coarse clasts have been supplied from upstream (Gilbert, 1914), or result 
from local bank erosion. The later would produce a less active/inactive lag deposit, 
which was suggested by Leopold et al. (1964) to explain some of Hack's (1957) data. 
The existence of coarse lag material complicates the issue as most models of riffle-
pool sorting only account for inputs and outputs of material derived from the bed of 
morphological units. 
Information on gravel routing through the Rede riffle-pool sequence would clarify the 
sorting mechanisms in operation and provide further information concerning 
morphological maintenance. Lisle (1979) and Jackson and Beschta (1982) suggest 
that Phase 2 (gravel) transport is initiated on riffles when the tractive force of the 
pools exceeds that of the adjacent riffles. Riffle sediments are routed into the pool 
downstream, where they are transferred to the next riffle downstream and deposited if 
competence is low. Thus the morphological highs and lows are maintained. Phase 2 
bedload transport may be conceptualised as 'leap frogging' of bed material from riffle 
to riffle (Jackson and Beschta, 1982). 
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As equalisation and marginal reversal of tractive force is evident on the Rede riffle-
pool sequence, it may be hypothesised that Jackson and Beschta's (1979) two-phase 
model of sediment sorting should apply. This chapter aims to investigate the sediment 
sorting mechanisms operating on the Rede by describing a series of sediment routing 
experiments using pebble tracers. 
8.2 Approach 
Field analysis 
To provide information on Phase 2 sorting processes a coarse clast tracer survey was 
conducted, as described in Chapter Two (Section 2.4.2) and Chapter Six (section 6.2), 
whereby transport paths of individual clasts of coarse-grained material were measured 
directly by tracking 288 measured and weighed painted clasts, placed throughout the 
study reach. It should be noted that the coarse tracer study was conducted after the 
fine sediment work (Chapters Five and Seven) between 21 January 98 to 28 February 
1999 inclusive, hence sequence and character of flow events are different. The 
hydrographs for each event were plotted in Figure 6.1. 
Statistical analysis 
A multiple comparisons Analysis of Variance was conducted to see if there were any 
significant differences in the size of tracer clasts depositing on different 
morphological sub-units. Clasts depositing on riffles should be coarser than those 
depositing in pools (based upon Keller's 1971 reversal hypothesis). The size 
distribution of tracer particles deposited on each morphological unit was also 
compared to the size of the surface material in each depositional morphological sub-
unit, the details of which were presented in Figure 2.6. Unfortunately, bed size data 
was not available for bar edges or pool heads. Therefore, tracers deposited on pool 
heads were compared against size data obtained for the whole pool. Tracers deposited 
on bar apices were compared against size data for the middle of the bar. The rationale 
behind this test is that the size of the tracer clasts depositing in each morphological 
sub-unit should mirror the size of the bed material if these sediments are derived from 
contemporary fluvial deposition. 
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8.3 Results 
8.3.1 Tracer paths and morphology 
Tracer paths after five different events for riffles and pools draped over a channel 
morphology DEM are presented in Figure 8.1 - 8.5. From these data a 
morphologically based summary of Phase 2 sediment sorting has been produced in the 
form of a sequence of matrices (Appendices 8.1 - 8.5). Three sediment size classes; 
20-40mm, 40-70mm and > 70mm, were used to separate any size-specific sorting 
which may be in operation in the gravel range. In the matrices the open circles 
indicate minor re-distribution of tracer clasts «5m) within the same morphological 
sub-unit e.g. staying within the riffle head. Half circles show movements <10m 
between units, whereas solid circles indicate larger movements > 1 Om movement from 
one unit to another and those which straddle morphological units. The following 
section describes tracer movement over the sequence of five hydrographs described in 
Figure 6.1. 
Overview 
Movement at flows up to 2.71m3s"1 was minor and restricted to a rattling of tracer 
grains and small movements within sub-units into more structurally stable positions. 
Flows close to 60% bankfull (5.95m3s"\ appear capable of transferring clasts 
between units with transfer from pool troughs to riffle heads and from riffle crests and 
tails to bar edges. Path lengths are in the order of 5-1Sm. After a further flood of 
7.44m3s"1 less activity is evident, possibly reflecting increased bed structuring or 
shorter mobilisation time related to the character of the preceeding hydrograph(s). 
After this flow it appeared that the riffles had been more active in comparison to the 
pools, with some deposition on bar edges but relatively little movement from pools to 
riffles. As may be expected the largest flow (9.92m3s"l) appeared to be responsible for 
moving tracer clasts the greatest distance. Clasts located in Pool 2 appeared to be 
transported the furthest overall indicating this area to be the zone of greatest 
competence in the Rede riffle-pool sequence, a factor that was also substantiated by 
hydraulic data (see Chapter Four). It appears that clasts may skip over intervening 
riffle-pool units at these higher discharges instead of being transported from unit to 
unit, e.g. two medium sized clasts located around Pool 2 passed over three riffles and 
two pools, finally coming to rest on point Bar 3 (Figure 8.5b). It appears that, at flows 
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Figure 8.1 Tracer paths after a peak flow of 2.71m3s-1 . a) 20-40mm. b) 40-70-mm. c) >70mm. 
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Figure 8.2 Tracer paths after a peak flow of 5.95m3s-1 , a) 20-40mm, b) 40-70-mm, c) >70mm. 
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Figure 8.3 Tracer paths after a peak flow of7.44m3s-1 , a) 20-40mm, b) 40-70-mm, c) >70mm. 
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Figure 8.5 Tracer paths after a peak flow of 6.94m3s-1 , a) 20-40mm, b) 40-70-mm, c) >70mm. 
of bankfull and over, bars are the favoured zone of deposition for clasts originating 
from both riffles and pools. Deposition of sediments on riffles, originating from pools 
is not as prominent at this high flow in comparison to smaller floods. Movement of 
tracers after the final flood (which peaked at 6.94m3s·1) quite clearly demonstrates 
that tracer clasts appear to avoid -the lower elevation, deeper zones of greatest 
competence, with a leap-frogging from bar to bar, or riffle head to bar .. 
Event-by-event account and size sorting 
2. 71m3s·1 
Most of the movement after this flow was minor «5m) with a small amount of re-
distribution particularly evident at riffle tails and pool troughs for the 20-40mm class 
(Figure 8.la). Redistribution of tracers within the morphological sub-units was also 
evident for the two coarser size classes, with riffle tails and crests appearing to be the 
least favoured areas for movement (Appendix 8.1). Bar edges appeared to receive 
some tracer particles from riffle tails and pool troughs for the medium size class and 
from a pool head for the coarsest size class. However these movements were less than 
Sm. 
5. 95m3s·1 
Movement between morphological units was evident after this second higher flow, 
which peaked at about 60% bankfull. The most mobile size class appears to be the 40-
70mm range (Figure 8.2b). Scour of pool troughs and tails is shown for all grain sizes 
with deposition evident on the downstream riffle heads (Appendix 8.2). This would 
imply that the tractive force of the pools exceeds that of the riffles at this flow. 
Transport is also evident on riffles where tracers situated on the crest and tail moved 
the furthest, usually being deposited along the edges of the bar heads. Minor 
redistribution was also recorded for riffles and pools. 
7.44m3s·1 
Less movement appears to be evident when looking at Figure 8.3, even though the 
peak discharge was greater. This may indicate that tracers have found more 
structurally stable positions on the bed. Minor movements are found for riffle crests, 
tails and the pool troughs at this flow. Some minor redistribution is also evident on 
bar surfaces, particularly on Bar 3. Tracers which jumped morphological units 
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followed a similar pattern as those shown after the previous flow, with clasts scoured 
from riffles being deposited on bar edges or apices, and pool tracers deposited on 
riffle heads. There were exceptions however; a medium sized clast scoured from the 
tail of Riffle 0 appears to have been deposited in the trough of Pool 1, contrary to the 
trend. It is possible that this clast may have been deposited on the bar apex on a steep 
shelf that slopes into the pool, and subsequently fallen into the pool. The sediments in 
this zone were very soft, and some material was observed falling down the steep slope 
at low flow. 
9. 92mJs·1 
The largest recorded flood demonstrated the longest path lengths for tracer clasts. 
Path lengths in excess of 30m are shown in Appendix 8.4 as solid circles. 
Unfortunately by this stage, most of the finer tracers «40nun) had been lost, probably 
due to burial. For all size classes it again appears that the favoured areas for 
deposition are bar edges, heads and apices. The source of clasts deposited on bar 
surfaces does not appear to be restricted to the riffles; pools also appear to be an 
important source, particularly of medium size sediments (40-70 nun). These would 
normally be deposited on riffle heads after smaller flood peaks (Figure 8.4). The 
coarsest size class in the pools appears to show some deposition on riffle crests and 
tails, behaving in a similar way to the medium size class after a smaller flood. There is 
also substantial redistribution on bar surfaces after this flow. Some pool tracers were 
found to skip units, particularly those which were seeded in Pool 2, which was 
demonstrated in Chapter Four as exhibiting the highest shear stresses throughout the 
reach. 
6. 94mJs·1 
The final tracer survey did not record any of the finest size class. The pattern for the 
medium size class is for substantial movement (>30m) from riffle crests and tails to 
bar surfaces, and for pool sediment to be scoured from the trough and tail and 
deposited on bar surfaces (Figure 8.5). There is also some evidence of tracer 
movement from pool tails to riffle heads. For the coarsest size fraction there is some 
evidence of clasts being transported from riffle crest to crest. However, the dominant 
feature once more is for tracers scoured from riffles to be deposited on bar edges, and 
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for the tracers scoured from pool troughs and tails to be deposited on riffle heads and 
crests. 
In summary there appear to be four types of tracer movement which are linked to flow 
magnitude; 
1) intra sub-unit movement which occurs at flows below 30% bankfull, 
2) secondly ther~ is inter-unit movement which appears to occur at flows of 
around 70% bankfull, which is dominated by pool scour and exit slope 
deposition, 
3) Transfer of gravel from riffle to riffle, with routing around bar edges occurs at 
70-90% bankfull, 
4) Bar to bar transport of gravel and sand, and inter-unit skipping occurs at flows 
close to bankfull and over. 
Tracers show a strong tendency to be transported from morphological high point to 
high point i.e. riffles to bars, bar edges to bar tops at high flows and for pool tracers to 
be spat out onto riffle heads and crests at medium flows. There was very little 
evidence to suggest that clasts were deposited or fed into pools situated on the outside 
of bends. In fact the data strongly suggests that material is transported around the 
edges of point bars and over the tops of point bars on meander bends, rather that being 
fed through the pool centre, contrary to Jackson and Beschta's (1982) model. Even for 
pools located on straight sections (Pool 3), tracers appeared to follow the line of 
shallowest flow rather than the thalweg. 
8.3.2 Grain size attributes of depositing tracers 
To provide more detail on sediment sorting processes it is necessary to consider grain 
size in more detail in relation to depositional zones. The grain-size distribution and 
Dso values for the final recorded positions of tracers on each morphological sub unit 
are presented in Figure 8.6 alongside the grain size distribution of the surrounding 
surface layer. It is clear that the tracers located in the pools are the coarsest with Dso's 
ranging from 6O-73mm in comparison to 55-64 mm for riffles and 34-50 mm for bars. 
However as very few clasts were transported into pools (see section 8.3.1), it is likely 
that the coarseness is due to retention of coarse tracer particles within the seeded pool 
locations, and preferential export of finer tracer clasts. 
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The multiple comparsions analysis of variance indicated highly significant (p<O.OOO 1) 
overall differences in the sizes of tracers depositing on different morphological sub-
units; 
• riffle heads and crests were significantly finer than pool troughs, 
• riffle tails significantly finer than pool heads, troughs and tails, 
• riffle tails significantly coarser than bar tails, 
• pool heads significantly coarser than bar heads, 
• pool troughs significantly coarser than bar heads, 
• pool tails significantly coarser than bar heads, and 
• bar heads significantly finer than bar tops. 
This suggests a strong size-based morphological selection. A summary of the sizes 
depositing in different morphological units is presented in Figure 8.7a which 
generally supports the findings of Section 8.3.1. Particles between 16 and 90mm are 
preferentially deposited on riffles, and to a lesser extent bars, and particles between 90 
and 256mm appear to be preferentially deposited in pools. However, as stated in 
8.2.1, it is unlikely that coarse material is actually fed into pools, as tracer evidence 
suggests that clasts are preferentially routed over bar surfaces. It is more likely that 
scour of finer tracers leaves behind the less mobile coarse tracers in the pool (as a lag 
deposit). At the morphological sub-unit scale some differences in depositional 
patterns may be identified which are not observed at a coarser morphological 
resolution (Figure 8.7b). Riffle tails appear to be important depositional sites, 
particularly for the 16-32mm fraction, which may reflect winnowing of fine gravel 
from riffle heads and crests. Pool tails act as secondary depositional sites for this fine 
gravel fraction, reflecting deposition of material scoured from the pool in this zone of 
reduced flow competence. Riffle heads appear important in capturing medium-coarse 
gravel, particularly the 64-9Omm size fraction, whereas riffle crests and bar edge 
heads are imp<7rtant depositional sites for the medium gravel size range (32-64mm). 
Pool troughs again appear to be the most important 'depositional' site for 128-256mm 
material. Overall, riffle crests, tails, bar edges (head, tail and apices) all collected a 
disproportionately large number of tracers. Riffle heads and pools (Head, trough and 
tails), however, all collected a disproportionately small number of tracers relative 
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to the percentage of the bed covered by each morphological sub-unit in the study 
reach (Table 8.1). 
At this point it is informative to test whether the deposition of tracer clasts is a 
random phenomenon controlled by the proportion of the bed covered by each 
morphological sub-unit within the study reach, by applying a chi-squared test. 
Expected numbers of tracers for each morphological sub-unit were calculated, based 
on the percentage area covered in each sub-unit, and used to test the hypothesis that 
deposition was an areally random phenomenon. The chi-square statistic was highly 
significant (p<O.OOOl), indicating an extremely low probability that the observed 
distribution of tracer clasts resulted from random areal deposition. 
Table 8.1 Number and percentage of deposited tracers and percentage total area 
for each morphological sub-unit. 
Morphological sub- Number of tracers 
unit deposited 
RifIIe head 
RifIIe crest 
RifIIe taU 
Pool head 
Pool trough 
Pool taU 
Bar edge head 
Bar edge taU 
Bar top 
Bar apex 
31 
46 
49 
18 
18 
18 
44 
18 
14 
16 
Percentage of total 
tracers In each sub-
unit 
11.4 
16.9 
18.0 
6.6 
6.6 
6.6 
16.2 
6.6 
5.1 
5.9 
Percentage of reach 
covered by each sub-
unit 
14.6 
12.1 
10.4 
13.2 
7.3 
7.9 
4.8 
4.5 
23 
2.2 
To determine if the tracer clasts mirrored natural bed sediments in the local area (sub-
unit) of deposition, the grain distributions of the final recorded positions of tracers 
were compared against that of the surface material for each morphological sub-unit. 
Before discussing these differences, it is important to highlight initial differences 
which were evident between the size of the introduced tracers and the Rede bed 
surface sediments (Figure 8.8). It is clear that the introduced tracers were substantially 
finer (Dso=60mm) than the naturally occurring riffle and pool sediments with Dso's of 
85 and llOmm respectively, and slightly coarser than the naturally occurring bar 
sediments (Dso=50mm). The coarse nature of the Rede size distributions is partly a 
reflection of some very coarse immobile boulders (Dmax=700mm) found in the bed, 
compared to a tracer Dmax of 240mm. After re-distribution of tracer clasts these initial 
differences are still apparent (Figure 8.6a-j), with the tracers deposited on riffles, pool 
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heads and troughs being finer than the naturally occurring material, and tracers 
deposited on bar edge tails being coarser than the naturally occurring bed material. 
Tracers deposited on pool tails and bars (head edges, tops and apices) however 
reflected the natural size distribution much more closely, suggesting that the sorting 
patterns displayed by tracers deposited in these zones explain the naturally occurring 
sorting processes in the Rede channel. The data for riffles, pool heads and troughs 
does not reflect natural sorting patterns closely. This is probably due to the limited 
tracer size range used in the study; some coarser tracer clasts up to the Reach D",ax 
should have been employed in the Rede channel. 
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Tracer size changes and soning 
Information concerning the grain size change of the retrieved tracers can give a 
further insight into sorting processes through riffles and pools. Figure 8.9 
demonstrates grain size changes over the study period for both riffles and pools, 
indicating a progressive fining of both riffle and pool tracer clasts over the first three 
events, due to fewer coarse clasts were retrieved. There is no evidence that these 
clasts have been transported out of the study reach, so it appears that the material is 
likely to have been buried in situ. After the fourth and largest flood event of 
9.92 m3s· l (117% bankfull), there appears to be a trend for sediments to coarsen in 
riffles and pools, which may reflect re-exposure of coarser grains, and loss of fine 
gravel to interstitial spaces and burial. 
Tracer size differences between riffles and pools over the study period may be 
compared more critically with reference to Figure 8.10. Initially it may be seen that 
tracers which were introduced to the pools were slightly coarser than riffle tracers, 
reflecting methodological strategy which was designed to reflect the natural surface 
sedimentology (see Chapter Three). Over the first three floods it appears that grain 
size differences between riffles and pools are reduced gradually. After the largest 
flood (9.2 m3s·l ), the pool tracers that were retrieved were finer, possibly reflecting 
the burial of coarse clasts with locally derived bank and bed material. After the final 
flood, there was little difference between the Dso of riffle and pool tracers, although 
pools contained slightly more lOO-140mm clasts and fewer 60-mm clasts in 
comparison to the riffle tracers. 
8.4 Discussion and conclusions 
8.4.1 Sorting patterns 
The tracer results help to explain the sediment sorting patterns in the Rede riffle-pool 
sequence described in Chapter Three. A similar budgeting procedure to that 
conducted for Phase I bedload (Chapter Seven) was conducted for the gravel tracing 
experiment, whereby the total percentage of clasts deposited in each morphological 
sub-unit, was calculated (Figure 8.11). The numbers in brackets indicate the 
percentage of clasts deposited on each morphological sub-unit, taking into 
consideration clasts which were not transported out of the unit where they were 
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consideration clasts which were not exported from their seeding 
position I unit. 
initially seeded. Overall, there appeared to be a greater tendency for tracers to be 
deposited on bar surfaces where over 54% of the tracer clasts were deposited. Riffles 
were also important storage zones, collecting over 31 % of the tracers. Pools did not 
appear to collect very many tracers «15%), these were mainly concentrated in a glide 
(Pool 3) on a straight reach of channel. Tracer clasts were also transported to different 
morphological sub-units based on grain size. The grain size of tracer clasts deposited 
on riffle heads and crests tended to be significantly finer than those left in pool 
troughs, and riffle tails were significantly finer than pool heads, troughs, and tails. 
Furthermore, riffle tails were found to be significantly coarser than bar tails, whilst 
pool heads, troughs and tails were significantly coarser than bar heads and tops. Data 
suggested that riffles and bars provide the most stable high-flow depositional sites for 
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16-90mm gravel, whereas pools appeared to be the most stable sites for the coarsest 
tracers (>9Omm). It is important to note that coarse clasts are not supplied from 
upstream; instead these tend to be retained within the pool, whereas finer tracer clasts 
are evacuated onto riffles and bars. 
Tracer data do not support the commonly accepted view of Keller's velocity reversal 
hypothesis and Iackson and Beschta's (1982) two-phase sediment sorting model, 
which state that coarse material is deposited on riffles at high flow, and finer 
sediments deposited in pools during lower flows. This is despite the evidence that 
tractive force reversal occurs in the Rede channel and the suggestion that gravel 
appears to 'leap-frog' from riffle to riffle I bar (sensu Jackson and Beschta, 1982). 
Rather, the grain size pattern and sediment sorting processes appear to reflect the high 
flow competence pattern supporting the views of Gilbert (1914), Bowman (1977), 
Bhowmik and Demissie (1982) and Thompson et al. (1999). Riffles and bars appear 
to be acting as sources and sinks; sediments scoured from a riffle are transported to 
the next riffle crest downstream which may then undergo aggradation, if the tractive 
force is below the critical threshold for mobilisation. Conversely, a riffle section 
which undergoes aggradation may result in a reduced supply of sediment to the next 
riffle downstream, with the consequence that the next riffle downstream undergoes 
scour. The Rede data also demonstrate scour of pools and deposition on riffle heads I 
pool exit slope, which is a feature supported by Sear's (1996) and Thompson et al.'s 
(1996) studies. This can be attributed to the upstream-sloping portion of the channel 
that controls the size of the bedload that leaves the pool (Petit, 1987; Thompson et al., 
1996). The exit slope merges into the riffle head and finishes at the riffle crest, 
creating strong flow divergence (Schmidt et al., 1993; Thompson et al., 1998), and 
areas of upwelling that increase the likelihood of sediment deposition (Petit, 1987; 
Thompson et al., 1996). This feature may explain the downstream fining which has 
also been observed in pools by some workers (e.g. Sear, 1996), and why fine 
sediments are often reported as being deposited on the pool tail (Lisle and Hilton, 
1992; 1999). The resolution of grain size measurement was not detailed enough to 
pick out down-pool size variation (within-unit) in this investigation (see Chapter 
Three). 
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Mean transport distances for tracer clasts suggest no major difference in hydraulic 
condition between riffles and pools, with distances of 8.35 m and 8.97 m respectively 
(see Figure 6.3). This is possibly due to the energy which is dissipated/expended 
whilst the particle is trying to hurdle the sloping pool exit. In this manner the pool exit 
slope controls further sediment transport. However maximum transport distances of 
59.7m for riffles and 72.61m for pools suggest greater competence in pools in 
comparison to riffles, further supporting Keller's (1971) velocity reversal model and 
the hydraulic data presented in Chapter Four. It was also evident that the most stable 
tracer size, i.e. that which travelled the least distance, was equivalent to the reach Dso 
(see Chapter Six, Figure 6.4). This suggests that the present flow regime adjusts any 
introduced sediment (tracers) around a quasi-equilibrium condition, which is reflected 
in the Dso. A change in surface Dso may be found where there has been a disruption to 
this equilibrium linked to changing flow and sediment supply regime, for example 
below a recently constructed reservoir (Milan, 1994; 1996). 
The observed tracer sorting pattern; selective scour of smaller tracers from pools and 
deposition on bars, appears to reflect the high-flow tractive force distribution. Tracers 
deposited on pool tails and bars (head edges, tops and apices) closely matched natural 
size distributions, however tracers deposited on riffles, pool heads and troughs tended 
to be finer than the naturally occurring material. This may reflect supply limitation of 
coarse tracer clasts from upstream pools, and the finer nature of the introduced tracers 
in comparison to the natural surface sediments. Tracers deposited on bar edge tails 
were also found to be coarser than naturally occurring material, which may suggest 
some low flow sorting in operation; selective removal of finer tracers under 
winnowing flow conditions. 
The Rede tracer data highlights potential differences in riffle-pool sediment sorting 
dynamics to previous studies, as there is limited evidence of fine tracer (sand and 
gravel) deposition in pools, particularly the pools situated on bends. Previous models 
(e.g. Keller, 1971; Jackson and Beschta, 1982; Thompson et al., 1996, 1999) suggest 
that the grain size of the pool reflects sediment sizes which are transported into the 
pool. Tracer clasts in the Rede appeared to avoid the deepest parts of the channel, and 
tended to be routed towards bar surface from riffles. The coarsening of the tracer 
clasts in the pool over the study duration reflects scour of finer tracers from the pool 
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and retention of coarser clasts. Tracer data indicate that the maximum grain size 
evacuated from the pool was never as coarse as the largest particle recorded in the 
pool (Table 8.2). This would suggest that some of this pool material may never move, 
or only very occasionally, and would explain the existence of a coarse lag deposit on 
the pool bed highlighted in Chapter Three. It is suggested therefore that this lag 
material does not comprise bedload fed from upstream, but are the products of bank 
(banks being composed of relic gravel which lies on boulder clay). 
Table 8.2 Comparison of the sizes of tracers mobilised in pools compared with the 
largest bed particle measured in the pool. 
Unit Surface Dmax (nun) Tracer Dmax (mm) 
PI 
P2 
P3 
310 
270 
380 
Riffle-pool maintenance implications 
160 
140 
240 
Accumulation of gravel on riffles and bars would suggest a progressive increase in 
elevation of these features, whilst lack of accumulation in pools, yet some scour of 
finer locally derived finer grades may suggest either some lowering of the pool bed or 
bed stability. Other balancing factors must play a role in keeping the riffle-pool 
sequence relatively stable. As mentioned in Chapter Three, and section 7.5.3, 
although bar tops are accumulating sediment, deposits tend to be structureless, fine-
grained, and have a high relative mobility. Thus, bar deposits tend to be transitional in 
that they are easily transported downstream by the next high flow event. The coarse 
nature of the pool bed effectively acts as an armour during high flow preventing 
further vertical scour and dis-equilibrium, rather than sediment being fed into the pool 
replacing that which has been scoured, which is an important difference to the 
previous ideas of maintenance (e.g. Keller, 1971; Clifford and Richards, 1992). The 
tendency for bars and riffles to aggrade must be balanced by lateral channel shift, 
which is evident on channel bends on the Rede. Pools on straight sections do collect 
some gravel (Pool 3), so the conventional model of scour and fill to maintain pool bed 
elevation should hold. 
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8.4.2 Influence of flow character upon tracer movements and implications for 
morphological change 
Using the limited hydrograph data available for the Rede an analysis of the frequency 
and duration of events capable of achieving the types of spatial sediment transfer 
patterns recorded in the tracer survey, those capable of geomorphological work, may 
be presented. The implications of sediment transport and flow hydraulics upon riffle-
pool maintenance are then considered in more detail. Data presented in Chapters Five 
and Seven demonstrated that Phase 1 (sand) sediment movement was initiated in the 
Rede channel at about 4% bankfull discharge (0.34m3s·1). From analysis of the Rede 
flow records in Figure 8.12, it may be seen that this situation was possible, assuming 
an unlimited supply of sediment, for around 45% of the time. Over a one-year period, 
between November 1996 and 1997, there were 103 occasions where flow was 
competent enough to transport sand in the Rede channel (Figure 8.13). Sand has very 
little influence upon morphology, and it is the movement of gravel (Phase 2) which is 
more pertinent when considering riffle-pool maintenance. 
From the tracer evidence presented in this Chapter and in Chapter Six, gravel 
movement appeared to be initiated on riffles at flows of around 31 % bankfull. 
Movement tended to be restricted to intra-unit transport and hence this flow would 
cause limited morphological change. Flows capable of jostling the riffle surface layer 
only appear to occur about 2.6% of the time, when reference is made to flow duration 
data given in Figure 8.12. Over a period of one year (November 1996-November 
1997) this was found to occur on 35 occasions. At between 31 % and 70% bankfull. 
the tractive force in some but not all of the pools exceeds adjacent riffles (Chapter 
Four, Milan et al., 2001). These flows appear responsible for pool scour and exit slope 
deposition. This magnitude of flow appears to have an important influence on 
morphological change. Tracer evidence presented in this chapter and in Milan et al (in 
press) suggests that the sediments, which are evacuated onto pool exit slopes, are 
derived from the pool bed or outer bank, rather than from riffles, pools or bars 
upstream. Hence at these flows, sediments are not being translated from unit to unit, 
maintaining eqUilibrium form, rather a dis-equilibrium state where pool troughs are 
deepening and pool exit slopes I riffle heads are aggrading, through deposition of 
freshly-scoured extrinsic sediments, appears to operate. Flows of 70% bankfull 
occurred about 0.19% of the time on the Rede channel between November 1996 and 
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November 1997, and on 6 occasions in this year. 
At flows of 77% bankfull, either an equalisation in tractive force or marginal reversal 
was found throughout the Rede riffle-pool sequence (Chapter Four, Milan et al., 
2001). Exit slope depos(tion is not a feature at these higher flows suggesting that even 
though sediments may be scoured from the pool bed and banks, the bedload has 
greater momentum as a result of the greater tractive forces and gets deposited on 
riffles or bars further downstream instead. This suggests that these flows may also 
have the function of exit-slope scour and may help to maintain riffle position. Riffle-
riffle 1 bar edge hopping of sediments appears to be the dominant process at these 
flows, which occur for about 0.12% of the time (Figure 8.12). Over a period of one 
year this type of sediment transport occurred on only four occasions (Figure 8.13). 
Bankfull flow only appeared to occur 0.02% of the time over the study period (Figure 
8.12), and between 23.11.96 and 22.11.97 only occurred once, however more bankfull 
floods did occur after this period (during the pebble tracer survey). These flows 
largely appear responsible for transferring sediments from bar to bar. 
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Similarities may be drawn between the Rede data and the findings of Carling (1988) 
for two other streams in upland Britain; Carl Beck and Great Eggleshope Beck. In 
Carling's study, winnowing (Phase 1 transport) was the dominant process at flows up 
to 60% bankfull. These flows were not capable of morphological change. Phase 1 
transport appears to dominate on the Rede flows possibly up 70% bankfull. In 
Carling's study flows between 60% and 90% bankfull were capable of mobilising 
small-medium framework gravels in quantity (Phase 2), however the coarsest grains 
in the bed were not entrained in large numbers. The stability of the coarser bed 
elements appeared to limit the availability of gravel for transport in a negative 
feedback mechanism. Carling suggested quasi-equilibrium behaviour occurring at 
90% bankfull where the channel oscillates around a preferred geometry capable of 
conveying the near bankfull water and sediment discharge. At this flow only part of 
the bed width and depth is mobile. This situation appears evident on the Rede at 
between 77% and bankfull condition. It is suggested by Carling (1988) that 
morphological adjustment (positive feedback) only occurs at flows above bankfull 
which are capable of mobilising the whole bed width (Phase 3 transport). 
Observations over four years on the Rede recorded one overbank flow of 9.92m3s· t 
(117%) bankfull, however this did not appear to be capable of transporting some of 
the Dmax clasts within the Rede channel. Some morphological change was evident in 
the pools and point bars (see Chapter Nine). 
Changes in the form of alluvial channels over moderate timescales oscillates around 
an eqUilibrium state unless the channel encounters different bank materials or has a 
different discharge regime imposed on it (Richards, 1982). Discharge regime may be 
altered by factors such as climate change, land-use alteration or flow regulation. There 
is strong evidence to suggest that the flashiness of spate rivers in upland Britain has 
changed in the last hundred years (Archer, 2000). The analysis described in this 
section could be developed further so that response of riffle-pool morphology to 
changes in flow I sediment transport regime may be predicted. 
Keller's (1971) tractive force reversal and Thompson et aI's (1996, 1998, 1999) pool-
exit-slope sediment sorting models can be shown to both influence sediment sorting 
patterns through the Rede riffle-pool sequence, and thus riffle-pool maintenance. 
However there is room for modification of the model to take into account the limited 
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supply of sediment into pools and development of coarse lag layers. This will be 
addressed in Chapter Nine. 
8.5 Summary 
1) Bar surfaces (particularly bar edges) and riffles act as gravel storage zones in the 
Rede riffle pool sequence; 
2) For low magnitude «30% bankfull), high frequency flows. movement of gravel is 
restricted to movement within morphological units; 
3) For medium flows of around 70% bankfull sediments do appear to be transferred 
from one unit to the next, however the step lengths are usually quite short «10m), 
with scour from pools and exit-slope deposition dominating. Some deposition on 
bar apices occurs; 
4) For flows close to bankfull (82%), sediments may be transferred between units, 
with greater transport distances. Riffles - riffle I bar transfer dominates; 
5) For flows of bankfull and over (117%) sediments are almost exclusively deposited 
on bars regardless of their source. Bar to bar transfer dominates; 
6) Sediments are transported from riffle-rifflelbar rather than being fed through 
pools; 
7) Pools act as zones of scour, there is little evidence of any deposition in pool 
troughs even at lower flows, sediment is supply limited to the pools; 
8) Limited transport of very coarse tracers seeded in pools, yet evacuation of fine-
medium gravel. demonstrates how lag coarse surface layers may develop in the 
Rede pools; 
9) Multiple comparisons analysis of variance demonstrated highly significant 
differences in the sizes of tracer clasts deposited in different morphological sub-
units; 
10) Application of a chi-squared test indicated that random deposition could not 
account for the observed tracer clast deposition patterns; 
11) The grain-size of tracers deposited on riffles and bars showed similarities to the 
natural bed sediments in the depositional sub-unit, however tracers located in 
scour zones (pools) tended to be much finer reflecting limited supply of tracers 
into the pools; 
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12) Analysis of flow records for the Rede in conjunction with tracer data may be used 
to assess the frequency of sediment transfer patterns, and to predict the influence 
of this upon channel morphology. 
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Chapter Nine 
Discussion and conclusions: sand and gravel transport and the 
maintenance of the rime-pool sequence 
9.1 Tractive force reversal 
This chapter summarises the sediment transport and hydraulic processes operating in 
the River Rede and discusses the implications for riffle-pool maintenance. As was 
shown in Chapter One, a diverse literature has addressed the mechanisms by which 
undulating bedforms (associated with spatial differences in flow strength and 
sediment sorting) are both formed and maintained. In terms of riffle-pool 
maintenance, the most widely accepted explanation is provided through the concept of 
tractive force reversal between the pool and riffle as discharge rises (Keller, 1971). 
In this study reversal in mean section-averaged velocity was found at four out of six 
riffle-pool units (Figure 4.1), as a result of marginally smaller cross-section areas. 
Many workers contend that pool cross-section averaged velocity can only exceed that 
of the adjacent riffle if the pool cross-section area is smaller (e.g. Bhowmik and 
Demissie, 1982). Carling and Wood (1994) have demonstrated using computer 
simulation the increased potential for velocity reversal where riffles are in excess of 
50% wider than the pools. However, numerous workers have presented field data that 
demonstrate larger cross-sectional areas for pools at high flow (e.g. Richards, 1978; 
Carling, 1991; Carling and Wood, 1994; Thompson et ai., 1996; 1999), thus 
providing support for an alternative explanation for riffle-pool maintenance. 
9.1.1 Support for reversal from tracer data; limitations with cross-section 
average measures 
Although the reversal in cross-section average velocity was only marginal in nature, 
and did not occur for every riffle-pool unit in the Rede study reach, gravel tracer data 
(Chapters Six and Eight) provide further support for its occurrence. Of particular 
interest was the behaviour shown by one of the riffle-pool units situated at the 
upstream end of the study reach (Pool I-Riffle A), which did not show a reversal or 
equalisation from cross-section averaged velocity data. Tracer data showed this pool 
to scour at discharges below bankfull (5.95 m3s· i , 70% bankfull), with deposition of 
tracers (20-70 mm) on the pool exit slope I head of Riffle A. Even though section 
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average velocity data suggest otherwise, this has to imply that the pool had greater 
competence than the riffle head downstream, and that competence reversal occurred. 
Sediment sorting processes in this case provide support for tractive force reversal. 
The reason for disparity between tracer and hydraulic data lie with the cross-section 
averaged nature of the velocity measure. Were point velocity values to be taken solely 
in the pool trough, above the roughness elevation of the bed surface sediments, at or 
near bankfull, higher values might be expected in the pool. Cross-section average 
velocity estimates are also influenced by the morphology of the cross-section. Pools 
situated on channel bends adjacent to point bars with asymmetric cross-section 
profiles have much narrower crqss-sections than riffles at low flow. The flow is 
confined between the steeply shelving bank of the bar edge and the near-vertical outer 
bank. As discharges rises, mean section velocity within the pool increases at a faster 
rate compared with the adjacent riffles; cross-sectional areas are smaller and the 
continuity of mass principle is satisfied. However just before the discharge reaches 
bankfull (or equal to the elevation of the point bar), the bar surface begins to become 
flooded and becomes part of the pool-cross section (at approximately 70% bankfull). 
In this situation the cross-section area may increase sufficiently to exceed that of the 
adjacent riffles. This effect may be responsible for the deviation from the log-log 
relationship at the upper flow range evident in Figure 4.1. 
A further reason for this disparity could be the existence of turbulent eddies 
associated with high velocity jets, in the region of downwelling flow close to the outer 
bank on bends (Bathurst, 1979), which may result in locally high velocities and shear 
stresses in the pool trough. This is discussed in more detail in sections 9.5.1 and 9.7. 
9.1.2 Further support for reversal using point measures 
Although some point velocity values were obtained, it was not possible to obtain 
measurements in pool trough at high flow. However more detailed tractive force 
information was obtained in the form of boundary shear stress using the Du Boys 
equation. Analysis of these results appear to indicate more clearly, reversals in point 
shear stress for all riffle-pool· units studied throughout the reach. At high flow the 
tractive force maxima may be extremely localised in the pool trough, and 
understandably would not be represented well by a cross-section averaged measure 
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(see Pool 1 / Riffle A, Figure 4.8). Apparently therefore, boundary shear stress data 
support the occurrence of tractive force reversal but their interpretation should be 
approached with caution due to the possible influence of three dimensional flow 
effects and turbulence, which are not accounted for by the Du Boys equation (see 
section 9.5.1 and 9.7). 
However, when hydraulic information is coupled with tracer data the evidence 
supporting a reversal in tractive force, is more convincing. The influence of the 
recorded hydraulic measurements and sediment transport upon riffle-pool 
maintenance may be assessed by employing a modified Shields approach to the data. 
9.2 Implications of tractive force distribution for rime-pool maintenance and 
sediment transport 
Data for the critical dimensionless shear stress for entrainment (Be), obtained from 
tracer data (see Chapter Six) for riffles and pools, may be used in a predictive fashion 
to provide information on the direction of channel change and riffle-pool maintenance 
(Milan et al., 200 1). Data on surface grain size (Dso) may be entered into a modified 
Shields equation to yield the initial boundary shear stress ('t'e) required for 
mobilisation: 
't'e= BJps - Pw) gDso (9.1) 
Traditionally, values assumed for Be are 0.06 for well-sorted sediments and 0.047 for 
poorly sorted sediments (Miller et ai., 1977), although Buffington and Montgomery 
(1997) have highlighted that values may range from 0.052 to 0.086 for reference-
based studies and 0.030 to 0.073 for visually-based studies. A range of factors 
including non-uniform grain size distribution and particle shape have been suggested 
to account for this range (e.g. Andrews, 1983). Here, Be is estimated from tracer data 
using Equations 6.2 and 6.3 rather than the Andrews (1983) equation which was used 
by Milan et al. (2001). 
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Equation 9.1 may then be used to derive a measure of entrainment potential by 
subtracting the critical boundary shear stress ('t"e) for the Dso from local boundary 
shear stress values ('t"o) calculated using hydraulic data for five flow events (see 
Chapter Four). The amount by which 't"o exceeds 't"e indicates the sediment transport 
potential. It is important to note that this measure of competence does not necessarily 
indicate areas of entrainment and fill as it does not take into account sediment flux. 
While this flux is likely to be an important factor in streams with a high sediment 
supply, where transport capacity is high and the competence threshold low (Lisle pers 
comm, 1998), this argument will not apply under the supply-limited conditions 
encountered in the River Rede (Milan et ai., 2001). 
9.2.1 Predicted areas of potential morphological change 
Positive values for 't"o minus 't"e were plotted to indicate areas of potential entrainment 
and channel change for four discharges (Figure. 9.1a to e). A very similar pattern of 
entrainment to that using Andrews (1983) value for Be (see Milan et ai, 2001, Fig. 7). 
However, more entrainment appears to be predicted at bankfull discharge (8.52 m3s- I), 
where there is potential for entrainment of the Dso in Pool 1, the head of Riffle A and 
Bar 1. Very little entrainment is predicted for Bar 2 or the tail of Riffle A / head of 
Pool 2, hence deposition is likely to occur in these areas. Moderate entrainment is 
predicted from the trough of Pool 2 through to the crest of Riffle C. Greatest 
entrainment is predicted at the tail of Riffle C extending into Pool 3. At just below 
bankfull (7.26 m3s- I), Pool 1 still appears competent to entrain the Dso. A small patch 
of entrainment is evident at the tail of Riffle A, however most of Riffle A, Pool 2 and 
Bars 1 and 2 are not scoured at this flow. This would suggest that deposition may 
occur in these areas. Some localised entrainment is also predicted on Riffle Band 
Pool 3, however as Riffle C is incapable of transporting any material, sediments 
scoured from Pool 3 may be deposited here. Some potential entrainment is also 
predicted in at the tail of Riffle C and Pool 4. 
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Figure 9.1 Grey-scale plots indicating the spatial pattern of scour ('to - t c ) at (a) O.07m3s-l , (b) 2. 17m3s-1 , (c), 5.4m3s-1 (d), 7.3m3s-1 (e) 
8.5m3s-1 • See Figure 2.2 for position of riffles and pools. 
At 5.44 m3s-1 there is limited entrainment in Pool I, again suggesting that some 
deposition might occur just downstream of this point. The most extensive area of 
sediment motion is predicted at this flow (two-thirds bankfull) in Pool 2 and head of 
Riffle B. The measure of entrainment potential suggests that the tail of Riffle 2 and 
Pool 3 are unable to transport material, and hence the material deri ved from Pool 2 
and the head of Riffle B is likely to be deposited there. A large region of potential 
entrainment also extends from the tail of Riffle C through Pool 4. A smaller area of 
entrainment along the left bank tail of Riffle A is also evident, which is not shown 
when using Andrews (1983) technique (see Milan et al., 2001). At 2.17m3s- I, 
localised entrainment is predicted to occur towards the tail (left bank) of Riffle A and 
throughout Pool 2, with subsequent deposition likely in on the exit slope of that pool / 
head of Riffle B. At low flow, 0.07 m3s- I, no sediment entrainment is predicted 
anywhere in the study reach. 
To examine the success of these predictions and further consider the implications for 
riffle-pool maintenance a comparison may be made' with actual morphological change 
which occurred throughout the study reach during the study period, using the 
morphometric re-survey techniques discussed in Chapter Two. 
9.2.2 Observed morphological changes May 1996-January 1998 
Morphological changes, based on changes in bed surface elevation between June 1996 
and June 1997 (using cross-section data Appendix 2.1), and between June 1997 and 
January 1998 (using tracer x,y,z data) are illustrated as DEM's in Figure 9.2. Areas of 
scour and fill represent net change over the intervening periods and, hence, do not 
represent zones of scour and fill associated with individual flood events. 
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Figure 9.2 Morphological changes to the Rede riffle-pool sequence between (a) June 1996 and June 1997, and (b) June 1997 and 
January 1998. See Figure 2.2 for position of riffles and pools. 
By comparing predicted areas of entrainment (Figure 9.1) to the observed areas of 
activity (Figure 9.2), it is possible to infer the direction of change, relate process to 
form and thus provide information on riffle-pool maintenance. Most of the reach 
appears relatively stable between June 1996 and January 1998, although local zones 
of scour and fill are evident. These tend to be concentrated in the areas predicted in 
Figure 9.1. One of the main zones of morphological change is found along the right 
bank of Pool 1 extending to the tail of that pool. Between June 1996 and June 1997, 
scour of the channel banks has resulted in addition of sediment to the pool bed and a 
localised increase in bed elevation of approximately 1m (Figure 9.2, Appendix 2.1 
Pool 1). Scour of the bed of Pool 1 slightly further downstream is also evident on the 
right bank which is matched by accretion of Bar 1 (Figure 9.2). Changes between 
June 1997 and January 1998 also indicate scour in Pool 1 and slight accretion to Bar 
1; however it appears that the zone of scour has migrated slightly further upstream, 
and there has been slight accretion to the exit slope of Pool 1 I head of Riffle A. This 
channel change is supported by tracer sediment transport information which showed 
exit slope deposition at flows up to 70% bankfull. 
Scour appears to have occurred along the left bank at the tail of Riffle A and 
throughout Pool 2, comparing well with that predicted at 2.17 m3s·1 and 5.4 m3s· 1 
(Figure 9.1). Scour predicted for Pool 2 at 5.44 m3s·1 also appears to be validated by 
cross-sectional re-survey with approximately 0.25m along the left bank, accompanied 
by accretion of approximately 0.5m along the margin of Bar 2 (Appendix 2.1). 
Entrainment appears to have been over-predicted on Riffles A, Band C which tend to 
show slight accretion. Scour of Pool 3 appears to have occurred between May 1997 
and January 1998 (Figure 9.2b), a feature which appears to be supported by 
predictions in the same zone after a flow of 7.26 m3s·1 (Figure 9.1). Slight scour 
towards the tail of Riffle C and in Pool 4 shown between May 1996 and May 1997, 
appears to have been slightly over-predicted after a flow of 8.52m3s·1 (Figure 9.2), but 
may suggest this riffle has the hydraulic potential to migrate upstream (see section 
9.3.3). 
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The measure of entrainment potential (To - Tc) appears reasonably successful at 
predicting zones of scour and fill. Observed changes suggest pool scour and bank 
erosion, some slight bar aggradation, and stable riffle surface elevations. However, 
slight upstream migration of riffle heads, and pool scour zones (Pool I) is also 
suggested. 
9.3 Sediment sorting patterns and tractive force reversal 
If tractive force reversal is to be used to explain the maintenance of riffle-pool 
morphology on the Rede, then the sediment sorting patterns should reflect this stage-
dependent hydraulic behaviour. The observed sediment sorting patterns through the 
Rede riffle-pool sequence strongly reflect high flow hydraulics and limited sediment 
supply. A lag layer of coarse sediment mantles the pool troughs at low flow. Tracer 
data suggest that this material is not transported into the pool from upstream; instead 
it appears to originate from the bed and banks, either from former alluvial deposits or 
till (Figure 9.3). Any finer material which is present is likely to be flushed out of the 
pool during high flow, leaving behind coarser clasts. This may set up a positive 
feedback mechanism which further promotes tractive force reversal (Figure 9.4). 
Carling and Wood (1994) have suggested that an increase in grain roughness 
increases the likelihood of tractive force reversal, thus Rede pools are more likely to 
show a reversal. Every time a reversal in tractive force occurs, new coarse material 
may be added to the bed from erosion of the outer banks. Unlike many streams (e.g. 
Lisle and Hilton, 1992; 1999), the Rede pools are not smothered with drapes of fines 
winnowed into the pools on the waning limb of the flood hydrograph. This probably 
reflects a combination of supply limitation, a steep falling limb to the hydrograph and 
hiding opportunities behind coarser riffle clasts. Fines that are fed into pools may be 
deflected towards bar edges by strong transverse secondary flow. Alternatively, fines 
may not be routed into the pools, instead following the path of riffles and bars (similar 
to the routing patterns shown for gravel tracers). 
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9.3.1 Competing views of reversal model 
The observation of coarser pool sediments in comparison to the riffles has major 
implications for the successful testing of the reversal hypothesis. Clifford (1990, 
p19S) states that "if a reversal is consistent with pool sediments which may be either 
finer or coarser than riffle sediments, surface size I sorting pattern of riffle and pool 
sediments need not reflect the previous operation of a reversal in transport 
competence". Clifford follows an interpretation of the reversal model which suggests 
that, if the pools have the highest tractive, the coarsest grain size should be 
transported and deposited onto the downstream riffles; the scoured pool areas fill with 
sand and fine gravel winnowed off the riffles on the falling limb of the hydrograph 
(Figure 9.5). This assumes that the channel is self-formed and is transporting every 
grain size present in its bed. Many of the streams which have been used to examine 
riffle-pool hydraulics, sediment transport and maintenance over the last twenty years 
(Table 9.1) either flow over relict fluvial, fluvio-glacial outwash sediments (e.g. 
Milne, 1982), or glacial materials such as till (e.g. Ashworth, 1987). These streams 
therefore may conceivably be re-working this material, some of which is too coarse to 
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ve locity to rise at a fas ter rate than the ri ffle . 
I 
I 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
---t.~ High transport rate 
Low transport rate 
Pool 
I 
Exit slope grave l deposition occurs. , 
Fine sediment drapes on tail s flushed , 
, 
I 
( 
, 
, 
Figure 9.5 Reversal model in a riffle-pool sequence with finer pools than riffle. 
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c) 70-90% bankfull, 
Gravel transport 
Tractive force equali sation . Rime armour begins 
to break. Pools transport sediment at the same rate 
as the ri ffles 
Coarse lag exposed, particularly if sedimcnt supply 
is low 
d) 90% - 100%+ bankfull, 
Gravel transport 
Tractive force reversal. Pools transporting 
sediment at a higher rate than the adjacent 
rimes. Coarse gravel queues up at rim es. 
Pools scour if competence exceeds supply. 
Low grain roughness 
---I.. High transport rate 
Low transport rate Coarsest grai ns mobilised by 
pool and deposited on riffles. 
Any gravel fed into the pool is 
ejected out of pool trough on to 
bar or riffle downstream where 
shear stress is lower 
Pool 
Riffle 
, 
I 
I 
Figure 9.5 Reversal model in a riffle-pool sequence with finer pools than riffles . 
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Table 9.1 Stud· riffl, 
--- ~-- - d -- --- - ,is: site-
- ---- - --
ifie eharacterist· 
-.-
River & Author Sediment supply Hydrograph Role of fines s w P-P Dso (mm) Comments 
L character . (mlm-J (m.l space 
North Tyne, UK S Glacial boulder clay, peat, Regulated Infiltration into R gravel 0.0018 31.0 R=60;P=43 Bed structure proposed as 
(Sear (1992; 1996) terrace gravels, alluvium flowI.3-16m3s- t voids, Surficial being major mechanisms 
Supply limited BF=167 m3s· t deposition on P exit responsible for R-P 
slopes=><iecreasing maintenance 
compaction, decreasing 
Oc of P sediments, 
decreasing P grain 
! 
roughness 
River Quarme S Devonian sandstone, slates Fines thought to help 6.0 Coarser R than Ds=5Omm 
(Clifford, UK & limestone. Coarse increase ac, and fill voids P Obstacle-induced macro-
1992; 1993 a & b) surficial deposits to valley between tightly turbulent flow structures and 
side slopes & valley floor interacting gravel clasts bed strength important in 
maintenance 
IV $ North Saint Vrain S Alluvial, coarse bed SM Finer material (16-90 0.01, =10.0 Irregu Coarser P than Obstacle clasts promote Creek US 0.23-12.9 m3s· t mm) deposited on Rs lar R velocity and 't reversal, and 
(Thompson et at., BF=5 m3s· t 0.026 spaci produce re-circulating eddies 
1999) ng fPR 
Supply limited 
Treia River, Italy, S Pleistocene volcanics, Plio- Low flow only =0.006 R=Cobbles & Supported Langbein and 
(Cherkauer, 1973) Pleistocene marine studied boulders, little Leopold's (1962) proposal that 
1.03 transgressive sequence. matrix rivers adjust their flow so as to 
Terraces. Alluvium <I m3s·' P=Sand & fine minimise total power 
comprising alternate units of gravel expenditure 
coarse channel lag deposits 
and fine overbank material 
Steavenson River, S Banks composed of 0.013 4.5 R=76; P=50 Model of sediment continuity 
Australia cohesive clay & silt applied to explain formation 
(Wilkinson et al., and maintenance. Reversal 
2(00) found only in parts of R-P 
sequence 
Bambi Creek, S.E. l.l Silurian greywake & 1.75 m5s· 1 Fines dominant in 0.0082 3.6 ._ 
-
. --
Qrav~l transport only trigg~~ 
--- --- --- -- --- --
IV 
.."J 
o 
Alaska US 
(Campbell & Sidle, 
1985; Sidle, 1988) 
Rede, UK (This 
study) 
Skirden Beck UK 
(Thompson (1986) 
Aynn Creek US 
(Jackson & Beschta 
(1982) 
Kingledoors Bum, 
Tweed. Peebleshire 
UK (Milne, 1982) 
East Fork River, 
Wyoming US 
(Andrews, 1979; 
Lisle, 1979) 
1.4 
1.45 
=1.6 
1.73 
1.8 
argillite, and Devonian 
limestone. Spodsol soils 
with organics. Numerous 
bogs. Debris jams control 
in-channel storage 
Glacial boulder clay I RF,SM 
alluvium made available via 
erosion scars, slope-channel BF = 8.5 m3s-1 
coupling important. 
F1uvioglacial outwash I 
boulder clay made available 
via bank scour. Channel 
storage (point bars) 
Supply limited 
Composite silt over coarse BF = 19.2 m3s-1 
gravel in banks 
Forested catchment. Deep Winter freshets 
soils, gravelly loams. most important 
Sandstone and siltstone BR. for sediment 
Sediment supply by soil transport 
creep and shallow mass 
movements of soil to BF = 1.2 m3s-1 
channel. 
Silurian and Ordovician 
lithology. 
Bluffs comprised of fluvio-
glacial valley fill. Erosion 
scars supply sediment to 
channel 
Pleistocene outwash SM 
terraces. Low gravel supply, 
high sand supply. 
- -
bedload, higher on rising by 1I5yr floods. 
limb of floods Transport of sediment 
controlled by log jams. 
Antecedent conditions 
important. Rs scour in winter 
and spring and fill in summer 
No fines winnowed into 0.007 HF= HF= R= 10 1 ;P= 122 Tractive force reversal apparent 
Ps. P subsurface 14.0 3.6 in some R-P units. P sediments 
sediments contains have higher 8e, compared to 
slightly less matrix in LF= LF= Rs. sediments routed around P, 
voids (10.7% compared 8.7 5.7 Rs maintained without further 
with 12.8%). Matrix in downward scour of Ps. Rate of 
Ps however contains increase in v falls due to 
more silt and clay which drowning of bar surfaces and 
may act to increase 8e, of bank roughness effects 
Pclasts 
0.0048 12.0 5 
Two phase sediment 0.01 3.5 5.1 Reach Dso=36 Bed sediments dominated by 
transport model sand 80%, gravel 20%. Two 
proposed. Fines (Phase phase model requires tractive 
I) transported for most force reversal for gravel (Phase 
of the time over a stable 2) transport to begin. 
gravel surface 
Ps clean of fines <2mm. 0.01 5.9 7.3* R=43; P=36 Ps with more asymmetric 
Very low fine sediment cross-sections and tighter 
content related to planform, curvature more 
geology likely to collect fines 
Coarse sand dominates Se= 50-60 R coarser at T reversal occurs, however i 
bedload and fills Ps at 0.001 low flow, P usually below 8c to mobilise 
low flow coarser at high gravel. Gravel 25% of bed but 
flow only 8% of bedload 
tv 
-...J 
-
La RuUes, 
Ardenne, France 
(Petit, 1987) 
Dry Creek, 
California (Keller, 
1971) 
Little Rouge River, 
Ontario, Canada 
Robert (1997) 
Boulder Creek, 
Utah, US 
(O'Conner et al., 
1986)" 
River Fowey UK 
(Richards, 1976a & 
b; 1978) 
Bronte Creek, S. 
Ontario, Canada 
(Richards, 1978) 
Kaskasia River, 
lliinois US 
(Bhowmik & 
Demissie, 1982 
a&b; Yang, 1971) 
1.86 Quartzite BR. RF 
Alluvial. Gravel in banks BF=1.3 m3s·! 
and bed. 
. 
S Alluvial Intermittent 
2.4 4.5 m3s· l 
S Alluvial 2.55-4.62 m3s· l 
BRchannel 
S&C Banks 5-40% silt/clay RF 
Bed material derived from 
granite bedrock 
S&C 
Fines may delay 3.8 2.8 R=15.2; P=50- Lag boulders in P prevent 
transport if present in 100 vertical scour 
voids. Fines winnowed 
into Ps. Shear stress reversal occurs 
0.0025 10.07 5.92 R=32;P=10 Velocity equalisation, velocity 
reversal hypothesis proposed. 
Fine sediment drapes in pools 
due to winnowing at low flow 
0.0008 9.0 ==5.6 36 't equalisation at two-thirds BF 
! 
n & Se reversal 
Reachl R = R=45-60 Convergence in velocity at 
0.0056 8.2 P=7-52 high flow but not reversal. 
P = Macro-scale flows thought 
Reach3 7.2 responsible for formation. 
0.0013 No reversal, however Se 
increases at faster rate over P's 
with increasing Q compared to 
R 
No reversal, however Se 
increases at faster rate over P's 
with increasing Q compared to 
R 
R=46 Reversal was not found to 
occur 
P=O.034 
~ 
N 
River Severn, 
Shropshire, UK 
S&C 'Incised into Bentonitic, RF 
clays. Sandy banks, gravel BF = 250 m3s-1 
point bars and terrace gravel (Carling, 1991; 
Carling & Orr, 
2000) 
River Severn and I S&C 
Swale 
Bathurst (1979) 
River B6br Poland I S&C 
(feisseyre, 1984) 
Severn banks composed of 
fine alluvium over gravel, 
Swale banks composed of 
sand and gravel 
Alluvialloams 
Alit Dubhaig BR-metamorphic granulites 
(Ashworth, 1987; & mica schists, occasional 
Ferguson and granite erratics. 
Ashworth, 1991) Hummocky Pleistocene 
I A 1.2 morraines mantle bases of 
I B 1.2 hillsides. Valley floor 
C 1.3 moraines thought to be re-
Measured Q 
ranges: 
Severn; 0.76-
25.84 m3s-1 
Swale; 0.71-7.84 
m3s-1 
Floods 
Freshets 
& I High suspended 
sediment load. P fine-
sediment deposition 
reflects gradually varied 
flow, leading into the P, 
without a bottom zone of 
flow separation 
Flashy I Ps clean of fines 
hydrograph. 
Rainfall and I Low fine sediment 
some snowmelt supply 
hydrographs 
IO.Om3s-1 
S= 
0.0003-
0.002 
C= 
0.0004-
0.0005 
80.0 
Sever 
n 
8.8-
31.9 
Swale 
18.2-
19.6 
=3.75 R=25; P=43 
Coarse gravel 
I cobble 
No reversal found to occur, 
only equalisation. Importance 
of macro-scale turbulent flow 
structures in formation and 
possibly maintenance 
emphasised. v begins to fall 
near bankfull in curved reaches 
't in curved reaches strongly 
influenced by 3D flow, and 
shows wide variation with Q. 
3D flow most active at medium 
Q, and is associated with a jet 
of high velocity which at low 
and high Q is situated towards 
the downstream end of the 
pool, and at medium Q is 
situated at the head or trough of 
pool. 3D flow poorly 
developed in straight pools, 
't pattern varies little with Q. 
Differences in three-
dimensional flow structure in C 
and S reaches. Velocity 
reversal thought to occur. 
Observations suggested that 
turbulent flow structures were 
also very important in 
maintenance. 
Shear stress reversal was found 
in most reaches. 
Lag gravel in some Ps; boulder 
1 0.021 116 1 R=I13;P=I25 1 clay 
0.015 27 R=87; P=120 
0.01l '14 I R=70; P=59 
IV 
-...J 
~ 
D 1.5 
E 1.1 
F 1.1 
Big Pine Creek 1.18 
US 
Boone Fork 1.25 
US 
Durkee Run 1.13 
Creek US 
Little Bear 1.13 
Creek US 
Mc Alpine l.01 
Creek US 
,-., 
Middle River 00 2.05 r-
US 0\ 
--
Simms Creek E l.31 
US 0 .c 
Ramsey Creek 
1) 
l.08 :E 
US etc:! 
WeaCreek US ... l.38 
.£ 
Wildcat Creek 1) 1.42 ~ 
US '-' 
Cattaraugus Creek 
US (Hirsh & 
Abrahams. 1984) 
Feshie UK Brai 
(Ashworth. 1987) ded 
Gaylor Creek 
N.CaIifornia US 
(Keller & 
McDonald. 
worked by meltwater 
erosion during deglaciation. 
Sandstone BR (Little 
alluvium) 
Alluvial (little BR) 
Alluvial 
Metavolcanic (little 
alluvium) 
Alluvial (little BR) 
Limestone (little alluvium) 
Alluvial 
Metavolcanic 
Alluvial 
Alluvial 
Sediments arise from 
sandstone BR and non-
sedimentary glacial erratics. 
Bank sloughing. Transport 
of sediment from upstream. 
Erosion of in-channel 
sediment 
0.0083 24 R:::::78;P=64 
0.003 8 R:::::40; P--4Q 
0.001 9 Reach D5(F'20 
Perrenial 0.0014 29.28 6.84 Scour of P and higher velocity 
in P assumed to occur. 
Perrenial 0.0045 9.46 4.90 Kinematic wave theory also 
(regulated) suggested as being important in 
Intermittent 0.0023 4.27 5.56 maintenance 
Perrenial 0.0036 7.63 6.28 
Perrenial 0.001 6.03 6.74 ! 
(Channelised) 
Perrenial 0.0067 14.23 6.73 
Perrenial 0.0049 3.66 5.52 
(regulated) 
Perrenial 0.0089 4.58 7.00 
Perrenial 0.0015 20.44 5.25 
Perrenial 0.0014 25.01 5.01 
Fine sediments 10.0 Rs coarser & Assumes possibility of tractive 
winnowed from Rs to Ps. better sorted force reversal 
Deposition below 
reversal threshold. 
flashy upland. R:::::62;P=70 
RF&SM 
Ps clean of fines P coarser than Reversal in stream power, 
R however gravel immobile. Bed 
Low fine sediment a relict feature of the late 
supply 
--------
Pleistocene, some elements too 
N 
-...J 
~ 
unpublished) 
Washington US 
Tolt 1 
Tolt2 
Tolt6 
Tolt7 
Tolt9 
Tolt 10 
Tolt II 
Tolt 12 
Tolt 13 
Tolt 14 
Tolt 15 
Tolt 16 
Tolt 17 
Tolt 18 
Tolt 19 
Tolt 20 
Tolt21 
Tolt22 
Tolt 23 
Tolt 24 
Tolt 25 
Tolt 26 
Tolt 27 
Tolt 28 
Trap_2 
TraQ4 
Alaska. US 
Trap 5 
Trap 6 
EastFodcT~ 
,-.. 
on 
0'1 
0'1 
-
-
-: 
I:S 
... 
" ~ 
u 
E 
0 
DO 
-c 0 
~ 
I 
Toll catchment underlain by 
Tertiary igneous & 
sedimentary BR and pre-
Tertiary melange. Valley 
floors covered by 
Pleistocene recessional 
outwash & alpine glacial 
deposits. Other reaches in 
southeast Alaska. glaciated 
during the Pleistocene, 
underlain by limestone, 
granite, and metasediments 
I coarse to mobilise 
0.035 14.5 0.81 tpR 
0.034 24.9 0.21 tpR 
0.04 16.3 0.57 SP 
0.029 12.2 1.12 SP 
0.054 15.3 0.61 SP I 
0.029 12.8 5.08 PB 
0.04 2.8 12.50 PB 
0.03 3 >13.2 PB 
0.03 2.7 3.70 PR 
0.021 5.4 1.34 tpR 
0.007 4.1 3.35 tpR 
0.014 4.4 1.14 tpR 
0.006 4.9 0.75 tpR 
0.012 4.5 0.70 tpR 
0.01 35 2.43 PR 
0.013 23.5 9.36 PB 
0.085 4.1 1.34 SP 
0.023 4.9 >12.2 PB 
0.006 4.2 3.27 tpR 
0.002 4.0 2.14 tpR 
0.007 4.4 1.23 tpR 
0.006 4.9 0.95 tpR 
0.005 4.5 1.18 tpR 
0.008 38.1 1.99 tpR 
0.007 12.5 0.32 tpR 
0.008 7.0 0.76 tpR 
0.009 12.0 0.51 tpR 
0.009 14.0 0.32 tpR 
0.009 7.7 0.55 tpR 
0.025 8.2 0.86 tpR 
0.023 5.1 1.08 fPR 
0.023 6.2 0.73 fPR 
Muri1 0.015 15.0 2.30 PB 
Muri2 0.027 9.1 0.82 fPR 
Comer 1 0.03 5.4 0.79 fPR 
Comer 2 0.016 4.9 1.36 Hole in the Wall 1 
Comer 4 0.009 14.7 0.26 Hole in the Wall 2 
Bambi 1 0.006 4.0 2.63 Hole in the Wall 3 
Bambi 2 0.016 4.0 2.67 PR 
Bambi 3 0.016 5.3 0.94 fPR 
Kook 3 0.01 9.7 0.54 fPR 
Kook 5 0.027 5.0 1.02 SP 
Kook 6 0.022 4.7 1.18 SP 
Buckthorn 0.005 11.5 0.50 fPR 
~ Gold 0.025 4.4 11.36 PB 
VI Montanna 0.003 18.3 2.60 PB 
I 
Trinity river and other Bedload dominated by sand Fines winnowed into Ps R coarser at Filling of Ps by fines 
N.W. California streams and influenced by logging on waning flows. Fine low flow; P implies lower 't in Ps on 
(Lisle, 1982; Lisle & activities within the sediment drapes found coarser at high falling limb of 
Hilton. 1992) catchment on P tails. up to R crest. flow hydrograph. In some 
extreme circumstances 
of very high fine 
Big French Creek =52 m3s·' 0.019 sediment supply Ps 
US were found to fill 
Bear Creek US =8 m3s·' 0.042 completely and become 
Horse Linto Creek =66m3s·' 0.Q18 more 'R-like'. This 
US situation is likely to 
Rattlesnake Creek =51 m3s·' 0.013 strongly effect the 
US continuity of mass 
North Rattlesnake =15 m3s·' 0.044 principle, and thus 
Creek US mean velocity for a 
Three Creeks =19 m3s·' 0.016 given discharge, as it is 
Creek US likely to effect reduce . 
N 
-...I 
0'1 
Grouse Creek US =9Om3s·1 0.016 cross-sectional are 
Grass Valley Creek ==37 m3s·1 0.017 
US 
Stanhope Burn UK 1.26 RF.SM 7.4 10.3* 
(Milne. 1982) 
Black Water. UK 1.31 RF,SM 8.7 8.0* 
(Milne, 1982) 
Black Water, UK 1.28 RF.SM 8.2 10.8* 
_{Milne, 1982) 
Polmaddy Bum 1.39 RF.SM 14.1 7.8* 
Loch UK (Milne. 
1982) 
Carsphaim Lane 1.1 RF,SM 11 4.1* 
Loch UK (Milne, 
1982) 
Snaizeholme Beck 1.1 RF.SM 8.4 8.9* 
UK (Milne, 1982) 
River Ure UK 1.71 RF,SM 9.0 5.7* 
(Milne, 1982) 
River Rede. UK 1.94 RF,SM 8.1 10.9* 
(Milne, 1982) 
Bowmont Water 1.06 RF,SM 15.5 3.0* 
UK (Milne, 1982) 
Halter Burn UK U8 RF,SM 2.5 10.0* 
(Milne, 1982) 
-- --- ------
s - bed slope, Se water surface slope; w-Bankfull width; L - sinuosity BF: bankfull discharge; BR: bedrock; R-Rs, P-Ps; fPR - forced P-R; PR - P-R; PB-plane bed; SP-step-
P; * estimated from maps in paper; RF-rainfall; SM-snowmelt; S- straight; C-curved; HF-high flow; LF-Iow flow 
mobilise under the contemporary hydraulic regimes. This concept is further 
substantiated by other workers. Firstly, Lisle (1979), who worked on the East Fork 
River (which has a stable channel and a high sand load) found that although shear 
stress reversal happened, it occurred at a discharge lower than that required to initiate 
any substantial gravel movement, which he attributed to armouring and low gravel 
supply. Secondly, Keller and McDonald (Keller, unpublished), working on Gaylor 
Creek, Northern California showed that the gravel bed material was immobile, despite 
the existence of a reversal in stream power. Keller and McDonald suggested that the 
bed was a relict feature of the late Pleistocene (Table 9.1), when greater runoff from 
upstream glaciers may have been responsible for sculpting the bed. 
With this in mind, an alternative interpretation of the reversal model (shown in Figure 
9.6), which is followed by Keller (1971), Bhowmik and Demissie (1982) and 
Thompson et al. (1999), is that progressively coarser bed material is found in areas 
with a progressively greater tractive force, similar to that reported by Bowman (1977). 
Hence pools should have the coarsest sediments if they are zones of maximum 
tractive force at high flow. In this situation the reversal persists for long enough to 
evacuate all available material, of a competent size, onto the riffle. This situation 
allows for the development of a coarse lag layer at the pool bed. In this model the 
source of the coarse lag material arises from scour of the bed or banks, and not from 
upstream. The lag cobbles which are left in pools at low flow indicate the upper 
boundary of the pool's competence, with all smaller sizes susceptible to scour. 
Scoured material from the pool source area is deposited on topographic highs 
downstream (initially the pool-exit slope I riffle head), as Jackson and Beschta (1982) 
suggested. If a sufficient supply of fine bedload is available then this may cover the 
coarse immobile lag, similar to the situation reported by Lisle (1979) for the East Fork 
River, Colorado, US. This alternative interpretation appears to apply to the Rede 
channel. 
9.3.2 Modification of reversal model 
Sediment tracer data in conjunction with information on flow hydraulics have 
provided further insight into riffle-pool maintenance processes on the river Rede. The 
data presented in this thesis may be used to devise a modification of existing riffle-
pool maintenance theory, which predicts coarser pool sediments. It appears feasible 
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a) 5-30% bankfull, 
Sand transport 
/ 
I 
I 
,1 /1 
I __ -' / 
;---
J 
, 
I 
, 
On the fa lling lim b of hydrograph most lines have 
been stranded on bar tops. Tho. C that rCll1llin lind 
stable si tes in the wake of coarse ri me clasts or may 
be winnowed into the downstream pool. Flow and 
se dim e nt rOllted from ri ffle s into poo ls 
Pools arc composed of coarse lag cobbles, visible 
at low now if fines are supply limited. Fines may 
covcr coa rse lag at low now in high slIppl 
scenarios 
b) 30-70% bankfull, Gravel transport 
Phase I sediment transport over a stab le gravel 
bed. Rimes transport Phase I material at faster 
rate than pool s. If supply i high pools may till. 
reducing cross-section area. Ex it slope deposition 
may ocellr 
• High transport rate 
• Low transport rate ~ 
Pool 
, 
r-~ I 
I I Riffle I 
L __ I 
r--~ 
I I Bar 
L __ I 
Figure 9.6 Reversal model in a riffle-pool sequence with coarser pools than riffl s. 
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c) 
I 
/ 
70-90% bankfull, 
Gravel transport 
--/'-
/' 
/ 
_ ..../ 
".-- I 
I 
, 
Tractive force eq uali sati on. Flow converges into 
pool, and diverges onto riffle. Riffle armour begins 
to break. Pools transport sediment at the same nll e 
as th e rimes. Pool lag stable 
I 
I 
, oarse lag exposed. May be covered if sediment 
supply is exceptionally high 
I 
I 
d) 
Tractive force reversal. Poo ls transporting 
sediment at a higher rate than the adjacent rimes. 
Bed and bank scoured . Coar e cobbles 
introduced from bank to pool bed, increa ing 
grain roughness. Coarse lag material left refl ects 
upper comp etence limit of th e poo l 
90% - 100% + bankfull, 
Gravel transport 
I Some bar deposition 
I occurs 
I 
\ 
I 
---I~~ High transport rate 
Low transport rate Any gravel fed into the pool I 
and fine bed and bank material 
introduced loca lly is ejected I 
ou t of pool trough on to bar ' 
or ri ffl e downstream where " 
shear stress is lower 
I- ~ 
I I 
L __ I 
Pool 
Riffle 
Bar / 
Figure 9.6 Reversal model in a riffle-pool sequence with coarser pools than riffles. 
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that on the Rede, pools act as scour zones only and never store any sediment derived 
from upstream (Figure 9.7). The bed of the pool is a product of bed and bank scour 
only, unless material falls into the pool from the adjacent point bar slope. This notion 
is substantiated by tracer data which suggest that gravel and sand may be scoured 
from, but is not directed into, the pools. Tracer data also indicate that under medium 
magnitude flows, clasts are directed onto bar surfaces and edges, whereafter they are 
transferred to riffles or bars downstream by larger discharges. There is no indication 
that tracers are directed into the pool, even after smaller (intra-unit movement) floods. 
Pool scour and exit slope deposition occurs for floods up to 70% bankfull; however, 
riffle sediments are not mobile enough at this flow to be transported down to the next 
pool (Figure 9.7b). It might be expected that larger floods (Figure 9.7 c and d) result 
in routing of tracer clasts from the riffle into the pool, with subsequent exit slope 
deposition, however evidence for this mechanism is non-existent. If sediment is fed 
into the pool, transverse secondary flow cells must be strong enough to transport 
gravel and cobbles to the bar edge (Teisseyre, 1984), as there is no evidence in 
support of deposition in the line of the primary flow direction. Although Figure 9.7c is 
developed from limited data, there appears to be evidence that tracer clasts were 
preferentially routed around bar edges. When clasts reach these positions, they appear 
to be more easily transported to the next bar by the next high flow event. 
Tracer data indicate that sediment transport at bankfull and above appears to take 
place over bars and riffles only, with a general downstream transfer of material 
between morphological highs (Figure 9.7d). At high flow the riffles act as topographic 
lows transferring sediment, and the bars act as topographic highs storing this material. 
Lack of sediment scoured from the pools may suggest decreases in 'r related to 
reduced three-dimensional flow activity, and lack of sediment supply to the pool from 
upstream (Bathurst, 1979). Reduction in tractive force in the pool at high flow would 
contradict Keller's two dimensional model, however this is a feature that has been 
reported in other riffle pool sequences such as those studied by Carling (1991) on the 
River Severn. In terms of fine bedload, riffle basket trap data presented in Chapter 
Seven, suggest greater rates of transport over areas of relatively lower bed elevation, 
which implies that the pools should have the greatest transport rates. 
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a) 5-30% bankfull, Sand transport 
~- -;,/- On the falling limb of hydro graph most tines have 
r r / been stranded on bar top . Those that remain tind / .ttf. -~ r tab le sites in the wake of coarse riffl e clasts or 
/,- " may be winnowed into the downstream pool. 
( , 
, 
, 
I 
I 
b) 
Fines which are winnowed into the pool muy not 
senle on the bed due to strong secondary 
ci rculations that encourage bar edge deposition 
30-70% bankfull, 
Gravel transport 
cour of pool bed and banks, wi th 
deposition on pool exit slope / riflle 
head 
---I~~ Hi gh transpon rate 
La. transport rate 
Intra-ri ffle movement of gravel I 
clasts towards bar edges and bar I 
heads I 
Pool 
r-~ 
I I Riffle 
L _ _ I 
r-~ 
I I Bar 
L __ I 
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However, the limited data available from pools suggests this may only apply to pools 
on straight sections, as those situated on sinuous sections of channel (Pools 2 and 4) 
tend to have lower rates of accumulation in comparison to the riffles. Pool 3, which 
was situated on a straight section of channel, supports this notion and appeared to 
have greater accumulation rates in comparison to riffles (see section 7.3.1). The lack 
of fine sediment drapes in pools, like that suggested by Lisle and Hilton (1992; 1999), 
would imply sediment starvation (Figure 9.7a), and further support the existence of 
transverse secondary flow cells which drive fines laterally onto the bars (Teisseyre, 
1984; Markham and Thorne, 1992). 
This model still requires tractive force reversal (incorporating the influence of 
secondary flow and turbulent eddies) to maintain the position of riffle heads and pool 
troughs, through periodic scour of deposited sediments, and would involve the 
transfer of gravel between morphological highs as evoked by Jackson and Beschta 
(1982). However the two phase nature of transport on the Rede may not be as distinct 
as that found on Flynn Creek, US, due to lower sand loadings and a gradual, 
incomplete break-up of the surface layer on riffles. Sediment transport on the Rede is 
essentially a stage dependent continuum of grain size transported versus discharge. 
Although Jackson and Beschta do not discuss flow-sediment interaction in intervening 
pools in any detail, the implication is that sediments are passed through the pool, 
whereas in the revised model sediments are transferred from riffle to bar to riffle. The 
morphological implication is that new sediment scoured from the pool bed and banks 
and deposited on pool exit slopes by medium discharges may lead to headward 
growth of the downstream riffle, particularly if associated with a decrease in larger 
flood events that may remove this material (such as that resulting from flow 
regulation). There is a suggestion of this on the Rede study reach at the Pool I-Riffle 
A unit, where upstream accretion of the riffle head and lateral accretion of the point 
bar has occurred over the duration of this study (Figure 9.3). This has been 
accompanied by lateral bank erosion (which has also been migrating slowly 
upstream), and bar growth (see Pool I Appendix 2.1). 
Upstream accretion of the riffles is often balanced by down-riffle scour in order to 
counteract the tendency for riffles to progressively lengthen (although this has not 
been observed on the River Rede within the timescale of this investigation). For 
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example, Teisseyre (1984) has observed headward growth and riffle tail scour on a 
seasonal cycle, whilst Lisle (1982) has commented upon head ward erosion of finer 
gravel material from riffle tails at falling stages. Thompson et al. (1999) also 
comment on the likelihood of headward growth of riffles as a result of exit slope 
deposition; however they suggest that scour of riffle heads must occur at some stage 
in order to maintain the riffle at its particular location. Indeed, some tracer clasts that 
had been deposited on pool exit slopes I riffle heads on the Rede were scoured during 
larger floods (Chapter Eight). This observation would support stability within the 
riffle-pool sequence. 
9.4 Influence of sediment structure upon rime-pool maintenance 
Sediment structure also plays an important role in determining sediment mobility and 
thus riffle-pool maintenance. As was discussed in Chapter One (section 1.4.2), surface 
structuring can exist at a variety of scales in situations where transport rates are low, 
ranging from macro-scale armouring phenomenon, where finer grades have been 
winnowed away (Parker and Klingeman, 1982; Sutherland, 1987), to micro-scale 
pebble clusters (Brayshaw et al., 1983), transverse ribs, and patches Larronne et al. 
(2000). These all play a significant role in regulating bedload transport through 
increasing Be for initial motion. All these features have most commonly been reported 
on riffle surfaces, implying that riffles are more highly structured forms with greater 
stability in comparison to pools. 
The findings of this investigation also suggest that sediment structuring on the Rede 
influences sediment transport. Tracer data revealed evidence of hiding factors on two 
scales, both of which are related to the surface structure of the bed. Riffle surfaces on 
the Rede exhibit an arrangement of armoured gravel patches or ribbons, interspersed 
with coarser 'control' clasts, possibly of glacial origin, which freeze-core evidence 
suggests are embedded to a substantial depth (c 400mm) in the bed (Figure 9.8). 
Medium gravel and sand transport is likely to occur in the region of the patches at 
between 30 and 70% bankfull. Mean transport distance versus grain size plots as a 
bimodal distribution for data both originating from riffles and pools (Figure 6.4). The 
transport of sand and fine gravel, up to 50mm on the riffles. and 90mm in the pools, 
appears to be limited by the sheltering effects of the coarser gravel in the patches on 
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the riffles and lag gravel in the pools. Increases in travel distance with progress ive 
increases in grain size (rising limb) represent hiding effects, whereas the decreases in 
travel distance with progressive increases in grain size (falling limb) represent 
selective transport. The first rising limb demonstrates that as the grain size of the 
tracer increases it is likely to be transported further due to increased protrusion effects 
until a point roughly correlating to the D 50 of the patches on the riffles (50mm) and 
just below the overaJl D 50 for the pools (90mm) is reached, after which size selective 
entrainment predominates. The grain size which moves the smallest di stance (110 
rnn'I) is not the coarsest, as might be expected, but is slightly coarser than the reach 
Dso. For grains between llOmm and 140mm, protrusion effects again appear to 
become important, as indicated by a second rising limb; 140mm 
Patches of finer armoured 
gravel Dso:::: 40-50mm 
Less mobile 'control' clas ts 
Dso :::: J30-140mm 
Figure 9.8 Cartoon demonstrating the patchy nature of the sediment surface 
of riffle on the ri er Rede, which is suggested as being responsible 
for the bimodal pattern in mean transport distance for tracers versus 
grai n size. Arrows indicate that gravel is diverted around control 
clasts when mobili ed. 
grains are transported around 20m further on average in comparison to llOmm grains. 
It is possible that coar er control' clasts in the Rede bed are responsible for these 
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hiding effects, which are found lodged in riffles and which occur occasionally in 
pools (Figure 9.8). Selective transport appears to operate once more for the coarsest 
tracer grains between 140 and 240mm. The pool data in Figure 6.4 demonstrate that 
hiding effects are more extensive in the finer grain size classes, between 20-90mm, 
compared with 30-50mm for the riffles. This may be explained by the coarser grain 
sizes found in the pool and may partly explain the greater Be values found for pool 
tracer data in Chapter Six. 
Role of fines 
Most investigations have not discussed the role of fines in riffle-pool maintenance 
(Table 9.1). However Sear (1992) suggests that surficial deposition of non-cohesive 
fines (sand) on the pool exit slope may reduce compaction, thus decreasing 8e• There 
is also a suggestion that infiltration of fines- into the interstitial void spaces between 
riffle clasts may increase compaction and increase 8e (Reid and Frostick 1984; 
Clifford, 1993a). Infiltration of fines, particularly clays and silts from suspension, 
may increase the cohesiveness of the subsurface sediments. Long periods of low flow 
may assist in developing this structure further by flushing out surficial accumulations 
of sand, which may act to reduce compaction, and promoting further ingress of clays 
and silts. On the Rede, although pool subsurface sediments contain less matrix, the 
matrix itself contains greater proportions of clays and silts in comparison to the riffle 
matrix (Table 3.3), which may provide a further explanation for the higher 8e 
recorded for pools (see section 6.3.5). 
Compaction and mobility 
Although limited to a single survey, cone penetrometer readings presented in Chapter 
Three indicated variable compaction throughout the reach. Pool sediments, although 
coarser than the riffle sediments, were more loosely packed and contained less matrix 
in the near surface substrate (as found from freeze-cores). However the penetrometer 
readings could be misleading here. Although the pool lag sediment is more loosely 
packed at the surface, the clasts are too large to be mobilised and be transported over 
the negative slope of the pool tail. Critical dimensionless shear stress values for 
bedload sediment ( 8e) between riffles and pools were significantly different 
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(p<O.OOI), tending to be higher on average for pool sediments (section 6.3.5), due to 
hiding effects. This has potentially important implications for riffle-pool maintenance, 
as lower Be for riffles would imply that riffles are more easily scoured in comparison 
to pools (the opposite to that required for riffle maintenance and pool scour). These 
findings contrast with the empirical data of Sear (1992; 1996) for the North Tyne, and 
the views of Clifford (1990; 1993b), and would suggest that bed structure differences 
between riffles and pools do not explain their maintenance on the River Rede. 
However some of Clifford's (1990) data for the River Quarme support the Rede 
findings. Clifford suggested that if pool sediments of a given grain size were 
relatively more easy to entrain than riffle sediments, a larger difference between the 
grain size curves describing surface and subsurface sediments should occur at pool 
locations than at riffles. Clifford found this to be the case for only one out of four 
instances, suggesting that riffle sediments on the Quarme had a lower Be in 
comparison to the pools. Data for the Rede presented in Chapter Three also indicate 
greater differences between surface and subsurface grain size curves for riffle data 
(Figure 3.9), supporting the Be data obtained from sediment tracing. Some caution 
must however be given to this interpretation as the Shields criterion (Be) calculated 
using Equation 1.1, only takes into consideration grain size as the resistive force 
variable, with ps, Pw and g being parameters. The effects of bed structure on the 
resistive force are not considered in the equation itself. 
9.4.1 Sediment structure and turbulent flow 
Clifford (1993a) claims that turbulent flow maintains riffle-pool morphology through 
its influence upon differential particle organisation. Clifford suggested that spatial 
differences in the near-bed turbulence field, arising from incipient riffle-pool 
topography, create differences in surface sediment entrainment which enhance and 
maintain the sequence in a form-process feedback mechanism. Clifford (1993a) and 
Clifford et al. (1993) have demonstrated that zones of higher relative form roughness 
(riffles) possess greater turbulent intensities and flow spectra which are multi-peaked 
with high frequency components. Zones of lower relative roughness (pools), possess 
lower turbulent intensities and flow spectra with more dominant low frequency 
components. These differences in turbulence characteristics are related to sediment 
transport primarily through surface sediment organisation in a variety of rnicro-
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topographical bedforms (Clifford et al., 1992), and consequently exert a strong 
influence upon local sediment supply. Buffin-Belanger and Roy (1998) have shown 
that pebble clusters may enhance the presence of large-scale flow structures by 
inducing eddy shedding and the ejection of low-speed fluid into the flow from the 
separation zone in the lee of the clast. Buffin-Belanger et al. (2000) has further 
demonstrated the existence of high- and low-speed regions which develop in the flow 
in the absence of protruding clasts. These wedges have a tendency to self-organise 
and interact with larger features on the bed such as pebble clusters. 
9.5 Site-specificity in riftle-pool sequences and rime-pool maintenance 
It is clear from the literature that a single general model of riffle-pool maintenance 
does not exist. Several site-specific factors could have an influence on previous 
workers findings and subsequent model formulation. Table 9.1 lists a range of field 
studies that have focussed upon riffles and pools, and identifies the characteristics of 
those sites e.g. channel sinuosity, sediment supply and source, bed slope etc. The 
model of maintenance, if suggested in the relevant research article, is given in the 
column labelled 'comments'. 
9.5.1 Sinuosity 
A number of studies including this investigation, indicate differences in the character 
of straight and curved riffle-pool reaches. In this study the pool situated on the most 
sharply curved bend did not show a reversal in mean section velocity, even though 
tracer data suggested this to occur. Instead pool velocities, as discharge reaches that 
capable of drowning bar surfaces, either begin to fall, or increase at a lesser rate. This 
is also a feature noted by Carling (1991) on the River Severn, the effects of which 
may be attributed to the effects of increased bank roughness. Highest transport rates 
of fine-grained sediments on the Rede appeared to occur in a pool located on a 
straight section of channel, suggesting more material was supplied to the straight pool 
in comparison to the curved pool. This observation may also provide further support 
for the existence of well developed secondary flow cells and turbulent eddies in 
curved pools, and suggest more poorly developed three-dimensional flow in straight 
pools with transport of fines dominated by the primary flow direction. Milne (1982) in 
contrast has shown pools with a high curvature to collect more fines in comparison to 
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straighter pools, however it should be noted that this reflects low flow accumulation, 
and not high flow throughput, as measured on the Rede. 
From the information compiled in Table 9.1 it is unclear whether sinuosity has a 
direct influence upon the occurrence of tractive force reversal. Reversal appears to 
occur in some straight and sinuous reaches, however is not a universal phenomenon. 
Keller's (1971) hypothesis of velocity reversal was devised on a straight section of 
Dry Creek, however he was only able to show equalisation in his data. Both Carling 
(1991) and Bhowmik and Demissie (1982) where unable to demonstrate a reversal in 
tractive force for both curved and straight sections. However, Ashworth (1987) and 
Wilkinson et al. (2000) report reversal for straight sections, whilst Andrews (1984) 
and Petit (1987) report reversal for sinuous reaches. Carling (1991) reported strong 
three-dimensional flow structures in the meandering reach at Leighton on the River 
Severn, which masked any trends between shear velocity and discharge. His straight 
reaches in contrast demonstrated clear trends, with the shear velocity in pools 
• increasing at a faster rate in pools than in riffles. 
Three dimensional flow structure 
Distinct differences are evident between the three-dimensional flow structure of 
curved and straight pools (Bathurst, 1979; Teisseyre, 1984). Bathurst (1979) found 
straight pool cross-sections to be characterised by peaks and troughs in f that resulted 
from alternate regions of upwelling and downwelling flow associated with multi-cell, 
secondary circulations, and for this cross-section pattern to change little with 
discharge. Teisseyre (1984) describes flow in straight pools with symmetrical cross-
sections as either being (i) gradually varied (without a zone of flow separation), or (ii) 
rapidly varied (with a bottom zone of flow separation). In the first case, graded fine 
sediment deposits result (possibly explaining the high accumulation in Pool 3). In the 
second case, the riffle ends with a steep face dipping into the pool. A large bottom 
zone of flow separation is evident at the front of the slip face. During high flows, 
downward and backward erosion is dominant. At mean and low flows, the pool fills 
with gravel eroded from the riffle tail I pool head. 
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Flow through asymmetrical pools located on bends is always three-dimensional 
comprising at high flow; (i) spiral vortices (bottom and surficial), (ii) transverse 
secondary flows, induced by the bottom spiral vortex, (iii) mushroom-like eddies and 
whirlpools or descending vortices with vertical axis of rotation (Teisseyre, 1984). 
Spiral vortices are responsible for erosion of the bank and bed, and important agents 
of transverse sediment transport directed from the outer erosional bank to the inner 
depositional bank (bar). Skew induced secondary circulation is strongest at medium 
discharges and can be 10-70% of the primary flow strength, thus capable of 
substantial sediment mobilisation (Teisseyre, 1984), however at high discharges the 
primary flow is more dominant (Bhowmik and Stalt, 1978; Bathurst, 1979). Along the 
inner bank, a zone of flow separation with backflow circulation and independent 
zones of microturbulence may be present. The positions and the relative magnitudes 
of 'l' peaks on bends, change markedly with discharge. 'l' peaks at bends are associated 
with a core of maximum velocity and downwelling near the outer bank. Downwelling 
occurs at the junction between two transverse counter rotating eddies; a main skew 
induced eddy that rotates towards the point bar, and a smaller eddy that rotates 
towards the outer bank. The region of highest shear stress tends to be located near to 
the inner banklbar at the bend entrance and then crosses towards the outer bank, at or 
just downstream of the bend apex (e.g. Hooke, 1975; Bridge and Jarvis, 1976). The 
position of the shear stress peak associated with the core of maximum velocity is 
influenced by the strength of secondary circulations and the bend arc angle (Bathurst, 
1979). When secondary circulations are at their weakest, at low and high flow, the 
crossover region tends to be located further downstream. Conversely, at medium 
discharges, the crossover region of high shear stress lies further upstream and closer 
to the outer bank, due to the increased strength of skew-induced secondary 
circulation. 
Teisseyre (1984) suggests that three dimensional flow strongly influences sediment 
sorting in pools located on bends. Sediment may be sorted into four fractions; 1) fines 
may be transported longitudinally in suspension, 2) flat clasts are transported 
longitudinally via saltation-load on to the pool exit slope, 3) large flat pebbles and 
cobbles are transported by secondary flow towards the inner banklbar, via creeping 
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and saltation, 4} coarsest and spherical clasts are left as a lag, although some large 
spherical clasts may be transported downstream via rolling. 
9.5.2 Sediment supply and source 
The relative differences between riffle and pool grain size is determined by supply of 
sediment from upstream, local supply and hydraulic character (Table 9.1). Grain size 
can alter local roughness, thus influencing velocity (Carling and Wood, 1994). The 
supply of sediment has implications for riffle-pool maintenance. In high supply 
scenarios, where transport capacity of the pools is exceeded, there is a tendency for 
pools to fill with sediments, and for a reduction in the amplitude of the riffle-pool 
sequence. This can also lead to a reduction in the cross-sectional area, with 
implications for mean_velocity and the continuity of mass principle (Clifford and 
Richards, 1992). Conversely, low supply conditions are more suited to maintaining 
riffle-pool morphology. 
In catchments with a high supply of fine sediment pools tend to fill with fine sediment 
drapes during waning flows. This is a particular feature of catchments in California, 
many of which have been disturbed by logging activities (e.g. Keller, 1971; Lisle, 
1982; Jackson and Beschta, 1982; Lisle and Hilton, 1992). Streams with a lower fine 
sediment supply such as the Rede in this investigation, tend to exhibit coarser pools at 
low discharge (e.g. Petit, 1987; Ashworth, 1987; Keller and McDonald, unpublished; 
Thompson et al., 1999). The coarse lag gravel is often covered by a drape of fines that 
accumulates during low flows (e.g. Andrews, 1984) which often leads to pools being 
reported as being finer than adjacent riffles. 
Most studies, including the present investigation, that report coarse lag material 
suggest that this originates from local input from scoured banks, and not from 
upstream (e.g. Gilbert, 1914; Hack, 1957; Keller, 1982; Ashworth, 1987; Keller and 
McDonald, unpublished). These studies also report that the coarse material being re-
worked is non-fluvial in origin, e.g. often a relict deposit of the Pleistocene such as 
boulder clay, or fluvio-glacial outwash (Table 9.1). Studies do exist however, which 
have shown that coarse clasts can be fed into pools and deposited from upstream 
sources (e.g. Haschenburger and Church, 1998). Further work is needed to identify 
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the possible causes of these differences in sediment routing and implications to riffle-
pool maintenance. 
9.5.3 Mode of pool formation I influence of channel obstructions 
Both the fonnation and maintenance of pools is strongly influenced by three 
dimensional flow structures initiated by obstructions in the channel such as boulders 
and log jams (Table 9.1). Clifford (1993b) describes their role in the fonnation of the 
riffle-pool unit, whilst Thompson et al. (1999) describes their role in the maintenance 
of the unit. Obstructions to the flow are very common in heavily forested catchments, 
where the riparian zone is not managed or cleared. In Washington, US, for example, 
Montgomery et al. (1995) separated reaches where pools had been fonned without 
constrictions (PR) from those which had been 'forced' by an obstruction such as a log 
jam (tpR). They found that the nonnal spacing of 2nw commonly reported for pool-
pool spacing was not applicable to river reaches where pools have been forced, where 
instead the spacing tends to be much shorter (Table 9.1). A smaller pool-pool spacing 
also appears evident in channels with large boulders in the bed, where pools are also 
spaced at irregular intervals (e.g. Thompson et al., 1999). 
Pool-riffle morphology can be fonned and maintained where channel obstructions 
initiate turbulent flow structures, and alter cross-section areas sufficiently to cause 
stage-dependent variations in tractive force between pools and riffles (Thompson et 
al., 1999). However, many streams do not have large obstructions available (Table 
9.1), and therefore their fonnation and maintenance must in part be due to the natural 
formation of macro-scale eddies in open channel flow (Yalin, 1971; Richards, 1976; 
Thompson et al., 1999). Whether obstructions influence fonnation and maintenance 
of riffle-pool morphology on the Rede is however questionable. 
9.6 Rime-pool maintenance; the Rede and other sites 
For the Rede, riffle-pool maintenance is largely explained by tractive force reversal. 
The model shown in Figure 9.9 does however include bed structure effects, which 
although were not dominant on the Rede, may operate in different situations 
depending upon the site specific variables discussed in section 9.5. For the Rede one 
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dimensional hydraulic data in the form of boundary shear stress and mean section 
velocity provide support for reversal, although thi s does not happen for every riffle-
pool sequence, and for the ones that it does it tends to be marginal in nature. Pools 
situated on straight sections of channel may experience enhanced reversal due to a 
reduction in cross-section area, as sediment passes through the section. However 
pools on bends do not appear to have gravel fed in to them. Pools with smaller cross-
section areas are therefore less likely at high flow, hence a reversal in tractive force 
may be dependent upon the existence and strength of three dimensional flow 
structures (not quantified in this investigation). Although deposition of tracers on pool 
exit slopes may also provide evidence of local velocity reversal in pools situated on 
bends, one dimensional hydraulic data fail to support thi s in some instances. Even 
though pools are less compact than riffles, pool scour in these situations is unlikely to 
reflect bed structure and mobility contrasts between riffle and pool sediments. This is 
due to strong shielding effects induced by the coarse immobile lag clasts in the pools, 
which results in pool bedload sediment being less mobile than riffle bedload. The 
occurrence of coarser pools than riffles alone provide further support for tractive force 
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reversal, and may even be a contributory factor (Carling and Wood, 1994). Three 
dimensional flow effects could be responsible for reversal in tractive force in this 
instance (Thompson et al., 1999). 
Sinuosity 
Riffle-pool maintenance in channels with a high sinuosity is likely to be different 
from those with a low sinuosity. Tractive force in pools situated on bends is likely to 
be strongly influenced by three-dimensional flow in comparison to pools on straight 
sections. Data from the Rede also suggest a tendency for sediment to avoid pool 
troughs situated on bends, decreasing the likelihood of cross-section area reduction 
during a flood. 
Sediment supply and grain size contrasts 
Tractive force reversal may be encouraged in streams with a high sediment supply as 
cross-section areas of pools may be reduced during a flood. Streams with high 
sediment supply tend to exhibit finer pools with low compaction and grain roughness. 
This could reduce 8c for pool sediments, hence increasing the itnportance of bed 
structure contrasts in riffle-pool maintenance. However, structural contrasts between 
riffle and pools may not be as well defined in conditions of high supply, unless there 
are long periods of low flow, to re-distribute fines. Local inputs, like those shown on 
the Rede may have a significant influence upon riffle-pool maintenance. Bed structure 
contrasts may also be more significant in maintaining riffle-pool morphology in 
streams which can transport every grain in their bed, rather than re-working non-
fluvial deposits. In this situation pools are likely to be finer and less compact than 
riffle sediments. Grain size contrasts between riffles and pools influence grain 
roughness. Coarser pools may encourage tractive force reversal. This situation is 
likely to be found in supply limited streams which are re-working coarse bank 
deposits (e.g. Pleistocene boulder clays). 
Flow regime 
The magnitude and frequency of discharge is critical in maintaining the riffle-pool 
unit. Riffles and pools are quasi-equilibrium bedforms reflecting the magnitude and 
frequency of hydraulic events capable of sediment transport. A change in hydraulic 
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regime is likely to result in disturbance to the riffle-pool unit. Bankfull floods are 
responsible tractive force reversal, and transport the most sediment from riffle to 
riffle. However the Rede data suggests medium flows may be important in scouring 
pools and depositing sediment on exit slopes, possibly due to well developed three-
dimensional flow effects. The length of time between flows is also important in 
developing bed structure. Insufficient periods of low flow between flood peaks is 
likely to result in a homogenous structure between riffles and pools; maintenance in 
this instance is likely to rely more on tractive force reversal than bed structure 
contrasts. 
9.6 Summary and fulfilment of study objectives 
This study has provided a detailed set of data concerning the morphology, hydraulics, 
sedimentology and sediment transport processes operating through a riffle-pool 
sequence. The interrelationship between these various elements and their influence 
upon riffle-pool maintenance has been investigated. This study initially set out to 
improve current understanding of riffle-pool maintenance and sediment sorting 
processes in upland gravel bed rivers. Surface sediments of the pools tended to be 
coarser than those found on the riffles, which was contrary to the majority of 
published studies (see Table 1.1). An examination of Keller's reversal hypothesis 
provided convincing support for a reversal in tractive force on the Rede, which 
suggests that the observed coarseness of the pools may reflect both sediment supply 
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and hydraulic character at high discharge. Tracer data provided further clues to the 
reasons behind the observed sorting patterns. Sediment traps located on areas of low 
relative form roughness on straight sections of channel consistently recorded greater 
accumulations of coarser fines in comparison to zones of higher form roughness. 
Although few data were available for pools, the implication was that pools should 
have the greatest transport rates of fine bedload at high flow. As the pool beds are 
clean of fines at low flow, it appears that transport capacity exceeds supply in the later 
stages of flood events, or transverse secondary flow directs fines towards bar edges. 
Gravel showed little evidence of being routed into pool troughs, and showed a 
preference for deposition on bar edges and tops. Fresh material was introduced to the 
channel through scour of the pool banks and bed. Riffle to riffle I bar hopping of 
sediments appears to operate at flows close to bankfull, supporting Jackson and 
Beschta's (1982) model of Phase 2 transport, however the gravel does not appear to 
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be routed through the trough of the pools as their model suggests, possibly due to the 
effects of three dimensional flow structures which are most well developed at medium 
discharges (Bathurst, 1979; Teisseyre, 1984). The bank materials on the Rede are 
composed of boulder clay I alluvium, some of which appears too coarse for the 
contemporary flows to mobilise. After bank collapse, the finer material is flushed 
away leaving behind a coarse lag deposit. Sand tracing and trapping demonstrate a 
large sand throughput in the Rede channel, but also show that majority of this material 
is stored on bar surfaces rather than being winnowed into pools during low flow. 
Tracer data also provided useful information regarding initial motion criteria. Pools 
tended to have higher Be in comparison to riffles, suggesting that sediments are more 
difficult to mobilise in the pools. This reflects greater hiding effects caused by the 
coarser nature of the pool lag sediments in comparison to the riffle surface, and higher 
silt and clay concentrations in the pool matrices. Pool tracer clasts tended not to be 
transported as far as those situated on riffles, further supporting this finding. 
However, compaction readings taken in the pools using a penetrometer suggested the 
coarse pool lag to be more loosely packed in comparison to the riffles. Although this 
may act to reduce Be the lag grains are too coarse to be transported up the steep 
negative pool exit slope. Any smaller clasts that do find their way into the pool, e.g. 
through bank collapse may be sheltered by the coarse lag grains. 
Hydrograph character and riffle-pool maintenance 
Hydrograph character is likely to be very important to the maintenance of riffle-pool 
morphology. An analysis of tracer pebble movement through the Rede riffle-pool 
sequence revealed the importance of flood magnitude and duration in determining 
scour and deposition loci, and thus morphological change. The slight upstream 
migration of riffles in the Rede study reach between June 1996 and January 1998 may 
reflect the contemporary flow and sediment supply regime (Chapter Eight). An 
increase in the frequency and/or duration of half to two-thirds bankfull flows, would 
provide conditions of enhanced secondary flow and scour towards the head of the 
pool (Bathurst, 1979) and would result in exit slope deposition. If this was 
accompanied by a reduced frequency and/or duration of bankfull and overbank flows 
(required to scour riffle heads), headward migration of the riffle-pool unit may result. 
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The stability of the riffle-pool morphology would therefore be sensitive to any 
changes in flow character, for example those induced by flow regulation, land-use 
change or climate change. 
9.7 Macro-scale turbulent flow structures and rime-pool maintenance: 
Future and ongoing research 
This study has provided a one-dimensional analysis of flow and sediment transport 
through riffle-pool morphology, due to restrictions on equipment and funding. The 
data presented does therefore have some limitations. Future studies should aim to 
identify the significance of macro-scale turbulent flow structures upon riffle-pool 
formation and maintenance. Thompson et al. (1996; 1999) has recently revised the 
velocity reversal hypothesis to include the effects of re-circulating eddies caused by 
an obstruction in the pool. Clifford (1993a) has also extended the Yalin-Richards 
macro-scale flow structure model of pool formation to include the influence of large 
obstacles on the bed. Macro-scale turbulent flow structures such as these may explain 
locally high velocities and scour, in situations where pool cross-section section 
average velocity does not exceed the riffle, for example in Pool 1 on the Rede. 
Bathurst (1979) has described stage variation in the position of maxima associated 
with secondary flow cells and a high velocity vortex. It is uncertain what effects a 
change to flood hydrograph character would have upon three-dimensional flow 
structure, sediment sorting, and riffle-pool maintenance. Some recent field studies 
have demonstrated the existence of macro-scale flow structures that scale on multiples 
of channel width (e.g. Clifford, 1993a; Carling and Orr, 2000, see section 1.3.3). 
However measurements undertaken thus far have only been limited to flows up to 
around half-bankfull, and hence macro-scale flow structure which may be responsible 
for riffle-pool formation has not yet been effectively measured in natural channels; the 
flow structures which have been measured may therefore relate more to maintenance 
processes. 
Data presented in this investigation has argued in support of Keller's reversal 
hypothesis as a mechanism of riffle-pool maintenance. A modification of existing 
riffle-pool maintenance theory may be presented in the light of the data presented in 
this thesis. Reversal in tractive force is necessary for the development of pools, as is 
the periodic scour of riffle heads, in order to prevent significant upstream migration. 
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Scour and deposition patterns are shown to be sensitive to flow character and thus the 
quasi-equilibrium riffle-pool form may potentially be disrupted by a change in flow or 
sediment supply. The revision of the riffle-pool maintenance model provided in 
section 9.3.2 still requires testing more fully, possibly by using active tracing 
techniques (e.g. McEwan and Habersack, 2000), in conjunction with a thorough 
assessment of the influence of three-dimensional flow structures upon riffle-pool 
maintenance. This would prove whether material is preferentially routed over bars or 
through pools. Further work should also concentrate on validation of alternative 
hypotheses such as Wilkinson et aI's. (2000) sediment continuity mechanism (see 
section 1.3.4). This is part of continuing research on the River Rede. 
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Appendix 4.1 Velocity discharge relationships for the Rede cross-sections 
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Appendix 43 Slope discharge rating relations_ PI and P4 are linear regression_ RA is a second order polynomiru, whilst the others are third order polynomial functions_ 
AEEendix 5.1 Size characteristics of sediments enterins basket traEs. 
1000-2000l1m 500-1000l1m 250-500l1m 125-25()~m 
Al 18.05 18.57 44.89 18.48 
(5.17-43.75) (6.25-26.79) (31.25-58.57) (9.84-41.38) 
A2 10.64 22.87 51.47 15.02 
(2.67-23.53) (11.7629.41-) (42.35-63.41) (2.33-29.60) 
A3 17.22 28.39 40.79 13.59 
(4.52-35.62) (13.70-38.33) (25.56-63.28) (7.79-23.49) 
A4 21.23 29.04 38.40 11.33 
(9.04-40.24) (15.91-41.30) (27.27-60.23) (2.44-21.99) 
A5 22.26 27.34 38.47 11.93 
(6.32-35.38) ( 19.42-36.57) (23.08-57.47) (5.14-26.62) 
A6 16.48 21.94 44.24 17.34 
(5.20-43.48) (13.04-28.74 ) (23.91-61.27) (9.09-34.19) 
A7 16.90 28.57 39.54 14.98 
(5.11-27.62) (8.51-38.71) (28.95-63.07) (8.60-34.04) 
A8 29.56 32.78 30.68 6.97 
(15.34-58.67) (18.67-47.31) (17.33-52.91) ( 1.69-18.89) 
A9 13.30 23.40 48.41 14.89 
(3.95-29.73) (10.17-38.58) (35.14-71.19) (4.57-26.52) 
A MEAN 18.41 25.88 41.88 13.B4 
(2.67-58.67) (6.25-47.31) (17.33·71.19) (1.69·41.38) 
B1 25.03 34.28 35.19 7.90 
(16.22-61.11) (25.81-42.16) (26.32-43.01) (3.41-10.75) 
B2 32.99 17.13 35.58 12.06 
(16.78-45.45) (12.50-24.31) (13.89-53.69) (3.17-26.16) 
B3 18.11 10.82 49.76 22.34 
(5.59-54.79) (5.59-15.57) (22.73-64.25) (13.79-38.18) 
B4 25.06 9.67 44.83 22.28 
(6.67-65.91) (6.06-13.33) (16.44-63.03 ) (7.41-39.55) 
B5 33.77 26.99 27.05 7.72 
(21.18-47.70) (18.89-39.55 ) (9.09-42.22) (2.27-15.38) 
B6 10.55 31.54 46.56 11.70 
(4.97-24.69) (22.35-40.88) (32.94-61.36) (4.55-22.60) 
B7 8.71 17.13 56.30 20.72 
(1.14-47.54) (9.78-29.21) (33.33-68.72) ( 11.24-29.55) 
B8 39.05 34.49 23.27 5.67 
(20.00-67.44 ) (28.65-43.96) (14.21-35.56) (2.26-10.99) 
B9 34.10 17.26 31.81 13.50 
(24.02-50.56) (7.82-28.81 ) (11.63-49.16) (5.43-26.32) 
BMEAN 25.26 22.15 38.93 13.77 
(1.14·67.44) (5.59·43.96) (9.09.68.72) (2.26-39.55) 
C1 18.13 27.30 42.88 10.50 
(3.16-33.52) (16.47-34.74) (31.46-64.29) (5.46-19.57) 
C2 18.29 28.09 48.89 9.62 
(4.40-29.05) (16.09-34.59) (40.00-56.82) (5.03-24.39) 
C3 15.33 20.75 50.19 19.86 
(5.68-33.33) (7.41-35.15) (26.67-67.76) (7.41-42.86) 
C4 12.44 18.57 39.90 19.80 
(1.09-52.94) (4.00·26.83) (20.59-74.47) (9.76-44.00) 
C5 22.87 29.28 36.00 9.60 
(3.19-62.50) (10.64-38.15) (6.25-61.88) (6.21-14.04) 
C6 22.30 23.61 42.18 11.08 
(9.94-40.43) (14.71-28.65) (23.89-61.58) (6.25-20.71 ) 
C7 18.63 29.44 40.91 9.57 
(4.52-37.78) (23.50-39.31 ) (24.46-62.30) (2.53-20.00) 
C8 17.41 30.29 48.61 12.58 
(3.83-26.09) (18.03-46.20) (37.78-60.00) (3.26-41.67) 
C9 14.74 15.54 41.73 24.66 
(4.76-38.40) (10.71-19.77) (24.13-62.15) (6.67-38.46) 
CMEAN 17.79 24.76 43.48 14.14 
(1.09.62.50) (4.00·46.20) (6.25·74.47) (1..'3·44.00) 
MEAN ALL 20.38 24.43 24.43 13.92 
TRAPS (1.09·67.44) (4.00-47.31) (4.00-47.31 ) (1.69-44.00) 
325 
A1 A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 AS A9 81 82 B3 B4 85 B6 87 as 89 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 
A1 1.00 
A2 0.95 1.00 
A3 0.92 0.78 1.00 
A4 0.86 0.95 0.78 1.00 
A5 0.94 0.91 0.94 0.84 1.00 
AS 0.98 0.96 0.99 0.82 0.97 1.00 
A7 0.83 0.78 0.86 0.88 0.94 0.92 1.00 
AS 0.72 0.53 0.89 0.78 0.89 0.86 0.71 1.00 
AS 0.03 0.68 0.31 0.67 0.43 0.25 0.57 0.67 1.00 
81 0.80 0.99 0.81 0.94 0.83 0.80 0.97 0.77 0.50 1.00 
B2 0.93 0.93 0.96 0.87 0.82 0.74 0.87 0.74 Q.88 0.90 1.00 
B3 0.69 0.76 0.80 0.84 0.86 0.77 0.75 0.76 0.70 0.58 0.77 1.00 
B4 0.97 0.97 0.93 0.99 0.90 0.98 1.00 0.76 0.82 0.72 0.86 0.95 1.00 
as 0.99 0.62 1.00 0.75 0.95 0.92 0.83 0.80 0.21 0.81 0.63 0.54 0.95 1.00 
B6 0.85 0.87 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.91 0.67 0.75 0.66 0.55 0.58 0.75 1.00 
UJ B7 0.53 0.87 0.58 0.94 0.59 0.56 0.84 0.60 0.61 0.49 0.66 0.82 0.97 0.42 0.34 1.00 
N as 0.39 0.57 0.50 0.98 0.83 0.80 0.74 0.81 0.81 0.87 0.76 0.15 0.91 0.85 0.91 0.70 1.00 
0\ B9 0.93 0.84 0.97 0.74 0.92 0.80 0.91 0.86 0.44 0.90 0.94 0.58 0.70 0.94 0.73 0.34 0.88 1.00 
C1 0.78 0.75 0.95 0.58 0.93 0.91 0.86 0.84 0.33 0.99 0.92 0.90 0.99 0.95 0.72 0.65 0.41 1.00 1.00 
C2 0.96 0.92 0.99 0.83 0.99 0.98 0.81 0.81 0.31 0.97 0.70 0.43 0.32 0.92 0.84 0.13 0.43 0.99 1.00 1.00 
C3 0.83 1.00 0.66 0.94 0.71 0.74 0.71 0.56 0.16 0.97 0.82 0.48 0.61 0.95 0.84 0.21 0.76 0.97 0.43 0.98 1.00 
C4 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.64 0.90 0.82 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.24 0.43 0.78 0.92 0.63 0.15 0.74 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
C5 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.81 0.99 0.95 0.87 0.91 0.95 0.98 0.35 0.46 0.98 0.95 0.82 0.19 0.77 0.97 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.95 1.00 
C6 0.70 1.00 0.87 0.44 0.83 0.81 0.81 0.84 0.94 0.99 0.96 0.51 1.00 0.99 0.55 0.24 0.86 0.99 0.97 1.00 0.23 0.97 1.00 1.00 
C7 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.86 0.99 0.99 0.65 0.98 0.94 0.98 0.38 0.46 1.00 0.84 0.91 0.19 0.76 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.00 
C8 0.76 0.51 0.90 0.68 0.92 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.04 0.20 0.33 0.95 0.76 0.19 0.74 0.98 0.86 0.86 0.47 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.93 1.00 
C9 0.99 1.00 0.95 0.92 0.99 0.99 0.87 0.83 0.95 0.98 1.00 0.48 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.23 0.32 1.00 0.85 0.99 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.74 1.00 0.75 1.00 
Appendix 5.2 Correlation coefficient between sediment sample sequences at different traps for 1-2mm. 
A1 A2 A3 M AS AS A7 AS A9 81 82 B3 B4 B5 B6 87 B8 B9 C1 C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C7 C8 C9 41 1.00 A2 0.82 1.00 A3 0.88 0.87 1.00 M 0.95 0.76 0.80 1.00 AS 0.93 0.76 0.98 0.76 1.00 AS 0.95 0·82 0.98 0.83 0.98 1.00 47 0.95 0.82 0.97 0.89 0.98 0.98 1.00 AS 0.43 0.31 0.58 0.91 0.79 0.89 0.38 1.00 At 0.84 0.93 0.73 0.97 0.65 0.80 0.78 0.91 1.00 B1 0.97 0.87 0.90 0.96 0.85 0.92 0.94 0.90 0.93 1.00 ~ B2 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.81 0.95 0.90 0.89 0.69 0.96 0.94 1.00 N B3 0.86 0.94 0.76 0.89 0.70 0.81 0.80 0.39 0.99 0.93 0.99 1.00 -.l B4 0.85 0.95 0.74 0.66 0.82 0.66 0.86 0.47 0.75 0.84 0.89 0.84 1.00 as 0.72 0.62 0.96 0.61 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.41 0.57 0.83 0.66 0.64 0.57 1.00 Be 0.69 0.43 0.77 0.95 0.76 0.86 0.79 0.91 0.84 0.87 0.58 0.72 0.43 0.66 1.00 B7 0.92 0.55 0.89 0.97 0.77 0.86 0.87 0.97 0.91 0.93 0.70 0.79 0.60 0.81 0.97 1.00 as 0.96 0.61 0.88 0.97 0.85 0.90 0.67 0.85 0.97 0.99 0.94 0.76 1.00 0.80 0.85 0.90 1.00 B9 0.61 0.72 0.81 0.68 0.69 0.81 0.72 0.40 0.94 0.97 0.91 0.94 0.64 0.81 0.73 0.99 0.98 1.00 C1 1.00 0.77 0.99 0.90 0.97 1.00 0.95 0.61 0.85 0.98 0.93 0.90 0.99 0.98 0.76 0.89 0.83 0.94 1.00 C2 0.78 0.70 0.98 0.73 0.92 0.96 0.83 0.68 0.85 0.97 0.97 0.86 0.66 0.97 0.86 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.99 1.00 C3 0.97 0.45 0.99 0.78 0.99 0.95 0.99 0.76 0.67 0.91 0.55 0.75 0.94 0.99 0.89 0.80 0.99 0.82 0.65 0.95 1.00 C4 0.99 0.59 0.99 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.47 1.00 0.99 0.37 0.96 0.44 1.00 0.70 0.89 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 C5 0.90 0.89 1.00 0.85 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.99 0.23 0.95 0.50 0.94 O.Bl 0.91 0.98 0.94 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00 C6 0.99 0.90 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.67 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.79 0.96 0.62 0.98 0.99 0.96 0.96 1.00 0.51 0.97 1.00 1.00 C7 1.00 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.37 0.99 0.98 0.22 0.95 0.69 0.79 0.88 0.87 0.65 0.80 0.96 0.79 0.99 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 C8 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.99 0.94 0.95 0.71 0.91 1.00 0.99 0.22 0.12 0.25 0.97 0.84 0.97 0.98 1.00 0.87 0.90 0.74 0.96 0.98 0.94 0.71 1.00 C9 1.00 0.44 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.72 0.99 1.00 0.79 0.93 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.90 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.72 0.92 0.82 1.00 
Appendix 5.3 Correlation coefficient between sediment sample sequences at different traps for 500-I000flIll. 
Al A2 A3 M AS A6 A7 AS A9 81 B2 B3 B4 as B6 B7 B8 ~ C_l __ C2 ~- C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 --
Al 1.00 
A2 0.91 1.00 
A3 0.85 0.86 1.00 
A4 0.82 0.90 0.97 1.00 
AS 0.86 0.82 0.94 0.96 1.00 
A6 0.84 0.94 0.99 0.97 0.95 1.00 
A7 0.89 0.86 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.99 1.00 
AS 0.74 0.63 0.90 0.88 0.81 0.94 0.77 1.00 
A9 0.90 0.78 0.94 0.89 0.82 0.97 0.92 0.96 1.00 
Bl 0.95 0.82 0.98 0.93 0.87 0.96 0.96 0.95 1.00 1.00 
B2 0.99 0.98 0.84 0.94 0.99 0.91 0.90 0.68 0.88 0.83 1.00 
B3 0.87 0.94 0.65 0.62 0.54 0.69 0.65 0.59 0.77 0.78 0.99 1.00 
B4 0.95 0.95 0.70 0.92 0.98 0.83 0.85 0.52 0.75 0.81 0.97 0.95 1.00 
as 0.72 0.65 0.93 0.91 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.74 0.80 0.84 0.73 0.42 0.68 1.00 
B6 0.86 0.60 0.90 0.84 0.83 0.79 0.90 0.87 0.91 0.93 0.48 0.51 0.51 0.74 1.00 
B7 0.79 0.44 0.99 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.90 0.91 0.93 0.46 0.50 0.55 0.93 1.00 1.00 
B8 0.85 0.82 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.59 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.95 1.00 
B9 0.93 0.94 0.83 0.71 0.65 0.83 0.81 0.81 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.83 0.61 0.62 0.76 0.81 1.00 
Cl 0.80 0.88 1.00 0.97 0.92 0.99 0.97 0.90 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.97 0.96 0.88 0.95 0.99 0.92 1.00 
C2 0.99 0.89 0.98 0.96 0.93 0.99 0.94 0.91 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.89 0.97 0.94 0.96 0.95 1.00 0.94 0.98 1.00 
C3 0.97 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.94 0.85 0.91 0.77 0.88 0.91 0.47 0.74 0.98 1.00 0.96 0.94 1.00 0.76 0.81 0.93 1.00 
t..J C4 1.00 0.20 1.00 . 0.96 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.01 1.00 0.82 0.99 0.80 0.96 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
tv C5 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.88 0.98 1.00 0.99 0.10 0.98 0.34 0.92 0.86 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.97 1.00 0.99 1.00 
00 C6 0.68 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.90 0.95 0.92 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.30 0.94 0.78 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.74 0.97 0.99 1.00 
C7 1.00 0.71 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.06 0.99 0.46 0.91 0.97 0.96 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
C8 0.81 0.78 0.99 0.98 0.94 0.98 0.97 0.91 1.00 0.99 0.02 0.97 0.35 0.98 0.89 0.99 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.85 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.99 1.00 
C9 1.00 0.95 0.87 0.82 0.90 0.84 0.89 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.57 0.97 0.79 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.81 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.68 1.00 0.82 1.00 
Appendix 5.4 Correlation coefficient between sediment sample sequences at different traps for 250-500J!m. 
A1 A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 AS A9 81 82 B3 B4 85 B6 87 88 89 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 
A1 1.00 
A2 0.98 1.00 
A3 0.82 0.90 1.00 
A4 0.88 0.96 0.98 1.00 
AS 0.88 0.82 0.90 0.91 1.00 
AS 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.93 1.00 
A7 0.92 0.95 0.90 0.92 0.83 0.97 1.00 
AS 0.84 0.85 0.91 0.95 0.87 0.98 0.95 1.00 
A9 0.95 0.97 0.84 0.86 0.86 0.95 0.99 0.97 1.00 
81 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.99 0.95 0.95 0.94 1.00 
B2 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.96 0.94 0.97 0.93 1.00 
B3 0.94 1.00 0.65 0.84 0.70 0.82 0.90 0.83 0.93 0.81 1.00 1.00 
B4 1.00 0.99 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.90 0.93 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 
as 0.64 0.97 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.83 0.72 o.n 0.61 0.82 0.98 0.44 0.98 1.00 
B6 0.63 0.27 0.91 0.86 0.81 0.92 0.52 0.70 0.59 0.93 0.87 0.57 0.92 0.85 1.00 
w 87 0.58 0.75 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.80 0.71 0.79 0.59 0.83 0.73 0.38 0.86 0.98 0.97 1.00 tv 
10 sa 0.98 0.99 0.92 0.92 0.96 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.88 1.00 0.78 0.88 0.75 1.00 
B9 0.86 0.95 0.58 0.60 0.61 o.n 0.84 0.72 0.89 o.n 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.33 0.49 0.32 0.86 1.00 
C1 0.87 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.85 0.96 0.90 0.85 0.88 0.94 0.93 0.89 0.83 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.47 1.00 
C2 0.97 0.90 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.99 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.91 0.74 0.96 0.73 0.97 0.99 0.61 0.98 1.00 
C3 0.96 0.93 0.78 0.82 0.98 0.88 0.75 0.78 0.84 0.96 0.30 0.79 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.40 0.74 0.96 1.00 
C4 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.90 0.96 0.94 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.80 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.97 1.00 
C5 1.00 0.42 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.28 0.90 0.89 0.99 0.94' 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.93 1.00 0.94 1.00 
C6 0.81 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.75 0.89 0.93 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.79 0.91 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.63 0.84 0.97 1.00 
C7 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.39 0.89 0.84 0.99 0.91 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.95 1.00 0.95 0.99 1.00 1.00 
C8 0.98 0.93 0.98 0.98 0.96 1.00 0.95 0.89 1.00 0.99 0.06 0.89 0.78 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.89 0.95 0.99 0.91 0.99 1.00 
C9 0.85 0.95 0.64 0.64 0.89 0.75 0.68 0.65 1.00 0.99 0.90 0.98 0.98 0.94 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.52 0.99 0.96 1.00 0.99 0.43 0.97 0.75 1.00 
Appendix 5.5 Correlation coefficient between sediment sample sequences at different traps for 125-250JlID. 
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Appendix 7.1 Spatia] variability in magnetic susceptibility of Phase ] bedload accumulating in 
basket traps; a) background 20.4.96, b) 3.2 m3s- 1 22.5.95, c) 0.54 m3s-1 6.6.96, d) 2.08 
m3s-1 10.9.96, e) 3.39 m3s- 1 14.10.96. LB - left bank, RB - right bank. 
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Appendix 7.1 Spatial variability in magnetic susceptibilit(' of phase I bedload accumulating 
in basket traps; f) 5.44 m3s·\ 2.11.96, g) 7.12 m3s· 17.11.96, h) 4.13 m3s·\ 10.12.96, i) 
4.09 m3s·\ 22.12.96 
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Appendix 7.1 Spatial variability in magnetic susceptibilit( of phase 1 bedload accumulating 
in basket traps;j) 1.23 m3s·1 15.1.97, k) 3.81 m3s· 31.l.97, 1) 3.99 m3s·18.2.97, m) 
8.62 m3s·1 11.3.97 
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Appendix 7.2 Depth variation in magnetic susceptibility of matrix sediments sampled using 
freeze-coring, Circles and dashed lines indicate background variability, solid squares 
and solid lines indicate survey undertaken in July 1997 after tracer emplacement 
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Appendix 7.2 Depth variation in magnetic susceptibility of matrix sediments sampled using 
freeze-coring. Circles and dashed lines indicate background variability, solid squure 
and solid lines indicate survey undertakep in July 1997 after tracer emplacement 
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Appendix 7.2 Depth variation in magnetic susceptibility of matrix sediments sampled lIsing 
freeze-coring. Circles and dashed lines indicate background variability, solid quares 
and solid lines indicate survey undertaken in July 1997 after tracer emplacement 
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Appen eli 81 T racer c ast posItions x aft f1 d 1 (271 3 0 1) er 00 m s 
FINE . Rime Riftle RitDe Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest taU head trough edge edge tail apex 
bead 
Riftle head 00 
Rime Crest 00 
Rime tail • ggoo 
Pool bead 0000 
Pool trough gooo 0 
Pool tail 
Bar edee bead 
Bar ed2e tail 
Bar top 
Bar apex 
MEDIUM Riftle Riftle Rime Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest tail bead trough edCe edge tail apex 
bead 
Rime bead g~gg 
00 
.dffle Crest ovvv 
Rime tail ggoo 111111 
Pool bead gooo 
Pool trough ~ ... ...... \II II 
Pool tail uu 
Bar edle head 
Bar edle tail 
Bar top 
Bar apex 
COARSE Rime Riftle Riftle Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
bead crest taU bead trough edge edle tail apex 
bead 
Rime head gggg 
Riftle Crest ovo 
Rime tail 000 
Pool bead gggg 0 II 
_0 
Pool trough ggvv u 
Pool tail vo 
Bar edle bead 
Bar edae tail 
Bar top 
Bar aDell 
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Appendix 8.~ Tracer clast positions after flood 2 (5.95 m3 S·I) 
FINE Rime Rime Riffle Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest tall head trough edle edge tail apex 
bead 
Riffle head ouo 
Riffle Crest 00 
RifIIe tail ggov 
Pool head t) IJ 
Pool trourh 1J(Jt) v 
Pool tail 00 
Bar edae head 
Bar edae tail 
Bar toP 
Bar apex 
MEDIUM Rime Rime Rime Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest tall head trough edge edge tall apex 
head 
""UfDehead ggvv v (J 
.tW!Ie Crest vooo 00 (J(J CI 
Riftle tall (J 0 (J(J(J 
Pool head ouu 
Pool trough ~(Jt)() ouo 0 
Pool tail (J (J 0 
Bar edlre head (J(JIJ 
Bar edlre tall () 
Bar top 
Bar aDa 
COARSE RitDe Rime Rime Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
bead crest tail head trough edge edge tail apex 
head 
RifDehead ~ooo ovuu 00 
RifIIe Crest uv 00 IJ(J (J(J (J 
Rime tail gooo 
Pool head ouvu 0 IJ 
Pool trou2h It uuu 00 
Pool tail It It ouu 1.100 
Bar edae bead It 
Bar edge tail 
Bar top 
Barapa 
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Appendix 8.3 Tracer clast positions after flood 3 (7.4 m3 S·I) 
FINE Riftle Rime rume Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest taD head trough edge edge tail apex 
head 
R.ift1e head Oou 
R.ift1e Crest 000 0 
R.ift1e tail 0 ~ 
() ~ 
Pool head 
Pool trough 0 
Pool tail 
Bar ed2e head 
Bar edl!e tail 0 
Bar top 
Bar apex 
MEDIUM Rime Rime Riftle Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest taD head trough edle edle tail apex 
head 
~ehead 00 
() 
~eCrest vOO 00 
() 
R.ift1e tail 000 
() ()() 
Pool head 0 0 
Pool troudl 0000 
Pool tail () 00 
Bar edge head 00 0 
Bar edge tail 
Bar top 88 00 
Bar apex 0 
COARSE Rime Riffle Riffle Pool Pool Pool taU Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest tail head trough edae edae tail apex 
head 
Riftlehead 00 
Rime Crest 00 00 
() 
Rime tail oovu 
~ 
.r'oolhead 
() 
Pool trou2h 0000 
Pool tail 
Bar edre head 
Bar edre tail 
Bar top 
BarapIX 
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Appendix 8.4 Tracer clast positions after flQ.od 4 (9.92 m3 S-I) 
FINE Riftle Riftle Riftle Pool Pool Pool taU Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest taU head troup edce edce tail apex 
head 
Riftlehead 
Riftle Crest 
RIftle tail • C) 
Pool head 
Pool trough 
Pool tail • 
Bar edEe head 0 
Bar edge taU 
Bar top 
Bar apex 
MEDIUM Riftle Riftle Rime Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest taU head trough edCe edce tail apex 
head 
·1Wflehead IJ 
.. (JffIe Crest . ovvv IJ 
Riftle tail vv IJ (I 
Pool head 
Pool trough 0 " 
Pool tail C) • 
Bar edae head IJ 0 • • 00 
Bar ed£e tail IJ IJ • 
Bar toP 
Baraoex 
COARSE Riftle Riftle Rime Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head ~ tail head trough edce edce taU apex 
head 
RIfIlehead ~g~~ " 0 IJ 
RIfIle Crest C) 00000 ov "" 
RIfIle tail 0 IJ 
t'oolhead "". II 0 • 
Pool troUP 000 "'" 
Pool tail C) 
Bar edge head 
Bar edre tail IJ C) 
Bar top 
BaraDex 0 
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Appendix 8.5 Tracer clast positions after flood 5 (6.9 m3 s·l) 
FINE Rime Rime Rime Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest tall head trough edle edle tail apex 
head 
Rime head 
Rime Crest 
Rime tall 
Pool head 
Pool troudt 
Pool tail 
Bar edae head 
Baredaetail 
Bar top 
Bar apex 
MEDIUM Rime Rime Riftle Pool Pool Pool tall Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest tall head trough edle edletaU apex 
head 
'illlIe head 
£illDe Crest • 
RitDetall • 
Pool head 
Pool troudt • 
Pool tail <.t • 
Bar edge head • 
Bar ed£e tail 
Bar toP 
Barapo: 
COARSE Rime Rime Ril11e Pool Pool Pool tail Bar Bar Bar top Bar 
head crest tail head troup edle 
head 
edle taU apex 
Rime head 0 
Rime Crest ••• 000 (1111111 
Rime tail 000 II II 
~oolhead 
Pool troUP () 0 
Pool tall II () 
Bar edl[e head 00 • •• -.-.-
Bar edl[e tail () rI 
Bar top 0 
Bar apex 
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